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Abstract 

Anglo-Saxon Conceptions of the Inner Self: An Exploration of Tradition and 
Innovation in Selected Cynewulfian and A1fredian Texts 

The extant vernacular literature of the Anglo-Saxons bears witness to a profound 

and widespread interest in the inner domain of human experience, as can be seen in the 

great variety of vocabulary relating to inner faculties and processes and in the diversity 

of recurring fonnulas, expressions and metaphors depicting the inner life. This thesis 

examines the remarkably innovative conceptions and expressions of the inner self which 

we find in a number of Cynewulfian and Alfredian texts. 

Part One of this thesis considers the diverse approaches to matters of soul, mind 

and self in a number of disciplines in order to introduce the relevant tenninology and 

accompanying critical controversies. In Chapter One, I argue for a definition of the 

inner self as the centre of agency, experience and identity and consider the way in which 

attention to the inner domain is a useful henneneutic tool for the analysis of 

anthropological and psychological ideas in the Western intellectual tradition. Chapter 

Two introduces the relevant Old English vocabulary in reference to divergent critical 

approaches and the persistent difficulties which we face when trying to analyse Anglo

Saxon anthropological and psychological ideas in tenns of a rigid soul-body or spirit

matter dualism. Chapter Three examines how attention to the inner domain allows us to 

appreciate the diversity of vernacular accounts of psychological workings and of 

differing anthropological schemata in Old English literature. 

In Parts Two and Three, I examine a number of texts, both in poetry and prose, 

which explore the inner self in reference to larger ideas about human nature and human 

purpose and which engage with the implications of Latin Christian anthropological 

ideas. In Part Two, Chapters Four. Five and Six examine Cynewulfs Christ II, Juliana 

and Elene respectively. with particular emphasis on the way in which the poet underpins 

his didactic instructions with detailed explorations of the human condition in accounts 



of human nature, human types and individual characters. In Part Three, Chapters Seven 

and Eight explore the systematic approach to psychological and anthropological ideas in 

the Alfredian 'philosophical' works, namely the Consolation and Soliloquies. 

respectively. In all of these case studies, I focus on the way in which the internal 

coherence of ideas in the texts (and in the respective canons) informs the authors' 

constructions of interiority and in doing so illustrate that a philosophical approach to 

both poetic and prose texts allows a wider appreciation of innovative thought and 

expression relevant to human and personal identity in the Anglo-Saxon period. 
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Introduction 

There are surely few subjects in the history of human thought which have 

occupied us as consistently and as universally as 'ourselves'. At the most fundamental 

level, our awareness of ourselves as distinct entities would appear to be one of the basic 

preconditions for all conscious thought, action and interaction with others. Such basic 

self-awareness would also appear to be the prerequisite for further reflection about 

ourselves as individuals, as members of particular groups or as instances of a biological 

species. Crucially, however, whether we are exploring our own subjective feelings, 

moods and mental states or whether we are engaging in more objective analysis and 

definition of ourselves in our various capacities, our thought about ourselves is deeply 

embedded in our culturally variable frameworks of beliefs. On the one hand, we appear 

to assess even the most apparently subjective 'feeling' in light of our shared conceptual 

and linguistic funds when we identify it (perhaps as a specific 'emotion') and when we 

evaluate it (in light of the social acceptability of that 'emotion' in general and in light of 

our 'feeling' it in a particular instance). 1 On the other hand, the ways in which we define 

and evaluate ourselves as individual subjects, as distinct personalities or indeed as 

objectified 'selves' (perhaps consisting of parts, dispositions, activities and experiences) 

are deeply informed by our shared ideas about biological, psychological and social 

norms. Both the practical and ideological contexts which shape ideas about 'selfhood' 

and 'human nature' are therefore vital elements in studying such conceptions across 

cultures. 

In considering Anglo-Saxon conceptions and constructions of the 'inner self, 

this thesis views Old English accounts of personal experience, behaviour and identity 

firmly in the context of Anglo-Saxon thought about human nature and human workings 

in general. I am therefore not seeking evidence for constructs of an "inner self or of 

I Useful introductions to the relevant debates about the cultural variability of the emotions are provided in 
Culture Theory: Essays on Mind. Self. and Emotion. ed. R. A. Shweder and R. A. leVine (Cambridge, 
1986); The Emotions: Social. Cultural and Biological Dimensions, ed. Rom Harre and W. Gerrod Parrott 
(London. 1996); Thinking about Feeling: Conlemporary Philosophers on Emotions. ed. Robert C. 
Solomon (OxfonL 2004); Philosophy and the Emotions. ed. Anthony Hatzimoysis (Cambridge, 2(03). 
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personal identity in an essentially modem Western individualistic sense, nor do I focus 

my investigation on modes of personal self-expression in Anglo-Saxon literature.:! 

Rather, I proceed from the striking interest in the inner life which is evident across Old 

English literature and consider the important status and function ascribed to this 

distinctive domain of human experience and agency in Anglo-Saxon thought about 

human and individual identity. In other words, I am interested in the way in which 

Anglo-Saxons conceived and made sense of the multiplicity of drives, impulses and 

experiences by which they defined themselves as individuals and as human beings. The 

primary focus of this thesis, therefore, lies not solely with the vernacular expression of 

psychological ideas, but rather with the way in which vernacular conceptions and 

expressions of psychological and anthropological workings affect Anglo-Saxon 

conceptions of identity.3 The present inquiry is accordingly at least as much a 

philosophical as a literary investigation in that it is concerned with the wider conceptual 

frameworks which appear to inform Anglo-Saxon constructions of the inner self. Since 

my particular focus and approach throughout this thesis depart from conventional 

literary analyses of Anglo-Saxon psychology or anthropology, this introductory prelude 

presents an overview of the basic subject matter and methodology of my inquiry as a 

whole, postponing full bibliographical references to the relevant chapters. 

Anglo-Saxon interest in the inner domain of human experience manifests itself 

in many forms, ranging from essentially personal introspection to more objective self

examination and to didactic accounts concerned with the regulation of inner inclination 

and impulse in light of normative social or religious standards. This thesis considers 

how a number of Anglo-Saxon writers explored and made sense of aspects of 

experience and behaviour in reference to an "inner self which is conceived both as the 

central locus of experience and as the principle of action in human beings. By 

2 For the diverse roles which varying fonns of 'individualism' play in 'Western' traditions of intellectual 
thought, I refer to the The Dictionary o/the History 0/ Ideas: Studies o/Selected Pivotal Ideas. ed. Philip 
P. Wiener. vol. 2 (New Yo~ 1973-74), pp. 595-604. I discuss the various qualifications to my use of the 
controversial label 'modem Western individualistic' more comprehensively in Chapter One . 
. l The methodologies of the relatively modem disciplines of anthropology and psychology can of course 
not be equated with the theological and philosophical modes of inquiry we find in early medieval 
writings. Nevertheless. for the purpose of brevity. I use the tenns 'anthropology' and 'psychology' to 
indicate the systematic study of man and his workings. 
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investigating relevant patterns of thought and expression - first more generally across 

the extant vernacular literature and subsequently in more detail in a number of carefully 

selected texts - I illustrate that the inner self may be seen both as a psychological entity 

and as the core of individual identity precisely because it is conceived not only as a 

defming element in human beings in general but also as that aspect of the human being 

which accounts for individual variation in character and behaviour. 

In order to justify my approach to the inner self as both a psychological entity 

and as the core of identity in Old English texts, Part One of this thesis considers the way 

in which we may most fruitfully approach the relevant patterns of thought and 

expression across the extant Anglo-Saxon corpus of vernacular literature. Given the 

essentially abstract nature of concepts such as 'selfhood', 'identity' and 'human nature', 

Chapter One surveys the relevant methodological disputes across the disciplines and 

introduces the much debated terms and concepts which stand at the heart of this study. 

Since our own contemporary approaches to selfhood are inherently informed by a 

lengthy intellectual immersion in and engagement with Western thought about a dual 

human nature which consists of body and soul/mind (or matter and non-matter), an 

initial review of this intellectual tradition is needed to highlight both how diversely our 

contemporary vocabulary is applied and how certain conceptual complexities appear to 

be inherent in our culturally distinctive ways of thinking about ourselves. Such an 

overview highlights the caution which is required when applying culturally loaded 

terms to the relevant Old English vocabulary. It also allows us to identify a number of 

fundamental questions within this ongoing Western intellectual discourse which are 

directly relevant to the study of Anglo-Saxon thought about human nature, selfhood and 

interiority. 

Most important, any account which attempts to explain human experience and 

behaviour in light of a dual human nature must necessarily account for the relation 

between the two posited components of man (whether in causal or other terms) if it 

3 
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seeks to maintain unity or continuity of identity. 4 Any attempt to account for the self 

within a dualistic conceptual framewor~ furthermore, must span the dichotomy of the 

physical and metaphysical. Even if we create different aspects of the self to account for 

the multiplicity of drives, impulses, activities and experiences by which we identify 

ourselves, the defmition of our true core as well as its relation to the totality of what we 

are remains a fraught endeavour. Whilst the idea of a spiritual soul, perhaps as a carrier 

of the true self, has become largely relegated to religious and esoteric circles in light of 

increasingly favoured 'scientific' approaches to anthropological questions, the 

philosophical debate about a matter-spirit dichotomy in man continues in various forms, 

ranging from the exploration of a duality of matter and non-matter to a concern with the 

apparent incompatibility of physical causality on the one hand and apparently non

physical agency or consciousness on the other. Indeed even the most materialistic stance 

which rejects any notion of a soul or spiritual aspect of man must necessarily engage 

with the question of whether we are more than the totality of our neurological processes 

or whether the consciousness which appears to mark us out as distinct subjects can be 

reduced to cerebral and physiological effects.5 Since these concerns affect not only our 

definition and application of terms such as 'self and 'human nature', but also emerge as 

particularly relevant to the study of Anglo-Saxon thought about human identity, the 

general and theoretical nature of Chapter One prepares for my investigation of Anglo

Saxon conceptions of human nature, selfhood and the inner self in subsequent chapters. 

Old English descriptions of human nature and its various components vary 

considerably in focus and expression - as is to be expected in a body of literature 

consisting of many diverse genres and styles spanning at least four centuries. What is 

apparently consistent in an essentially Christian age of literacy. however, is the concept 

of a dual human nature composed of body (lie, liehoma etc.) and soul (sawuJ, gasl) . 

.. A useful example of contrasting positions which account for the unity of man in causal terms is the 
stance that the 'soul' (Gk. psyche. Lat. anima) is the causal principle of life, movement, sensation and 
reason in the body (a vastly influential stance in Christian thought throughout the Early Middle Ages) and 
the view. more prevalent today. that the self is the totality of physiological and neurological phenomena 
and therefore a cumulative effect rather than a cause. I consider the thinkers and schools of thought 
relevant to these matters in more detail in 1.2 below. 
, I do not define the 'soul' as an exclusively spiritual entity per se here since, as I discuss in Chapter One, 
materialistic accounts of the 'soul' (Gk. psyche. Lat. anima) go back at least to Pre-Socratic philosophy 
and remain particularly prominent in early Christian theology. 
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Whilst deeply influenced by Latin Christianity in theory and praxis. most Old English 

accounts of human experience and behaviour cannot be entirely understood in terms of 

the divide between a material and transient body on the one han~ and an animating, 

sentient, rational and eternal soul on the other.6 Despite maintaining a descriptive (and 

often formulaic) duality of man, Old English accounts of the details of human 

experience and action primarily involve a number of other components which cannot be 

entirely classified in either spiritual or material domains: namely the mod and hyge 

(translated primarily as 'mind', 'heart' or 'soul' depending on the given context) and a 

number of variant poetic terms such as fero and sefa (translated primarily as 'mind', 

'heart', 'soul' or 'spirit'). The precise nature and function of these Old English terms do 

not map onto our own culturally specific concepts of 'mind', 'heart' and 'soul' and 

these words, along with their underlying concepts, remain fiercely debated amongst 

Anglo-Saxonists. I suggest that their status and role in Anglo-Saxon conceptions of 

selfhood and human nature may be fruitfully examined in reference to an inner-outer 

dichotomy rather than in reference to a dualistic schema of matter and spirit. Indeed 

reference to the inner-outer dichotomy which is so prominent in the vernacular literature 

itself allows us to trace the way in which the Old English 'inner aspects' transcend or at 

least renegotiate the conceptual boundaries between the 'spiritual', 'mental' and 

'emotional' - and apparently at times even the 'corporeal' - which so thoroughly 

inform our own categorisation of human domains of experience. 

In Chapter Two, I introduce the relevant Old English vocabulary in reference to 

the ongoing critical debate about how to approach and interpret Anglo-Saxon 

conceptions and expressions of the inner aspects and the idea of an inner self. Attention 

to the conceptual schema of an inner-outer categorisation of human nature across the 

Old English corpus highlights an overwhelming localisation of those human aspects 

associated with agency and experience "within' man. Crucially, as the central agencies 

and loci of experience, the inner aspects often serve as explanatory principles of 

6 I present these characteristics of the 'soul' merely as representative categories associated with the most 
influential Latin Christian 'intellectualist' positions which have their roots in Greek philosophical 
thought. Again. the details of various theological conceptions of the nature of the soul are considered 
more closely in Chapter One. 
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experience, behaviour and identity (both in general and in the particular) without 

reference to a dichotomy of 'body and soul' or 'matter and spirit'. Chapter Two as a 

whole, therefore, establishes the important relations between conceptions of agency, 

experience and identity in Old English literature and substantiates my view of the inner 

self as the essential human agency, as the locus of experience, and as the totality of 

processes, drives and activities by which men identify themselves. 7 

In Chapter Three, I go on to illustrate how an approach to the inner aspects in 

terms of an 'inner-outer' dichotomy of human nature can allow us to re-evaluate the 

function and status of the inner faculties and their processes in Anglo-Saxon thought 

about man. The inner-outer dichotomy is itself a widespread conceptual schema across 

cultures, containing notions of, for example, the invisible (or intangible etc.) as opposed 

to the visible (or tangible etc.). More notably, in Anglo-Saxon literature itself, the inner

outer schema exhibits a particularly interesting relationship with the influential soul

body / spirit-matter schema. In many ways, the 'inner' takes over the role of the 

'spiritual' of the dominant Christian positions - for example inner cause and outer effect 

or inner agency and outer action.8 Indeed in its general versatility (and hence in its wide 

applicability), the conception of an inner core of agency and identity neatly by-passes 

the need to assimilate a view of the self with theological or philosophical debates about 

the nature of a spiritual soul as the causal principle of life, movement, sensation and 

reason. Although such analytical ideas are sporadically expressed across the corpus, a 

survey of Anglo-Saxon positions on the relation of the inner self to the soul and body 

shows a remarkable variety of stances within which the status of the inner aspects 

remains that of the defming inner agencies. 

7 Given the philosophical focus of this inquiry, I frequently refer to generalities about human nature 
throughout this thesis and apply the terms 'human being' and 'man' in much the same sense. In this use 
of 'man' as much as in my preference for masculine examples and masculine pronouns in abstract 
examples, I am of course not driven by any sexual bias. but rather by a bias against the impractical 
convention of adding a redundant he / she or that of feminising all abstract examples (which has the 
lamentable though inevitable effect of suggesting the particular rather than the general). 
• This is of course a simplification. since the inner domain as the centre of agency may well be the 
receptacle of external impulses (perhaps through sense-perception or even as a recipient of divine or 
demonological influence) which affect human agency and subsequent behaviour. For the moment. my 
point pertains simply to the conceived continuity of an iMer agency in man as the cause of external 
action. 
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As is often note<L many prose works of the vernacular corpus appear to be 

particularly influenced by Latin Christian intellectual anthropology and psychology. 

They accordingly differ in style, diction and in ideological inheritance from the poetic 

corpus, which is generally associated with more long-standing and apparently native 

traditions of thought about man and his workings. This fundamental division between 

ideological and literary traditions in Old English prose and poetry respectively allows us 

to localise a dominant trend of intellectual engagement with theological and even 

philosophical questions in Old English prose. It does not, however, account for the great 

variety of Anglo-Saxon perspectives on the relation between body and soul - or indeed 

for the diverse nature of Anglo-Saxon thought about the relation between the inner self 

on the one hand and the material and spiritual domains of human beings on the other. 

Just as early medieval theological accounts of body-soul relations and of the nature. role 

and status of the soul differ greatly across antique and early medieval Christian 

writings, conceptions and expressions of these matters differ significantly across the 

extant Old English corpus. The relevant vernacular accounts reflect varying conceptual 

traditions to varying degrees depending on varying literary and ideological contexts.9 

Similarly, intellectual engagement with questions of selfhood and human nature and the 

accompanying conceptual endeavour to assimilate the prominent inner-outer schema 

with a matter-spirit dichotomy show remarkable variability in both poetry and prose. A 

notable concern with the spiritual domain of human existence in more explicitly 

Christian texts, whether in homilies or in didactic poems, would appear to associate the 

inner more closely with the spiritual. This, however, is more likely to be the result of 

increasing interest in spiritual salvation and of eschatological concerns with the fate of 

the soul, rather than constituting a direct conceptual identification of the inner aspects 

with the soul itself. Indeed the vast bulk of Old English literature is not explicitly 

concerned with categories of spirit and matter and, overall, descriptions of the central 

inner aspects and their workings stand beside soul-body formulations of human nature -

both in poetry and in prose texts. Significantly, the inner aspects consistently appear as 

9 The notable variety of early medieval theological positions about the relation between body and soul. 
and indeed about the nature of the soul itself, makes it rather dangerous to claim an orthodox Christian 
consensus which places the core of agency and identity exclusively with a spiritual and eternal soul. as I 
illustrate in Part One. 
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the dominant human agencies associated with individual identity and personality as 

expressed by commonly communicable formulas and images and they overwhelmingly 

appear as the individualised detenninants of the fate of a (less individualised) spiritual 

soul. Although the corpus as a whole suggests that Anglo-Saxons were perfectly content 

to use conventional and often formulaic accounts of the inner aspects of man to explain 

experience and behaviour in life and to relate this core of man only indirectly to a 

spiritual soul which is primarily associated with the afterlife, a number of vernacular 

texts do engage with the notion of an inner self in light of a matter-spirit dichotomy and 

do embrace questions about the continuity of this self in the earthly life and in the post

corporeal afterlife. I consider precisely such texts in Parts Two and Three of this thesis. 

Having surveyed the wider relevant traditions and patterns across the Old 

English corpus in Part One, I turn to the close analysis of two particularly innovative 

bodies of poetic and prose texts in Parts Two and Three. Part Two (Chapters Four, Five 

and Six) and Part Three (Chapters Seven and Eight) consider how the inner self is 

conceived and expressed in the poetry of Cynewulf and in the ~philosophical' prose 

works of Alfred respectively. At the most practical level, the Cynewulfian and Alfredian 

canons each provide the (relatively rare) possibility of assessing distinctive stylistic and 

conceptual tendencies across closely related vernacular texts. Our relative certainty 

about their respective common authorship accordingly facilitates the study of distinctive 

and internally consistent approaches to concepts of an inner self.lo Despite the obvious 

differences in style and genre as well as in their literary and ideological traditions, both 

sets of texts examine the notion of an inner self in significant detail and with great 

intellectual sophistication. Both consider the nature and workings of the inner self in 

reference to their respective views of human beings and human workings, as shaped by 

their notable interests in human nature and human purpose in general. Indeed both 

canons explore such larger ideological frameworks to underpin their own didactic and 

pastoral concerns with human behaviour as it relates to practical ethics in human life on 

earth as well as to the spiritual concern of personal salvation. As instances of 

10 The ideas of 'canonicity' and 'common authorship' have been the subjects of much scholarly research 
and disagreement - I survey the relevant debates about 'Cynewulfian' and • A I fred ian • canons in the 
respective introductions to Parts Two and Three. 
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particularly sophisticated poetic and prose approaches to the inner self, the Cynewulfian 

and Alfredian canons provide significant insights into the relevance of thought about 

human and personal identity across the stylistic divides. Ultimately, therefore, I have 

chosen to focus in detail on these canons because they present theologically aware 

perspectives which embrace - albeit in rather different ways - a number of profound 

questions about personal and human identity in their presentations of the inner self and 

do so with a striking awareness of the doctrinal and ideological implications of their 

stances. I examine these particular dimensions of the texts at hand not in the form of 

conventional close literary readings, but in analyses which are essentially philosophical 

in their preoccupations and thus focus on often neglected aspects of these texts and their 

ideas. 

Part Two of this thesis considers three poems of the Cynewulf canon which 

explore the role and workings of the inner self in light of a shared conceptual 

framework of human nature and human purpose. Although Christ II, Juliana and Elene 

differ in focus, in subject matter and indeed in genre, they are essentially didactic 

poems, each of which presents a distinctive angle on the centrality of the inner life in 

human experience and action and emphasises the need for introspection in practical and 

spiritual self-improvement. In order to illustrate that Cynewulf s conception of the inner 

self is inextricably bound up with an overarching conception of human nature and 

human purpose throughout his poetry, Chapter Four examines the poem in which these 

larger anthropological ideas are most apparent, namely Christ II. Having considered 

how Cynewulf addresses the human condition, human nature and the inner self in the 

most generic II terms and explains inner workings in reference to a larger, theologically 

substantiated view of human purpose in Christ II, Chapters Five and Six, respectively, 

go on to analyse the way in which Juliana and Elene explore the particular 

II By 'generic'. I mean that which is associated with all men as a genus. Although, 'species' might be a 
more appropriate category here, the adjective 'specific' is unsuitable, just as the adjective 'general' is 
unsuitable in that it implies lack of detail. I therefore use 'generic' with the qualification that I am not 
suggesting what is inherent or innate in man, but rather what is shared by human beings. For example, 
when I refer to human choice or free will as 'generic capacities', I mean that all men are characterised by 
the possession of this capacity. but I do not imply that it is an iMate capacity. In the Christian context 
with which Cynewulf is concerned, for example. free choice is a gift given to all men on Christ's 
Incarnation and not something which all men have possessed iMately and continuously since Creation. 
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manifestations of such shared human characteristics and tendencies in various character 

types and in individuals. Taken together, all three poems provide a spectrum of aesthetic 

and intellectual angles which allow us to trace a distinctive view of the inner self 

throughout Cynewulfs poetry. By analysing the way in which Cynewulf develops 

varying ideological and literary traditions in his explorations of human experience and 

identity, it can be seen that his consistent emphasis on an inner rather than a spiritual 

self is compatible with fundamental Christian tenets of a dual human nature consisting 

of body and soul. As the locus of experience and as the principle of action, the inner self 

is contrasted with but not divorced from the physical and as man's central agency this 

inner self assumes the role of causal principle as well as that of a unifying core of 

identity. Part Two as a whole thus illustrates how attention to an inner-outer dichotomy 

in Cynewulf s conception of human nature provides a valuable hermeneutic tool for the 

analysis of the poet's presentation of the inner self and its important function in the 

activities of self-reflection and didactic instruction alike. 

On a rather different literary and indeed ideological basis, the role of the inner 

self is also a striking feature in the 'philosophical' texts of the Alfredian canon, to 

which I turn in Part Three. In form, style and, crucially, in subject matter, the Old 

English Consola/ion and the Old English Soliloquies (discussed in Chapters Seven and 

Eight respectively) present uniquely systematic investigations into human nature and 

the inner self in the vernacular corpus. Deeply influenced by Latin Christian intellectual 

anthropology and psychology, these two texts explore the inner self in the context of 

larger metaphysical spheres of reality and associate the inner self (represented primarily 

by the mod) more intimately with the spiritual and eternal soul (sawul) than any 

preceding vernacular text. Part Three therefore considers the way in which Alfred 

develops a view of the inner self as the central executive agency and locus of experience 

in reference to the essentially dualistic metaphysics and anthropology conveyed by his 

Latin sources. 12 I argue that Alfred's association of the 'inner' with the 'spiritual' is 

neither an unconditional assimilation of the mod and sawul (as has been suggested), nor 

12 As I discuss in the introduction to Part Three, the extent of Alfred's own involvement in the prose 
translations of his reign has come into question and I refer to Alfred as the author of the Consola/ion and 
Soliloquies with a number of reservations in mind. 
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an outright adoption of Latin Christian models of soul and self. Rather. Alfred's 

sophisticated consideration of the relations between body and soul and his discussions 

of the nature and status of the inner self within this dualistic schema fully explore the 

implications of moving the essence of the self into the spiritual domain of man. 

Although I do not suggest that Alfred and Cynewulf engaged in philosophical 

modes of analysing and thinking about the inner self, I do subscribe to the view that 

attention to philosophical concerns and questions in their writings can enable a more 

thorough understanding of their conceptions of human nature and selfhood. Rather than 

being unsuited to the literary forum of Old English poetry and prose, an analytical 

approach which makes use of philosophical frameworks for considering articulations of 

human experience can enable a study of the wider and deeper implications of the 

prominent subject of the inner life in Anglo-Saxon thought, whether pertaining to 

matters of identity, psychology, anthropology or ethics. Such a broader approach, 

moreover, allows us to assess the practical and ideological functions of the inner self. 

As an explanatory principle of human agency and experience, the inner self becomes 

vital for the articulation of didactic theory as well as being a crucial element in self

definition at a more abstract level. Interest in the sophisticated and innovative ways in 

which certain Old English texts deal with questions about human nature (and even 

human purpose) as ideological frameworks for assessing and evaluating individual 

experience and behaviour is somewhat underrepresented in Anglo-Saxon studies at 

large. The approach to tradition and innovation which I take here stresses the value of 

exploring the conceptual structures which infonn isolated anthropological and 

psychological ideas within a given text. Rather than accounting for the elusive nature of 

the inner aspects solely in reference to literary modes of expression, this thesis therefore 

argues that the important tenns and concepts relevant to the inner self deserve an 

examination which is more sensitive to the ideological and conceptual necessities of 

embracing a Christian anthropology - a framework of beliefs which has such far 

reaching consequences for practical ethics as well as for metaphysical and 

eschatological deliberations. 
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By drawing attention to the innovative ways in which certain Anglo-Saxon 

writers explored questions about human nature and human identity in light of their 

conceptual engagement with Latin Christian thought across the poetic and prose divide. 

this thesis highlights an important intellectual tendency to explore what defines men in 

order to articulate what they are and what they should be. In their O\\TI distincti\'e \vays. 

the Cynewulfian and Alfredian canons display a focus which we do not find in the 

poetic corpus at large. Their intellectual vigour and anal)1ical approaches ditTer 

markedly from wider poetic and homiletic explorations of anthropological and 

psychological matters, and they exemplify a certain conceptual freedom which we do 

not find so prominently in the more 'orthodox' discussion by iElfric and other writers of 

the subsequent Benedictine Reform period. Perhaps - if we accept the conventional 

dating of the Cynewulfian and Alfredian writings in the ninth century - these canons 

bear witness to a particularly innovative phase in Anglo-Saxon thought about man in 

changing religious. social and intellectual contexts. The relevant texts do not merely 

adopt and translate Latin Christian theological ideas about man and his workings into 

the native forum. but actively engage in innovative explorations of how to make sense 

of individual and hunlan experience in light of the traditions of thought available to 

them. Their concern with how men are to understand themselves, their experiences and 

their actions as human beings and as individuals in the larger scheme of things, I 

suggcst. dcservcs to be seen as a \aluable and innovative stage within a long-standing 

Western tradition of thought about ·ourselves'. In order to present Anglo-Saxon 

conccptions of the inner self in precisely this forum. my inquiry as a whole must begin 

with an ovcnicw of the relevant ideological and critical traditions and it is these to 

\\ hich I no\\ turn. 



Part One 

Critical and Ideological Traditions 



Chapter ODe 

ApproachiDg Human Nature, Self and Inner Self 

In order to begin exploring Old English conceptions and expressions of the inner 

self, it is of course necessary to demonstrate that this is a valid area of inquiry in 

reference to Anglo-Saxon England. To what extent were Anglo-Saxons even concerned 

with ideas of selthood and interiority and in what contexts can we find evidence for 

such interests? How are such interests best approached - for example, can their 

appearance in literary texts be examined in an analytical and philosophical fashion as I 

propose? These are the central questions of Part One of this thesis. Since, however, 

concepts of self and interiority as well as their relation to ideas about human nature are 

themselves fiercely debated across the disciplines, the task at hand is not simply an 

analysis of a straightforward concept in a given period. Rather, the abstract notions of 

human nature, self and inner self as well as their spheres of applicability require further 

elucidation from the outset. Thus, in this frrst chapter, I introduce the terms and 

concepts which stand at the heart of this thesis. 

As is increasingly acknowledged in cross-cultural studies, abstract concepts such 

as human nature, self and inner self are informed by culturally specific, discipline

specific or even individually distinctive thought about the nature of these concepts. I The 

attempt to find a clear set of definitions for the cross-cultural and interdisciplinary 

discourse is a notoriously fraught endeavour. As Catherine McCall states in reference to 

recent philosophical debates, there is considerable controversy about how to approach 

and define the relevant concepts even within individual disciplines: 

Many philosophers have written about the nature of persons, or human beings, and the 
conditions of identity which pertain to individuals or selves or persons. However, a critical 
examination of such literature reveals a lack of clarity concerning the nature of the subject. 
. . . Thus theories are presented, criticised, and defended by philosophers who hold 
fundamentally different assumptions concerning the nature of the subject of such theories.2 

I The literature on these topics is vast. Useful introductions to the many relevant issues concerning the 
varied conceptions of psychological workings across cultures and the cultural specificity of self
conceptions are provided in Indigenous Psychologies: The Anthropology of the Self, ed. Paul Heelas and 
Andrew Lock (London. 1981); Culhue Theory: Essays on Mind. Self, and Emotion, ed. R. A. Shweder 
and R. A. leVine (Cambridge. 1984); Self and Identity: Fundamental Issues, ed. R. D. Ashmore and L. 
Jussim (Oxford. 1997); Culhue and Self: Asian and Western Perspectives, ed. A. J. Marsella, G. De Vos 
and f. L. K. Hsu (London. 1997). 
l Catherine McCall. Concepts of Person: An Analysis of Concepts of Person, Self and Human Being 
(Aldershot. 1990). p. I. 
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This assessment is as valid for philosophical inquiry as for other disciplines concerned 

with conceptions of human beings, their workings and their identity across cultures, 

whether past or present. Since any attempt to present an authoritative set of definitions 

must itself remain merely one more controvertible stance within the larger debate. the 

only adequate way of avoiding misunderstanding in such a contentious area of discourse 

(even if it cannot avert the personal disagreement of the reader!) is to provide a 

justification of such defmitions as a framework for each particular discussion. Precisely 

this is the aim of the present chapter. 

Rather than proceeding from any single discipline-specific definition of the 

inner self (and therefore imposing predetermined ideas when investigating the notion of 

an inner self in Anglo-Saxon texts), the two parts of this chapter consider approaches to 

selfhood and interiority in reference to critical traditions within the relevant disciplines 

and in reference to the ideological contexts which infonn the historically variable 

semantic spectrum of these tenns. In 1.1, I argue for a more general view of the self as a 

self-conscious subject of agency and experience in line with the increasingly prominent 

scholarly trend of moving away from a defmition of the self as an essentially modem 

construct which emphasises the unique and autonomous nature of the individual. This 

broader approach allows us to recognise the great variety of fonns which self

conceptions can take in differing contexts. A more comprehensive approach such as this 

can also enable us to consider the practical and ideological functions of the relevant 

concepts within varying attempts to make sense of human experience and identity, 

whether shared or personal. In 1.2, I examine the approaches to interiority in the 

fonnulation of ideas about the self in the Western intellectual tradition of thought (and 

indeed in the critical evaluation of this tradition) in order to identify and explore a 

number of fundamental preoccupations which have a direct bearing on Anglo-Saxon 

thought. Whilst there is certainly no unified 'Western' consensus about what the 'self 

is, the elevation of the "inner' in explaining the experiences and activities by which we 

define ourselves has a lengthy and distinctive history in which concepts of soul, mind or 

consciousness have all played their pivotal parts, been challenged, rejected or 

refonnulated.3 A survey of the great diversity of approaches to interiority and selfhood 

~ Reference to any 'Western' concept necessarily involves a mode of generalisation that cannot embrace 
the diversity of thought within a broadly delineable cultural heritage. Challenges to a Western concept of 
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in the Western intellectual tradition becomes necessary not only for our awareness of 

the ways in which we apply loaded tenns such as 'soul', 'mind' and 'inner self, but 

also in order to highlight a long-standing tradition of considering the inner self in 

reference to, rather than in abstraction from, conceptions of a shared human nature and a 

common identity. The general and theoretical nature of the following discussion 

therefore prepares for my investigation of the relevant ideas in Anglo-Saxon texts in 

subsequent chapters. 

1.1 Approaching the Self and Inner Self 

When mentioning the self and inner self in contemporary English speaking 

cultures, a number of deeply entrenched connotations spring immediately to mind. To 

begin with, the self would appear to be that which is essentially and distinctively 'me' 

rather than something 'other' or something communally or biologically shared.4 This 

sense is amplified by the qualification 'inner' which, sociologically speaking, tends to 

be associated with that which is essentially personal and private as opposed to what is 

public - perhaps an outward identity catering to social expectations or norms. S Indeed 

the division of inner and outer selves would appear to encode for us not only a division 

between the private and the public, but also a conception of the true and essentially 

distinctive self lying within and hence accessible only to the self-conscious subject. 

Whereas the scholarly tradition of associating the self with something private, personal 

self have been articulated both on account of excessive exclusivity as well as inclusiveness, for example, 
by Melford E. Spiro, 'Is the Western Conception of the Self "peculiar" within the Context of World 
Cultures?' , Ethos 21.2 (1993): 107-153; Dorothy Holland, 'Selves as Cultured: As told by an 
Anthropologist who lacks a Soul', Self and Identity, ed Ashmore and Jussim, pp. 160-90. For discussions 
of Western distinctiveness in considering self- and personhood see in particular F. Johnson, 'The Western 
Concept of Self, Culture and Self, ed. Marsella, De Vos and Hsu, pp. 91-138. I employ the overarching 
label 'Western' with these debates in mind. 
4 This delineation of 'self from 'other' may be conceived from a variety of related perspectives. It may, 
for example be viewed anthropologically in tenns of subjective awareness and experience (discussed p. 
21 below), from a sociological (or socio-political) perspective perhaps as the delineation or abstraction of 
the unique and autonomous individual from his social context, or, more broadly, in tenns of the innate 
value of the individual and his moral autonomy on the one hand, and his freedom for self-development 
and self-fulfilment on the other. For a succinct discussion of these ideas in relation to forms of 
'individualism' in Western culture, I refer to Steven Lukes, 'The Meanings of Individualism', Journal of 
the History of Ideas 32 ( 1971): 45-66. 
, The relation between public and private identity remains at the forefront of sociological debate, 
particularly in reference to the gap between the person and his social roles, and the way in which social 
roles shape identity. The view of privacy as referring to 'the individual in relation to himself: his sense of 
his own uniqueness and apartness' and the public as an aspect 'which exhausts only a portion of his total 
self are premises which dominate in sociological debate, see Joseph Bensman and Robert Lilienfield, 
Between Public and Private: The Lost Boundaries of the Self (London. 1979). p. 28. 
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and unique remains prominent in contemporary literary circles concerned with the 

distinctive and original self-expression of a given author through his artistic medi~ 

this is not the concept of self with which the present study is concerned.6 Indeed the 

long-standing monopoly over the term 'self as a modem construct which is inextricably 

rooted in Western thought about the uniqueness of the autonomous individual is 

increasingly being both challenged and refuted in those disciplines concerned with 

conceptions of self and identity across cultures. A discussion of the relevant arguments 

allows me to contextualise my own approach to conceptions of self and inner self as 

crucial constructs for explaining human agency, experience and identity. and provides 

the basis for my insistence on viewing these in the context of culturally shared 

frameworks of beliefs about human nature and human workings. 

The view of the self as something denoting the core of personal identity and the 

subject of consciousness and experience is conventionally seen as a relatively modem 

phenomenon. Although the substantive 'self developed morphologically from the 

reflexive pronouns relatively early in the English language, it is conventionally agreed 

that the sense which has come to dominate our contemporary understanding of this term 

developed much later.7 The Oxford English Dictionary, for example, associates the 

following primarily philosophical senses of 'self with the seventeenth century: 

That which in a person is really and intrinsically he (in contradistinction to what is 
adventitious); the ego (often identified with the soul or mind as opposed to the body); a 
pennanent subject of successive and varying states of consciousness; What one is at a 
particular time or in a particular aspect or relation; one's nature, character, or (sometimes) 
physical constitution or appearance, considered as different at different times. I 

Seventeenth-century philosophical inquiry, often characterised as being informed by an 

increasing sense of personal self-consciousness and subjectivity in epistemological 

matters, has accordingly been seen as a formative period in the articulation of a modem 

6 In discussing literary approaches to seltbood. I employ the tenn 'individualistic' primarily in the sense 
of the uniqueness of the individual and his autonomous capacity for moral choice as well as his right for 
personal development without external restraints. Unless otherwise specified. the socio-political senses 
(whether deriding 'individualism' as socially destructive self-interest or applauding the rights of the 
individual as the basis of a free society) are of less relevance to my present discussion. For a fuller 
discussion of these various senses of 'individualism', I refer to DHI2. pp. 596-04. 
7 There is some disagreement about whether the noun 'self developed in Old English or in Middle 
English. Contrasting positions are presented by Antonina Harbus, 'The Medieval Concept of the Self in 
Anglo-Saxon England', Self and Idenlity I (2002): 77-79, and Elly van Gelderen. A Hutory of Engluh 
Reflexive Pronouns: Person. Self and Interpretability, Linguistik Aktuell 39 (Amsterdam, 2(00), pp. 16, 
63-6. 
• OED, s.v. self(n.): B 3, 4a. 
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concept of self and in the identification of the self as an object of inquiry.9 Since the 

wider critical debate about the historical emergence of a sense of a personal and unique 

self has largely viewed the various philosophical, political, social and economic aspects 

of Western individualism as pivotal factors, the relation between concepts of the self 

and the individual requires closer attention at this point. 

The scholarly tradition of associating an individualistic conception of self with an 

increasing perception of a gulf between private and public spheres has its roots in the 

influential research of scholars such as Jacob Burckhardt who posited the 'discovery of 

the individual' in the Humanistic thought of fifteenth-century Renaissance Italy.tO 

Cultural historians, most notably Colin Morris, in turn identified an increasing sense of 

individuality which accompanied changing liturgical practices (such as a shift from 

public penance to personal contrition) in the twelfth century. 11 This line of argument 

leaves little room for a 'sense of self in early medieval (or indeed in prior) thought 

without reference to the individual as an abstracted entity. Besides broadening the 

modem definition of the 'individual' to suit an early medieval context, more recent 

studies have also significantly challenged the assimilation of self and individual.12 

Caroline Walker Bynum amongst others has argued for a sense ofa personal and private 

self in twelfth-century writings in reference to a more complex relationship between 

personal and group identity. Focusing on communal and public 'models' which inform 

private self-conceptions, she concludes: 

If the twelfth century did not 'discover the individual' in the modem meaning of expression 
of unique personality and isolation of the person from finn group membership, it did in 

9 Particularly comprehensive accounts of the developments in self-conceptions in seventeenth-century 
philosophical thought are provided by Raymond Martin and John Barresi, The Naturalization of the 
Soul: Self and Personal Identity in the Eighteenth Century (London, 2004), and Jerome David Levin, 
Theories of the Self(Washington, 1992), in particular chs. 2 and 3. Later dates for the identification of the 
self as an 'object' of inquiry have been suggested, for example by F. Johnson, 'The Western Concept of 
Selr, Culture and Self, ed. Marsella, De Vos and Hsu, pp. 91-138. 
10 Jacob Burckhardt, Die Kultur der Renaissance in Italien (publ. 1860; Frank~ 1989); Wallace K. 
Ferguson, The Renaissance in Historical ThoughJ: Five Centuries of Interpretation (Boston, 1948). 
II Colin Morris, The Discovery of the Individual: 1050-1200 (New York, 1972). For related studies which 
situate the emergence of a sense individual self in the twelfth century, see Walter Ullman, The Individual 
in Society in The Middle Ages (London, 1967); Peter Dronke, Poetic Individuality in the Middle Ages 
(Oxford, 1970). Caroline Walker Bynum contextualises the scholarly focus on a twelfth-century 
renaissance in her chapter 'Did the Twelfth Century Discover the Individual?' in Jesus as Mother: Studies 
in the Spirituality of the High Middle Ages (London, 1982), pp. 82-5. A particularly insightful summary 
of relevant issues is provided in Ineke van 't Spijker's introduction to Fictions of the Inner Life: Religious 
Literature and Formation of the Self in the Eleventh and Twelfth Centuries (Turnhout, 2004). I discuss 
Bynum's and van 't Spijker's positions below. 
12 Ineke van 't Spijker, Fictions of the Inner Life, pp. 1-3; Aaron Gurevich, The Origins of European 
Individualism. trans. Katharine Judelson (Oxford, 1995), pp. 1-18; William Ian Miller, 'Deep Inner Lives: 
Individuality and People of Honour', History of Political ThOllghJ 16 (1995): 190-207. 
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some sense discover - or rediscover - the self, the inner mystery, the inner m~ the inner 
landscape .... A new sense of self, of inner change and inner choice, is precipitated by the 
necessity to choose among roles, among groups. A new sense of becoming part of a group 
by confonning one's behaviour to an external standard is necessitated by a new awareness 
of a choosing and an interior self. 13 

By separating a sense of the personal self from ideas of the modem individual. Bynum 

articulates an idea of the choosing and reflective self with particular emphasis on the 

'interior self. It is interesting that once the defInition of the self is de-individualised and 

re-socialised, introspection and a sense of one's private (though not entirely abstracted) 

interiority appear to become crucial determinants of a sense of self. Although notions of 

interiority are frequently associated with notions of privacy and inward self-reflection, 

this association again only covers a very limited aspect of the forms which interiority 

can take in self-conceptions and self-constructions. 

As Ineke van 't Spijker has pointed out, 'the meaning of inwardness has too often 

been taken for granted' .14 In her investigation of the diverse presentations of the homo 

interior in a number of eleventh and twelfth-century writings, van 't Spijker places the 

renewed focus on interiority in the period in a wider context: 

On the one hand, the ritual element of the earlier Middle Ages did not disappear, but was 
absorbed into the greater interiority. On the other hand, this religiosity of interiority, 
affectivity and experience lent itself just as much to the process of stylization and 
modelling as the earlier more ritual devotions had done. IS 

Van 't Spijker's examination of the subtle differences between varying types of 

interiority in one period as much as across different periods presents an often neglected 

aspect of the wider debate and illustrates that our definitions not only of the 'individual' 

and the 'self, but also those of 'inwardness' must take into account the diverse contexts 

which shape them. Given the lengthy philosophical tradition of introspection as a means 

to self-knowledge (and knowledge per se) which goes back at least to Hellenistic and 

Classical Greek thought, I would like to briefly consider some of the diverse approaches 

to interiority which appear to accompany different conceptions of the self in order to 

highlight that the concept of the 'inner self need not be limited to a context of personal 

or even subjective self-examination, such as those which we fmd in the twelfth and 

t1 fteenth-century 'renaissances'. 

\.l Caroline Walker Bynum. Jesus as Mother: SlIIdies in the Spirilllality of the High Middle Ages (Lond~ 
1982). pp. 106-107. 
I~ (neke van 't Spijker. Fictions of the Inner Life. p. 3. 
I~ 'b'd C . I I ., p. J. 
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The recognition of the self as an object of inquiry (though not in the sense of 

unique self-expression or self-fulfilment) has been placed as early as the 'axial age' of 

Classical Greece, Judea and early Christianity.16 The view that Plato (ca 427-347 BC) 

made the investigation of 'man and his inner life the central philosophical task' is well 

represented, although Classical philosophical approaches to the inner domain and to 

introspection as a means to knowledge (both self-knowledge and knowledge of truths) 

are generally seen as forms of objective approaches to the inner self.17 An increasing 

sensitivity to circumstantial factors which shape individual character and personality 

(rather than a focus on set character types) has in turn been identified in Hellenistic and 

Roman philosophical thought and a 'recognition of individual uniqueness', even 'the 

ideal of realizing individual uniqueness', has been attributed to writers such as Cicero 

(106 BC - 43 AD).18 The development of such ideas in Christian thought has in turn 

often been seen as constituting an increasing trend towards a more personal and 

subjective approach to interiority, facilitated not least by an increasing awareness of 

personal responsibility in anticipation of Judgment and an increasing focus on man's 

personal relationship with GOd. 19 These conditions appear to present a broader set of 

criteria when seeking the roots of a 'more modem' sense of self. Precisely such roots 

have been most prominently identified in the influential thought of St. Augustine of 

Hippo (354-430). Since his anthropological and psychological ideas, as well as his 

articulation of an 'introspective struggle with human experience', have been seen as 

particularly important for Anglo-Saxon thought about the self, it is helpful to pause for a 

moment to consider some of the ways in which Augustine's approach to interiority and 

selfhood have been interpreted. 20 

16 Karl Jaspers, Vom Ursprung und Ziel der Geschichte (Munich, 1949); Bruno Snell, Die Enldeckung des 
Geistes: Studien zur Entstehung des europtJischen Denkens bei den Griechen (Hamburg, 1946); A. D. 
Lindsay, 'Individualism', Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences 7 (New York, 1930-5): 674-80. 
17 Levin, Theories of the Self, p. 3: Richard Sorabji, Self Ancienl and Modern Insights about 
Individuality, Life, and Death (Oxford, 2006), pp. 115-36; Pierre Hado~ 'Reflections on the Notion of 
'Cultivation of Selr .. Michel Foucault Philosopher: Essays, trans. T. J. Armstrong (New York, 1992), 
Pi' 225-232. 

Raymond Martin and John Barresi. The Rise and Fall of Soul and Self An IniellectuaJ Hutory of 
Personalldenlity (New York, 2006), pp. 30-1; A. A. Long. 'Representation and the Self in Stoicism', 
Psychology, ed. Stephen Everson. Companions to Ancient Thought 2 (Cambridge, 1991), pp. 102-20. 
19 Martin and Barresi. The Rise and Fall of Soul and Self, pp. 39-55: Fritz Stolz. 'From the Paradigm of 
Lament and Hearing to the Conversion Paradigm'. TransformaJions of the Inner Self in Ancienl ReligiOns, 
ed. Jan Assman and Guy G. Stroumsa. Studies in the History of Religions 83 (Leiden, 1999). pp. 9-29. 
20 Antonina Harbus, 'The Medieval Concept of the Self in Anglo-Saxon England', Self and Identity 1 
(2002): 77-97. p. 79. I consider Harbus' views in more detail below p. 23 and 2.2. 
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On the one hand, Augustine's development of the biographical genre in his 

Confessiones has been seen to reflect a deepening concern with a private and personal 

form of self-examination and introspection, whether in his characterisation of the homo 

interior or even in a posited invention of 'the concept of private inner space'. 21 On the 

other hand, his articulation of the self as the thinking, feeling 'I' (Lat. ego, Ciuit. Dei 

XI, 26), has been seen as the frrst instance of an argument which has been fundamental 

to the philosophy of mind ever since Rene Descartes famously developed it in the 

seventeenth century, namely the cogito ergo sum ('I think therefore I am,).n Given that 

Augustine's Confessiones are confessions to God and given that, for Augustine, man's 

personal inner space is that forum within which he can cultivate his spiritual 

relationship with God, caution is of course needed when stressing the similarities of his 

thought with modem approaches to selfhood over and above the continuity of his 

thought with preceding stances. Despite identifying the self as the subject of thought 

and therefore raising the mental realm as one of the crucial determinants of the self, 

Augustine's view of the self is not that of the subjective and abstracted observer which 

we find in the mind-body dualism of thinkers such as Descartes.23 Rather, Augustine's 

writings constitute a particularly vivid example of how the line between subjective and 

objective approaches to an inner self can be extremely thin. His psychological ideas 

(considered in 1.2 below) in many ways underpin his characterisation of the homo 

interior and his expression of personal experience takes place within a sophisticated 

framework of ideas about human nature and human purpose in a way which transcends 

a focus on individuality. We shall have ample opportunity to explore this further when 

considering the influence of Augustine's ideas in a number of Old English texts in 

subsequent chapters. As I shall argue, attention to the objective frameworks which 

inform anthropological and psychological ideas enables a broader appreciation of the 

diverse forms which conceptions of selfhood and interiority can take. 

21 Phillip Cary. Augustine's Invention of the Inner Self: The Legacy of a Christian Platonist (Oxf~ 
2000). p. 3, Johannes Brachtendorf, 'Augustins Begriff des Menschlichen Geistes', See/e, Denken, 
Bewusstsein: Zur Geschichte der Philosophie des Geistes, ed. Uve Meixner (Berlin, 2(03), pp. 90-128. 
12 I have opportunity to return to this argument in Chapter Eight below, when considering King Alfred's 
adaptation of a similar argument in Augustine's Soliloquia. A comprehensive analysis of the parallels 
between Augustine and Descartes' cogito is provided by Gareth B. Matthews, Thought·s Ego in 
A uKWline and Descartes (Ithaca, 1992). 
1;\ Matthews, Thought·s Ego, pp. 14-22. 
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Rather than viewing subjective introspection and an emphasis on personal and 

private inner experience as the foundation for defming the self, I employ a much wider 

sense of self and a de-subjectivised approach to interiority throughout this thesis. 

Indeed such a wider conception of the self is necessary when studying the almost 

insurmountable variety of thought about ourselves across cultures. Put differently, 

general and perhaps even universally applicable conceptions and expressions of 

ourselves are needed as shared premises for considering and communicating that which 

is essentially culture-specific and 'different'. Whatever our contemporary focus on the 

personal, private and individualistic in defming the self, there is a growing consensus 

across the disciplines that a basic sense of self is a fundamental practical and conceptual 

human need, however variably shaped across cultures.24 In the most practical sense, our 

implicit awareness of ourselves as distinct experiencing and acting subjects would 

appear to be a basic premise for all conscious thought and action - indeed for all 

conscious interaction with the external world. As the cross-cultural anthropologist 

Andrew Lock puts it in his article 'Universals in Human Conceptions': 

Self-awareness is necessary and basic to the successful perfonnance of the many different 

roles which the individual has to adopt within society.2.S 

The apparently practical necessity of delineating 'myself from the 'other' in order to 

exercise my social functions, however, entails not only the assumption that I recognise 

myself as an agent in respect of anyone partiCUlar action at anyone time, but that I 

recognise myself as a responsible agent with certain persistent and defining roles and 

responsibilities. In other words, 'I' must be conscious of myself as a responsible agent, 

irrespective of whether I conceive myself as a particular type, a distinct personality or a 

uniquely autonomous being. The importance of the self-aware and unified subject 

indeed stands at the heart of contemporary philosophical debate about personal identity 

and selthood.26 Christine Korsgaard, phrases the issue as follows: 

The need for identification with some unifying principle or way of choosing is imposed on 

us by the necessity of making deliberative choices.27 

24 Andrew Lock. 'Universals in Human Conception', Indigenous Psychologies: The Anthropology of the 
Self. ed. Paul Heelas and Andrew Lock (London and New York. 1981), pp. 19-38 ; H. C. Triandis, 'The 
Self and Social Behaviour in Differing Cultural Contexts'. Psychological Review 96:3 (1989): 506-520; 
H. R. Markus and S. Kitayama, 'Culture and the Self: Implications for Cognition, Emotion, and 
Motivation'. Psychological Review 989:2 (1991): 224-53. 
H Andrew Lock. . Universals in Human Conception', Indigenous Psychologies, p. 21. 
16 A helpful introduction to the prevalent debates in philosophy of mind is provided in Mind and 
Cognition: An Anthology, ed. William G. Lycan (Chapel Hill. 1990), pp. 3-11. 
27 Christine Kors~ 'Personal Identity and the Unity of Agency: A Kantian Response to Parfit', 
Personal Identity, ed. Raymond Martin and John Barresi (Oxfo~ 2(03), p. 170. 
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Whether considered from an anthropological perspective as self-awareness or from a 

philosophical perspective as self-consciousness, there would appear to be a rather 

'common-sense' need for understanding ourselves as distinct agentive and experiencing 

entities which persist with some degree of unity over time.28 Put differently, our body, 

our temperaments and our views may change over the course of our lifetime, but it 

would appear to be a conceptual and a practical necessity to identify some unity and / or 

continuity in the multiplicity of experiences, decisions and actions which define our 

existence. Leaving the question of whether there is actually such a thing as the self to 

contemporary debates in philosophy of mind, I am interested here in the importance of a 

concept of self for practical, social and ethical functioning. In this broadest sense. the 

self as an agency and core of experience is crucial not only to personal identity, but 

becomes the central substratum by which men identify themselves as human beings and 

as individuals. 

Very few scholars have considered Anglo-Saxon thought about selfhood and 

interiority in reference to the wider interdisciplinary debate outlined above. Peter 

Clemoes identified and investigated a narrative shift of interest from the social hero to 

the 'Christian hero' of the spiritual community ('the individual ultimately answerable to 

Christ the Judge') in Old English Iiterature.29 He argued that the traditional vernacular 

mode of thought and expression initially 'resisted exchanging its usual public forum' 

for the 'more psychological delving' required by the 'more personal sequence of shame, 

repentance, confession, penance and absolution' which accompanied the onus on private 

penance in the 'English church' by the eighth century. 30 In arguing that a number of 

texts · gradually transferred the conceptual basis of individual living from the social, 

temporal relative mode onto the religious, eternal, absolute plane', Clemoes moved 

away from a focus on individuality and personal uniqueness in its modem sense to 

suggest a sense of self which remained fundamentally entrenched in communal ideas, 

whether secular or spiritual.31 

21 I refer here specifically to the approach taken by 'common-sense', 'folk', or 'hermeneutic' psychology. 
2Q Peter Clemoes, Interactions of Thought and Language in Old English Poetry, CSASE 12 (Cambridge, 
1995), p. 363. 
)0 ibid., p. 366. The liturgical worship which 'promoted individually steered meditation' and personal 
communication with God, Clemoes argued. gradually encouraged a 'new-found sense' of one's essential 
self as a soul destined for its own final judgment' t ibid., pp. 370,371. 
11 ibid .• p. 407. 
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More recently, Antonina Harbus has proposed a more particular sense of 

personal and private self in Anglo- Saxon culture.32 Rather than focusing on religious or 

social contexts which facilitated an increasing sense of self and personal introspection, 

she examined trends of self-reflection and personal self-expression in secular poetry of 

varying dates, primarily the Old English elegies of the Exeter Book. In reaction against 

conventional scholarly generalisations, and in particular against the opinion that 'there 

is little evidence that medievals engaged in introspection or experienced inner 

struggles', Harbus argued that Anglo-Saxon writers and audiences were interested in the 

self as a 'subject of inquiry' and that poems such as The Wife's Lament exhibit not only 

the experience of 'inescapable inner struggles', but also a perception of the self as 

'separate from others and created by personal experience' .33 Her view of Anglo-Saxon 

'awareness of the self as a source of identity, agency, and cognitive functions' stresses 

parallels between early medieval and modem views of the self as a primarily conscious 

and somewhat abstracted observer, and concentrates on the way in which the pervasive 

interest in the inner realm and in psychological workings facilitate and inform personal 

self-constructions and self-expression in vernacular literature.34 As I shall argue in 

Chapter Two, Old English accounts of the inner life are revealing for Anglo-Saxon 

approaches to identity in a way which transcends subjective self-examination in a 

strictly personal sense. Attention to the ways in which the inner self appears as an object 

of inquiry (for example as an explanatory principle of generic or individual experience 

and behaviour) highlights that both subjective and objective expressions of the inner 

self often depend on a view of a shared human nature and a common condition as a 

framework for making sense of personal experience. 

As has become apparent in the preceding discussion, definitions of 'self and 

'interiority' need not be limited to conceptions of the unique, private and SUbjective 

realm of thought about ourselves. It is increasingly accepted across the disciplines that 

these abstract concepts should be approached in reference to the diverse contexts in 

32 Antonina Harbus, 'The Medieval Concept of Self in Anglo-Saxon England', Self and Identity I (2002): 
77-97. Harbus initially broadens the definition of'selr to the self-referential on a linguistic basis, arguing 
that 'the self was an everyday feature of discourse' in that it appears frequently as an adjective and 
pronoun. and as an element in several compound tenns, ibid., p. 83. Her focus on the importance of 
introspection and personal self-expression, however. stresses the parallels between Anglo-Saxon and 
more modem approaches to the self. 
)) Harbus cites Roy Baumeister ('The Self and Society: Changes. Problems. and Opportunities', Self and 
Identity. ed. Ashmore and Jussim. p. 165), 'The Medieval Concept ofSetr, p. 79. 
M ibid .• p. 93. 
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which they occur. Whilst we appear to take the self in its broadest sense for granted" we 

must acknowledge that the articulation and definition of the self is as variable across 

cultures as it is contested in individual disciplines. The de-subjectivised approach which 

I take to ideas about selthood and interiority throughout this thesis allows me to 

consider the implications of psychological ideas for views of identity, both human and 

personal. When exploring the importance of inner workings, faculties and capacities for 

conceptions of identity, however, the inner self cannot be abstracted from views of 

human nature as a whole. Before turning to conceptions and expressions of the inner 

self in Old English literature, it is therefore necessary to introduce some of the 

fundamental concerns which accompany Western intellectual inquiry into notions of 

self and inner self in relation to a number of diverse views of human nature. 

1.2 Looking into Human Nature in the Western Intellectual Tradition: 
Soul, Mind, and Inner Self 

An examination of ideas about the inner self in the context of thought about 

human nature requires familiarity with some of the fundamental anthropological 

schemata which frequently act as conceptual frameworks for psychological theory and 

which are often embedded in systems of beliefs about human nature and purpose. 

Concerns with anthropological schemata such as a matter-spirit or body-soul dualism, 

and with forms of materialism have recently come to the fore in debates about Anglo

Saxon psychology. 35 An awareness of the implications of divergent anthropological 

positions is equally important for our interpretation of Anglo-Saxon conceptions of the 

inner self. For example, is the core of man associated with an incorporeal experiencing 

and thinking mind which is conceived as distinct from the body? Does such a 

substratum of personal identity continue beyond corporeal death, perhaps as part of an 

eternal. spiritual soul which transcends the material and transient body? If a body-soul 

dualism is the dominant framework for exploring human experience and identity, does 

man' s perceived core account for the totality of diverse domains of experience or are 

human and personal identity rooted more distinctly in either material or spiritual 

spheres? In preparing to engage with some of these questions as they present themselves 

)' Leslie Lockett's recent arguments for a materialistic conception of the 'mind' has brought these matters 
to the fore, as I discuss in detail in Chapters Two and Three, Leslie Lockett, 'COrporeality in the 
Psychology of the Anglo-Saxons', PhD Diss., University of Notre Dame (2004). 
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in a number of Old English texts, it is not only necessary to be aware of the diverse 

models which may have circulated in the Anglo-Saxon period, but also to be aware of 

certain conceptual complexities accompanying articulations of anthropological dualism 

or materialism as regards self-conceptions and self-constructions. Rather than listing a 

range of sources which may have influenced Anglo-Saxon ideas on matters of self, 

mind, soul and human nature, this discussion takes a broader approach to some of the 

issues which recur in historically diverse accounts of human nature and human 

workings and which directly or indirectly inform our own approaches to anthropological 

and psychological issues along with the terminology we employ. 

Whether appearing in the context of materialistic or dualistic anthropologies, 

concepts of 'soul', 'mind' and 'consciousness' have assumed a pivotal place in ways of 

thinking about ourselves in the Western intellectual tradition. Whilst many general 

historical accounts of Western thought about selthood appear content to proclaim that 

pre-modem philosophies and theologies identified the self with a spiritual and immortal 

soul, such generalisations are hardly conducive to appreciating the great variety of 

thought, the notable creativity and the explorative vigour of the trends and thinkers 

whose ideas interact and shape the larger ideological context in which Anglo-Saxon 

thought should be placed.36 In Classical philosophical thought, the Gk. psyche and Lat. 

anima (primarily translated as 'soul' or "mind') appear to have been diversely conceived 

as an animating force, a psychological entity or the substratum of the self in varying 

relations with the body.37 The psyche / anima was conceived as a material substance in 

early Ionian philosophy, in the dominant Hellenistic philosophical schools, as well as in 

certain strands of early Christian thought.38 The view of the 'soul' as a spiritual, 

incorporeal and immortal entity which ultimately came to dominate in Christian thought 

remains the most prominent connotation of the term 'soul' in popular discourse today 

36 For example. Raymond Martin and John Barresi, The Naturalization of the Soul. p. I. 
n Paul MacDonald provides an illuminating survey of the divergent uses of psyche in Homeric, early 
philosophical and Classical Greek texts, as well as of the complex linguistic factors accompanying the 
Latin translation of Greek ideas about the psyche in History of the Concept Mind: Specula/ions about 
Soul. Mind and Spirit from Homer to Hume (Aldershot, 2003). pp. 1-2, 12-87, 89-93; see also C. F. 
Alford, whose survey of the various Ancient Greek terms for 'soul' concludes that by the time of Plato's 
middle writings, the term psyche can be viably regarded as reflecting man's essential self. in The Selfin 
Social Theory: ... Psychoanalytical Account of its Construction in Plato. Hobbes. Locu. Rawls. and 
Rousseau (Chelsea, 1991), pp. 48-61. 
31 An excellent discussion of the divergent and recurring fonns of materialism in the Western intellectual 
tradition is provided by Raymond Martin and John Barresi's introduction in Persona/Identity (Maldon, 
2003), pp. 1-74; also idem. The Rise and Fall of Soul and Self, pp. 13,42-4. I shall touch on the relevant 
materialist positions over the course of this discussion. I"!":.~~ ..... __ .. 
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(and largely underlies the relegation of this term to religious or esoteric contexts). Our 

preference for terms such as 'psyche' or 'mind' in anthropological, psychological and 

philosophical debates today is, however, accompanied by at least as many complexities. 

Increasingly coloured by a concern with a thinking entity distinct from the body (and 

often disassociated from the idea of a spiritual soul) since Descartes~ influential 

articulation of a mind-body dualism, the term 'mind' is no less versatile than the term 

'soul'. In reference to pre-modem accounts, the term 'mind' is frequently applied to 

designate a thinking or rational faculty (for example Lat. mens, animus) of the soul, or 

to the psyche and anima themselves in a specific context of investigating mental 

processes and consciousness.39 'Mind' and 'consciousness' have in tum also been seen 

to encompass the totality of non-corporeal elements or, more recently, the totality of 

physiological or neurological processes and / or effects which we associate with the 

self.4o Clearly, soul and mind cannot be defined as either spiritual or non-corporeal 

entities per se and our various articulations of these abstract concepts tend to involve 

reference to the elusive inner domain which transcends material and spiritual (or non

corporeal) categories. 

The many forms which soul and mind can take require that we consider these 

concepts in their historical and ideological contexts, although a detailed discussion of 

the complex processes of ideological transmission and adaptation and of the continuity 

and discontinuity of the relevant ideas across cultures is of course beyond the scope of 

this discussion. My primary aim here is to introduce the variable semantic spheres of 

terms such as soul and mind with a particular focus on their status in divergent accounts 

of human nature, as well as on the functions which these concepts can assume in 

articulations of human and personal identity. This discussion is necessarily highly 

selective and is certainly not intended as a comprehensive historical survey of concepts 

of soul, mind and self. On the one hand, it provides an opportunity to introduce some of 

the thinkers and theories to which I will be referring repeatedly throughout this thesis. 

On the other hand, it allows me to touch on some of the crucial conceptual issues which 

re-emerge in various guises in a number of Anglo-Saxon articulations of the inner self. 

)9 A fuller account of the confusion surrounding our approaches to 'mind' and 'soul' when exploring 
historical accounts can be found in MacDonald, History of the Concept Mind, pp. 1-2. 
40 A particularly succinct articulation of the dominant positions in modem philosophy of mind is 
presented by William G. Lycan. Mind and Cognition: An Anlhology (Chapel Hill. 1990), pp. 5-11. 
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The interaction of diverse strands of Hebr~\\. Greek and Roman ideas in the 

formation of Christian thought may at first seem somewhat di\'orced from the specitic 

socio-cultural and ideological context of Anglo-Saxon England. The various conceptual 

intricacies which accompany such ideological interaction. however, remain relevant 

when considering the interaction of Anglo-Saxon and Latin Christian thought about 

man and his workings. Certain philosophical questions about the unity and continuity of 

identity which are already inherent in Greek dualistic and materialistic modes of 

thinking about man become relevant to our understanding of a number of Old English 

translations of Latin intellectual works. Similarly. theological concerns about the nature 

of the soul and its relation to the body are pivotal for appreciating the diverse subtleties 

in Old English didactic accounts in the extant corpus of vernacular literature. In 

reviewing some of the crucial issues relating to human nature and the inner domain. the 

relevant philosophical and theological issues need to be placed in their wider ideological 

context. Thus, although the writings of Plato. Aristotle, Plotinus, and indeed of many 

patristic thinkers. were not available in Anglo-Saxon England. reference to their 

influential anthropological and psychological ideas (and to the complexities which these 

set up for subsequent thinkers) provides a useful basis from \vhich to explore a number 

of crucial issues relating to questions of selthood and identity.-tt The following cursory 

sketch outlines the way in which a number of concerns re-emerge in varying forms in 

different contexts. and argues that these have a direct bearing on the ways we approach 

anthropological and psychological schemata in Old English literature. 

Alfred Whitehead's famous comment that 'the safest general characterization of 

the European philosophical tradition is that it consists of a series of footnotes to Plato' 

remains apt if we consider the legacy of the anthropological dualism traditionally 

accredited to Plato.-t~ Although there is considerable critical debate about· whether the 

snul is Iconcei\ed as] mortal or immortal. material or immaterial. bipartite or tripartite. 

and so forth' in the various stages of Plato' s \\Titings. there remains an overwhelming 

consensus that Plato ultimately moved away from preceding philosophical ideas about 

the p.\yche as a material causal principle of the body and \'iewed it as an immaterial. 

41 hl! a wider "Iudy llf the transmissilln llf Classical and Antique lext... in the medieval West, see \1. L. \l, . 

lai"llll'r. thought and i.ellefS in Wl'SICrtr turope (Itha(a. I Q5 ;). pp. 2~ X-50, I shall touch llfl the relevant 
litnalurt" available in the An~lll-~a\on period txlow. 
" .·\Ifn:d Whitehead. Pr()~·es., and Reality: An E'hIY /f/ Cosm%KY ('l'\\ York. 19~q: repro I(79). p . .39. 
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pre-existing and immortal seat of 'psychological" capacities and dri\'es.-l3 The Georgias 

provides the first significant evidence that Plato identified the essential self \\ith a 

spiritual soul (psyche) that is fundamentally distinct in substance from the body 

(soma).44 His division of the psyche into higher and lower faculties in the Phaedrlls and 

Republic has, in tum, been interpreted as 'the ultimate theoretical origin of the idea of 

the unconscious', although such claims must be approached with great caution.-l 5 Plato's 

tripartite division of the soul into reasoning (logistikon). spirited (thumoeides) and 

desiring or appetitive (epithumtikon) parts or natures accounted for the mUltiplicity of 

human drives and impulses in terms of a hierarchically construed psyche (Republic IV. 

X; Phaedrus 245-6a). For Plato, the psyche as a whole could attain its rightful and 

natural virtue of justice when reason assumed its rightful rule over desire hy the aid of 

the spirited and motivational faculty and when each part exercised its respective virtue 

of wisdom, courage, and moderation.46 Plato's tripartite division of the soul into distinct 

faculties, however, raises a number of complex questions relating to the unity and 

continuity of identity when viewed in the context of a dualistic anthropology. 

Plato's metaphysical position (as developed in his middle writings, the Phaedo, 

Symposium, Republic and Phaedrus) in essence holds that things in material reality are 

characterised by multiplicity, transience and flux and are merely the semblances of 

certain immaterial principles (referred to as Forms or Ideas) which are in themselves 

true. real and unchanging.47 Plato appears to have associated the essence of self with an 

immaterial psyche rather than with the body in order to account for its immortality and 

4.1 An excdlent survey of the relevant scholarship on these points is presented by Paul MacDonald, 
History of the Concept ,Hind, pp. 37-54. The most interesting summary of Pre-Socratic accounts of the 
p.\:l'£:he remains that of Aristotle in De Anima (DA) Book II, W. D. Ross, ed .. Aristotle's De Anima 
(Oxford, 1961). 
4-1 1 . R. Dodds, Plato"s Georgias (Oxford, 1959); C. F. Alford, The Self in Social Theory, pp. 48-6\: 
[)a ... id B. Claus. Toward the Soul: An Inquiry into the Meaning of 'flUX!! before Plato (New Haven. 1981). 
pp. 176-80 . 
.j~ C. J. Rowe. Plato: Phaedros (Wanninster, 1986); J. Adam, The Republic of Plato, 2 \ols., 2nd edn., 
with an Introductinn h~ D. A. Rees (Cambridge, 1963); Martin and Barresi. The Rise and Fall of5,'oul and 
,""'elt: p. 20; for an important and convincing refutation of this claim. see Sabina Lovibond, 'Plato's Theory 
of Mind', Fsrchology, ed. F\l'rson. pp. ~5-5:\ at p. 50. 
-4f> lor disclIssions of the wider implications of this ps~ chological attribution of functions and virtues (or 
l'\cL'lkncL's) in their philosophical context. see J. M. Cl)oper, 'Plato's Thl'Ory of Motivation', His/on- of 
I'hil(l.'Wp'~\' Qlltlrlt'r~r 1 (I (85): 3-21: G. Vlastos .. Justice and PS) chic HamlOny in the Republic', Journal 
oIPhilo.'Wphy 66 (I Q6Q): 505-2\. 
,," I:or a comprehensive trl'atment l)f the wider iSSllL'S ill\ 01\ l'd. I rL'fer to Wolfgang Wieland. Phllun ImJ 

dit! Formt'n tit'.' WiHt'1n (Guttingen, 1999). 



its access to the Fonns (Phaedo 66a) in thought and cognition:~8 The view of a simple 

and non-composite soul (Phaedo 78b-c 79b) is, however. difficult to reconcile \\ith the 

psyche as a seat of diverse psychological events which involve the whok spectrum of 

bodily and non-bodily impulses, affects and experiences (Republic 1\'. X: Phaedrus 

245_6).49 The difficulty of accounting for an entity which can encompass the totality. 

unity and continuity of the self in tenns of two fundamentally different spheres of 

reality - one material and one non-material - is one of the crucial complexities which 

Plato's anthropological and psychological ideas set up for subsequent thought. 50 

Before turning to the importance of Plato' s tripartite psychological model and 

his dualistic anthropological model in antique and medieval Christian accounts, it is 

necessary to introduce another influential psychological model which is accompanied 

by a distinct set of complexities relating to human identity. Although the works of 

Aristotle (384-322 BC) were not widely available in early medieval intellectual culture, 

some of his basic psychological ideas were widely disseminated out of their original 

philosophical context. 51 Aristotle's view of three levels of the soul (psyche), for 

example, was widely incorporated in antique and early medieval psychological 

accounts, including a number of Anglo-Saxon writings. 52 In De Anima (DA), Aristotle 

identified three levels of increasingly complex souls in basic animate objects. animals, 

and humans: first. an animating and vegetative level~ second, a sentient and perceptive 

level; and third, a rational level (DA 413a-23). 53 Whilst maintaining the rational nature 

of man as a central tenet and accounting for psychological workings in reference to the 

p.\yche, Aristotle dealt with the complexity of unity and continuity in human identity by 

48 Plato's theory of cognition, as outlined already in the Meno posits that knowledge of the Fonns is 
innate in the soul and that learning itself becomes the process of recollection (anamnesis). R. S. Bluck., 
Plato's Meno (Cambridge, 1961); J. Burnett. Plato's Phaedo (Oxford, 1911): as discussed by D. Scott, 
'Platonic Anamnt:sis Revisited', Classical Quarterly 37 (1987): 346-66. The idea of Recollection. filtered 
and adapted by writers such as Boethius and St. Augustine, also made its way into Old English literature, 
Sl't: Chapter St:WIl. 
4') St:t: in particular M. J. Woods, 'Plato's Division of the Sou\', Proceedings of the British .·1cademy n 
(1987): ~3-47. 
~o As I.o\ibond argues convillcillgl~. Plato himself appears to have moved towards a view of the rational 
~art oftht: soul as the immortal aspect of man in his later writings, 'Plato's Theory of Mind', pp. 53-~5. 

I For the ,l\ailabilit~ and engagement with Aristotelian works in the earl~ middle ages, see John 
Marenbon, Aristotelian Logk Platonism and the Conte.Tt (II Ear~l' Mediel'al Philosophy in Ille WCSI 

(t\ Idershot. 2000). pp. 4-9, 77-1 ~O. 
'.' For a sur\l'~ of patristic references to the three levels or degrees of the soul. see MacDonald. Hislor'Y I~! 
the Cmll'l'pl .\find, pp. 138. 1 shall consider the rt:ln ant Old I.nglish reference in the vernacular 
tmn~lation of Boethius' Dl' Comolaliont' Philosophiae in Chapter Se\en. 
~) W. D. Rlh~, Arislolit,'J De A"ima «(hford. 1961); Sl'e J. L. :\ckrill, 'Aristotle's Definitions of PSlilh,··. 
"roct't'ding\ (~(thc Ari.'i/ole/t,lf/ SOC/Ny 73 (\Q72-J): 119-3:~. 



presenting a hylomorphic model (DA 412b-14a) according to which the psyche was the 

form (morphe) of the corporal matter or stuff (hyle). Leaving aside the intricacies of this 

theory for present purposes, Aristotle in essence proposed that soul and body are 

mutually dependent and together inextricably make up the individual. Since soul and 

body are interdependent in that soul informs matter and is individuated by matter (DA 

414a-20), the self is not identified with a soul that pre-exists, transcends and outlives the 

body.54 Instead, the soul ceases to be when the body dies. Nevertheless, Aristotle did 

not negate an immortal aspect of the human being, but accounted for a post-corporeal 

life in terms of a rather elusive component of man, the nous (pure intelligence). This 

nous appears to have been conceived as distinct from the informed (or ensouled) matter 

of the particular individual and reflects man's participation in a higher level of 

intelligence which permeates the universe (DA 413a7, 429a22-7).55 The nous therefore 

sits ill at ease with the continuity of individual identity, as became a dominant point of 

contention in the renewed engagement with Aristotelian ideas in thirteenth-century 

scholasticism. 56 As I shall argue in Chapters Seven and Eight. related questions of 

continuity as well as unity of self (though in a specifically Christian context) are dealt 

with most innovatively in certain Old English prose texts. 

The need to account on the one hand for continuity of soul and body (whether as 

cause and effect. spirit and matter, or inner and outer) and on the other hand for 

something higher and 'more than matter' in man is more than apparent in subsequent 

thought about identity, whether directly or indirectly informed by the positions of Plato 

and Aristotle. These issues have been approached in different ways by thinkers in 

materialistic and dualistic schools of thought. Since both anthropological schemata 

appear to have been available in Anglo-Saxon intellectual culture, it is useful to take a 

hrief look at some of the relevant complexities accompanying the most influential 

materialistic and dualistic positions. 57 

~ .. Sl'e I. H. Il\\in, ':\ristotk's Philosophy of Mind', Psychology, cd. Iverson, pp. 56-83. 
~~ Franz Brentant1. "llllS Poietikos: Sliney of I arlier Interpretations', Essays on ·fn.'/II//t'", De Anima. 
cd. Martha ('ra\l'1l Nussbaum and Amelie Oksenberg Rorty ((hford. 1992), pp. ~ 13-4.3. 
~(> Martin and Barresi. The! RiSe! and Fall cI/ .\·oul and St!Ij: pp. 93-7. 
~~ leslie I \ld.l'tt has argued that a number llfrnaterialistic accounts of'soul' and 'mind' were a\ailable in 
Allglo-Sa\on intellectual culture, alttwugh the extent of diffusion and influence is qUl''>tll1nable. Lockett. 
'Corporealit~ in thl' Ps~dwlllg~ of the Anglo-Sa\lHlS', pp. 183-5. r shall return to I ockett''> thesis that the 
'\I1!-!lo-S,lxons themsl'lh'S l'sp()lIsed a rnaterj.llisti~· \ iew of the 'mind' in Chapters Iwo and TIlree. 
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Materialism, as we find it in Hellenistic and Roman schools of Epicurean and 

Stoic thought. certainly promises to avoid the problem of having 1\vo essentially 

divorced spheres of metaphysical and anthropological reality.58 This is not to say that 

these schools subscribed to a fonn of anthropological monism. Rather. the soul was 

thought to consist of particularly fine matter (fine atoms for the Epicureans. and varying 

degrees of tensions or 'mixes' of fire and air for certain Stoics).5lJ The interaction 

between types of matter in the universe at large as well as in the microcosm of man was 

a particular focal point of Hellenistic materialism in addressing metaphysical causality 

and order as much as human agency, freedom of action and diverse psychological 

processes.60 Interestingly. where the atomistic reality described by Lucretius (ca. 99 -

55 BC) operated in tenns of the detenninistic collision of atoms~ he developed a view of 

free action by introducing an 'x-atom' (as Annas aptly coins it). which is neither matter 

nor void - a point which highlights the difficulty of accounting for free agency within a 

worldview defined by material causality.61 Stoic materialism, in turn, largely proposed a 

providential order ensuing from a materialistically conceived God and articulated a 

view of introspection as a means to returning to this Principle. whilst emphasising inner 

assent and individual volition in their psychological ideas.62 Clearly. a materialistic 

view of interiority was no hindrance to the study of non-visible and non-tangible 

processes. The Stoics and Epicureans conceived of inner processes as corporeal motions 

and contractions and often localised different parts of the soul in different parts of the 

6~ hoo\.· Descriptions of inner processes as physically conceived motions have many 

S8 Such indiscriminate reference to Epicureans and Stoics is of course a dangerous generalisation given 
the great variability of thought amongst individual thinkers broadly following and developing the thought 
of Epicurus (ca. 341-270 BC) and Zeno (ca. 333-264 BC). My purpose here is merely to highlight a 
number of features of materialism relevant to my own concerns in subsequent chapters and so I must refer 
to A. A. Long. From Epicurus to Epictetus: Studies in Hellenistic and Roman Philosophy (Oxford, 2006) 
for a fuller account of the various positions and doctrines associated with these philosophical schools. 
W SL'L' G. Kerferd, 'Epicurus' Doctrine of the sour. Phronesis 16 (1971): 80-96; A. Bonhoffer. 'Zur 
stoisdl~n I's~ chologi~'. Philolo~'1Is 54 (1895): 403-29. For a discussion of the eight tensions within the 
Stoic f'sn·he. s~~ A. A. Long. 'Soul and Body in Stoicism', Phronesis 27 (1982): 34-57. at pp. 47-8. 
(>l) SL'e S~e Julia Annas. 'Epicurus' Philosoph~ of Mind' and A. A. Long. 'Representation and the Self in 
Stoicism" Psychology, ed. 1 verson, pp. 102-120 and pp. 84-10 l. 
I'd Lucretius. nt' Rerum .\'alura, Bk. 111.231. C. Baile~, Titi Lucreti De Rerum Satura. Libri Sex, 3 vols. 
(( hford, 1974): as discussed by Annas. 'Epicurus' Philosophy of Mind'. pp. 93-5. 
111 As already noted. this emphasis on volition in indi\ idual character formation appears to have been a 
particularl~ important stage in de\eloping conceptions of a personal and pri\ate self. Long, 
'Repn:sl'lllation and the Self in Stoicism', pp. 84-101: Charks Taylor. .\'ourl't's oJ the Sdl (Cambridge. 
1989). p. 137. s~~ also p. 19 abo\e, A particularl~ illuminating discussion of Stoic 'assent' is provided by 
Jllhn Rist. 'Iaith and Reason', Tht' Camhrlligt' Companion to Augusline, pp. 26-39. 
t>l Illlr~d\l~·ks. fra~s lOb. 129, in Hennann Diel .... cd .. Die Fragmente da I·orso/valilca. re\'o W. Kranz~ 
()Ih edn. (Balin. I Q~:). I he precise localisation of thl' different parts of the "'llUI. in particular of the 
mtional rulin~ part (hegl'mollilcllm). "as much dehatL'd. s~e A ... \. Long. 'St\)il' Ps)choillgy·. The 
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analogues across cultures. including Anglo-Saxon literature.M The detailed Stoic 

accounts of tubes and channels which serve to explain causal mechanisms in man are. 

however, a long way away from an)1hing we find Old English texts and \\'hen dra\\ing 

analogies between apparently materialistic psychologies it is important to consider the 

metaphysical contexts which inform the given anthropological and psychological ideas. 

Whereas, for example, a concern with material causality is rarely attested in Old English 

descriptions of the relation between body and soul. the notion of the soul as that entity 

which strives to return to its Principle is a most relevant concern. albeit in the context of 

the more pronounced anthropological dualism developed in Neoplatonic and Christian 

thought. 

The metaphysical context of the influential form of anthropological dualism 

articulated by Plotinus (ca. 204-270 AD) is of particular relevance for present purposes. 

not least because it allows me to touch on a number of implications which a dualistic 

metaphysics can have for views of the role and status of body and soul in human 

identity. In drawing on a number of mystical elements from Plato' s thought (most 

notably that of the Timaeus). Plotinus developed a view of reality in which the perfect. 

transcendent and immaterial Principle of all things. the One (hen, monas). overflows 

into varying levels of reality. From this first creative principle of reality (hypostasis). 

also named God. emanates the second hypostasis (pure intelligence) and from this. in 

turn. emanates the third hypostasis (world soul) which brings forth non-creative 

material real ity. 65 For Plotinus. all things innately seek to return to their source. and 

human souls. entirely spiritual entities incarcerated in the material body. strive to return 

to this spiritual principle by transcending the individuation of matter.66 Whilst raising 

t:ul1iliar questions as regards the continuity of personal identity. this framework 

emphasises the importance of men's freedom to move away from their origin and home 

('amhridge History (~( Hellenistic Philosophy, ed. K. Algra, 1. Bames, 1. Mansfield. and \1. Schofield 
(Camhrid~~, 19(9), pp. 560-84, at pp. 567-70. 
f>.& Iht'Sl' physicall~ conceived motions have been analysed in tenns of a 'hydraulic model of emotions', 
sometiml's associated \\ ith a 'common sense' psychology of the 'mind' as a physica\l~ conceived entity 
IOClh,:'d in the chest. see lllcJ...~tt, 'Corporealit~ in the Ps~cholog~ arthe Anglo-Sa\ons', pp. 141-44. As 
the intricate metaphysical s~ stems containing. these models suggest, howe\ er. it is important not to 
assnCI<llt' matt'rialism \\ ith 'ClHllnlOn sense' conceptualisations of human workings indisniminateh. A 
main thrust in cllntemporary ·l~ommon sense' psycho log:. , for example, is the reassenion of the i'nner 
lhll1Ulin "" slllnething more than material etlect, namely the conscious and agenti\ e self. 
(0\ \t. Atkinson, PIOli11W Emll'ad J"(O\tllrd, \Q83). 
to(> H. 1. Blumenthal. I'/olinw . Psychology (The Hague, I Q71): (ierard O'Dal), Plotinus' PhilO!iOphy tit Ihl' 

."it,(t(Shannon, \ Q13). 



and thus to remain ignorant of their identity. or to seek it through contemplation and 

transcendence of individuality in (often mystical) union \\ith the One. Related ideas 

were transmitted into Anglo-Saxon intellectual culture primarily through the writings 

Boethius (480-525) and St. Augustine. as I shall discuss in Chapters Seven and Eight. 

As regards the broader metaphysical and anthropological dualism devdoped hy 

Plotinus, one important point must be made here. Plotinus' arguments against the 

Gnostic view of a duality of two equal principles of Good and Evil at work in the 

universe and in man (manifest in dichotomies of matter and spirit. light and dark and so 

on), presented a framework within which the early Christian Church could reassert the 

omnipotence of the one true Lord and which facilitated more complex anthropological 

and psychological ideas that did not simply associate man's baseness with the material 

body and his virtue with the spiritual sou1.67 Christian accounts of the relation between 

body and soul and concerns with the nature. constitution and status of the soul in human 

experience and identity. accordingly differ considerably. 

Given the limitations of this brief sketch, it is of course not feasible to even 

attempt to trace the complex ideological interaction of diverging strands of Hebrew. 

(,reek. Hellenistic. Roman and early Christian thought. There is substantial debate as to 

whether we find a monistic or a dualistic view of man in the Hebrew scriptures, in the 

Septuagint and in the New Testament. and there is even fiercer debate about the degree 

to which Greek philosophical concerns affect the viev.· of man in the New Testament 

and early Christian writings.68 For present purposes. it is necessary to skip ahead to a 

number of patristic accounts in order to highlight how some of the dominant 

anthropological schemata and psychological models already touched on above emerged 

in ditferent fornls in the specifically Christian context rdevant to Anglo-Saxon culture. 

The materialist anthropology of Christian thinkers such as Tertullian (ca. 160-

225) highlights a continued concern \vith questions of causality and the unity of body 

and snul. 6Q Tertullian argued for the material nature of the anima. asking. for example. 

h" I )olfur K. l·l11ibslln. 'Plotinus and Soul-Bod) Dualism'. Psychology. ed. hason. pp. 148-65. \1ar1in 
and Barresi. 11ft> Rise and Fall (I(Solll and.\dt. pp. ~3-();. 
t>I .-\n admirable.: account of the.: di\ergl.'nt scholarl) positions and the development of the rele\ ant 
\\'(abulary i~ provilkd by MacDonald. History (~(the ConCl'pt (~( \find. pp. 1-36. 89-160. 
69 h)r the.: ,1\ ailabilit) of patristic PS) chologic.d ideas in Angll,-Saxon England. in particular the 
01\ ;tilahilit) llf manuscripts and frngments. I refer to Loclo..ett'-; de.:tailed discussion in 'Corporeality in the.: 
P'Yl.'hl,I\'gy of the Angll'-Sa\l"h'. pp. I ~\()-S8. 
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how an 'empty' thing could move a material thing (De Anima 6.3).70 It is perhaps 

questionable whether proponents of the matter-spirit dualism which came to dominate 

Christian thought indeed bridged the gap between two fundamentally different spheres 

ofreality.'l Be this as it may, one of the main transmitters of the patristic debate in early 

medieval intellectual culture, Isidore of Seville (ca 560-636), reframed the opposition 

between the two positions by suggesting that materialists were unable to conceive of the 

anima as an immaterial entity due to their inability to understand 'non-materiality' 

itself.72 In the wider Christian discourse about man, however, differing positions on the 

role of soul and body in the transmission of original sin, the centrality of the Spirit and 

the workings of divine Grace in the renewed spiritual life of man were more prominent 

than a concern with the soul as an innate causal principle (whether material and mortal 

or immaterial and immortal). The attribution of agency, responsibility and 

psychological characteristics to the soul remained a central feature in materialistic as 

much as in dualistic accounts and I shall accordingly restrict myself here to a brief 

survey of the most immediately relevant psychological models. 

The Platonic model of the tripartite soul and Aristotle's three levels of soul were 

widely adopted and developed in Christian writings.73 Particularly in monastic and 

ascetic thought, Plato's notion of the appetitive part of the soul came to be more closely 

associated with the body and the division between irrational and rational aspects of the 

soul (Ok. psyche, Lat. anima) as a bipartite division in parallel with an overarching 

spiritual and corporeal duality was particularly prominent. 74 As regards the tripartite 

model itself, Cicero's influential interpretation of the three faculties as parts (Lat. 

70 J. H. Waszink, ed., Tertulliani De Anima, in Tertulliani Opera, Pars II: Opera Montanistica, CCSL 
2.781-869 (Tumhout. 1954). See also Lactantius, De Opijicio Dei, ed. Michel Perrin, SC 213-14 (paris, 
1974),16.11. 
71 Augustine, for example, suggests a fusion of light and air as the mediating link in De Genesi ad 
Literam 7.19, J. Zych~ ed., Sancti Aureli Augustini De Genesi ad Lineram Libri Duodecim, CCEL 28/1 
~Vienn~ 1894), pp. 3-456. 

'non potuerunt incorpoream eius cogitare naturam' Etymologiae 11.1.8, W. M. Lindsay, ed., Isidori 
HispaJensis Episcopi Etymologianun sive Originum libri AX, 2 vols. (Oxford, 1911). Isidore's 
DifferenJiae, Etymologiae and SenJenJiae were all widely available in Anglo-Saxon England, see Lockett, 
'Corporeality in the Psychology of the Anglo-Saxons', p. 187. 
73 A most helpful study of the various relevant adaptations in the writings of Clement, Origen and 
Tertullian is provided by David N. Bell, 'The Tripartite Soul and the Image of God in the Latin 
Tradition', RTAM 47 (1980):16-52. See also Ch. 18 in Lactantius' De Opijicio Dei, ed. S. Brandt, CSEL 
27 (Vienn~ 1895), and John Cassian's Con/ationes, which suggests a materialistic tripartite soul in the 
context of a larger matter-spirit duality in which only God is truly immaterial, M. Petschenig. ed., 
lohannis Cassiani Con/ationes XIII, CSEL 13 (Vie~ 1886), pp. 690-91, 128-36. 
74 Bell, 'The Tripartite Soul', pp. 17-8; Simo Knuuttila, Emotions in AncienJ and Medieval Philosophy 
(Oxford. 2004), pp. 111-76. 
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partes), rather than as natures (Gk. eide). appears to have dominated interpretations 

until a renewed interest in the nature and substance of a simple or divided soul emerged 

in the context of Christo logical debates. 75 

Of particular importance for present purposes is Augustine' s development of the 

tripartite model in light of his interest in the anima and animus as made in the image of 

God.76 For Augustine, mens is the highest aspect of the anima ("quod excellit in anima. 

mens vocatur' Trin. XV.7.ll) and has a threefold nature: 

Haec igitur tria, memoria, intelligentia, uoluntas, quoniam non sunt tres uitae sed una uita. 
nee tres mentes sed una mens, eonsequenter utique nec tres substantiae sunt sed una 
substantia. Memoria quippe quod uita et mens et substantia dicitur ad se ipsam dicitur: 
quod uero memoria dicitur ad aliquid relatiue dicitur. (Trin. X.II.18)78 

Since, for Augustine, this threefold nature reflects the Holy Trinity. the role of self

understanding and understanding of the soul through introspection becomes a central 

element of his view of intellectual and moral improvement - as \\t: will ha\'t: the 

opportunity to explore at greater length in reference to the Old English translation of 

Augustine's Soliloquies in Chapter Eight. The centrality of the spiritual soul in 

Augustine's thought does not. however. lead him to identify the self exclusively with 

the anima. Rather. his psychology, sensitive to the many varied dimensions of human 

experience, allows him to conclude that the human being is a "rational substance 

consisting of soul and body' (Trin. XV. 7.11). Nevertheless, the involvement of the soul 

in all aspects of human experience and its central role in volition and conscious assent 

facilitates a vit:\v in which the souL rather than the body, assumes primary moral 

rcsponsi hi I i ty. 79 I n this stance, Augustine appears to differ from another thinker whose 

influence is widely apparent in Anglo-Saxon culture. Gregory the Great (ca. 540-604). 

As Carole Straw has demonstrated. Pope Gregory's vit:w of the status and roles 

of soul and hody in human agency takes on a different form than that of St. Augustine: 

;~ Bt:l1. 'The Tripartite sour, p. 18: for a SUT\e~ of the critical debate about three parts or three natures, 
s~~ Julia Annas. An Introduction to Plato', Republic (Oxford, 1981), p. I ~-l: for a wider stud~ of the 
debate, Sl'~ Pius KUnzle, Das J'erhiiltnis der Sede =u ihren Poten=en: problemgeschichtliche C"ter
sIIch,mgen \'on Aliglistin bis und mit Thom(l.\ von Aqllin, Studia I riburgensia II (Freiburg. 1956), pp. 1-6. 
76 As Gerard O'Dal\ illustrates, Augustine incorporated th~ Platonic and Aristotelian models as well as . ~ 

his own tripartite modeillfthe me1l.\', l"gustilll"'~ Philosophyof.\find(London. 1987), pp. 1~-6 . 
.. hll' a disl'lIssinn of Augustine's other threefold analyses of the mens, see \1aJ;- Clark, 'De Trinitate'. 
The ('omnridgt' ('ompanion 10 ..t ugusti"e. pp. 91-1 O~. 
"II nt' Fri"italt' \, II. ed., \\. J. \hllllltain and F. Gillri~, CCSL 50-S0:\ (Tumhout. 1968). 
N Roland Il',h .. 'Augustine', I'heoJ;-' llf SPlII', Thl' CamnridXt' Companion 10 .fugustine, pp. 116- I~~: 
Rist has stllmn how deeply Augustine's p,ychological analysis llf memoJ;-, \\ ill and understanding i" 
embedded in Sl\lll' pS~lhl'll)g.il'al accounts of assent. in 'Faith and Reason', pp, _~~-S, 'l'e also Part Thrcl' 



While Augustine carefull: separated body and soul. affirming the goodness of the body and 
locating sin in the will of the soul. Gregory tends to view sin as arising from the contli.:! of 
soul and body .... But by setting spirituality in opposition to the body, Gregory causally 
links them.so 

The implications which this position has for Gregory's psychology of sin is of particular 

interest here, since it greatly influenced the psychological ideas of the Old English poet 

Cynewulf, as I shall discuss in Chapter Five. Gregory's development of biblical 

imagery of spiritual warfare in metaphorical depictions of spiritual forces working in 

man presents a less rigorously analytical mode of exploring the inner life and the roles 

of body and soul in human agency and culpability than does that of St. Augustine. The 

broad appeal of both of these influential thinkers in Anglo-Saxon England is reflected 

by the wide availability of their works in numerous manuscripts. and more indirectly in 

the dissemination of their ideas across diverse genres of vernacular literature. in 

catechesis and liturgy, as well as in the works of Anglo-Latin writers such as Bede. 

Aldhelm and Alcuin. 81 

Given the importance and influence of Alcuin' s psychological ideas beyond 

Anglo-Saxon intellectual culture, his view of the anima and mens requires mention 

here. In his De Ratione Animae. Alcuin developed the Platonic model of a tripartite 

anima (DR.-' 2. 11-7) and Augustine' s view of the tripartite mens within a dualistic 

anthropology. emphasising that the better, spiritual part of the human being acts as the 

mistress of the body (DRA 1, 2_10).82 Like Augustine, Alcuin considered knowledge of 

the anima as a central means to knowing God in that His image and likeness reside in 

the soul (DRA 3. 1-3). Alcuin also incorporated a further position, drawing on Isidore's 

I Jit/ercnliae 2.29. namely that the faculties of the soul are not parts but different names 

for the anima in its various functions (DRA 6. 1.+_56).83 Although the issue of . parts' or 

'natures' of the anima became a particular concern for a number of Carolingian scholars 

in the ninth century. the specific theological debates fuelling such re-examination of the 

nature and substance of the anima do not appear to han~ been of immediate concern in 

:\nglo-Saxon Lngland before the pre-Benedictine Rdonn period in the late tenth 

10 l 'lIrlll~ Straw, (i regory the Great: Per.li.'d lOll in Imperfection (Berkl: k:, 1988), p. I 3). 

III Fllr the 8\ailahilit\ l)f Augustine's and Grc!.!l)J\·S works in AnL!lll-Sa\lHl Lngland. see Lockett, . - '- .. ... -
'('llrpor~alit~ in the P .... ~ dwlog: of ttl I: Angln-Sa\lHl .... ', pp. 181-2, 186. 
12 ,\\ruin. nt' Inimal' Rationl', PL 101()3q-~(). 
M· • \Il)lll' secundum otli.:ium nperis sui uariis nuncupatur nominihus: anima est dum uiuificat, dum 
(l)(lIcmplatur spiritlls l'st, dum scntit sensu" cst, dum sapit animum e"l. dum intellit:l! men .... c .... l. dum 
di"cl'mit ratll) l'st, dum (lHl"l'ntit uoluntas l'st, dum recnrdatur memoria e"t. \,pm tam~n hacc ita 
diuidl'ntur in suhstanti.1 sit'll! in nominibu .... quia haec omni auna anima.' (DR.·f 6, 14-5() 3). 



century.&4 Be this as it may. VIews of a tripartite soul were current in a number of 

vernacular texts. I shall argue in subsequent chapters that these psychological 

descriptions need not be interpreted as de-contextua1ised 'borrowings', but that In a 

number of cases they are fully integrated into the wider anthropological and 

metaphysical frameworks which are developed over the course of the works in which 

they appear. Thus, the foregoing survey of some of the intricacies which accompany 

divergent anthropological and psychological models becomes directly relevant to my 

examination of constructions of human identity in Old English texts themselves. 

The notable developments In theological. philosophical and scientific 

psychologies which occur from medieval Scholasticism onwards naturally fall heyond 

the scope of this inquiry. Suffice it to say that the tension behveen soul and hody in the 

Western intellectual tradition persists in many transmuted fonns, whether in a mind

body dualism. in more recent reactions against an extreme dualism of a self which is 

essentially separate from the body. or in reactions against fonns of materialism. These 

ideological developments, as touched on at the outset of this discussion, need to be 

borne in mind when considering Anglo-Saxon ideas about human nature and human 

workings. On the one hand. our view of the soul as an essentially spiritual (perhaps 

esoteric) entity needs to become more flexible, as does our view of the non-corporeal 

mind as an aspect of the soul or as an abstracted thinking entity. On the other hand. the 

great variability of thought about human nature and selfuood in the \\'estern tradition 

suggests that an approach to anthropological and psychological models greatly benetits 

from a consideration of the \\ider (often metaphysical) contexts into which they are 

inscribed. As I shall argue in Parts Two and Three. precisely such contexts are explored 

in a numher of vernacular texts. \\'hilst I do not suggest that we find an explicit concern 

with materialism or dualism in the extant Old English corpus. I do suggest that the 

l'lHll'l'rnS inherent in certain ways of thinking about man are directly relevant to the OlJ 

English adoption of a dualistic Christian anthropology. This interaction of traditions 

reIL-nUlt to conceptions l)f self and identity is the subject of the next two chapters. 

S~ PilI'> KUnzle. nIl.' "aha/l!liJ cia Set'll' :11 ihrt'fI l'o/t'n:t'fI. pp. 3l)-4~: Ll\(~ett. 'Ct\rp<.m:atit~ in the 

P,,)(holt\~.) ofthl' Ant-tn-Saxon,,', pp. 287-~~8. ~~O-5(l. 



Chapter Two 

Approaching the Inner Self in Old English Literature 

As this chapter illustrates, the extant vernacular literature of the Anglo-Sa.xons 

bears witness to a profound and widespread interest in the inner domain of human 

experience. This apparently long-standing interest - embedded both in the language 

itself and in Old English literary traditions - can be seen in the great yaricty of temlS 

relating to inner faculties and processes, and in the diversity of recurring fOmlulas. 

expressions and metaphors depicting the inner life. Since definition of the individual 

terms is greatly debated amongst Anglo-Saxonists, the present discussion introduces the 

relevant Old English vocabulary in reference to the yarious scholarly approaches and 

interpretations. 

The possibilities for scholarly disagreement are \'ast in an abstract tield of study 

such as the present one. Nevertheless. there are of course certain fundamental concerns 

which underlie the various successive waves of methodological stances and 

interpretations. Even if scholars often emphasise the discontinuity of their research with 

pn:vious work, all research in this field essentiaJly builds upon preceding scholarship 

(whether on its perceived failures or in its emerging gaps). Accordingly. a SUI"\ey of 

scholarship in this field will proyide a comprehensiye oyervie\v of the many relevant 

issues at stake, whether linguistic. literary or ideological. Although my own approach 

focuses less on isolated lexical features than on the philosophical implications of 

psychological ideas and their expression. the painstaking research and findings of. for 

cxample. those I inguistic and etymological studies which hayc recently been rejected in 

t~l\OUr of cognitiyc psychological and anthropological approaches requirc full 

acknowledgcment herc. The following discussion surveys the various scholarly 

methodologics and findings. tirst in relation to the 'inner aspects' as . ps~ chological 

entitics' lreferred to variously as 'soul' or 'mind') and subsequently in relation to the 

'inncr sclf' as the (nrc of indiyidual and human identity. 



2.1 The Inner Aspects as Psychological Entities: Mind, Heart and Soul 

The notable interest of Anglo-Saxon writers in the inner life is illustrated bv the 

great range and volume of Old English vocabulary relating to inner faculties. rr\xesses 

and activities. The following list is by no means exhaustive. but it does provide a 

representative slice of the relevant nouns (excluding compounds) along \\ith their 

standard definitions: I 

Inner faculty / Standard dictionary definitions- Oeeeurenees I Oeeeu renees 
capacity in poetr~ I in prose 
(*predominantly 

poetic words) 
-~ ---- -. 

mod heart, mind, soul, spirit, mood. pride, courage 502 1987 I 
hyge thought, intention, mind, heart, disposition, spirit. 139 ]4 I 

I 
I 

courage 
fer~* Spirit[edness], heart, mind, soul. intellect. life 

I - ---

83 ') -
sefa* heart, mind, soul, thought. understanding. 98 6 

1 

sensation I 
i 

gemynd memory, soul, thought, mind I 47 330 i 
(in)geponc thought, intention, mind, detennination 24 132 I 

(in)gehygd thought, intention, purpose. mind 7 112 
- - .. ! 

") 402 I gescead reason, thought, understanding, discrimination 
- ~ 

sawul soul 203 1836 I , 
----- ---~ . ~ 

grest spirit, soul 185 i 2063 
. - _ .. 

.. r~106 _ . .- -

andgit understanding, sensation. perception, intellect I 4 
- "----- ---- - -

As the definitions in column two suggest, the modem translator is largely dependent on 

his own instincts and tastes in interpreting a given passage. The following excerpt from 

the Battle of Maldon reflects the significant scope for variable readings and translations 

(emphasis added): 

Thought must be the harder, heart the keener 
Spirit shall be more - as our might lessens. 3 

lIige sceal pe heardra, 
mod sceal pe mare, 

heorle pe cenre, 
pe ure mregen lytla~. 

Our hearts must gnm resolute, our courage more 

(The Bailie 01 .\fa/doll 312-13) I valiant, our spirits must be greater. though our 
I strength grows less. ~ 

Along with the other terms listed in the first column of Table 1 above, the italicised 

nouns in this passage appear to be extremel~ amenable to Ji\erse textual contexts. 

Unless We Sec the differences between heart and mind. mind and thought or mind and 

I The statistics used in this table are derived Irom online word-searches in The Dictionary ({OIJ Fng/llh 
Corpu.'1 in f/t'l·tronic Form. ed. Antonette diPaulo Healey. s~stems anal~st Xin Xiang ('\nn \rbor. 19Q8): 
(http 4Uod.lib.umich.edu). I have attempted to include all spelling \ MI,I! ions in these searche ... to 

represent the rc lat i \'C trequenc it'S of llccurrence. 
~ I have collated the definitions l ltll'red h~ J. Bosworth I n An~I(I-.\lL\(I" Diction,}r),. ed. and rc\. I. , 
loller (O'\ford. 18Q8: repr. 1(91). and J. R. Clark Hall. I ('oncise ~'/.I.:I(/-.\·lL"Wn Dic{/lmary (London. 

I QX4) Ii.lr the pu~se of t'nlOomy here. Henceforth CH and B 1. 
; Douglas B. Killings. The Bailie ,)f \falJon tlhford. 1(96). 
'Wilfrid Berridge. Tht'Ballll'oJ \fa/don(Londlm. 199"). 
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soul as important for Anglo-Saxon conceptions of psychological workings, the apparent 

elusiveness of these terms may be passed over with relatively little frustration.. For a 

host of scholars, however, precisely this versatility and elusiveness has been the cause 

of significant interest (as well as frustration).5 The notable discontinuity between our 

vocabulary and that of the Anglo-Saxons is clearly a significant obstacle to our 

understanding of the underlying concepts and their spheres of application. Of the tenns 

listed above, not a single one has survived into modem English without having 

undergone a substantial change of meaning.6 Indeed the predominantly poetic tenns 

(column 1 *) had essentially 'died out' by the end of the Middle English period.7 

Scholarly approaches to these terms have accordingly taken a variety of forms. 

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, interest in Anglo-Saxon 

psychology was focused primarily on the definition of individual words, most often in 

reference to their' etymological histories.8 Although the value of etymological study for 

our understanding of the Old English tenns has increasingly come into question, 

etymological findings provide a helpful overview of the semantic variability of certain 

lexemes across the Gennanic languages and I shall occasionally draw on the relevant 

findings of such studies in reference to the semantic (in particular the semasiological) 

development of a number of tenns. 9 The ultimate inadequacy of linguistic research into 

individual words when abstracted from textual context and literary norms of application 

(such as poetic variation), however, has increasingly come to the fore. 

5 The sentiments of Hans Eggers capture the complexities involved in this area of research: 'Nach 
zwanzig Jahren der Untersuchungen in diesem Gebiet gibt mir der Heliand den ersten konkreten 
Anhaltspunkt', in 'Altgermanische Seelenvorstellungen im Lichte des Heliancf, Der Heliand, ed. JOrgen 
EichotT and Irmengard Rauch (Darmstadt, 1973), pp. 270-304. The alternative conclusion that 'much ink 
will be spilt' in the attempt to find degrees of interchangeability, reflects the ongoing sense of frustration 
involved in semantic ditTerentiation which has more recently led scholars to reject the quest for stable 
definitions entirely, Soon Ai Low, 'The Anglo-Saxon Mind: Metaphor and Common Sense Psychology in 
Old English literature', PhD Diss. University of Toronto (1998). I discuss Low's study below on p. 48. 
6 Michael Joseph Phillips, 'Heart, Min<L and Soul in Old English: A Semantic Study', PhD Diss. Univ. of 
Illinois (1986), pp. 13-18; Low, 'The Anglo-Saxon Mind', pp. 18-9. 
7 Richard Woesler, 'Das Bild des Menschen in der Englishen Sprache der alteren Zeit', NM 7 (1936): 
321-36. 
I A comprehensive list of all word-studies written before 1979 is provided by Angus Cameron. Alison 
Kingsmill and Ashley Crandell Amos, Old Eng/ish Word Studies: A Preliminary Author and WOI'd Index 
(Toronto, 1983). 
9 By semasiological developments. I mean the apparent development of an abstract sense from an 
essentially concrete meaning, specifically in nouns or verbs which indicate an abstract inner faculty or 
process by means of a concrete noun or verb. Samuel ~h ~ts a fascinating .list ~f suc~ terms in 
'The Semasiological Development of Words for 'perceive etc. In the Older Germanic DlaJects . Modern 
Philol0YJ' 8.4 (1918): 461-S 10. The contextuaJisation of terms when surveying semantic panerning m~ 
however, remain paramount. particularly since the supposition of semasiological developments raises 
questions about the metaphorical application of certain terms and expressions. 
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Many of the early etymological word-studies can be seen in the context of a 

more general interest in a putative ancestral heritage, as reflected in anthropological 

studies of the time. lO An entire host of (often conflicting) interpretations proposed 

conceptual patterns for (Proto-)Gennanic or broader Indo-European anthropologies and 

psychologies, as well as entire systems of thought about human nature based on the 

analysis of individual words across the Germanic languages. II Anthropological theories 

of animism were particularly popular in the 1930s and influenced studies such as 

Elisabeth Meyer's investigation into the semantic history and development of Gmc. 

• mooa.12 
Meyer concluded that the meanings of the cognates in the extant Germanic 

languages which derived from Gmc. mooa, namely 'pride', 'anger' and 'courage' (only 

peripheral meanings of OE mod), developed from ancient ideas about a supernatural and 

magical power or force ('Kraft') akin to an animistic mana principle. I) The idea that 

'primitive' cultures often explained human behaviour in terms of supernatural and 

irregular principles working in man, and that the influence of Christian thought 

contributed to the conceptual internalisation of such impulses in theories about the 

10 Anthropological interest in universal patterns of 'primitive' thought and of the development from 
'shamanistic' and 'animistic' to philosophical and later scientific thought produced numerous epic works 
narrating the history of developing thought about the 'soul', such as Kurt Breysig, Die Geschichte der 
Seele im Werdegang der Menschheil (Berlin, 1931). The influence of this trend on literary research can 
already be seen in the monumental works of Richard Broxton Onians, The Origins of European Thought 
about the Body, the Mind, the Soul, the World, Time, and Fate (Salem, 1951 repro 1987) and Bruno 
Snell's Die Entdeckung des Geistes: Studien zur Entstehung des europtJischen Denkens bei den Griechen 
(Hamburg, 1946). More recently, Richard North has adapted Snell's approach to Anglo-Saxon and Old 
Norse ideas about the human being, Pagan Words and Christian Meanings, Costerus n.s. 81 (Ams~ 
1991). 
II Helmut Benning's conclusions to his study of feorh (life, spirit) and the etymologically related ferd 
(spirit, mind, heart) deserves full citation here as one of the more daring attempts to base an entire system 
of thought on the etymological history of one or two lexemes: 'Der feorh-Ugebende" Gott (ae·feorhgiefa) 
ist ursprOnglich das mit dem Baum als Kosmos [got.fairhvus, (ae.feorh, an.jior, as., ahd.fer(a)h usw. 
"Leben, Blut", ae.feorh "Heil") identifizierte Urwesen, welches als Weltseele und geistiges Prinzip (ac. 
feorh, as., ahd.fer(a)h "Seele, Geist"), als gOttlicher Urahn und HOter aller Menschen [se.jiras, an.jirar 
usw.; ... got. fairhvus und manasejJs "Menschheit" ... ], als Stamm vater aller Lebewesen, die 
mikrokosmisch das groBe wachstOmliche Ganze "wiederholen" (ae. feorh "Leib, KOrper, Mensch, Tier", 
an.jiorr "Mann" ... ), in allem, was da lebt, gegenwartig ist, allen Wesen fllr die Dauer ihres Daseins die 
nOtigefeorh-"Nahrung" (ae,feorhneru) sichert, die Menschen "im Heil erhllt" (Gu 397) .... Der GrOne 
ist nieht nur Urspnmg, sondem auch liel allen Lebens .... ' [The life-giving God is originally that primal 
being which is identified with the tree as cosmos, which - as world soul and spiritual principle. as divine 
ancestor and protector of all men, as progenitor of all creatures who microcosmically repeat the larger, 
organically growing whole - is present in all that lives, and secures for all creatures for the duration of 
their existence the necessary life-nourishment, which maintains human beings in salvation .... The Green 
One is not only the origin, but also the destination of all life ... 'J, 'Welt' lind 'Men.sch' in tier Altenglisclten 
Dichllllrg: Bedellhurg!geschichtliche Untersuchllngen :um Germanisch-Altenglischen Wonschat:, 
Beitrlge zur Englischen Philologie 44 (Bochum, 1961). Single word-studies of course continue to be 
written, such as John Highfiel~ • Mod in Old English 'Secular' Poetry: An Indicator of Aristocratic Class', 
Blllietin of John Rylands University Library of Manchester ( 1996): 79-92. 
12 E. M. Meyer. Die Bede&lllllrgsentwick/lUIg von Germ. ·",ooa (Halle. 1926). 
13 Broadly speaking. mana was interpreted to explain human behaviour in tenns of supernatural and 
irregular principles working in man. ibid .• pp. 26. 34. 39-45, 65. 
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emotions is certainly not particular to Meyer's analysis. 14 More recently, however~ the 

apparent representations of emotions as externally originating forces and even of inner 

faculties as potentially 'wayward' or 'unruly' entities in Old English literature have 

been interpreted in ways which are more sensitive to cultural variability. IS Nevertheless, 

anthropological models have remained an important feature in the diverse analyses of 

Anglo-Saxon psychological ideas. 

From the sixties onwards a 'multiple-soul' theory seems to have been 

particularly popular and left its trace in more recent research into Anglo-Saxon 

psychology.16 In his article 'Toward an Archaic Germanic Psychology', for example, 

Stephen Flowers collated the fmdings of various word studies in order to propose a 

common ancestral 'polypsychic conception' of man in terms of an 'embodied soul', a 

'disembodied soul' and a 'separable soul' .17 The theory of multiple souls, however, 

seems to me to have little substance beyond its classification of varying domains of 

experience as distinct 'souls'. Indeed increasing exclusion of the term 'soul' across the 

social sciences appears to characterise a wider scholarly move away from universalist 

soul-theories and towards a focus on cultural relativism. In Anglo-Saxon studies this 

focus has been accompanied by increasing attention to the specific linguistic and literary 

contexts in which the individual terms appear. IS 

In linguistic scholarship, Hans Eggers' and Gertraud Becker's studies of the Old 

Saxon Heliand poem, reflect the earliest trend of considering the syntactic spheres of 

14 See also Gertraud Becker, Geist und Seele im Altsachsischen und im Althochdeutschen: der 
Sinnbereich des Seelischen und die Warter gest-geist und seola-sela in den Denkmtilern bis zum II. 
Jahrhundert (Heidelberg, 1964). 
U In contrast with Latin Christian forms of demonology, a more native poetic tendency to describe the 
inner aspects as uncontrollable forces working upon and within man has been considered by scholars such 
as Malcolm Godden. 'Anglo-Saxons on the Mind', Learning and Literahlre in Anglo-Saxon-England: 
Studies PresenJed to Peter Clemoes, ed. Michael Lapidge and Helmut Gneuss (Cambridge, 1985), pp. 
271-98; Antonina Harbus, 'The Medieval Concept of the Selr, pp. 77-97, as discussed in 2.2 below. 
16 The anthropological approach to multiple-soul beliefs on a universal scale is reflected. for example. in 
Hans-Peter Hasenfratz, Die Seele: EinftJhrung in ein religiOses Grundphanomen (ZOrich, 1986). 
17 Stephen E. Flowers, 'Toward an Archaic Germanic Psychology', Journal of Indo-European Studies II 
(1983): 117-38. Flowers uses etymological 'evidence' as a basis for the following domains of experience: 
'I. body; 2. life; 3. breath: 4. emotive force; 5. cognitive complex (a. synthetic complex; b. reflective 
aspect; c. perceptive aspect; d. volitive aspect) 6. shade 7. magical conceptions I entities" pp. 118-9. 
11 Hans Eggers and Gertraud Becker's studies of the Old Saxon Heliand poem, reflect the burgeoning 
trend towards considering the syntactic spheres of application of the relevant terms and towards 
accounting for their apparent closeness of meaning in reference to historical and contextual 
developments. Eggers. 'Altgennanische See lenvorste II ungen '. Der HeliantL pp. 270-304, Gertraud 
Becker, Geist und Seele im Altsacluischen und im Altltochdealtschen: de' Sinnbereich des SeeliscMn und 
die WlJrter gist-geist und seola-sela in den DenkmaJern bis :um II. JaJvlnmdert (Heidelberg. 1964). 
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application of the relevant terms and of accounting for their apparent closeness of 

meaning in reference to historical and contextual de\elopments. 19 In Anglo-Saxon 

studies itself. a number of doctoral theses in the seventies and eighties analysed Old 

English words denoting various aspects of the human being in terms of distinct semantic 

groups and attempted to delineate syntactic. syntagmatic and collocational spheres of 

the individual tenns within such groups (or semantic fields) in order to define clear 

semantic parameters. The immediate difficulty with such word studies lies in the sheer 

number of instances of the relevant words (Table 1. p. 39 above) and the accompanying 

difficulty of synthesising the bulky lexical data in a way which accounts for 

chronological, genre-specific and ideological influences. as well as for textual and 

ideological contexts. In 1979. for example. Margrit Soland addressed Old Fnglish 

words for body and soul in the poetic corpus hy contrasting their occurrences in 

Beowu(fwith their occurrences in a selected poetic Kontrastkorplls.20 Soland's attempts 

to find fixed definitions, such as a 'spiritual gast and sawut. and a hreder and hreost 

which are the loci of an "emotive moa, a 'feeling and thinking h)Xe' and a 'deliherative 

sefa', are not. however. representative of the wider application of the relevant terms 

across the extant cOrpUS.21 

Michael Phillips' more comprehensive selection of terms and texts (1986). in 

contrast. appreciated the significant overlap in emotional and cognitive activities 

associated with all of the inner faculties. 22 Although his analysis of 'mind-', 'soul-' and 

'hody-words' across the entire extant Old English corpus neglected wider textual and 

literary contexts, it established four distinct sub-eategories \\ ithin this semantic field. 

namely "body part terms' (breost. hre(}er. heorte) \vhich are applied metonymically, 

'non-transcendent soul-terms' (mod. hyge . .len), s£.'lu). 'transcendent soul-temlS' (gust, 

sawul). and 'life terms' (jeorh, I~f). Despite a number of extremely harsh criticisms 

which have heen le\'elled against Phillip's 'o\'ersimplistic view of the vocahulary·. his 

four-fold categorisation of the semantic group is generally accepted and has been 

19 Hans Eggers .. Altgermanische Sl'dem orstellun~~n·. ncr '!t'liand. pp. 270~304, (jertraud Becker, Ct'"f 
lind .",·d .. im AIr.\,/t'h,\IJcht'n lind im .~/lhochdt'ul\l'ht'n: der SmnherelCh dt', .\t'd/~cht·n lind ,ill' H orf"r 

~t;Sf-l.:l'/," lind .\'t.'ola-sl~/a in dt'n Dt'nk""ilan I'ls :um II. JtJhr}lImdt'rl (Heiddberg. 19(4). 
~Il ~t~rgrit Soland, .111t'n~Ir\l·ht· .,'usdru!.'A,· f/lr "I.eih" Imd ... \·edt· ... t:int.' ,h'manll\,'ht"n,lh\t' (/Urich. 
I {)7{)).1 kr choice of s<'lmples ihdf sllgg~sts an expectation lIt' finding a ditTerentiation bet\\t.'l'n 'hew I\" 
and 'Christian' applil.,lIions of these terms in poet~ (a differentiation which \\a" not found). 

:1 ibid., p. I ~O, ." . '" .. 
:~ Michael Joseph Phillips. ·Heart. \Iind. and ~\)lIl In Old I.nghsh: :\ Sl'mantlc "'tud~ , PhD DhS. lnl\, 

of IlIinllis ( I {)gtl). 



independently corroborated by more comprehensive research which takes ideological 

and linguistic contexts into consideration. 23 In particular. Phillips' semantic distinction 

between 'transcendent soul tenns' on the one hand. and 'non-transcendent soul temls' 

on the other is widely supported in reference to the distinct spheres of application of the 

relevant tenns throughout the extant literature. 

The majority of studies broadly agree that tenns such as s(]wul and gast appear 

to have taken on a deeply Christian sense by the time they are recorded in Old English 

texts.
24 

As we shall see in Chapter Three, these tenns occur primarily in contexts of the 

parting of soul and body (lie, flese) at death. or in contexts of the afterlife. rheir 

application across the corpus suggests a dualistic conception of the human being as wcll 

as a belief in the immortal nature of the sawul and gast. When smt.'ul and gasl do occur 

in contexts of composite human life. they are primarily presented as treasured 

possessions or, less often. in relation to moral and spiritual concerns. 2
:' As Phillip' s label 

'non-transcendent soul tenns' suggcsts. tenns such as mod. hyge. fero and seta are in 

contrast almost never associated with the post-corporeal life. 26 Unlike the sawul and 

gasl, they are associated with the full spectrum of agentive and psychological functions 

which we tend to label as emotion. thought and volition. Two features are particularly 

striking for present purposes. First, tenns such as mod cannot be differentiated from 

each other semantically in tenns of emotional. cogniti\c or other distinct capacities -

they appear as agencies and loci of all psychological activities and experiences. Second. 

the mod and its variants are hardly cver linked with the sawul and gasl in a way which 

suggests that they are conceived as inherent aspects or constituent parts of the sawul or 

21 Low. 'The Anglo-Saxon Mind', p. 12: Antonina Harbus, The Life of the ,\/md in Old English Poetn', 
Costl:fUS n.s, 143 (Amsterdam, 2002). p. 14. Studies which corroborate Phillips's findings independcntl~ 
are Hanspeter Schclp, . Der geistige Mensch im Wortschatz Alfreds des Grossen' Diss, Gt>ttingcn ( I Q56): 

Ikatril"l' LaFarge, 'Lehen' lind '5';et.'ie' in den altgermanischen Sprachen: Studiol =um EinjlujJ chrl\tlich
l£ltc!inischer J'orstdiungt'll aufdit' J'ollc.ssprachen. Skandinavistisl"he Arbeiten. Bd. 11 UkiJelberg. 1 QQ 1); 
Sl'e also L.ockett, 'Corporealit~ in the Psycholog~ of the Anglo-Sa\PTl" '. pp. 21-40. 
~4 1 am cOIll"erned here with percei\ ed patterns of application which have been independentl~ 
corroborated b\ numerous s(udil'~, Thus rather than providing repetiti\ l' lislS of occurrences hl.'re, I rl'!i:r 
to the example~ Ii~(l.'d in Phillips, '\leart, \1ind, Soul': see also Il)\\, 'J'he Anglll-'\<l\on \1inJ', rr 2-1<): 
l.od.ett. 'l \)rporealit) in the PS)l"hology nf the :\ngl(l-Sa\(lTl~', pp. ~ 1-40. I shall citc and Ji":u~,, the 
m(lst rele\ ant instaJh:l.'s in more detail in Chapter nm~e. 
:\ 1 (lC~l'tt SUl!,l!,l'sh a number l)f instances in which the soul experiences joy in the afterlife. but thc~l.' do 
not full) sug~~'st person,lI characteristic~ of thl.' Sl)UI. "l'e 'Corporeality in the p") cholog) of the \ 11'-"0-

S,I\UIlS', p.~S rhe most notable instance~ in which PS) dhllp~ll'al l"haracten"tics are attributed to the 
~nul during lift' pCl'ur in thl' proSl' of King A\tred and Ufri,:. Abbot of Fynsham. "l'l' Chapters 1 hrec. 

Sl'\l'n and Eight. 
~fI 1 lll"cuss the e\plicit l'\(l'plil)ns in Part 1 woo 



gast, as In Latin Christian psychological models. 2
' \\ lllist these broad fcaturL'~ are 

useful and widely accepted rules of thumb in approaching Old English ideas about the 

inner life, the evidence gained from syntactical and collocational patterns must be 

considered in reference to contextual literary and ideological factors which significantl) 

affect the application of the relevant terms. 

In light of the failure of scholars to find stable definitions for the individual 

'non-transcendent soul terms' (also referred to as 'mind words') on a purely linguistic 

basis, the vast majority of recent studies have accounted for the apparent semantic 

fluidity of these terms in reference to poetic modes of expression and, increasingly, in 

reference to ideological contexts. The most important factor here has been the 

identification of two distinct traditions within the extant Old English corpus: one, a 

traditional 'native' or 'common sense' psychology which is embedded in poetic 

narrative, and two, a more theologically (and philosophically) informed tradition which 

characterises later prose writings under the strong influence of Latin Christian 

intellectual anthropology and psychology. It is accordingly necessary to look at the 

relevant critical interpretations more closely. 

The distinctive vocabulary and formulaic nature of Old English poetry has long 

been associated with putatin: ideas believed to he deeply embedded in a long-standing 

oral tradition of thought and expression.28 The first scholar to apply himself in detail to 

differenccs in conception, diction and expression of psychological and anthropological 

ideas in Anglo-Saxon poetry and prose respecti\ ely, appears to have been Richard 

Woesler. 29 His diachronic account of Old and Middle English conceptions of man 

identified the beginnings of an ideological change in King Alfred's introduction of a 

'I1C\\' \'ocabulary into the Old English language in the ninth century.;o \\'oesler thus 

accounted for the difTerenccs between Anglo-Saxon ideas about man in poetr: (\icwed 

27 InH1sider the l'\(eptioll~ in Chapters Three, Sl'\en and light, 
28 Preci~d~ this interest is reflected in the intense earl~ scholarl~ focus on a traditional or ancestral 

'Germanic heritage', 
~<J WOl'sler, 'I)as Bild des Menschen', pp, 8-'-97, 
lO \\oesler ,Irgues that earl~ An!:!lo-Saxons saw the human being as a unll~ of 'body' and 'mind' (G(',\t) 

and al'(llrdinl!.h sa\\ intellectual pnKl'SSt'S in terms of a ',"'inn-I'c!rsll1nd Einhetl' as expre""ed b~ gt.'\nl, 

'the practil:al~~d intellectual skill' of man, I Ie holds that the !urthl'r Cll!1(I!?tual ,unity of thou~t. emotion 
and \lliitillll encompassl'J h~ the mod graduall~ fragmented mto dl"WKt tacultle" under the Intluence 01 

<. 'hri"tianit\ and that the inahilit~ of mod to adapt tll this ne" picture of human nature led tll its e\entual 
disappc~lcl' within \\ hll'h ml,,,dc: supersedl'd mod, and rt'\"U" superseded ~l'wil and .:r<lJ' (skill) in 

promint'ncl', ihid,. pp, 3::'X, )~5, 



as 'untouched by Christianity') and the imported Christian ideas expressed in the prose 

tradition (with its 'new' vocabulary) in tenns of a chronological J~\ dopment from 

pagan to Christian thought. As is now widely acknowledged~ however. much of the 

extant poetry is itself fundamentally Christian and whilst the poetic tradition no doubt 

contains archaic expressions, vocabulary and fonnulas which appear to hark back to 

pre-Christian traditions, the ideological integration of the Christian faith is an essential 

element of distinctively native thought. 

Exclusive focus on a pre-Christian 'native' (superseding the previous focus on a 

'Gennanic') heritage in Old English poetry has been increasingly challenged by a trend 

which asserts the influence of Latin Christian literary conventions and rhetorical 

techniques in Old English poetry as well as in prose. A particularly apt example of how 

these contrasting positions can affect our interpretation of Anglo-Saxon psychology can 

be seen in the varying responses to the following lines from The Seafarer: 

Forpon nu min hyge hweorfe~ ofer hreperlocan, 
min modsefa mid mereflode 
ofer hwreles epel hweorfe~ wide, 
eorpan sceatas, cyme~ eft to me 
girre ond grredig, gielle~ anfloga, 
hwete~ on hwrelweg hreper unwearnum 
ofer holma gelagu. (The Seafarer 58-64a) 

Therefore, now. my 'soul / mind' turns beyond 
its breast-chamber, my 'soul / mind' roams far 
with the sea-flood over the whale's home [and] 
comes back to me eager and greedy across the 
earth's surfaces; the lone-flyer cries, urges the 
unresisting breast over the waves of the sea. 

Vivian Salmon. Neil Hultin and Marijane Osborn represent the vicw that widespread 

popular and 'non-Christian' concepts of an 'external' or 'wandering sour underlie the 

roaming hyge of the Seafarer. 31 Paul Orton and Peter Clemoes. in contrast, illustrated 

the prevalence of the metaphor of a 'wandering mind' for imaginatin.' and 

contemplative processes in Latin Christian traditions and suggested this essentially 

Christian imagery as the dominant sense and inspiration in the Old English passages.-'2 

These varying opinions illustrate the significant ditliculties wc face in translating the 

relevant Old English tenns as soul or mind and thus imposing specific connotations 

which are deeply embedded in wider systems of belief (whether as anthropological 

31 Vivian Salmon, 'The Wanderer and The .\·eafarer, and the Old English Conception of the S(lul', 
.\ft'dicl'al Lmglwgc Rc\'icw ~5 (I <)60): 1-\ 0; Neil Hultin, ' I'he External Soul in The Sl·,Jlurl·r and Tht! 
Wanderer', Folklort.' 88.1 (1<)77): ~q-~~: Marilane Osborn, . rhe \·anishing Seabirds in Tht' Wunderer', 

FalAfore 85.2 (1<)74): 122-' 
1~ Peter ('Iernul's, '.\101.\ ahst!nlia cogilaru in 7ht! Sl'll/arer and The H ,mdt'rt'r', in \!l',lt,'\'ul l.ileralllrl· 
andCh'ili.wlion: .'II II dies in \femory 11/(; \ (;,Jrfl1(IfI.'"·,IY, ed. LL\ Pearsall and R.:\. Waldron (I.ondon, 
I Q6Q), pp. 6"2-77: p, R. Orton, 'The .... ;c'~(arer 58-64a'. \ " 66 (I Q8"2): ~~O-~q. at p. ~~ \ : .... l·e al .... ll F " " 
DiekstTa. 'The Wanderer 6"h-72: I"he Pa .... sillfl .... of the "ind and the Cardinal Virtues'. \P "5 (IQ71) T,-

88. 



universals or specific Latin Christian psychologies). Clearly, the interaction of 

cuhuralJy specific . native ' and . Latin Christian' ideas and modes of expression across 

the Old English corpus remains a vital consideration when examining apparently 

divergent traditions and their chronology in Anglo-Saxon England.33 

The most influential study in this field is Malcolm Godden's article . Anglo

Saxons on the Mind' (1980), which re-articulated the nature of "two distinct traditions 

of thought about the mind' in reference to both literary and ideological heritages:-,4 

There is, first of all, a classical tradition represented by AIcuin of York (writing in Latin 

and on the continent, but influential for Anglo-Saxon vernacular writers). King Alfred and 
!Elfric of Eynsham, who were consciously working in a line which went back through late 

antique writers such as St Augustine and Boethius to Plato. but developed that tradition in 
interesting and individual ways. In particular the: show the gradual development of a 
unitary concept of the inner self, identifying the intellectual mind with the immortal soul 

and life-spirit. Secondly, there is a vernacular tradition more deeply rooted in the lant!uat!e. 
represented particularly by the poets but occasionally reflected e\en in the work of Alfred 

and !Elfric. It was a tradition which preserved the ancient distinction of soul and mind. 
while associating the mind at least as much with passion as with intellect.3s 

Godden articulated a number of fundamental issues which han? come to dominate 

research in this area. His identification of the sav.'u/ as a 'spiritual sour and of the mod. 

hyge,ferd and .'lela as interchangeable variants for the "emotional and intellectual mind' 

has been pivotal to the ways in which subsequent Anglo-Saxonists apply the terms 

"SOur and '"mind'. Godden's acceptance of the relative synonymity of the 'mind-words' 

in reference to the poetic tradition of variation is now oH?f\\helmingly accepted, and his 

clear delineation of this 'mind' from the "spiritual sour essentially established the 

"mind' as a distinct area of inquiry. Godden's consideration of the important relations 

hetween modes of thought and modes of expression in his treatment of two distinct 

traditions of the mind in Old English literature, moreover. has become a pivotal concern 

in subsequent studies in the field.
36 
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Amongst the many studies which have explored a specifically 'native' 

conception of the mind in diverse poems and genres. a recent critical trend stands out in 

particular. This is reflected by a group of unpublished theses which have rejected 

previous attempts to delineate distinct meaning-spheres of the individual mind-words 

and have focused instead on the relation between modes of thOUght and literary 

expression in the divergent traditions of the extant corpus, Soon Ai Low. for example. 

reformulated Godden~s division between a poetic native tradition and a classicallv 

informed prose tradition in terms of a distinction between a narrative. 'common sense' 

or 'folk psychology' and 'scientific' or 'theological psychology' concerned \\ith 

didactic instruction and exposition.37 In reference to this distinction. Low proposed that 

the semantic fluidity of the mind-words not only arises from the poetic convention of 

variation, but that it also reflects a distinctly non-analytical way of conceptual ising the 

mind and its workings.38 Drawing on recent anthropological research and in particular 

on developments in cognitive psychology and cognitive linguistics. she focused on 

certain conceptual metaphors. such as 'up-down'. 'in-out' and 'mind-as-container'. 

Low's interest in different metaphorical models of the mind in Old English literature 

and her emphasis on metaphorical modes of expression is also reflected in a number of 

other theses which have treated diverse aspects of metaphorical representation of the 

mind more comprehensively. 

In 1980, Michael Matto highlighted the versatile functions and the central 

importance of metaphorical expression in literary accounts of psychological \\orkings in 

(>ld English literature. primarily in reference to the linguistic operations of metaphors of 

the mind in general.39 Paula \\'arrington. in turn. focused on the importance of the 

'mind-as-container model'. which characterises the mind as a treasure trove or storage 

box containing thoughts and emotions, and which can be analysed in terms of an . input 

__ storage output' schema reflecting the various stages of 'perception and sensation -

memory ~Uld conh.'mplation - speech and action' .,tll Her focus on the role of memory in 

------------- --------
17 Slllln Ai Il)\\, 'The Anl!lo-Sa\110 \1111d: \tetaphor and Common SL'nse P,~cholog) in Old Lngli .. h 
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the processes of cognition and in the development of character illustrates the ways in 

which the in-box / out-box metaphor is amenable to poetic articulations of inner 

processes as well as to more complex explorations of psychological workings in 

analytical prose texts. Although Warrington does not expand on the ramifications which 

an Augustinian articulation of memory can have in Old English accounts. her model. as 

I suggest in Chapters Seven and Eight, is certainly operative in texts such as the Old 

English Consolation and Soliloquies and significantly informs their characterisation of 

personal identity. 

In 2004, Leslie Lockett focused on the currency of an anthropological 'hydraulic 

model of the mind'. in which the mind and its emotional or mental processes are 

conceived in terms of physically imagined swellings and contractions:H Drawing on 

divergent analogues from pre-socratic. Christian and early medieval thought. Lockett 

challenged 'the general scholarly acceptance that the mind was metaphorically 

represented as a physical entity and therefore as an immaterial aspect of the spiritual and 

immortal sour:n Whilst her conclusions about the chronology of a shift from a 

materialistic view of the mind to a metaphorical conception of the mind by the year 

1000 perhaps leave themselves open to objections. Lockett's suggestions are based on a 

detailed study of intellectual contexts and possible ideological interactions. Most 

relevant for present purposes. her interest in the relation between mind and soul and her 

reformulation of the status of the mind within a dual human nature is a vital 

consideration which had previously been largely neglected. In light of the presence of a 

dualistic schema of human nature in Anglo-Saxon writings (explored more fully in my 

next chapter). the dominant critical con\ention has been to interpret the mod. ferd. hyge 

and .H:lli in the non-corporeal "though not immortal or eternal) realm. whether as a 

spiritual or wandering soul or as an imagining mind.
4J 

In reconsidering the metaphorical 

nature of descriptions of the relevant words in spatial or material terms. Lockett thus 

challenged their perceived non-corporeal status and established a debate which is not 

easih rL'soheJ in the absence of explicit statements on the issue in the wider corpus 

itscl r 

~I I l'slic I l)l'~l'l1. 'Cl)rporealil~ in tht' Psycholog) of the :\n~ll)-S<l\lH1S·. Ph. D. Diss .. Lni\. of \'\llre 

Dame r~Oo·n 
~' 'b'd ., . I I .. p._. 
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Given our inability to define. classify or indeed fully understand the rele\·ant 

terms and their underlying concepts within an early medieval Christian dualistic schema 

of matter and spirit, I shall reconsider the position and status of these 5Oul- or mind

words within human nature in reference to their status as inner agencies. Terms such as 

mod, sefa, hyge and fero are unambiguously located . within . the chest (see Chapter 

Three) and precisely this localisation gives rise to the metonymic use of terms such as 

chest and breast (hreoer) or heart (heorte) to explain cognitive. emotional and volitional 

processes and activities. Given the elusive issue of whether the 'mind' or "non

transcendent soul' terms were actually conceived physically or metaphorically. I avoid 

the over-employed terms soul and mind, and refer. more simply, to 'inner aspects', as 

potentially distinct from the soul and spirit (sawul and gcesl).44 Besides the inadequacies 

of the term 'soul' already outlined, the prevalent term 'mind' itself involves numerous 

difficulties. In many ways, the use of the term 'mind' to designate an entity which 

reflects the mental and emotional centre of the human being requires a whole-scale 

redefinition of the ways in which we tend to employ the term. as is evident in the 

countless qualifying definitions accompanying diverse critical interpretations. We 

increasingly employ 'mind' as representative of the mental and cognitive realm as 

opposed to the emotional domain - two distinct spheres which encapsulate the . head

heart' polarity that characterises our own popular way of thinking about our workings in 

the Western tradition. In view of the general scholarly shift from 'sour to 'mind' across 

the disciplines. it may therefore also be worth considering whether our increasing 

association of 'mind' with "brain' in conceptual ising ourselves is not somewhat 

obstructive when considering a group of words which are so clearly associated with the 

entire spectrum of psychological workings. impulses and activities. My ultimate reason 

for avoiding both "soul" and "mind' as umbrella terms within this stud:, however. arises 

from my interest in the function which the inner aspects - as the loci of experience and 

the principles of action - carry for human and personal identity. The next part of this 

chapter accordingly considers the notion of an inner self. 

II II is l)f course nol pr~ldi(al to translate Old I n~lish passages by insating 'inner self whenc\cr the 
occasillll arises. My use l)f this label is primarily methodological and "hen translating the mner a"rect 

words. I shall empl~y 'heart' "hen it appcars in an 'cmotional' context and 'mind' "then it appcar .... in thl' 
contc,1 of cognition nr thought. Howe\ er ditTerent .\n~lo-Sa\on cunceptions of the inner .... clt" may be, 
such (oJ11pro~isc is of (lHlrSl' nl'(l'S"a~ when trdI1slatin~ foreig~ (ll~Ct:Pt~ into ~ur l)\,\n familiar tenn ..... 
SiIKl', hl)\\ ~\ cr. mod is tht: mo .... t th'qUl'nl teml under dl,cusslon III thl" thl''>ls. I genc:rall) leJ\ l' It 
untraJhllllc:d In highh~llt the points I shall be making. 
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2.2 The 'Inner Selr as the Core of Individual and Human Identi~' 

As already noted in Chapter One, relatively few studies have considered the 

relationship between Anglo-Saxon psychology and Anglo-Saxon conceptions of human 

and personal identity. Tenns such as inner self, mind and soul are frequently applied 

quite interchangeably and somewhat indiscriminately, which doubtless intensifies the 

difficulties of appreciating the subtleties involved in this area of discourse. 4
:' Godden, it 

would appear, was the first to articulate the issue in a way that raises a number of 

fundamental questions about Anglo-Saxon conceptions of selfuood: 

The poets, perhaps here reflecting tendencies in nonnal Anglo-Saxon usage. are rnore 
inclined to associate the 'mind' with emotion and a kind of passionate volition and self
assertion, and to distinguish it from the conscious self. It seerns to be closely associated 
with rnood and individual personality, a kind of rnixture of id and ego in opposition to a 
super-ego. The poets generally distinguish it frorn the soul or spirit which leaves the body 
in death.46 

If there is a distinction between the conscious self as super-ego and the mind as id-ego 

complex, are we to infer that the drives which make up individual personality are 

dislocated from the conscious self? Are the two conflicting modes of volition (the 

passionate and the conscious) indicative of two distinct types of agency within the 

human person and if so, what implications does this have for identity? 

Antonina Harbus has picked up on some of these questions in her article 'The 

Medieval Concept of the Self in Anglo-Saxon England' .47 Since it is the first 

comprehensiyc account of its kind, I will deal with it in some detail. Proceeding from 

the premise that 'the 1. the self. is distinct from the soul, the body and the thinking 

mind', Harbus focuses on a perceiycd split between self and mind in the poetic tradition 

and characterises the relation between these two 'distinct entities' as a 'bipartisan 

combatin=' one: 

The two [self and rnind] are constructed as rnutuall~ dependent, controlling. and potentially 
\\<1\ \\ard constituents of the hurnan person, a rnodel of subjecti\l~ existence which 
pr~supposes a prirnarily cogniti\e qualit~ to the eg.o.

48 
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It would appear that by 'ego', Harbus is here referring to Godden's 'super-ego' or 

'conscious self, re-defined as the 'self per se: a 'self-conscious' and 'self-monitoring' 

entity, the 'ultimate root of moral authority' which appears to have had a 'need ... to 

exercise some sort of control over the mind' .49 Harbus thus retains Godden's 'sense of 

multiple personalities'. suggesting that the mind stands to the self as a 'sub-conscious 

self stands to the 'conscious self. but nevertheless insists that 'the mind, not a separate 

self or selves, is construed in the medieval model of separate identities' ,50 Like Godden. 

Harbus proposes an internal split between mind and self on the basis of a 'wayward' 

and 'unruly' mod as expressed in poems such as the Wanderer and Seafarer, but unlike 

Godden, she suggests that 'this inconvenient wa)wardness of mind causes a tense 

symbiotic power relationship of human definition,.51 By this, presumably, Harbus 

means that the 'split self or 'self-mind-splif characterises conscious self-detinition, 

informed, it would appear. by the 'aim to be in control of the agency of one's actions', 

these agencies presumably being the dislocated inner aspects. 52 IIowever, a number of 

difficulties accompany her insistence that Anglo-Saxon texts reflect 'a local belief in the 

possible dislocation of mind and self ... [and] the imagined ideal of their coincidencc'. ~3 

Harbus' pronounced (though somewhat ambivalent) distinction betwcen self and 

mind appears to be primarily oriented towards illustrating the self-reflectivc and 

introspective nature of the texts under consideration: 

Many features of the Anglo-Saxon self are typical. not of primitive or collective cultures, 
but of our contemporary ones. There is an awareness of the self with an interest in set roo 
reform: a fonner self can be read as a text influencing the current version of the self: the 
self is a source of agenC\: and the self is a thinking, remembering entit: involved in mental 

• . 54 ~ -
reonentat Ion. 

This csscntially modem perspectivc on the self emphasiscs the subjecti\·c cognitive 

aspect of the tenn - indeed she defines the Anglo-Saxon self as the 'dominant cogniti\l~ 

apparatus' and defines 'mind' not as Godden's 'volitional cntity', but as a 'distinct 

cognitivc apparatus'. ~5 I find very littlc L'\ idcnce in the cxtant corpus, howcvcr, that Old 

English pocts cnnceivcd themselvcs. ho\\'ever divided and rctlecti\·cly a\\arc, as such 
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fundamentally cognitive creatures. Whilst expressions of a wayward mod which necds 

to be restrained, unquestionably suggest a distinct awareness of conflicting impulses 

perceived in subjective experience, it is not clear to me that these must be seen in light 

of a rather clinical abstraction of an obserying self from a motiyational or subconscious 

self or in terms of any Freudian id. ego, superego model. Certainly. Harbus' use of such 

schemata highlights the presence of self-reflective concerns in Old English poetry: 

The implied dislocation of self and mind allows the self to situate its sUbjecti\ ity outside 

the mind and acknowledge the desirability of self-control. The mind can be directed b~ the 

self in this schema, the ultimate moral authority. 56 

Her approach also highlights the self-constructing tendencies of much poetry and an 

objective interest in the self as a developing entity. In abstracting the 'now-self from 

'past-self and from the individual as well as from mind. soul and body. howeyer. 

Harbus' definition of self becomes somewhat impractical. 57 The function of the self for 

providing unity and continuity within the subject can be lost from sight in this way. To 

abstract the self-conscious self from the mod is to abstract the self from all of the 

motivations, drives and impulses (whether understood or not) which make up the 

individual as well as to reduce the self to a 'passive observer' which can accordingly not 

constitute the core of personality and identity which Harbus associates with the self. 

Precisely this abstraction of the observing self from the self which thinks, feels and acts 

remains a contested point even in contemporary philosophical debate. 58 

As regards Harbus' articulation of a shifting power balance between self and 

mind, the existence of . self-compounds' . personal pronouns and various modes of 

expressing activities of thought with the . r does not appear to me sufficient grounds to 

propose that we are necessarily dealing with a disassociated entity. Reference to the 'I' 

as otten as not includes the body and bodily actions as well as the psychological 

acti\'ities of the inner aspects. in addition to providing self-conscious and self.-e\aluati\'c 

statements about personal experience. It appears. moreo\cr. that Harbus' interpretation 

is only able to maintain the distinction between separate agencies and to account for the 

man\' instances in Old English which the 'mind' is the clear moral authority and 

----------
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executive agency, by suggesting that the self consciously transfers agency to the mod. 5Q 

Ultimately. Harbus' statement that the "mind shades into the self is not conducive to 

the fundamental distinction which she proposes as a basic mechanism of Anglo-Saxon 

psychology. Her following summary highlights the difficulty of abstracting the mind 

from the self: 

[Anglo-Saxon literature] can provide valuable insight into early medieval thoughts on the 

self, specifically on how this entity is conceived as separate from but ultimatel~ dependent 

upon the mind and as a seat of moral authority. source of agency. and individual identity.60 

Both mind and self in combination, it would appear here. make up the seat of moral 

authority, agency and identity and the self must include the mind. not onlY in the 

thinking capacity which Harbus amplifies throughout, but as the container. locus and 

principle of action and experience by which one can understand oneself as a distinct 

person and as a human being. Given Harbus' own statement that it is 'ditlicult to 

identify when the purely cognitive faculty is being distinguished from the essential 

entity of a person or source of agency', it may be worth quite simply asking whether the 

agencies were actually conceived as essentially dislocated.61 

The vIew which I hold throughout this thesis is that the inner aspects are 

essential elements of identity precisely because of their comprehensive agency or at 

least their function in explaining agency and the bases of behaviour hy which one may 

identi fy and evaluate oneself. My approach to the self therefore suggests that personal 

identity in Anglo-Saxon thought resides precisely in what we are. what we do and what 

\\iC cxperience. The diverse aspects of the self necessarily account for the multiplicity of 

drives and impulses which characterise our experience and allow us to analyse and 

articulate this in light of shared conceptual and linguistic norms. I do not suggest that 

the inner realm is the totality of the self - body and spiritual soul remain essential 

aspccts of thc sL'lf. Rathl'r. I suggest that the inner domain provides precisL'ly that forum 

which transcends thc spiritual and material on a metaphorical level and on an 

intellectual analytical k\L'l. as Parts Two and Threc of this thesis demonstratc. Before 

looking at spl'citic examples from both poetry and prose. hiJ\\c\cr. it is ncccssary tlrst 

to tracl' thc promincncc and variability of the inner-outcr dichotomy of human nature 

~Q lIarbus. 'The Medie\ al Concept of (he Sl.'lf. p. 93. 
(,(1 'h'd ~I I I .. p.o. 
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across the extant vernacular corpus and to consider the role which the inner aspects 

perform within the extremely variable thought about human beings as expressed m 

Anglo-Saxon literature. 



Chapter Three 

Conceptions of the Inner Self in Old English Literature 

As the preceding chapters have establishe<L this study approaches the inner sdf 

as an entity which relates to the inner bases of agency and experience by which men 

identify and define themselvcs both as indi viduals and as human beings. Rather than 

focusing solely on the representation of the inner aspects and their workings in Old 

English literature, this study goes beyond psychological considerations to include wider 

anthropological concerns. The notion of an inner domain depends on the contrast \\ ith 

an outer domain and when considering the status and function of the inner self in the 

context of the human being as a whole, this inner-outer dichotomy emergcs as a useful 

tool for examining the apparent diversity of Anglo-Saxon ideas about man and his 

workings. Rather than mapping onto dichotomies of body and soul or matter and spirit 

the inner-outer schema transcends such rigid dualities in a way which facilitates a more 

subtle approach to the complexity of human experience as a composite. sometimes 

internally conflicted being. 

Beginning with a survey of Anglo-Saxon ideas about a dual human nature 

consisting of body and soul. the following discussion examines whether concepts of 

matter and spirit are formative in Old English articulations of human nature and human 

e:\perience. I shall argue that conceptions of human and personal identity are less often 

e:\pressed in terms of the duality of matter and spirit than by the examination of the 

inner domain whether as a meeting point of transience and transcendence. human and 

divine. or fallibility and potential. In this sense. the inner domain pro\ ides a forum 

within which the totality of sdf can be addressed and in which the comple:\ity of human 

l':\perience can be e:\plored in an objecti\e. rather than in a necessarily subjective \\a~. 

These considerations allow me to examine the variet~ uf wa\ s in which a 

conl'eptualisation of the inner aspects as the core of agenc: and experience remains 

constant \\ ithin ditTerin!; accounts of a dual human nature and to highlight their 

centralit\ in Anglo-S~l\on psychological and anthropological accounb. 



3.1 The Ins and Outs of Human Nature in Old English Literature 

As the following discussion illustrates, the dichotomy of inner and outer is a 

prevalent feature in Anglo-Saxon depictions of human nature and the human self. It can 

be seen to infonn conceptions of the human constitution, as well as conceptions of the 

processes, activities and experiences which are thought to define human beings. \;otions 

of inner and outer in Anglo-Saxon thought about human nature. however. cannot be 

mapped onto dichotomies of spirit and matter. soul and body. or mind and body. :\s in 

the wider Western tradition, Old English views of the inner realm do not necessarily 

refer to the immaterial soul or mind. Indeed the complex relations between the various 

aspects of man are notoriously difficult to decipher in terms of a matter-spirit duality in 

Old English accounts. The dichotomy of inner and outer. in contrast. presents a schema 

with relatively flexible boundaries for exploring the human constitution, its percei\ed 

workings and interrelations. 

Since a dualism of the soul (sawu/ and / or gast) and body (lie. lichoma. fla!sc 

etc.) is widely present in Anglo-Saxon descriptions of the human being, I shall begin by 

considering the distinctly Christian expressions of such a dualism before arguing that 

this does not necessarily present the most prominent frame\\ork for exploring human 

experience and human behaviour in Anglo-Saxon culture at large. Across the corpus of 

Old I·:nglish vernacular literature. human life on earth is consistentl: defined h\ the 

union of hody and soul. \\'ith the exception of a number of specitically intellectual and 

theological texts, however. the \\ider poetic corpus and the \ast bulk of the extant prose 

appears relatively unconcerned with questions of matter or substance. or indeed \\ ith the 

nature of the soul before. during and after composite human life. 

In most pOL'tic and homiletic acnnmts. descriptions of death ntTer the most vivid 

depictions ()f corporeal transience and spiritual (gl1!slli('e) transcendence in a liteml 

Sl'nse. As bod) and soul part. or a~ thl' soul leaves the body on death. each component 

of man gtH.'S on to a ditlerent t~lte. In explicitly Christian ~Iccounts the body returns to 

l.'arth or in a homiletic H.-in tx'nlmes food for the \'OrIllS: 



Ic J>zre sav. Ie rna 
geomor gyme ymb J>zs grestes forwyrd 
t>onne J>res I ichoman, se pe on legre sceal 
weoroan in worulde wynne to hrot>or. 
bifolen in foldan. (Juliana 413b-17a) 

i I care more eagerl) about the ruin of the soul. the 
spirit than about the bod) \\ hich must become J 

delight for the wonns in its gra\ e in the world. 
condemned to the earth. 

Such graphic descriptions of physicality and decay accordingly go hand in hand \\ith 

notions of earthly transience rather than indicating any concrete concern \\ ith the naturt: 

of materiality and spiritual substances. There is very little evidence that notions of 

"matter' or 'stuff' in the philosophical sense of Gk. hyle art: of any concern in Anglo

Saxon thought about the lie and sawul. Whilst it has been argued that this lack of 

interest itself suggests a 'common sense'. materialistic perspectivc. the lack of interest 

in specific substances pertains as much to body as to soul. Ideas about spiritual beings. 

whether spirits in general (gasta) or human spirits and souls (gasta, saw/a) can hardly 

be seen to be informed by Platonic notions of the immaterial Forms or Ideas. At the 

same time, however, the notion of matter. particles or other substance-definitions are of 

equally little concern. It is worth bearing these points in mind when debating about the 

metaphorical or non-metaphorical nature of Old Lnglish descriptions of tormented and 

suffering souls in the afterlife or in visions of souls leaving the body. 

In contrast with the body. the soul (sawul. Krest) is conventionally described as 

going on to heaven or hell to receive its just reward for the deeds done in life. Whilst 

most poetic accounts go no further than this basic vicw of a departing soul. homiletic 

literature and a number of apocalyptic poems show a more pronounced interest in tht: 

btc of the soul after death. Homiletic prc\'iews of Judgment Day again havc a 

particularly dTcctivc didactic purpose - embellished hy an apparent fascination with the 

gruesomc details of the sinner's tormented soul in the afterlife. An exceptional poetic 

account ofthc post-corporcal fate of the soul. however. appears in Cynt:\\ulfs j·Jene. 

J>onne on J>reo da:leo 
in t~ rl'" feng fole anra gch") Ie. 
para t>e gl'\\ union on widan feme 
nfc.'r "idne grund. So~-'t~l'''tl' hint' 
yfemest in pam adc." 

S \ 11 fu lie OCth\ 
mane gl'J1ll'ngde. in ('am midle pread. 

Bit' "e pridda dcrl. 
;m) rgede wom'>l"C;ll'an. in In',> \\ ylm~:s grund, 
ka"c kodhatan. Ilgc hef;l·'>tcd 
purh ;ngl'\\) rht. arleasra '>l"l'olu. 
in gkda gripe. (flt'flt' I.:!X(l-I~(l.:!,I) 

IOn Judgment Da) J. He will di, ide into three. in 
the c1UIl"he'> of tire. each "ing.Jc nation of tho'>c \\ ho 
have eH'r existed upon the wide earth. Those 
'>Il'adb"t in truth will he uppennost in the tire". 

I The "infuL those polluted \\ ith \\ id.cdne,>'> ... " ill 
I he punishcd in its midst. .. tht: tl1lfd part. accursed 
, l'\ il dOlT'>., \\ ill he (unsigncd to the tirl" into the 

depth'> llf the eruption on al"count of thclr fonner 
dCl'd'>. 



This picture of the threefold categorisation of souls, together with a similar account 

offered by iElfric. and Alfred (discussed in Chapter Eight) provide the most detailed 

descriptions of purgatory that we find in the entire corpus. This point reiterates the 

importance of appreciating the theological sophistication of certain explicitly Christian 

poems when investigating anthropological ideas in Anglo-Saxon literature in terms of 

two distinct traditions. The most theologically explicit interest in the fate of the soul in 

the afterlife, however, is without question to be found in the prose tradition. 

As I discuss at length in Chapter Eight, King Alfred's Soliloquies presents one 

of the few accounts which consider the disposition and capabilities of individual souls 

in the afterlife. Later writings from the Benedictine Reform period (most notably those 

of A~lfric) explore not only the afterlife. but also the origin of the soul in reference to 

theological orthodoxies. Whilst the influence of Latin Christian theological 

anthropologies and psychologies are fundamental in such accounts. it is important to 

note that this trend is not representative of all prose. As the following example from the 

anonymous Vercelli Homily l"lll suggests, many earlier descriptions of the Creation of 

man do not appear to be particularly concerned with theological precision. 

Ie pe geworhte of eorpan lame mid minum 
handum; ond pinum 6am eor61icum limum ic 
sealde mine sawle; ond ic pe hiwode to mines 
sylfes anlicnesse. 0 "er. Hom. V III. 153) 

I made you from the clay of the earth with my 
hands; and into your earthly limbs I gave my soul, 
which I fashioned in my own likeness. 

The notion that God put his own soul into man no doubt reflects some of the conceptual 

laxity which :Llfric later felt compelled to correct. The same may be said for Christian 

poems such as Christ Ill, which implies that God made man - rather than the soul - in 

his own likeness: 

()f lame ic pc !copo gcsdh:, 
arode pc ofer \..'alle gcsccatk, 
I1M'!-,-" lite me gclicne. 

t!caf ic l\e Ii ft!cndnc geest. 
~ ~ ~ 

!-,-cdyde ic pa:t pu ons~ n heefdest. 
(Chr. II I U81-83a) 

Of clay I formed limbs for ~ OU. I 
ga\t~ you a li\ ing spirit. I honoured 
you above all creatures. I brought it 
ahout that you had an appearance 
and form resembling mc. 

:1-:1 fric. in contrdSt. consistently emphasisl's that it is the S(lUI. not the hod~, which is 

made in (iod's image and that although spiritual. the human snul is not made of (jod's 

0\\ n naturl'. 



Besides the clear differences in theological depth in the prose and poetic 

traditions, the poetic corpus and the anonymous prose homilies appear less concerned 

with the details of the soul before or after composite human life. than \\ith the contrast 

between these two fundamental components of man. Their accounts of the origin of the 

sawul are largely in line with Christian teaching based on Genesis and their interest in 

its afterlife (as in the case of bodily resurrection) is limited to an acceptance of its 

immortality. Throughout the extant corpus (both poetry and prose) the sawul appears as 

the immortal (ece) and spiritual (grestlice) aspect of man. \Vhateyer the pre-Christian 

meaning of the OE word sawul may once have been. the term appears to have assumed 

these essentially Christian connotations by the time it appears in our written sources. I 

Whereas poetic accounts are (perhaps for pragmatic reasons) more interested in 

the soul's immortality than its precise form or substance. :Llfric and Alfred again 

present more detailed investigations into such questions - again in reference to patristic 

teachings. It IS particularly relevant for present purposes that the wider 

acknowledgement (however detailed or cursory) of the varying fates of souls in the 

afterlife amplifies the general view across the corpus that the spiritual soul is an 

essential carrier of human identity - the sole vehicle for personal continuity in earthly 

life and the afterlife and accordingly that entity \\hich reaps the rewards earned during 

life. 

As Malcolm Godden and others have illustrated. the influence of Latin ('hristian 

models of the soul (anima) is evident in the intellectual prose works of ,Elfric and 

AI fred and characterises their \'iew of psychological workings to \arying degrees. In 

contrast \\ ith the \\ ider corpus. thesL' writers attribute psychological traits. capacities 

and attrihutcs to the eternal and spiritual\(/lful. The follo\\ ing passages present a 

cnllccption of the \ (/U"ul as cL'ntral tn human identit~ it is endowed with those rational. 

vol itional and emotional capacities which detemline individual character and \\ hich 

I Rca(rin' I ~1I·an..!l" '/l'hen' unJ 'S,'t'll" in Jt'n a/r:.:,,'rnhlni., .. :hol .'j'rth-hell Sru,Ii,'n :um f.mllujJ chn.'allch
lalt'i"i.,d,cr V(lr~/ellung~" tlUlJit· I tllk"f 'r ,Il-ht·n. Skandin'l\ i~(i..,chl' o\nx-Ilt:n. Bd. II (Hcidclbng.. I \)') I) 
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define human beings in accordance with the Latin Christian intellectual tradition of the 

. 2 amma. 

Heo is on bocum manegum naman gecyged be 
hyre weorces J:>enungum. Hyre nama is anima, 
peet is sawul, and seo nama gelympo to hire life; 
and spiritus, gast, belimp6 to hire ymbwlatunge. 
Heo is sensus, peet is andgit 006e felnyss. ):>onne 
heo gefret. Heo is animus. peet is mod, ponne heo 
wat. Heo is mens, peet is. eac mod, ponne heo 
understont. Heo is memoria, peet is, gemund, 
):>onne heo imyneeo. Heo is ratio, peet is, gescead, 
ponne heo tosceat. Heo is uo/untas, peet is willee. 
ponne heo hweet wyle. Ac swa peah ealle pas 
naman syndon sawul; eelc sawul is gast ac swa 
peah nis na eelc gast sawuL3 

In books it [the soul] has ditli?rent names 
according to the function it fulfils. It is called 
anima. that is. soul, and the name refer, to its 1 i tI:: 
and spiritus, [that is] spirit. belongs to its [power 
of] contemplation. It is sensus, that is 
understanding or sensation. when it pcrcei\\.:,. It 
is animus. that is mod, \\ hen it knows. It is mens, 
that is also mod, \\ hen it understands. It is 
memoria, that is memory, when it remembers. It 
is ratio, that is reason. when it reasons. It is 
vo/untas, that is \\ i II, when it desires am thing. 
But all these names constitute a single soul: e\ t:ry 
soul is a spirit, but not c\ er: spirit is a soul. 

JElfric here adapts the OE vocabulary accordingly, equating the various functions of thc 

soul with a number of OE faculties which are otherwise ne\er associated directly with 

the sawul. Whereas iElfric appears to develop this model in light of Carolingian ideas 

about the simple nature of the anima (1.~ above), Alfred's passage draws upon the 

quasi-Platonic description of the tripartite soul which Godden has identified in the Latin 

accounts of Alcuin, Tertullian and other thinkers whose works were available in Anglo

Saxon England.4 

Ac se mon ana heetO gesceadwisnesse, nalles nan 
ooru gesccaft; foroi he heetO oferpungen ealle pa 
eorolican gesceafta mid geoeahte & mid andgite. 
Forpam seo gesceadwisnes sceal wealdan regoer 
ge prere wilnunga ge pres yrres, forpam hio is 
synderlic crreft peere saule. 'i 

But man alone has reason, not any other creature 
because he has surpassed all other earthly creatures 
with 'thought' and with 'perception / understand
ding'. Therefore reason must rule both O\er will 
and over anger because it is the most .... pl.·cial power 
of the soul. 

In Chapter Seven I illustrate that this model is not the dominant psychological 

model in Alfred's ('ansa/arion as a whole - indeed this model appears somewhat 

di\ orceJ from the wider context of descriptions in the prose Consolation as \\ell as 

from that of the Alders in which it occurs. The central observation I \\ould make here. 

htl\\ e\'er, is that in these passages bothl I fric and Alfred draw u(X)!l specitic and 

rclativcl~ unfamiliar terms such as gesCt.'ad (reason) and yrre (anger) as dominant 

psychological categories categoril's which arc sl'ldom rrcs~nted as central 

----_._---

.! As disl'u ....... l'd in I.~ ah<)\ c . 

. l ]\;at \\ it\ of Christ: Skeat 1881-1900 I. 10-2..$ 1..(lri("" Li"'t'\ vI.\,JIIJ/5. 4 H1Is .. I 1:1 S 76. g~. 94, 11..$ 

(London) I repr. in ~ Hlk I Qll61 . 
.. (illlltkn, . :\nglll-Sa\llnS (Ill the Mind', pp. ~; I-qg. 
~ BOl,thius. lhe (, If/\,,/atiol/ oll'hi/o\l1ph\ Sl'd~dicld 18QQ 7-I-1q King Allrt'd'J (Jld tng/r\" ,','nion (If 

not'lhlll.' ' nt' ,·Ofl.w/aIiOllt' philo \ (l/)hiac? «( h ford). 
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psychological entities in the \\ ider corpus. On the one hand. therefore. these two prose 

passages introduce the Classical importance of 'reason' as the defining characteristic of 

man and present the spiritual soul as the carrier of personal characteristics that sun"i\e 

into the afterlife. On the other hand, the wider writings of both authors present thL' mod 

and other inner aspects primarily in terms of more familiar natiYe descriptions. As I 

illustrate at length in Part Three, Alfred's contemplations about human naturL' and the 

human self are built as much on the adaptation of native ideas as on the distinctive 

adaptation of Latin Christian psychologies. The fundamental point for the moment is 

that both JElfric and Alfred present ideas which are fully integrated into a Latin 

Christian anthropology of matter and spirit. For them it is the scm·uf. as that animating 

and eternal principle, which must be the psychological core of identity which provides 

continuity of identity in the earthly life and the afterlife. Indced for justice and 

punishment to pertain to the soul in the afterlife. it must be with this highest aspect of 

the human being that responsibility lies during composite life on earth. WhL'reas it is in 

light of these more pronounced interests in human workings and the intricacies of 

human behaviour and experience (as much as in larger anthropological ideas about 

human nature and human purpose) that JElfric and Alfred develop their respective ideas 

about men. the wider prose and poetic traditions appear to be less concerned with the 

details of assimilating native ideas with a matter-spirit dichotomy in human nature. 

Despite maintaining the fundamental (and often fonnulaic) notion of the dualit~ 

of man. it would appear that Old English writings across the wider corpus did not 

employ this schema to explain hunlan \\ orkings. human L'xperiL'nce and human 

behayiour in the composite life of body and soul on earth. In the poetic tradition. the 

SllWU/ largely appears as a possession to be cared for, protected and nourished - an 

entity itself dc\oid of psychological traits. capacities or characteristics.
6 

Although the 

Slllt'''/ is frequently depicted as being joyful or sad in its afterlife. it is hardly ever 

associatL'd with emotions {lr with tholl~ht during human life.
7 

In additi{m. the moral and 

to Phillip". 'Heart. Mind and S(lul'. pp. 1-l:!-64. 
7 Thl' notaok l'\cepti(lll'" in the poetir cnrpus can lx' found in the ha~Hl~raphical pocms, in partirular in 
C\nC\Hllfs .Julia'''J, inlndrt'tl.\ and in (irJIhlac R. In these pocms. however. the intel kdual I..'apacitie ... of 
th'c ~(L'i/, the human spirit. arc intimately related to matter ... (If di\ inc Gracc. where the Hol~ Spirit can lx' 
Sl'l'n to wllrt.. in and through men a ... I di,,(uss in Chapter t-i\ c. 



responsible agency of man appears to lie instead with his inner aspects - those aspects 

occupied v. ith judgement thought. evaluation, decision and volition as well as with 

innate or subconscious impulses and desires.8 Indeed, in the poetic tradition. the 

ambiguous relationship of the inner aspects with the spiritual or eschatological soul on 

the one hand and with the body on the other has given rise to the scholarly debate about 

whether to place the inner aspects in the non-corporeal realm of man (whether as a part 

of the spiritual soul or as a distinct mind) or in the corporeal domain. Since this debate 

hinges on whether we interpret Anglo-Saxon ideas about human workings and human 

psychology either in light of Latin Christian anthropology and psychology or in light of 

current psychological and anthropological theories - and therefore upon essentially pre

conceived systems of belief and pre-conceived interpretative frameworks - I would like 

to review the relevant arguments in reference to the dominant imagery of a number of 

relevant texts themselves. In doing so it will become apparent that the more neutral 

framework of inner and outer takes precedence over a concern with concepts of both 

matter and spirit as a schema for analysing the causes and bases of human behaviour 

across the great majority of the extant corpus. 

One of the strongest reasons for associating the inner aspects with the sawu/ 

rather than with th~ body (besides of course those expectations inherent in labelling 

them "mind'). would appear to be that the inner aspects are frequently contrasted with 

the body. In general. howe\er. such contrasts do not appear to involve considerations of 

matter and non-matter (or indeed concerns with substance at any level). Rather. man! 

appear to function as a contrast between inner and outer domains of experience and 

action. In the poetic corpus. we tind contrasts between inner aspects such as. for 

e,ample. the mod and the outer word or deed. 

Drunccn hcor~ ~l' ond dollie word. 
Illan on modc ond in mu~e I~ gL'. 

,rre ond xfeste ond idc .... l· luran. 
(Freet'/)/·\ -' -' ) 

A drunken man is he who ,\ ith foolish word 
sins in his mod and lic .... \\ ith hi .... mouth 
angrily and em iousl~. and 10\ L'S \'tomen. 

The underlying motivations of this contra'it would appear to rely on the continuit\ 

het\\l'CIl inner and outer in telms of inner l'aUSl'S and outer etTl'cts or in terms of inner 

s Phillip ..... '1 kart, ~1ind and sour. pro IM-7~ On thi .... notc it i .... important not to pn:suppo .... c a 
fundmllcllt,II delincation of t.hought and c.'motion a ........ df.-n idcnl Ll!l'~(lfll'''''. 



experiences and outer manifestations or expressions of these. The continuum to which I 

refer can also be seen as a continuum between inner activity (thought) and outer activit~ 

(word and deed). as Paula Warrington has analysed at length.9 This analysis raises a 

dichotomy of inner and outer activity which could also involve a contrast between the 

inner as private and the outer as public. Indeed we certainly find numerous accounts 

which amplify the private and unseen nature of inner motivation, thought and 

disposition: 

Ne lret pinne fer5 onhrelne. 
degol pret pu deopost cunne. Nelle ic pe min dyrne gesecgan. 
gifpu me pinne hygecrreft hylest ond pine heortan gepohtas. 

(Maxims /, 1-3) 

Do not let your 'spirit' be concealed. 
that secret which you kno\\ most 
deeply. I will not tell ~ ou my secret if 
you hide your power of mind and the 
thoughts of your heart from me. 

In causal terms, however, the decision to conceal one's intentions, opinions or 

knowledge - even the decision to conceal one's personality lies 'within' man. Put 

differently, the opening or binding of the hreosthord depends less on a dislocation 

between private and public domains as on a continuum between inner decision and 

outer effect. It is precisely this identification of the volitional centre' within' (and hence 

as the agentive and causal principle of action in man) which allows an investigation of 

the inner aspects as explanatory principles of outer visible behaviour. 

The function of the inner aspects as core agencies remains central whether we 

interpret them as non-corporeal or corporeal. Indeed their definiti\ e localisation within 

the chest or hreast and the prevalence of kennings (such as hreosteofa) which amplit) 

the image of their containment within an outer. physically visible part of man can sene 

as grounds for interpreting them either as distinct from or as integral to the body.IO 

leslie Lockett's arglmlent that descriptions of psychological events in terms of 

swell ings, contractions. hoiling and free/ing within a physically imagined container 

nccd not hc interpreted metaphoricall~ finds as much support in the tc,ts themselves as 

" Paula Frances Tarran Warrington, '~kmo~ and Remembering: Anglo-Sa\lln I iter~ Representations 
and Current Interpretations of the Phenomena Considered'. PhD Oiss, Universit) of l.ei(ester (::!OO5), 
10 The same may be "aid for ph~ "icall~ known internal organ". such as the he!tlrtl'. which is a ...... ol."iatt~ 
\\ ith the same ralH!t' of acti\ it it'" a ... the outer (he"!. The centralit~ llf the hean both as an emotional and 
I1lt'ntal (ore may ~ell be influenced b~ the Latin liSt' llf cor (which }'corte! often glos"t· ... ). but -"ll1ll' thi" 
sphcr~ llf u ... a!-!l: is prominent Jero"s the l:OrpU ... as a whole., no such distinct trend (an be di,scer:ncd, In 
:rtfric \\l' lind SlUlll' rdl.'rence to the bram. but as 10\\ pomt-.. out. thl'" IS more hkel~ to anse frum an 
anahlg) with Chrisl as head or a tran"lation ofa l.atin ra ... sage out of cnntl'\!. Ill", "1illd and \ktaphllr·. 

p.54. 



do readings which insist on metaphorical interpretation. Although thc csscntial 

functions of the inner aspects as central agencies and loci of experience are not atTected 

by our view of them as corporeal or non-corporeal entities. such contrasting 

interpretations do carry significant implications for the value which is placed on body or 

soul in self-definition. By this, I mean that if. for example, we identit~ our agentivc 

centre and dominant drives more with the body than with the soul. this signiticantl: 

affects our ability to integrate a Christian world view which is essentially oriented 

towards the spiritual union with God, whether in composite or post-corporeal life. If 

man's essence is associated more closely with the transient body. how do wc account 

for his continuing existence as a non-corporeal soul? Is man attempting to transcend his 

essential humanity in light of these spiritual ends? Alternatively, if man's fundamental 

drives and impulses (emotions as much as thought) arise essentially within the body, 

how do we approach theological ideas which place the body beneath the soul in \'alue? I 

shall explore the variety of Old English perspectives on such matters h: considering 

presentations of the inner aspects in reference to \'urying positions about the relation 

between body and soul across the corpus. 

3.2 The Status, Role and Function of the Inner Aspects ID a Dualisticall~ 

Conceived Human Nature 

Despite maintaining the fundamental duality of man. it appears that a matter

spirit divide is not the primary concern of Anglo-Saxon \\-Titers who explore the 

workings of human beings in composite life. This can be readily illustrated hy a brief 

suney of the di\·erse thought about the relation bet\\ccfl body and soul across thc extant 

corpus. As regards the relationship. rather than merely the fonnulaic contrast hetween 

hody and souL \\ e find a great \ariety of perspecti\'L's across the L',tant corpus. The 

most oh\ious places to look for a detailed account of this relationship would appear to 

be the two poems known as ."ioul and /J(}(~\' I and .\oulllnd B()(~\I II. in the Vercelli and 

Exeter Books rL'specth L'I:. Both of thesL' poems show the post-corporL'al soul as it 

addresses the deceased hody ahout its hchu\'iour in life. The \(Hrul in ."oul and /J()(~l' I 

praises the hod: for its good deeds and addrl'ssl'S it as its lord. I"hc s\)ul in ,\'0111 and 
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Body J/, on the other hand~ berates the body for its sins and claims to have sutTered 

countless evils whilst entrapped in the flesh. The significant point here is that both sl)uls 

attribute responsibility for the type of life they led together to the body. 

se geest nimeo ret gode sylfum 
swa wite swa wuldor, swa him in worulde rer 
efne ~ret eorofret rer geworhte 

(Soul and Body /I 6-8) 

The soul recei\es from God Himself its 
punishment or glory. just as the earthen \ e-..-..cl 

gained for it pre\ iously in the world. 

Lockett has cited these poems as examples supporting a physically conceived "mind" 

which places agency and responsibility with the body, rather than with the soul. I I It is, 

however, important to recognise that these poems fall into a distinctive literary categor! 

which appears to have developed from early apocryphal visions of the afterli fe into a sd 

form: the diatribe of soul against body either on the deathbed, from an intermediary 

post-corporeal state, or at the public trial on Judgment day. The \iew of corporeal 

responsibility and perhaps even independent agency expressed in this tradition is not 

representative of the poetic corpus as a whole. It is less representative of nath e 

articulations of human workings than the works of Alfred and ,Tlfric. 

Across the poetic corpus as a whole. body and soul often appear as "kinsmen', 

the body is described as a 'friend' whose loss is to be mourned by the soul after their 

severance upon death. In Riddle ..J~. the soul and body appear as "lord and servant": in 

Cynewulf s Juliana they appear as a 'wedded pair". In Beowulf the body appears as the 

'protecting fortress of the sour. I-:ven in texts \\ hich describe the bod) as the "prison' of 

the soul. the body's negative connotations do not appear to relate to human agenc! 

itself. The centre of e'perience and the root of action arc consistentl! 'in', "through' or 

"by' the inner aspects. Certain bodily desires, non-\ irtuous emotions or passions and 

\'ices are frequently associated with the body in explicitly Christian poems. Indeed the 

bod! often appears as the lo\\er aspect of man and sometimes as the s! mbol of his 

t~lllen state. rhe bod~ is that transient. earth-oriented and earth-bound L'ntity \\ hich 

appears to be e'plicitly invohed in man"s continuing enslavement to the de\ il. It is, 

ho\\c\er. not the body. but the inner aspects, which carry responsihilit! in light of their 

\ olitional and deciding functions for action. I"herc is. mOreO\L'r. little suggcstion that 

6h 



they are exclusively physical aspects. "'hilst they are fully involved in the processes 

and desires of the body. they are equally invoh'ed in the assessment of such desires and 

in the decision of how to act upon it. Precisely this conscious \'olitional function could 

be interpreted as grounds for viewing the inner aspects as essentially non-physical. 

In much explicitly Christian poetry the inner aspects indeed appear more closcly 

involved with the spiritual domain, primarily in light of their desire for or contemplation 

of God, as we shall see in Part Two. The involvement of the inner aspects with moral 

concerns, with virtue or with vice, however. is never accompanied by an explicit 

conceptual identification of the inner aspects with the soul itself. Thc smnd remains the 

valued possession of man - the potential prize for the devil"s efforts - and its fate 

remains largely dependent on the inner aspects as blessed hv the Lord's Grace. 

Increasing interest in spiritual salvation and an increasing concern with the 

eschatological fate of the soul accordingly provide a framcwork within which moral 

agency becomes oriented towards spiritual salvation. but which does not reflect an 

identification of the inner aspects with the spiritual soul itsc I f. 

In reference to these din~rsc cxamples, I suggest that the centrality of the inner 

aspects overrides any concern \ ... ·ith matter or spirit as guiding considerations for 

evaluating human experience and human behaviour and, most importantly. for human 

agency and responsibility. Christian dualism is unquestionabl~ an important element of 

Anglo-Saxon thought - indeed it must be since Christian ideas about spiritual salvation 

inform ethical and practical instruction. Dualism, however. does not appear to be the 

guiding schema within Anglo-Saxon thought about human workings, The inner aspects 

arc irl\oln~d in innate corporeal drivcs as well as in higher thought and spiritual 

conl'crns. I suggcst that it is prccisely the central and conscious vol itional capacities of 

the inner aspects whil'h allow us to recognise their function as a hridgl' between 

Christian dichotomil's of thc spi ritual and corporeal. ~ 1an is csscntiall~ a compositc 

hcing. flawed and endowed with potcntial. The inner Jomain providcs precisely that 

e1usivc sphl.'re in which man can in\ l'stigate the totality llf dri\ es h: which hc identifies 

himself as a human hcin~ anJ as a distinct perSl>n. Prel'iseh the elusiveness of this 
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framework adapts well to varying views of the role of the body or the soul in human 

workings. 

As this brief survey has shown. the vast bulk of Old English literature is not 

explicitly concerned with psychological or anthropological analysis. The inner aspects 

consistently appear as the dominant human agencies associated with individual identity 

and personality as expressed by commonly communicable formulas and images. and 

overwhelmingly they appear as the individualised determinants of the fate of a (less 

individualised) spiritual soul. As the central agencies and loci of experiencc. thc inner 

aspects serve as explanatory principles of experience. behaviour and identity (in general 

and in the particular) without reference to a dichotomy of 'body and soul' or "matter and 

spirit'. In general, descriptions of the central inner aspects and their workings stand 

loosely beside soul-body or spirit-matter formulations of human nature - hoth in poetry 

and in prose texts. Attention to the conceptual schema of an inner-outer categorisation 

of human nature across the Old English literary corpus, ho\\c\cr, suggests that in many 

ways, the inner assumes the role of the spiritual of the dominant Christian positions -

for example inner cause and outer effect or inner agency and outer action. In its general 

versatility (and hence in its wide applicability), the conception of an inner core of 

agency and identity neatly by-passes the need to assimilate a view of the self either with 

primarily material or spiritual domains of experiencc. or to become invoh ed in 

theological or philosophical debates about the nature of a spiritual soul as the causal 

principle of life. movement. sensation and reason. Anglo-Saxon positions on the 

relation of the inner self to the soul and body show a remarkable variety of stanccs 

\\ ithin which the central importance of the inner aspects remains constant. 

Fundamentally, they contain all the dements which make up individual character. As I 

ha\e argued. it is precisely in this elusiveness they encompass the totality of what 

makl's mi.ill hUmi.Ul. 



Although evidence from across the corpus suggests that Anglo-Saxons were 

perfectly content to use conventional and often formulaic accounts of the inner aspects 

of man to explain experience and behaviour in life and to relate this core of man onl~ 

indirectly to a spiritual soul which is primarily associated with the afterlifc. a numher of 

vernacular texts do of course engage with the notion of an inner self in light of a matter

spirit dichotomy and do embrace questions about the continuity of this self in thc 

earthly life and in the post-corporeal afterlife. The writings of :Elfric and Alfred provide 

the most notable examples in light of their fuller exploration of Latin Christian ideas 

about man, his workings and his spiritual destiny. The fundamental division between 

ideological and literary traditions in Old English prose and poetry respectively allows us 

to localise a dominant trend of intellectual engagement with theological and e\en 

philosophical questions in Old English prose. It does not. however. account for the great 

variety of Anglo-Saxon perspectives on the relation between body and soul as outlined 

above. 

Ultimately, vernacular accounts of human beings and their workings reflect 

varying conceptual traditions to \'arying degrees depending on varying literary and 

ideological contexts. Similarly, intellectual engagement with questions of selthood and 

human nature and the accompanying conceptual endeavour to assimilate the prominent 

inner-outer schema with a matter-spirit dichotomy sho\\ s remarkable variability in both 

poetry and prose. Indeed caution is needed when associating the use of metaphor and 

conceptual illustration in the poetry with a mode of thinking which is essentially 

different from the mode of thought behind the prose \\Titings. Despite the obvious 

distinctions het\\ een the poetic and the prose traditions. I suggest that concerns with 

unit~ and continuity of agenc~ and identity can be found across the poetic corpus. 

CYllcwulC for e:\ample. attributes certain cognitive faculties to gust. AlfrL'lL in tum. 

does not just import a Platonic model of the soul. hut huilds his view of an inner sclf on 

'nati\e' imagery and e:\pressions. Both authors ti.)llow through the implications of 

cmhracing a Christian anthropolog~ into nati\ e fr.uneworks of heliefs and sho\\ a 

significant concern with ps~ chological workings as much as \\ ith sL'1 f-conceptions 

hased upon agcntiH~ and experiential clHltinuity in this lit~ and the afterlife. ,,\s I argue 



in the remainder of this thesis, however. neither of these writers entirely bridges the gap 

between the inner aspects and the sawul. This point perhaps underlines the essentially 

mediating function of the inner aspects between spiritual and material domains of the 

self. 
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Part Two 

Poetic Innovation: The Cynewulf Canon 



Poetic Innovation: The Cynewulf Canon 

Old English poetic accounts of human nature and human workings are not easily 

categorized in terms of chronology, provenance or even genre. As we have seen. most 

studies of Anglo-Saxon psychology lean towards more general definitions of the poetic 

corpus as being representative of a native tradition or of a popular tradition in which the 

intellectual or 'expert psychology' of Latin Christian theologians and more traditional. 

vernacular ideas appear together without having been welded into a coherent system of 

thought about human nature and human workings. 1 The details of such ideological 

interaction, however, are surely imperative to our endeavour to gain a fuller 

understanding of Anglo-Saxon thought about anthropological and psychological 

matters. Certainly, the interaction between thought and language is a crucial concern in 

defining a native psychological idiom in poetry as a whole. The view that poetic 

expression in itself reflects a fundamentally metaphorical or anecdotal \\ ay of thinking 

about the inner realm or that poetic expression is in itself incompatible with systematic 

thought about the individual self and human nature in general is an extremely large 

claim when left uncorroborated by close readings of individual poems in their textual 

context? Whilst the diversity of the poetic corpus as a whole makes it difficult to order 

the tendencies of individual poems into larger conceptual trends, a group of poems 

which is defined by common authorship promises a particularly attractive test case for 

analysing both stylistic and ideological strands in those poems, individually and 

colkctin:lv. 

The four signed poems of Cynewulf (Fa!es oj the .ll'os!/es. Chris! II. Elene and 

.Juliana) pnnide a unique opportunity for detailed investigation nf an Old English 

approach to human workings which may serVl' as a hasis for comparison with the wider 

corpus. rhey do so not only hecausc of their distinctivc stylistic patten1s and thematic 

I Thl'Sl' respecti\l' positillllS, taken by \ 1alcl)lm (ilJodd~n in 'Allglo-Sa\olls on the \1ind' and devdoped b~ 
SlHlfl Ai 1 ll\\ in . rhe .\nglll-Sa\lHl Mind', .Ire disclIs.,ed in Chapter 1 Wll "bO\~ . 
.' 1 rekr hl'fl' tll the position SU~gl'Stl'd h~ Ilm in . 1 he .·\nglo-,",a\on \1ind'. see 2.1 atxne. 
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foci but also due to the poefs notable fusion of literary and ideological traditions. As 

Andy Orchard observes: 

The ongoing fascination with CynewuJrs work stems in part from the wa~ in which it 

seems to blend so many areas of Anglo-Saxon culture that are often seen as mutuall~ 
exclusive, combining as it does, imported Christian, Latinate. and literary themes. images. 

diction and techniques of composition with those drawn from the native. secular. 
vernacular, and ultimately oral tradition.3 

Fates of the Apostles and Elene of the Vereelli Book, and Christ II and Juliana of the 

I:'xeter Book all draw heavily on Latin sources, making use of classical rhctorical 

techniques and ideas from Latin Christian learning, whilst being at the same ti Ill(' 

articulated in the idiom of the vernacular formulaic tradition. All four poems make 

extensive use of both Latin and vernacular topoi and metaphors. employing figural 

modes of expression as well as native vernacular type-scenes. -l The artistry of the 

Cynewulf canon cannot be defined simply in terms of its translation of Latin ideas into 

an Old English medium or of its presentation of a 'foreign' ideology in a fornl 

comprehensible to a contemporary audience. The synthesis at play in the poems need 

not be seen as a conscious and artificial creation but appears rather to grow out of the 

poefs thought and expression at a fundamental level. Indeed. the perhaps greatest 

appeal of the signed poems for an ideological inquiry such as this is the intellectual 

vigour and aesthetic mastery with which apparently divergent accounts of human 

workings from Latin Christian and native traditions. whether in formula or metaphor. 

become framed and absorbed by Christian theological ideas about human nature, human 

capacity and human purpose. Cynewulfs representation of the inner life within this 

framework is the subject of the next three chapters. 

Ilo\\ever appealing for analytical purposes. it must be acknowledged at the 

outset that the common authorship of the Cynewultian h:xts and related questions of 

pnnenancL' and date han~ heen cxtremely contentious. Cyncwulf was once accepted as 

the author of the majorit~ of poems in the E\"eter and "ercdli manuscripts. but the 50-

1 Andy Orchard .. Both Style and Sub"t,IIll'l' Ihc CaSt' for C~ lll'wulf. A n:':/(1'\'(Lwn Styles, ed. Catharine 
I. Karko\ and (rt'lH':!t' lIardin Brown SU''';Y ~cries in \kdlc\al StuJit'-; (Albany, 200,,1. pp . .271-305, p . 

.:'71, 
~ Orchard, 'Both St\le and Suht~lIll't", pp. 2~1-~: Joseph D. Winc, Figurali\,l' Languagt' in (\'nt!wu~r 
nt'limn:.: Aspt'l'i.\ (?i a POt'lil' Style, Studics in Old Germanil' 1 anguage-; and I iterature-; ,) ('t'\\ York. 
1l)~>31. ()lll1ald K, II), 'Old Fnglish Formulaic 1 hc:mt'" and Typc-Sl't'nes', VP ~~.I (1968): ~8-'i~: idem, 
'I hl'lllt'S and 1 YPl'-Sn:nt's in Elene \-ID', .\j't·..,t/um ~~.\ (196l): ,~5-4S 
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called Cynewulfian group was gradually narrowed down to fourteen (or fewer) texts on 

the basis of thematic and stylistic considerations.' Cyne\\ulfs authorship itself i~ now 

overwhelmingly attributed only to the four signed poems mentioned above. The 

complex relations between these four and a number of unsigned poems continue to be a 

focal point of research.6 Whereas the signatures in Fates. Christ II. Juliana. and Elene 

themselves provide the clearest evidence for their shared authorship. codicological 

arrangement amplifies the close relations between Christ 11. the Advent Lyrics (or Christ 

I) and Judgment Day (or Christ III), as well as those behveen Fates and Andr('os. ~ 

Manuscript order also highlights parallels of theme and style which themsehcs merge 

with considerations of genre. The homiletic aspects of Christ 11. for example. recall a 

number of features in Christ I and III. as well as in the Phoenix and the Dream ql the 

Rood.s Similarly. hagiographical patterns in Andreas and in the Guthlac poems present 

significant parallels with Fates. Juliana and Elene. and bear \\itncss to the shared 

literary traditions which frame Cynewulfs own inquiries. 

In order to avoid cxpounding the diverse critical vicws in thc contnncrs: about 

authorship here. relevant links and parallels amongst this larger group of texts will be 

considered in more detail when appropriate in my closer readings of the signed poems. 

The main point for the moment is that all of the poems in question are deeply intonned 

h\ Latin literary models and genrcs. Indeed many of the poems are vcrnacular 

~ This group is variously seen to contain the four signed poems (Fates, Elene, Christ II, Juliana). the 
(Ilithiac poems, the other two poems of the Christ trilogy. the three poems of the Physiologus, the 
Phoenix, and the Dream of the Rood. Detailed considerations of nineteenth~centur) critici'>m on the 
matter are presented by Claes Schaar, Critical Studies in the C)-newu(lGroup, Lund Studies in English 17 
(Lund, 1949) and a useful ovenic\\ of relevant issues is otfered b~ R. D. Fulk. 'C~ newulf: Canon, 
Dialect. and Date', (\,Ilt'H'II(( Basic Readings, ed. Robert E. Bjork (London. 1996). pp. 3-~I. 

C> Idills\ ncratic vil'\\ S e\c1uding one or more of the signed poems from the accepted C~ newulf canon are 
reprcs~nted h~ Daniel Donoghue, S~"'e in Old English Poetry: The Test o( the Auxiliary ('.l'\\ Haven. 
I ()87). pp. I 07~ 16: Sl'e also Orchard .. Both St~ Ie and Suh"tancL'·. pp. 294-6. 
'llntil the latl: nineteenth n.'ntur~. th~ Chn\! trilog.~ \\as seen as a single poem and Fates \\as seen as an 
epilogu~ to A"dn',/\. The :-,ignaturc in Chris! II \\as therefore transferred h~ default to Christl and 1/1 and 
that of Fatl's to Andrea,\. Again. the most usefulll\ l'n ic" of the"l' critical de\l:lopments can be found in 
Sdlaar. ('ri!i('al .'.'!ud/t'.\. in Kenneth Sisam. S/lldics in the lIis{ory (1/ Old tnglish Literature (0\ ford. 
I Q53), and in Fulk. 'C\ ne\\ulf: Canon. Diakrt. and Date'. pp. 3~21. 

R rhl: pOl:tic pt)rtra~al's of the them!..',> llf l'hrist's Incamation. Crucifixion and A"cl'nsion in the ChrH{ 
trillll.!\ rl'clil th~ :-,ame th~ml's in Phoenix and Drt!llm (1/ (he Rood. Schaar outlines the featurl'" .... hich link 
thl's~"latll'r t\H) poem" .... ith the Ruttmdl eros" in Critical Studi.:'. pp.~~ .. ~7-Q. \\ith increa'>lIlg 
rl:cocnition of the "l'p.lr.ltt.' nature of the pt)l'l1l'> and with challeng.L·s to C~ ne\\ ulfs authorship (If ('hrist I 
and 11/. the (l)nrl~ctil)(l Ol'lween Chri.'t 1/ and Dream u) {ht' Rood becomes \\eaker, ,,'> do the Immediate 
paralleb het\\l'l'll ( ·hr/.\{ 1/ and the "hllt'flLl and the PJ,,·\IoICl ........ L'i poenh. 
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adaptations of Latin sources. 9 The four signed poems of Cyne\\ulf. howe\er. share 

distinctive features and interests which transcend their various genres and underline the 

poet's ability to work freely within the boundaries of literary conYention. IO The stylistic . .. 
and thematic features which have been taken to suggest authorial distinctiveness 

highlight the innovative tendencies of the signed poems and thus become directl\' 

relevant when examining the context of Cynewulfs anthropological and psychologic3\ 

ideas. I I 

Studies of formulaic composition have been particularly prominent In the 

attempt to define a distinctively 'Cynewulfian style'. 12 As Robert E. Diamond has 

shown, the signed poems are '400/0 formulaic'. but manipulation of formulas and stock 

phrases can be discerned across all four poems. 13 Orchard succinctly characteris('s their 

most notable stylistic features as the distinctive combination of paronomasia. polyptoton 

and homoeoteleuton, as well as a shared formulaic diction.l-l Joseph \Vine. in tum. noks 

that the four signed poems are defined by a particularly sophisticated use of these 

rhetorical techniques. which sets them apart from the wider poetic corpus. 15 In doing so. 

l) See Michael Allen and Daniel Calder, trans. Sources and Analogues of Old English Poetrr. the\ltl/()r 
Latin Texts in Translation (Cambridge, 1976). 
10 I shall consider the question of genre more closely in my introductions to each of the chapters on ( 'hrist 
II, .Juliana and Elene below. Whether classed as 'homiletic' or 'hagiographical' all three poems are 
shaped as much by Latin as by native poetic conventions. The matter of Latin influence upon the 
rhetorical techniques used in the Old English verse saints' lives is discussed by Gabriele Knappe, 
'Classical Rhetoric in Anglo-Saxon England', Anglo-Saxon England 27 (1988): 5-29. Attempts to define 
a specifically Anglo-Saxon genre of verse hagiography, in tum, can be found in Robert E. Bjork. The Old 
FlIglish Verse Saints' Lin's: a Study in Direcr Discourse and the Iconography (}f Style, McMaster Old 
1 nglish Studies and Texts 4 (Toronto. 1985). 
II The question of 'artistic individuality' in Old English poetry can of course not be measured b) modern 
tastes - composition is by its nature firmly embedded in the vernacular tradition \\ hich has its roots in 
oral formulaic poetry. For a discussion of these questions see Margarit Bridges. 'Exordial Tradition and 
Poetic Individuality in Five Old English Hagiographical Poems', English Studies 60 (1979): 361-79: 
Mary S\\ all. 'Authorship and Anonymity'. A Companion to .~nglo-SI.l.:'Wn Literature. ed. Phillip Pulsiano 
and Elene Treharne (Ox ford. 200 I). pp. 71-83. 
I ~ A Ithough Sat: l'lldra K. I )a'> " complex stud) of formulaic patterns in (PI e wu/f and the ( :mewu/f (~an()n 
(llllcroft, 1942; repr. 1974) has been greatly influential upon subsequent critics. his results ha\c been 
fundamentally questioned h) S I. Butler in 'The CynewulfQuestion Revisited', \\f 83 (1982):15-:~3. 
Ihe importance of distinctive formulas. rather than of the formulaic nature of the te ... t, has been tackled b) 
Roher1 E. Diamond who concentrates on the formal characteristics of Cyne\\ultian technique in 'The 
Diction of the Si!!.l1l'd Poems l)f C\newulf, C)'nt''''IIIJ: ed. Bjork, pp. 309-22. ~tichael D. Cherni,>,>. in 
turn, concentrate~ on the fonllulaoic naturl' l)f Cyne\\ulfs opening themes in 'The Oral-Traditional 
Openin~ rheme in thl' Poems of Cynewulf, Dt! (illsti/lll.\ F.ssQ)'.'i jc)r Alain Rendir, Oral l'radition 1 I, ed. 
John Miles lok\ (London, 1992). pp. 40-()5. 
\.l Diamond, . rhe Diction of the Si~ned Poems', pp. 30()·22: Orchard .. Both Sty Ie and Substance' pp. 

:'73-4. 
lot Orchard, 'Both S(~ Ie and Suhstancl", pp. :72-~ 
I~ Wine, FigllrolLlIIguage. p. 2~. 
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Wine implicitly agrees with the idea that the Andreas and Guthlac poets draw upon a 

Cynewulfian style in their own compositions. II) As we shall see in Chapter Five. the 

similarities of diction relevant to the inner self in these poems raises interesting 

questions about the extent of Cynewulfs potential influence as regards conceptions as 

well as expressions of the inner life. 

Another notable feature of the signed poems is their extensive adaptation of 

source texts. Whilst Juliana, Elene and Christ II largely follow the structure of their 

supposed Latin sources, the Old English poefs interpolations illustrate his willingness 

to build up series of themes and images which significantly alter the focus of the given 

narratives. I shall discuss such alterations in more detail in the relevant chapters and 

restrict the present survey to those themes which recur across the signed poems. Since 

Cynewulfs expansions, emphases and omissions are accentuated not only hy his own 

development of theme and imagery in the poems, but also hy his recapitulation of 

crucial concerns and motifs in his signed epilogues. a brief look at these epilogues 

provides a succinct overview of some of Cyncwulf s central interests. 

The poetic epilogues which contain Cynewulfs acrostic signatures (consisting 

of runes from the Old English fujJorc) are perhaps the most distinctive features of thc 

four poems. They have no precedent in any of the poet" s immediate sources nor any 

analogue in the extant Old English poetic corpus. 17 Crucial to the debate about 

authorship {and indeed to the nature of authorship in Anglo-Saxon literary culture}, the 

signatures have rcccivcd particular critical attention both as graphic illustrations of the 

fusion of acsthetic traditions and as indicators of the poet" s central concerns. IS Although 

16 ihid., p. 2); Krapp, Andreas, pp. "i-h ii: Schaar, ('ritical Srudie\. pp. 267-7'2: Orchard, 'Both St~ Ie and 

Substance', p. 291 . 
17 The aaonyms appear in the runil" groups in Juliana (CY,\;-I V,U-U 11.703b-709a): in single yet 
ordered runl'" in ('hrist 1/ and in Elene (C -Y -:-..; -( 1 )- \\ -ll-L- F. II. 797 -807a and 12 :'6b-1270a respecti\ el~ ) 
lUld in Fait'S the single runes appear in mixed order (I-\\lll -cy'\;. II. 96-106). 
III Inten:st in the runic signatures range" frpm their implication for dialect and date pI" the poem ... to the 
nature llf authorial identit~ and \ ,lr~ ing thematil" readings of the poem ... themseh l· ... K. SI"'dlll . . \"Ilit/in in 
the lIi.\tOfT (1/ Old En~lish Literallln', pp. 18-27; R. W. V. 1 lIiott, 'Cynewulfs Rune ... in ('hri.\{ and 
1:1t'nt" anj 'C, newu If s Runes in Juliana and F.JIt,.\ (~r tht' ..tpwtlt'S', ()'nt!wu(t: ed. Bjork. pp. :! 81-9:!, 
~l)-,-J08 rl'spe~,ti\ l'I~: I rcsc, ' I he Art of C~ nl'wulf" Runic Signatun: ... ', pro :- 12-.\4: I afl R. ·\lldl'r ... l'll. 
'C,nl'\\ulf: rhl' Poet who did hi" '\,lnle in Runes', L"n/corn 44 (IQ84): )-4: Raynwnd E. Gleason, 'rh~ 
Riddle llfth~ Runl's: 1 h~ Runic Pa"sage in C~nl'wulf ... 1 ates l,fthe'\pt"tic:s', F\'i/./)·\ in \(t'dlt"l'al.\{/ldicJ 
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the meanings of the runes themselves are fiercely debated, Ralph Elliot' s suggc~tlon 

that they . represent the same catalogue of words in all four signatures' emphasises that 

the signatures underline thematic parallels which run through all four epilogues. 14 E\t~n 

if it is not incontrovertible that, for example, the rune 'C" stands for cen ('torch') as a 

symbol of the apocalypse or that the 'flowing away of water' (L = lagoflod) refers to the 

"transitory nature of man and his possessions', the poet's concern with earthly 

transience and Judgment Day are explicit in the epilogues. 20 Arguments for the 

homiletic orientation of all four epilogues have received strong support - themes of 

prayer and intercession, of Judgment and of apocalyptic visions being pres~nted 

alongside the poet's personal address and exhortations to his audience. 21 The didactic 

elements of the epilogues, moreover, are by no means discontinuous with the preceding 

poems. As Dolores Warwick Frese has demonstrated at length, verbal repetition and 

continuity of theme and imagery in the epilogues clari fy and amplify the didactic tone 

of the poetic narratives, strongly suggesting the compositional unity of the poems and 

" their epilogues in addition to their shared concerns. -- The epilogll~s themselycs 

therefore not only present the most distincti\e (\ne\\ultian touch, but also draw 

particular attention to the poet's chief interests and to his ultimately didactic concern: 

namely that the thoughts, words and deeds of men in their composite mortal existence 

on earth will be justly rewarded in the eternal. post-corporeal life .. \s is evident in 

poems and cpilogues together, these concerns are as much about concrete and practical 

instruction for good Christian liying as about the intellectual and moral cdification 

\\ hich, as I illustrate throughout Part T\\o. the poet sees as central to salyation. 

The didactic impetus of Cynewulfs signed poems is particularl: rclc\ant to the 

prcscnt inquir:. The poet's focus on God's Judgment of man (both the Judgment of the 

-- ------------------
Q (ll)l).2): Il)-J~: ~1aurccn Halsall. 'Runes and the \hlf1UI Condition in Old Inglish Poct'!' JEGP 88 

( I Q8Q): ~ 77-86. 
IQ Illiott, 'C\ ncwulfs RUlle~', p. 282. 
~() ihid., p . .2~n: for altemati\l' interpretations, sec Holly. I',. Jagger._ 'B~y~ I c~t and Self in Old Lnglish 
Vl'rse: A Study of Beowlilfian and (~\'IIt'wu(fian RhetOriC', PhD ()IS~_ L 11 I \lTSlty of Toronto (200.2L pp. 

IIIJ-4. 
:1 Roherta Bl!\ Bl)S~l' and '\\)1'111,111 D. Hinton, 'Cynewulf and the Apocal~ptk Vi ... ion', \P 74 (IQ90): 

Y:II-9 " 
~~'Dlll~)~'l'''' W,II\\ll~ /re~l" 'Ihe Art llf C)!ll'wult' ... RUIlIC Sl~naturl''''', Inglo-S,L\Ul/ POt'ln' r\\cry.\ In 

Al'l'rel'ialiol/ lor John (' .\ld ;,JIII,Jrd. ed. 1 l'wi~ I. ~ ichol ... on and Dolores \\ an\ ick I· rc ... c (Londlln, 

lIPS), pp. 31 ~-'4. 



individual upon corporeal death and the eventual Judgment of types of men on 

Judgment Day) involves an implicit concern with the relationship between the earthly 

life of mortals and their afterlife. between the thoughts, words and deed~ of men and 

their eventual fate. The depiction of Judgment as the just consequence of action in life 

not only involves the evaluation of men (whether of human types or of individual men) 

but also promises insights into the poet's conception of human agency and 

responsibility. There is strong evidence that Cynewulf did not merely compile erudite 

conglomerations of formulaic descriptions and metaphorical accounts of human 

workings, and, as I shall illustrate in the following chapters. Cyncwulfs exploration of 

agency and responsibility relies implicitly on a consideration both of human nature and 

of human capacity to fulfil a given human purpose. 

Without claiming that the signed poems present analytical treatises on human 

nature. this study considers the thought structures which underlie Cynewulfs accounts 

of human workings. The conceptual implications of the relevant accounts can give us 

valuable information about the evaluative criteria which essentially inform the poet's 

picture of good human heing. Unlike de-contextualised semantic studies or lexical 

semantic field studies, this investigation explores the conceptual framework within 

which ('ynewulf felt able to place images of: for example. the swelling and boiling mod 

or the hreOSIL'ofa as treasure trove alongside metaphors informed by the (Jregorian 

stages of sin. This approach allows us to explore how metaphors of cosmic warfare and 

allegories of p,\),L'homachia (which so often suggest figural determinism) are 

accompanied by repeated emphasis on human responsibility for ignorance. \ice and sin. 

In the same way. attention to conceptions of the human constitution allows us to 

consider matters of identity and self-conception by exploring. for example. the way in 

\\hich the inner aspects of the human being as presented in Cynewulfs poetry arc 

associated with human agency and appear to determine - yet apparently not partake in -

thl' l~lte of the eternal soul \\ hen it is judged upon death. Rather than sllggesting that the 

C~ nl'\\lIltian texts presl'nt a s~ sll'matic exposition of sllch questions. I proposl' that they 

l'l'rtainl~ l'xplore them implicitl~ in the prcxl'ss of considering the human cnndition. In 

the signed poems. human experielll'c is appn)ached at ~eneric and personal levels - in 
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gnomic reflection, third person narrative and first person reflection. Cvne\\ulfs concern 

with the means of human salvation is deeply informed by an intellectual sophistication 

which bases clear didactic instruction on a deeper understanding of human nature. 

which can in turn be applied to the life of the indi\·idual.23 Cyne\\ulfs reflections on 

human types and their fates, as well as on men' s individual choices and their 

consequences, point towards an underlying conception of human nature. human purpose 

and human capacity to fulfil this purpose. 

Whilst Christian anthropology and theology permeate the four signed poems. wc 

should presuppose neither an JElfrician adherence to the Church Fathers nor the 

irrelevance of theological controversy in Cynewulf s poetry. As discussed in Part One 

above, early medieval Christian anthropology was by no means fixed as regards the 

details of the human condition in relation to the precise nature of the soul (anima) or its 

exact relations with the body, of the transmission of inherited sin or indeed of human 

capacity in light of free will and Grace. Bearing this in mind. it is not unreasonable to 

entertain the possibility that there would have been enough conceptual flexibility to 

accommodate interacting Latin Christian and nati\c vcrnacular models of human nature 

and in particular of the inner self in one coherent and didactically useful framework. 

The question of tradition and innovation. of adaptation and frec working within 

convention remains closely linked to the relation between thought and expreSSiOn. 

Cynewulfs amalgamation of a wide range of elements is undeniably innovative. 

howevcr deeply rooted in stylistic. literary and cultural conventions. On the one hand. 

his use of diction relevant to the inner self is notable in comparison with the widcr 

poetic corpus. His frequent use of inner aspect compounds (in particular /enht.'ju. 

attested only in the signed poems) and a wide range of inner aspect words (most 

promincnt in densc clusters) characterisc his cxtensivc poetic variation and rcpetition of 

kcv ideas such as the need to contemplate Christian truth and man' s spiritual I1CL'J\. 

~.l This contemplatiH' aspcd of Cynewulfs pllctry has been identified in his thematic focus on man's 
Ilcl'd to contemplatc rc\elatilm as much as in hi, style. Das. for example. illustratcs C~l1ewutr, otten 
Iwted propen,it~ fIX abstral't reflection by prl',enting fo~mal .argum~nb such .1'> th~ poet's U'l' of 
apPllsitilHl, and \ariations to emphasl'l!' generalIsed (Pllc\USIlHlS In rdatl\e c\au"l'''. 111 (Plt'ln,lt and the 

('rnt'U'III! (·(mon. p lb-t. 
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Conventional fonnulas and poetic vocabulary, however. do not appear to limit his 

exploration of inner processes. His use of variation goes beyond fonnulaic expr~ssion. 

moving the sawul. gast and the inner self ever closer in their constituti\ \? roles. 

underlining the compatibility of traditional native concepts \\-;th a wid~r Christian 

anthropology. As I shall illustrate in the coming chapters, the primacy of the inner sdf 

in human experience and action is a striking feature of Cynewulf s ~xploration of man' s 

state as a composite being. Ultimately, it facilitates a view of men on earth which 

suggests a hopeful perspective of the human condition - most evident of course in thos~ 

characters who allow themselves to be guided, empowered and uplifted hy seeking and 

accepting God's Grace. 

Given the uncertainties surrounding the Cynewulf canon with regard to 

provenance and date, it is difficult to contextualise the ideas it pr\?s\?nts. The accept~d 

dates of the Exeter and Verc'e11i Manuscripts provide termini ante quem for the 

Cyncwulf poems of about 950 AD, The more problematic terminus post quem ranges 

from 700 to 950.24 Despite numerous attempts to shift the dat\?s of original composition 

towards the latter half of this period and therefore to associate it with the blooming of 

the Benedictine refonns, the prevalent critical consensus holds that the signed poems. 

and therefore Cynewulf himself. can be placed in the ninth century.25 My immediate 

concern is with Cyncwulfs ability to fuse traditions in an innovativc way and sine\? 

matters of date and provenanc\? are difticult to prove or disprove in referencc to 

idcological considerations. such lines of investigation (along with inquiries into the 

historical identity of the poet himself) must remain outside the scope of this study. 

Ciiven the broadly common consensus that the four signed poems are the closest in 

--------- -.-~--------

.'1 Again. lulk prO\ides the most usefulll\t:niews of the complex critical debates surrounding the dates 
of the signed poems in 'l~nt:\\ulr Carwn. Dialect. and Date'. pp. 18-9 . 
.'~ Fulk con:-.idt:r:-. the C~ Ill'" ulf quartet to he in the st:cnnd of three general stages of Old English 
litaatlll"t:. placing it in the middle of the ninth century, 'Cyne\\ulr: Canon. Dialect. and Date'. pp. -l-5. 
Patrid. .. W. Conner, on the other hand. considers rhyme to be! an indicator lIf a later date ('On Dating 
C\nc\\lJlf'. in Cl"I/t'U'II(f. ed. Bjork. pp. 23-~~) but has been contradicted ill this b~ numerous critics ..... <.:e 
O·rchard. 'St\ Ie and Substance'. pp. ~~C-3. Based on thematic consideration .... "<tureen Halsall has 
assllciated C~lll'\\ulfs poetry "ith a relati\l'Iy earl~ date. possibly in line "ith the earl~ comer..,ion 
pl'riod. 'Run~s and the \ 10rtal llH1Jition in Old I ngli .... h POl'tT)· • .J£PC 88 (1989): -l77~86. Roberta Bux 
Bll .... :-.C and '..,\lrlllall D. I linton. in Cl)ntr<I ... 1. propose a later date on the hasl~ of a promrnent apocalyptiC 
cnnCCnl in the C\ ne\\ ulf canon, 'Cynt'\\ ulf and the {\po~'al~ pt il' \' i ... ion·. \P 7-l ( 19(0): 279-9Y. Anderson 
also an!,lIc", fllr .; late date. pro~)sing Benedictine intlul'llcl's. particularl~ 'monastic m~ sticisrn. v. ith the 
thl'nlniy Ofl'OmplInctilHl at its ll'ntrc'. ()"nt'ulIll: pp. 1-l-7. 



terms of language, style and themes. I limit myself to a detailed inyestigation of three of 

the signed poems and include reference to Fates or other 'Cyne\\ulfian' poems only 

when parallels or divergences with the signed poems allow concrete inferences whjch 

are relevant to patterns of thought about human nature and in particular about the inner 

self.26 Whatever direction future research into common authorship of the canon may 

take, the close relations between Christ 11, Juliana and Elene are well established and as 

I shall demonstrate, these poems present three complementary perspectives on the 

centrality of the inner self in human and personal identity. 

The following discussions of Christ 11, Juliana and Elene do not attempt to order 

the poems in terms of an internal chronology based on aesthetic merit or maturity of 

thought. 27 Since I am concerned with concordances in Cynewul f s approach to human 

nature and the inner self, I shall begin with an analysis of ('hrist II and its outline of the 

theological context which informs the poet's presentation of human nature. This general 

account concentrates on mankind within Christian salvation history and makes a 

number of important theological statements about man' s nature and capacity for choice 

which are seen at work in all of the poems. Having considered this theological context. I 

shall move on to a discussion of Juliana and its consideration of human types in action. 

A stylised passio. Juliana presents a view of the cosmos as defined hy the larger forces 

of God and devil. of good. truth and \'irtue as opposed to c\il. error and vicc. 

Particularly interesting within this framework is the poem's allegorical presentation of 

thesc forccs working within man as well as its combination of psychomachia metaphors 

and patristic accounts of the processes of vicc and sin with more traditional nativc 

formulas, Finally. turning to Elene. I consider the way in which the general theological 

principles of ('llI'ist II and the typological accounts of Juliana appear alongside more 

detailed cxplorations of indi\idual hunlan heings who move from the darkncss and 

ignorance of non-Christian heing to the light. joy and wisdom of life in accordance with 

~(, l'i\l'Jl that the rdati\l'h short poem ratt's (lrtht> I/'(!.\tles pnnides primaril~ formulaic Jl' ... niptions of 
the inner aspects and their \Hlr~ing.s which aillm le~s o.f a~ in ... ight inh..~ C~ nl'W ulfs co~cep~ion of their 
... lalUs and role in human nature. I ha\ l' chosen to omit thiS ... tgned poem tTom the present mqulf") and onl~ 
refer to il \\ hen dr,l\\ ing attention to certain shared t~aturc:s ~t(w ...... the C~ newulf canon. 
~7 Rohl'rta Btl' Hll ...... t· and ,\(lrlllan D. I linton l'llll ... ider C~newull as the 'poet of the ar~xalypse' and of a 
chrollolo .il',11 'e\olutil1l1 lacrllss the tt=\ts] as the ptlCl mastered hoth his cran and his Ih~mc' with Elene 
as tht= int~lkctu"I,tlld al' ... thl'tll,: climax. 'C~nl'\\ullanJ the -\pocalyptic \ isinn', pp. 28",287. 
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Christ. The prominent themes of conversion and enlightenment here give a particular 

insight into Cynewulfs conception of internal workings and the role of the inner self in 

individual development. The next three chapters, which treat Christ II. Juliana and 

Elene respectively. illustrate that the various insights into human nature and human 

workings provided in these poems reflect a coherent approach to the inner self as the 

core of human identity. Whilst they develop distinctive angles in their exploration of the 

inner realm of man. all three poems are deeply informed by the same theological 

context and all engage with the Christian metaphysics and dualistic anthropology \\ hich 

directly informs their presentation of the inner life. 

Xl 



Chapter Four 

Cynewulf's Christ: Human ~ature in its Theological Context 

Of Cynewulf s signed poems, Christ II presents the most comprehensi \ e 

approach to human nature in that it places its vision of man firmly in the context of 

human salvation history. I As I illustrate in this chapter. Cyne\\ulf explores human 

nature and its workings in reference to a shared history and a shared purpose which can 

be understood through contemplation of Christ. The importance not only of knowing 

Christian events, but also of understanding their significance for mankind at large and 

for each man in the particular emerges as an important aspect of Cynewulfs didactic 

message and is, I argue, inscribed into the very structure of ('hrist 1/. Attention to the 

poem's progression from the narration to the interpretation of Christian events. and 

finally to concrete didactic instruction. highlights the importance which Cyne\\ ul f 

attaches to historical and even metaphysical contexts when exploring the nature and 

purpose of human life. Cynewulfs sophisticated theological awareness throughout the 

poem suggests that he fully engages with the implications of the matter-spirit duality 

inherent in the Latin Christian world view and his articulation of a comprehensi ve 

theological context frames and informs his deliberations about human nature and 

purpose. The anthropological insights which are built up o\er the course of the poem. in 

turn. provide a franlework within which each individual can understand and e\aluate 

himself: his experience and his behaviour. {'hrisl 1/ accordingly presents a \aluable 

opportunity to explore the role and status of the inner aspects within a \emacular poetic 

account that integrates apparently native modes of thinking about the inner life into a 

fundamentally Latin Christian view of a dual human nature. rvtoreover. Cyne\\ ul r s 

account of the inner sci I' as a generic entity in this poem prlwides an ideal departure 

point for in\'estigating the o\'erarching anthropological and psychological ideas which 

stand in the background of his more detailed investigation of the inner life of character 

types and indi\'iduals in .Juliana and Elene. 

I , lISl' the terms · .... al\ ation history' and llci/',I.!.t'schichlt· intc:rdlan~I..'Jbl~ and emplo~ the: ternl 
'S(ltl'l"il)lot-~ . when rderring to ... ~ stematic theol(\~i(.ll thout-ht ;d'llut human .... al,ation, 



Cynewulfs Christ (also knO\\l1 as Christ 1/ or the Ascension Poem) narrates and 

explores the significance of Christ's Ascension and occupies a position in the Exeter 

Book between the two poems kno\\11 as Christ 1 (or the Advent Lyrics) and Christ 111 (or 

Judgment Day). which deal with Christ's Incarnation and with His Final Judgment of 

humankind on Doomsday, respectively. Although the so-called Chri.\'t poems have long 

been recognised as three separate poems. renewed critical attention to their 

chronological and thematic contiguity has emphasised the 'unifying' effect of Chris{ II 

in the trilogy.2 Christ 11 places its central subject matter, Christ's Ascension. tlrmly in 

the context of all of Chrisl' s acts and it would appear to be this comprehensive 

theological scope which 'causes the reader to move backward into the Advent and 

Nativity themes of Christ 1 and forward into the Judgment and Doom considerations of 

('hrist 11F.3 As already noted, the importance of this broad theological scope for present 

purposes, is that it presents a theological context which frames and informs CYl1cwulfs 

deliberations about human nature and human purpose. Cyncwulfs articulation of this 

context allows us to trace the way in which he explores an anthropological dichotomy 

of matter and spirit in the context of a shared Christian world-\'icw. As I shall illustrate 

in the coming discussions, the inner realm is central in Cynewulfs considcrations of the 

complexities of human experience as a composite being. 

Sincc I investigate the role of the inner aspects \\ithin Cyncwulfs \'lCW of 

human nature in Christ II not by isolating individual formulas and descriptions but by 

considering thcse in their textual context. this analysis must include reference to the 

pocm's larger structure as well as to the poel' s adaptation of sources - in particular to 

Cyncwul r s distincti\'c dc\'clopment of themes and topoi which recur throughout his 

poetry. A bricf SUf\'cy of the structuraL stylistic and thematic features of the poem as a 

whole accordingly becomes ncccssary at the outset. 

2 It has. Illr ~xample, h~~n suggested that Chri.'lt II \ .. as composed to supplement and unit~ Chr/\( I and 
III. Fn.'s~, 'The !\rt ofCyne\\lIlfs Runic Signatures', p. 3.,0: Colin Chase, '(iO(j\, Prl'"enc~ through (Jral'1.' 
a" the I'heme ofC~nl'\\lIlfs Christ II and the ReLilitHhhip ofthi" Theme to Christl and Chr;'\{ III', ,/SF 3 
(1974): 87-101; abll, Calder, ()'ncH'u(j: p. ~~, ..., , 
J I'rt'''l', '1 he Ar1 of Cym'\\ulfs Runic Sig.natur~s'. p, ~.2q. Wh.I,,1 tillS a\~nue of mqulf! i, beyond the 
'l'npl' nt'this Jisl'lI""ion. a number of p;lrallels and mnn.', pro~linl'ntly a number of.rel~\ ant, (llr~tra~h 
bt'I\\een th~ descriptinns of human nature and human \H)r\...mgs m the thret' poems requIre mention m ttll.., 
chapter. Il)r exampk. rwlt'S 10, 2 ~ below. 



In many of its themes and in its overall progression, Christ II appears to draw 

heavily on a section of Pope Gregory's homily on the Ascension. Homily ~9. 9-11:' 

Cynewulf not only includes most of the episodes which Gregory the Great employs to 

illustrate the significance of Christ's Ascension, but also largely follows Gregory's 

order of topics.s Despite his clear reliance on this Latin homily. Cynewulf d~\dops a 

distinctive focus and structure in Christ II which, as I shall argue. moves from the 

narration (440-585) to the interpretation (586-711) of Christian events before translating 

the various insights in his concluding exhortation to the spiritual life (712-866).6 The 

particular importance of this structure of the poem for the present investigation is that 

by narrating Christ's acts more fully than his sources. and by subsequently relating them 

to human beings in greater detail, Cynewulf creates a framework which allows him to 

explore what men are, what their purpose is and in consequence. how they should act. 

Cynewulfs opemng narration of Christ's acts. like that of ('regory. places 

Christ's Ascension at the centre of an interrelated sequence of Christian events, aligning 

and contrasting Christ's Incarnation, Final Judgment and His Ascension. As George 

Hardin Brown has shown. Cynewulf makes full use of the conventional patristic motifs 

of descent and ascent. 7 In Christ II, Christ's Advent and Incarnation. His Coming 

(448a), contrast with His departure from earth to heaven at the Ascension (512-14). 

which in tum contrasts with His return to earth on Judgment Day (523-6).8 These down-

4 Gr~gory the Great, Homiliae xl in t!vangelia, PL 76, 1075-1312 at 1218-9 (henceforth Hum. 29). F. 
Dietrich first identified this source, 'Cynewulfs Christ', ZjDA 9 (1853): 204. For the widespread 
availability of this homily in Anglo-Saxon England, see D. R. Letson, 'The Homiletic Nature of 
(\newulf~s Ascension Poem', Florilegium 2 (1980): 192-216, at pp. 192-3: Cyril L. Smetana. ' .. Elfric 
ar~d the Earh Medieval Homily', Traditio 15 (1959): 163-20-t. at p. 190: Cross. J. 1:., 'On the Blickling 
Homily for "Ascension Day (No. XI) • .\',\1 70 (1969): 228-40. at p. 230. More detailed discussions of 
(\ne~ulf's scriptural sou~ces are provided by Clemoes. 'Cynewulfs Image of the :\'\cension' in The 
(rnewu(l Reader, ed. Bjork. pp. 109- 132: Letson. 'The Homiletic ~atllre of Cy l1e\\ ulfs :\ '\cension 
Poem', pp. 193-8; and ('alder. ( ) 'nClfllll~ pp. 42-7-t. 
~ ('\newulf includes references to the garments of the heavenly hosts at the Lord's Nativity and 
Asc~nsion «( 'hr. /I -t-t3b-49a; Hom 29.9), to the figurative account of the Lord's :\'\cension as a bird in 
tlight (( 'hr. 1/ ()~.'-58: 110m 29.10). to the Lord's gifts to men (Chr. 1/669-9Ia: Hom 29.10). to the Icap" 
ofl'hrist «('hr. 11715-4:': Hom 29.10). and concludes \\ith the same didactic use of Doomsday imagery. 
6 I retain the traditional line numbering in which Christ II occuri~" I ill~" -t-t0-866 of the 16M lines of the 
Christ trilo!.!\. All line rt'ferencl's in this discllssion are taken from The FXl'ta Boo/c, A<";PR 111. ed. (iel)rge 
Philip Krapp and Filion \an Kirk Dobbie (Ne\\ York, 1936). pp. I :'-27. All translations of the Old 

I nglish text in this discussion are mine . 
• ('~~or!.!l' Hardin Brown. 'I'he Ol'"cent-Ascent t\1otifin Christ IIl)fCynewuIr. JEGP ~~ (197~): 1-12. 
K .\l' a'/~l'/i"g cwom ~-ts;\. 'the prirlL'l' came': III' gt' SWl'otole ,~l, .. ~()tl Jodne drduen,l on \ut'glt,m.m :' 12-
l-t. 'nl)\\ \ lHI Sl'e ch:arly that the: true Lord departed to Ill',l\ en .' "Kort!\ ,I.l!.l'nlJ Hilt' lip ht'onan t'ard 
.l!.t'st igan ~ 12 - 14. 'the POSSl'SSl)r of \ ictory \\ i II go up high': Ifill' l'li ,onl I't"lll cor( I,m ma'gtlt \v/fcJ 



up-down motifs frame Christ" s presence on earth in terms of His coming and going. 

whilst His Resurrection during this time (from deaoe aras 467a) parallels the upward 

motion of the Ascension itself (up stige ancenned sunu 464), Cyne\\ulf not only 

develops the motifs and images of his source, but also adds details of events and even 

entire events that are not present in Homily 29. Cyne\\ulfs addition of. for exampk. 

Christ's Harrowing of hell (558-70) presents one of the most significant departures from 

Gregory's homily and draws heavily on the imagery. detail and lyrical tone of Bede's 

hymn On the Lord's Ascension.9 On the one hand, therefore. Cyne\\ulf develops a more 

comprehensive theological context than we find in either of his sources,tO On the other 

hand, Cynewulf blends a variety of topics and motifs as he organises his material in 

light of a distinctive focus on the significance of Christ's acts for men. This hecomes 

particularly evident in Cynewulfs conscious separation of the narration and suhsequent 

interpretation of Christian events in successive parts of the poem. 

In marked contrast to Gregory, who immediately outlines the significance of 

Christ's Incarnation and Ascension for men. Cyncwulf defers his explication of the 

connotations of moral debasement and elevation which are contained in the 

conventional homiletic imagery of Christ's descent and ascent: 

Quia nascente Domino videbatur divinitas 
humiliata; ascendente vero Domino, est 
humanitas c,altata, (Hom, 29, Co1.1218B) 

When the Lord \\as born, di\ init) seemed 
humiliated; but when the Lord ascended, 
humanit\ \\ as exalted, II 

Cynewulf only explicitly considers the significance of Christ's acts for men in lines 586 

to 71 L where he expands Gregory's account of man's fall (Hom, 29, CoI.1218B-C: 

('hr, II 611 h-(26). and exanlines in more detail the benefits which are granted to men 

through Christ's various acts. The progression from narration to contemplation in Christ 

gt',\'t'('(/Il side hl'rge / ond jJonne gedeman dt-eda gelmy/n' I para oe gefrt'me~on folc under md,enml :'23-6, 
'Yet lie lIimself\\ill again seek out the nations of the earth with a grcat kgHln and then \\dlJudge c\cr;. 
deed which people havc done below the s\... ies', 
9 Bede, In "Is('en.,\/ollt' Domini, ed, J, Fraipont. CCSL 122 (Tumhout. IQ:':'). pp. ·H17 ... 08, :\Ihert S, (lHI\... 
first identitied this sourcc and disclIsst:s the st) listie parallels in detail in his The Christ of ()'nel4'I1I/ 

( 1900), 
III It is also more l'lHllprehensi\ ~ than the theological (ontext of the /Jwn/ /,'ric.'i. which o~I~, makes 
l'\plicit reference to Christ's Harfllwing (I ~4-:'~), Christ III. on th~ other ~and _sho\\ s a \ ery sl~ll~~j"~ 
of the historical perspectiH'. Ih 'Il'Cllunt ot Doomsday looks had t~ tht: <- ~Kltl\lOn (1100-111:- L_'~). 
I brnm ing (I :'0) and Ad\ C!1t (II Qq) and also r~latl's thC"l' t:vents ljlJltl' ~\pl\(ltl) to human sotertolog~ III 

it hriefnu~ation llfhuman histor;. (U90-I.UO). 
II translation" of the I alin te\t u,~d throughout thi" dl"CU""IlI!1 an: taken from \1 J, B,\l\en and () (" 
Calder. S( 'IIl'l'l',' and Analogue, I ,(Old English I'ot'/rl' (I q-;h). pp, 81·8~. 



II is widely acknowledged, as is the didactic nature of the final segment of the poem 

(712-866), although different interpretations of the poem' s tripartite structure have 

variously amplified the 'meditati\'e', . contemplative' or 'didactic' tone and purpose of 

the poem as a whole. 12 

The diverse elements in ('hrist II. as well as the poem' s e\'ident indebtedness to 

Gregory's homily and Bede' s hymn, have resulted in split critical opinion about 

whether to classify the poem as 'homiletic', "meditative' or 'lyrical". D. R. Letson. for 

example, suggests that Christ II 'is ... thoroughly homiletic in form. purpose. 

description, style, and origin', whereas R. W. Adams proposes that "the poet ... docs not 

have foremost in mind a homiletic or instructive purpose. but that it is 'ultimately 

removed from doctrine per se and a good deal closer to ... lyric intensity and personal 

devotion'. \3 Emphasising the 'reflective' rather than the 'mystical" aspect of Cyncwulfs 

tone and style. Anderson in tum defines ('hrist II as an example of 'meditatin~ poetry 

... in which narrative events seem to function primarily as contexts from which to 

develop ideas' .14 Ultimately. it appears that no single stylistic or thematic element 

dominates the poem sufficiently to be able to place Christ II into any specitic literary 

niche. Motifs such as human life as a sea-voyage (850-866). the theme of spiritual 

warfare (564-573a). or hortatory expressions (such as ulan 'let us .... or us is pearl 

micel "there is great need that we ... ') are as conventional in patristic and homiletic 

texts as they are in the vernacular poetic tradition. be this in the gnomic self-searching 

of The .\'('U/l/"(,,, or in the gnomic instruction of the .\/uxims.
15 Cynewulfs ('hrist draws 

on a wide variety of styles and traditions - on homily, hymn and vernacular forn1ulaic 

poetry - in underpinning his didactic guidance with in-depth theological considerations 

12 The tripartite structure of Christ 1/ has g,i\cl1 rise to numerous interpretations, as for example in Krapp 
and Dobbie. ASPR III, p. xxvi; Jean Milhaupt. 'The Structure of Christ II', pp. "7(1-77; \l1dcr-;on. 
(\'1hWII(I: p. 47. Milhaupt and Anderson focus on the three ~lain -;ections ~l" de~ling with past. present 
and future, respecti\l'I~. Calder in turn sug,g,ests that Cynewult la~ks ~h~ clarity ~f structure pre"ent In the 
other signed poems (e\"l1t'u'"lt: p. 74). The idea that this pro¥res"lon IS IIlherent III the "tag,e" ~f the poem 
and thaefon: intrinsic to the didactic design of the poem IS further supported h~ C~ newulf" focus on the 
pnll'l'SSl'S of I"n elation and understanding. as discus"l'J bt:lo\\. 
\1 Il'hlln, 'The lIomiletic Nature of C~ n~wulf" Ascension Poem', p. I q~; R. W .. \dams, 'Chn.H 1/: 

C\newu\lian Ilcils!.!l'"dllchte', ELS l~.~ (lQ74): 73-q. 
"":\ndason, (~\"ll'W"(t: pp. ~:'-:'O. _., . " 
I~ Thl'sl' an: "llllle lIt' th~ phra"l'" "hich il'tson U"C" III ar!!ue Illr the hOllllktll' nalun: 01 (hrr\( II. 'The 

Hornik-lic ~.llurl", pp. I q~-~, 



from which men can learn to understand the significance of Christ" s 3Ch for men in 

general and throughout history, as well as for each man in the here and now. In contrast 

with the didactic aims of Cynewulfs relatively short sources (Gregof\'s .-hcension . ~ . 
J-Iomily and Bede's On the Ascension) which appear less concerned with the details of 

human nature and human salvation, the anthropological focus of Christ II emerge~ as 

one of its most striking features. 

As I have suggested, the narrative structure of the poem itself traces the way in 

which an understanding of Christian history informs an understanding of human nature 

and the self - and accordingly, how Christian truth provides the guide to Christian 

living and salvation. The next three sections of this chapter consider how Cynewulfs 

opening narrative of Christian events establishes the theological context (4.1) which 

subsequently serves as a framework for exploring a shared human nature and a shared 

human purpose (4.2) and which finally provides optimistic exhortations for man to 

realise his potential for the spiritual life on earth and heyond (4.3). Cyncwul f s didactic 

concerns primarily pertain to the spiritual (gastlice) health of men in their li\'l~s as 

composite beings on earth and to the eschatological fate of the human soul (sawul. 

gast). Notable throughout is that the inner realm becomes central to Cynewulfs 

exploration of the complexity of experience of the composite human being as that inner 

core which is central to matters of agency. experience and identity. 

~. t Establishing the Cosmic Context: Knowing Christ as Lord 

The importance of a comprehensin: theological conk",t in ('ll1'ist 1I is evident in 

Cynewulfs adaptation of his sources to include references to ('hrist" s . \dvent and 

Incarnation (443h-46, :'lb-2). to His Cnlcifixion (470) and Resurrection (467al. to the 

Harrowing of hell (:':'8-70) and to Judgment Day (:'2_",-6l. as \\ell as in C:llewulfs 

summan of his fulkr list of events towards the end of ( 'Ill'i" II (720-41 a). l'his is not to 

say that ('ynewulf offers a neat chronology as a linear structural principle in the poem. 

()n lhl' contrary, his narration of Christian events is contined to the tirst hundred and 
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fifty lines of the poem and even within this initial narrative section he adopts a thematic 

rather than a chronological treatment of Christian events. 

The chronology of the events in Christ II - in particular Cynewulf s inclusion of 

Christ's Harrowing of hell after the Ascension (and indeed after his reference to 

Doomsday) - has received substantial critical attention. 16 Although it has been 

suggested that this positioning of the Harrowing reflects a 'laxness' which is 

characteristic of Anglo-Saxon liturgy, we can assert confidently that this chronological 

anomaly is not due to carelessness since Cynewulf inserts the Harrowing into its 

appropriate chronological place in his later summary of Chrisfs leaps (720-41a. 4.3 

beIOW).17 As Adams has shown, Cynewulfs description of the Harrowing draws on 

Bede's hymn On the Lord's Ascension (20) in which it appears in a speech of the 

angelic host upon Christ's arrival in heaven. IS Rather than simply including an episode 

from Bede's hymn in order to extend Gregory's list of events, however. Cynewulfs 

insertion of the Harrowing at this point seems to me to be entirely in line with his 

thematic development of a theological context which, as I illustrate below, becomes the 

primary forum within which Cynewulf considers man's place in the larger scheme of 

things. Cynewulf s narration of the Christ events establishes a metaphysical context 

which makes use of conventional Christian dichotomies of matter and spirit and since 

this greatly informs his anthropological ideas, the dominant themes in his arrangement 

of Christ's acts require closer attention here. 

At the outset of Christ II, the narrative perspective is entirely human and the 

scene itself is entirely temporal. The faithful messengers who spread the word of the 

16 John C. Pope's comparison of the accounts of the Harrowing in Bede's hymn and Christ /I and his 
related arguments for a missing folio in the poem present an appealing explanation for the rather abrupt 
introduction of this event in line 558, but do not eliminate the chronologicaJ inconsistency, 'The Lacuna 
in the Text ofCynewulrs Ascension (ChristIl55~br, Studies in Language. Literature ?nd Cu/~re of the 
Middle Ages and Laler in Honour of Rudolph W"'ar~ ed. E. B. Atwood and A. A. HIli (Austm. 1969), 
pp. 210-219. Brown. ('The Descent-Ascent Motir, pp. 7-8), CaJder (CynewuJ/. p. 54). and Anderson 
(Cynewulf, p. 47) all agree with Pope's thesis of a lacuna. whereas Cook (Cynet4'ulJs Christ. p. 31) and 
Letson ('The Homiletic Nature'. p .. 196) seek aJte~ative expl~ations. Th~ critics listed here present 
merely a sample of the ways in which the HarroWlOg has been Integrated IOto one or the other of the 

r,>!m's themes. 
7 Coo~ Cynewul/'s Christ, p. 31. 

II R. W. Adams. 'Chris/II: Cynewulfian Heilsgeschichte·. pp. 74-7. 
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Lord's Advent (449b-453a) rejoice at His prophesied Resurrection (468-72a) and later 

witness His actual Ascension (498-9a).19 The Lord's arrival is localised in Bethlehem 

(449a) and His departure in Bethania (456b), precisely forty days after the Resurrection 

(466-1).20 In developing Gregory's description of the Ascension, Cynewulf uses 

imagery from Bede' s hymn to extend this temporal scope. Like Bede, Cynewulf 

introduces the heavenly perspective of the angels who await Christ in heaven and 

contrasts angelic and human perspectives by building further on the motifs of up-down 

and ascent-descent. As men watch the Lord climb up from earth to heaven (Asc. Dom. 

122.419.9-10; Chr. II 498-9a) and lament his departure (Chr. 11476-80), the angelic 

voices from up above provide the comfort that he will return again to earth on Judgment 

Day (Asc. Dom. 122.419.17; Chr. II 523-6). On the one hand, therefore. we find a 

contrast between earthly and heavenly perspectives. The sadness of those left behind on 

earth (476-80, 485-90) contrasts with the joy of heaven (Chr. II 550b-51a) at Christ's 

arrival there, just as the joy of the heavenly city (blisse ... in jJeodnes burg 552a-553a) is 

contrasted with the lamentations of the earthly city of Jerusalem (Hierusalem ... in jJa 

halgan burg, geomormode 533b-35).21 On the other hand, the two realms of heaven and 

earth also appear to be aligned in the common joy of both angels and faithful men: hope 

and joy is renewed in the city at the prospect of the Lord's coming, whether in 

anticipation of His return to earth on Judgment Day or in the heavenly city at His 

Ascension: 

Hyht WiCS geniwad, 
blis in burgum, purh pieS beomes cyme.22 

(ehr. II 529b-30) 

Hope was renewed, joy in the city, by the man's 
coming. 

The suggestion of a larger community of the faithful on earth and in heaven becomes 

explicit in Cynewulf s insertion of the Harrowing at this point and increasingly 

establishes the spiritual nature of such community. Immediately after his reference to 

the cities of earth and heaven, Cynewulf extends the cosmic scope further to include a 

19 Interestingly, these human witnesses initially lament His departure. as discussed p: 92 below. 
20 Brown discusses the various scriptural analogues here. 'The Descent-Ascent MOtif. p. 3. I suggest that 
Cynewulfs use of .-fcts 1:3 serves to amplify the temporal scope here. 
21 Calder sees these contrasts as being indicative of the 'ironic distance between earth and heaven', 
Cynewu/f, p, 52. He also sees the misery of the faithfu.1 left behind ~w.hich is contrary to Hom. 29) as 
motivated by 'psychological realism' rather ~~ ~I.oglcal accurac~. Ibl~ .. ~. 54. 
22 Since the cities are mentioned in juxtaposItion. It IS not clear which City IS the referent here. S. A. J. 
Bradley. for example. translates this line as 'Joy was renewed, and bliss in the cities ..... Bradley. ed. and 
trans .• Anglo-Saxon Poetry (London. 1982). p. 221. 
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third realm, namely the city of hell itself: foonda byrig Cthe city of the enemy" 569a). 

Again, we might expect an absolute contrast between these three cities. perhaps in tenns 

of the respective realms of God and devil, and of men's susceptibility to either of these 

two realms. Cynewulfs focus, however, lies instead with the faithful of all three cities. 

The earthly 'troops' (jJegna gedryht 457-58a) follow Christ to Bethania and Jerusalem. 

the faithful 'troops' (jJreat 570) liberated from hell follow Christ to heaven after the 

Harrowing, and the heavenly 'troops' (jJreat 517-20; here 573a-76b) accompany Him at 

the Ascension. Cynewulf s focus on the followers of Christ in all three domains 

increasingly points towards the unity which is possible at the transcendent spiritual 

level. 

The imagery of cosmic warfare (which differentiates Cynewulf s account of the 

Harrowing from that of Bede's hymn) confinns that Cynewulf is concerned with the 

spiritual sphere: 23 

Nu sind forcumene ond in cwicsusle 
gehynde ond geh~fte, in helle grund 
dugu}mm bid~led, deofla cempan. 
Ne meahtan wiperbrogan wige spowan, 

565 w~pna wyrpum, sippan wuldres cyning, 
heofonrices helm, hilde gefremede 
wip his ealdfeondum anes meahtum, 
p~r he of h~fte ahlod hupa m~ste 
of feonda byrig, folces unrim, 

570 pisne ilcan preat pe ge her on stariaO. 
Wile nu gesecan sawla nergend 
g~sta giefstol, godes agen beam, 
~fter guOplegan. Nu ge geare cunnon 
hw~t se hlaford is se pisne here l~deO, 

575 nu ge fromlice freondum togeanes 
gongaO gl~dmode. (Chr. JJ 561-76a) 

Now those devil-warriors are overcome, 
humiliated and bound in life-torment in the 
abyss of hell, bereft of honours. They could not 
profit in war, the throwing of weapons, since 
the King of Glory, the Helm of Heaven, did 
battle against His ancient enemies by His own 
might, when He led out the greatest booty from 
imprisonment in the city of enemies -
countless people - this same throng which you 
now look upon. The Saviour of souls will now 
seek the Spirit's gift-throne, God's own child, 
after the battle-play. Now you know clearly 
what this Lord is who leads this army. Now go 
boldly [and] glad-heartedly to meet with 
friends. 

These lines establish a spiritual opposition between the King of Heaven (564b), the 

Saviour of Souls (57tb) who liberates this spiritual booty from incarceration in hell, and 

the satanic enemy (566a). This Christian imagery of spiritual warfare is a particular 

favourite of Cynewulf. as I shall consider at length in Chapter Five.
24 

In the present 

2J In all three Christ poems. the Harrowing gives rise to this imagery of spiritual warfare: Adw!nl Lyrics, 

149-55. Christ III, 150fT. 
24 John P. Hennann has surveyed the varying fonns of this motif across the extant Old English poetic 
corpus, illustrating the well established connotations of the ancient enemy and the ancient feud. in "Some 
Varieties of Psycho machi a in Old English" American Benedictine Rn·in.' 34.1 (1983): 74-76; idem. "The 
Recurrent Motifs of Spiritual Warfare in Old English Poetry', Annuale Mediaevale 22 (1985 for 1982): 7-

35. 
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passage, the imagery of spiritual battle between Christ and devil predicts Cynev.ulfs 

later concern with the moral influences of Lord and devil on the souls of men (see 4.3 

below), but the most notable feature in these early lines is that Cynewulf s image of 

spiritual opposition is again punctuated by an emphasis on the unifying power of Christ 

amongst His faithful followers in all cosmic domains. The Lord's power in the cosmic 

battle-play (guop/egan 573a) reveals Him as the true Lord, Victor over the realms of 

hell as well as Ruler of earth and heaven (ealles weald end middangeardes ond 

mregenjJrymmes 556b-57). Under this omnipotent Lord, men not only follow the call to 

extend the community of the faithful on earth (481-7a), but are united with the angels 

themselves in the peace and joy (575-6a above and italics below) of the sacred 

covenant: 

Sib sceal gemame 
englum ond addum a forO heonan 

wesan wideferh. Wa:r is a:tsomne 
godes ond monna, ga:stbaJig treow, 
lufu, lifes hyht, ond eal/es leohtes gefea. 

(Chr. II 581b-585) 

Peace between angels and mortals shall 
hence-forth be for ever, eternally. There will 
be a covenant between God and men, a spirit
holy pledge, love. hope of life and the joy of 
aI/light. 

The Christian community exists beyond space or time at the spiritual level in which 

love, hope, joy and true life reside eternally in Christ. Cynewulfs careful articulation of 

these fundamental Christian principles predicts his later concern with the spiritual 

dimension of human experience and establishes a dichotomy which permeates his 

anthropological considerations. 

Whilst Cynewulf s initial narrative section omits direct references to the 

soteriological implications of the Christ events (in contrast with Hom. 29, p. 85 above), 

it certainly does not lack theological insight or symbolism, whether in its loaded 

imagery or in its skilful development of themes. Instead it establishes a historical 

(though not chronological) Christian context and, as I have argued~ even a metaphysical 

or cosmic context which transcends the temporal realm in a way that has no precedent 

in either of Cynewulfs immediate sources. At a narrative level, Cynewulfs account of 

the Ascension presents the turning point from an earthly to a cosmic perspective, as 

illustrated by a transition from temporal to spiritual concerns. This is not only evident in 

Cynewulfs introduction of the cosmic imagery of spiritual warfare, in which Christ and 
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devil battle for the souls of men at the Harrowing, but can also be seen in the changing 

human perspective itself. 

At the moment preceding Christ's Ascension, the faithful are mourning the 

impending departure of their Lord in characteristically poetic descriptions of inner 

turmoil: 

Gesegon hi on heahtm hlaford stigan, They saw the Lord, the God-child ascend up 
godbearn of grundum. Him w~s geomor sefa from earth into the heights. Their 'minds' were 
hat ~t heortan, hyge murnende, sad, hot at heart, mourning in 'thought' , 
/xes jJe hi swa leofne [eng ne mostun because they would no longer be able to see 
geseon under swegle. (Chr. II 498-502a) here below heaven the One so beloved. 

The intensity of emotion is expressed by the familiar depiction of heat affecting the 

heart. The suggestion in this passage is that men's joy and misery are initially defined 

by Christ's actual presence or absence amongst men on earth. The apostles lament at 

not being able to see him (italics above) and their grief is only assuaged by Christ's 

ensuing promise of His continued and unfailing presence: 

"GefeoO ge on ferOOe! 
ac ic lufan symle 
ond eow meaht giefe 
awo to ealdre, 
purh gife mine 

N~fre ic from hweorfe, 
I~ste wiO eowic, 

ond mid wunige, 
p~t eow ~fre ne biO 

godes onsien. 

Ie eow mid wunige, 
forO on frofre, ond eow friOe healde 
strengOu stapolfmstre on stowa gehware." 

(Chr. II 476-80, 488b-90) 

"Rejoice in 'spirits'! Never willi tum from you, 
but I will always remain with you in love and 
give power to you and dwell with you always 
and forever, so that. through my Grace, you are 
never forsaken by good. 

I shall dwell with you henceforth as comfort and 
hold you in peace by foundation-firm strength in 
every place." 

In Christ II, the Ascension itself thus also presents the turning point at which men move 

beyond the literal following of Christ on earth to another level of allegiance. 

The importance of the inner realm in following the Lord and holding his 

covenant is a dominant feature in the poem. After Christ' s literal departure, men must 

hold and love the Lord and the word within themselves in order to be granted inner 

strength, power and comfort which transcend time and space (line 478 above). Whether 

in spreading the faith. in maintaining inner peace, or cultivating the virtue and wisdom 

granted by Christ, the inner realm is a crucial image in the poem as a whole: 

... sibbe sawaO 

hat I:t heortan, 
beam breostsefa. 

on sefan manna 
(Chi'. 11487) 

WileS seo treowlufu 
hreOer innan weall, 

(Chr. /I S38b-40a) 

'" sow peace I kinship in the 'hearts' of men. 

The love of the pledge was hot at his heart. his 
chest welled up inside. [in) the man's 'breast'. 
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~ us geweor&ute se t>as world gescop, 
godes gzstsunu, ond us giefe sealde, 
uppe mid englum ece staJ>elas, 
ond eae monigfealde modes snyttru 
seow ond sette geond sefan monna. 

(Chr. II 659-63) 

Then the One who created the world, God's 
Spirit-so~ honoured us and gave us gifts. up 
with the angels in eternal firmaments, and sowed 
and set manifold gifts and also diverse wisdom 
of 'mind' in the • hearts' of men. 

The inner domain is again the graphic locus, subject to heat and motions such as welling 

and swelling inside man. It is less relevant whether the heart or chest is the literal locus 

or the allegorical core in these lines, than that it is characterised as the central venue of 

experience. It is precisely this interiority of faith and worship within Christian living 

and virtue which later emerges as the centrepiece of Cynewulf s didactic message, both 

in tenns of man's inner relationship with God and as the inner basis of outer action: 

heortan gehygdum 
of mcegne in mcegen 

t>cet we mid heortan 

Swa we men sculon 
hlypum styllan 
(Chr. II 746b-8a) 

Is us t>earf micel 
hcelo secen ... 
(Chr. II 751 b-2) 

Thus we men must in the thoughts of our hearts 
make leaps from strength to strength ... 

There is great need that we seek salvation with 
our hearts ... 

As I shall discuss in more detail in 4.3 below, the primacy of the inner as the locus of 

true faith and as the principle of virtuous action illustrates Cynewulfs clear emphasis 

on the importance of personal, private and inner worship as the root of outer exercise of 

this devotion. Cynewulf s approach to the relationship between inner and outer domains 

cannot be simplified in tenns of private devotion and external ritual. His ethical ideas do 

not posit an ethics of intention over and beyond the exercise of faith in the practical 

sphere, but display a didactic interest in the inner bases of virtuous behaviour. In other 

words. Cynewulf s view of interiority and exteriority builds on the essential continuum 

of inner cause and outer effect, as well as on the significance of external events and 

stimuli for the inner life. 

A number of questions relating to the apparent involvement of the inner aspects 

in an essentially spiritual domain of experience must be raised at this point. The 

increasing spiritual rather than temporal focus which Cynewulf introduces in his initial 

narration of the Ascension is evident in his account of spiritual warfare between Christ 

and Satan for the souls of men (558-69) as much as in his overall emphasis on the unity 

of the faithful of all cosmic realms. This focus builds up to Cynewulfs later discussion 
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of the descent of the Holy Spirit after the Ascension (645-50a) and of the associated 

establishment of the Church as the true spiritual community (701 b-ll). The cosmic or 

metaphysical context which he establishes here clearly involves a delineation of 

temporal and spiritual spheres - as is indeed necessary in light of the fundamental 

theological concept of the spiritual community and the covenant of the faithful. The 

effect which this essentially Latin Christian context has on Cynewulfs view of human 

nature, the human constitution and its workings, and on how man's inner aspects appear 

in light ofCynewulfs spiritual concerns, however, remain to be explored in reference to 

Cynewulf s interpretative and hortatory passages in Christ II. 

As this examination of the initial narrative part of Christ II has highlighted, the 

importance which Cynewulf attaches to a comprehensive theological context is evident 

both in his expansion of Gregory's lists of Christian events and in his thematic ordering 

of these events. Cynewulf s integration of motifs of spiritual warfare and his perspective 

of Christ's relation with man in terms of a metaphysical lordship schema establish a 

distinctive focus which is present neither in Gregory's homily nor in Bede's hymn. As 

the next part of my discussion illustrates, Cynewulf uses this context as a framework for 

exploring human nature and human purpose as well as man' s capacity to fulfil this 

purpose. As we shall see, the interpretative passages of Christ II provide a detailed 

treatment of the human condition in reference to Christian salvation history and engage 

with the implications of a matter-spirit dichotomy in man. These anthropological 

considerations are the premises upon which Cynewulf builds in his final hortative 

passages of the poem, which illustrate how an understanding of oneself through Christ 

allows the individual to make sense of and evaluate his own experience, and to direct 

his desires and behaviour in light of his nature and purpose as a human being. 

4.2 Human Nature in its Soteriological Context: Undentanding Man through Christ 

The significance of Christ's acts for men becomes increasingly apparent towards 

the end of Cynewulfs initial narrative. as outlined above. The first explicit articulation 
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of the full importance of these events for m~ however, occurs in his interpretative 

section (586-711). This part of Christ II provides us with important insights into 

Cynewulf s view of human nature and human workings which are outlined in direct 

reference to the theological context established at the outset of the poem. Whilst 

adhering, overall, to the order of topics of Gregory's homily, Cynewulf develops these 

episodes in a way which illustrates how the various gifts and benefits accompanying 

Christ's acts shape human beings and reveal the shared nature by which men may 

understand and evaluate themselves in relation to their Lord. As I shall argue in the 

coming discussion, Cynewulf places man firmly in his historical and metaphysical 

contexts and in doing so establishes the basis for his subsequent didactic exhortation to 

the Christian 'spiritual' life. Given that Cynewulfs central focus on the spiritual sphere 

of human existence is thoroughly embedded in a Latin Christian worldview. the next 

part of my discussion traces the extent to which this theological context informs his 

anthropological thought. 

Having narrated Christ's acts in lines 440-485, Cynewulftums to the immediate 

significance of these events for men in the here and now (italics added for emphasis): 

Hwa:t, we nu gehyrdan hu pzt hzlubeam 
purh his hydercyme hals eft forgeaf, 
gefreode ond gefreopade folc under wolcnum, 
mzre meotudes sunu, pa:t nu monna gehwylc 

590 cwic jJendan her wunad, geceosan mot 
swa helle hienpu swa heofones mzrpu, 
swa pa:t leohte leoht swa aa lapan niht, 
swa prymmes pra:ce swa pystra ~ce, 
swa mid dryhten dream swa mid deoflum hream, 

595 swa wite mid wrapum swa wuldor mid arum, 
swa Iif swa deaa, swa him leofre bia 
to gefremmanne, }>enden fla:sc ond ga:st 
wuniaO in worulde. (Chr. JJ 586-98a) 

Lo, we have now heard how the Saviour
child, glorious Son of the Ordainer, gave 
health again through His coming here, 
liberated and protected people beneath the 
clouds so that every man who now dwells 
here alive may choose either the humiliation 
of hell or the glory of heaven, either the 
bright light or the loathsome night, either 
heaven's glory or dark exile, either joy with 
the Lord or misery with devils, either torture 
among the wretched or honour among the 
glorious, either life or death as is preferable 
to him to do, whilst flesh and spirit dwell in 
the world. 

Although this catalogue is informed by conventional Christian imagery and themes 

(which we encounter repeatedly across the Cynewulf canon), it again has no immediate 

parallel in either Gregory's homily or in 8ede's hymn. Cynewulfhere translates the two 

cosmic domains of heaven and hell into moral options that entail eschatological 

consequences. In other words, the choice (589b) is between two opposing types of life 

which imply two contrasting fates. The opposition covers literal, tropological and 
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anagogical dimensions and at the same time develops previous cosmic images. Thus, 

the imagery of light and dark, glory and humiliatio~ and of joy and misery recalls 

previous descriptions of heaven (503-5; leohtes gefeah 584; dreama dream 565b) and 

hell (in cwicsusle gehyned and geha!fte, in helles grund 561 b-2)?S With this passage, 

moreover, we move from a view of human beings as passive war-booty in a cosmic 

conflict (above, p. 90) to a new focus on the central importance of the active human 

role, as reflected in man's choice between two options that demarcate spiritual life or 

death on earth and beyond. This choice, as we hear, is to be made by man during his life 

on earth, a life defined by the union of flesh and spirit (597b-98a). The appearance of 

this anthropological dichotomy at the end of a catalogue concerned with the opposition 

between the moral and spiritual spheres of devil and Christ is particularly intriguing. 

Rather than associating the flesh with one domain and the spirit with another. however. 

the intricate layers contained in the opposing domains of devil and God suggest a more 

complex view of anthropological duality. 26 Since Cynewulf articulates his ideas about 

body and soul and about human nature and potential firmly in reference to a larger 

theological context, I shall trace these ideas in reference to Cynewulf s exploration of 

the significance of Christ's acts for men. 

In the ensuing passages (lines 611 b-711), Cynewulf essentially considers the 

various gifts and benefits accompanying Christ's acts. After listing the great variety of 

material gifts which the Lord bestows on Creation (600-11a), such as possessions and 

wealth (a!hta sped 604b, welan 605a) and the shelter, light and weather which provide 

sustenance (605-11a, duguoe 609. feorhnere 610a) and health for men on earth, 

Cynewulf turns to those gifts specifically associated with Christ's Ascension and 

concludes his wide-ranging list in reference to the central gift of ha!le (613~ literally 

'fi all ~sa1 ti' ,).27 'health' or 'wholeness'; more spec! c y va on . 

2' The passage also recalls previous designations for Christ (cyninga wuldor 501a. wuldres weard 527s. 
jJeoden jJrymftZst 457a). although we do not find .designations for the devil since Cynewulf does not align 
him as an equal lord or principle of evil in a Manlchean sense. .. . • 
26 Cynewulrs usage of the terms throughout Christ /I does not suggest a dlsttnctlon between soul and 

body' and 'spirit and flesh'. 
27 These gifts foreshadow Cynewulfs later allegory of the sun and moon as God and Church providing. 
respectively. spiritual light and sustenance for men (691b-701~). In this later passage. God. the sunbeam 
for the truth-firm (696), shines for the transce?~ent com~umty (englum ~ eordwarum. ajJele JC',,!Q 
697); whilst the moon shines upon earth as a sptntual star IIu the church shmes truth and ngllt across Its 
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secgan ~nc ond lof 
ond huru }>ae hzlo 
Oa he J>a yrmOu 
zt his upstige 

)2s we ealles sculon 
}>eodne uss~ 

J>e he us to hyhte forgeaf, 
eft oncyrde 
J>e we zr drugon. .. 
(Chr. II 611 b-15) 

For all this we must say thanks and praise to 
our Prince, and especially for that health 
[salvation] which He gave to us as hope, when 
at His Ascension He reversed the 
wretchedness which we previously suffered ... 

In discussing the ha!le given back to men at the Incarnation (586-98~ p. 95 above), 

Cynewulfplaced emphasis on man's renewed moral choice. In lines 611h-15, Cynewulf 

now deepens his picture of ha!le as the 'hope' or 'joy' (hyhle) enabled by Christ's 

Ascension. The notion of salvation itself - of giving 'health' back to men (586, 613a)

of course depends on the notion of the fall of man (or in Cynewulf s words, the loss of 

halo) in this Christian context and Cynewulf develops the soteriological context of 

man's fall and his redemption through Christ in elaborating Gregory's brief reference to 

the First Judgment and its reversal at the Ascension: 

Sed hoc nobis magnopere, fratres charissimi, in 
hac solemnitate pensandum est, quia deletum est 
hodierna die chirographum damnationis nostrae, 
mutata est sententia corruption is nostrae. IlIa enim 
natura cui dictum est: Terra es, el in terram ibis 
[Genes, III, 19], hodie in coelum ivit. 

(Hom. 29. I 0, CoI.1218C-D) 

... ond ge}>ingade J>eodbuendum 
wiO fzder swzsne f~h}>a mzste, 
cyning anboren. Cwide eft onhwearf 
saulum to sibbe, se J>e zr sungen w~s 

620 }>urh yrne hyge ~Idum to sorge: 
'Ic J>ec ofer eorOan geworhte, on }>zre }>u scealt 

yrm}>um Iifgan, 
wun ian in gewinne ond ~ce dreogan, 
feondum to hroJ>or fusleoo galan, 
ond to }>zre i1can scealt eft geweor}>an, 

625 wyrmum aweallen, J>onan wites fyr 
of I>~re eorOan scealt eft gesecan. ' 

(Chr. 11616-26) 

Dearest brothers, in this celebration we must 
consider especially that it was on this very day 
that the certificate of our damnation was 
destroyed, the sentence of our corruption 
commuted. For our nature, of which it was said, 
"Y ou are earth and into the earth you will 
return." [Gen. 3.19], on this day went into 
heaven . 

... and the Single-born King interceded for earth
dwellers with the beloved Father for the greatest 
of feuds. He reversed again, for the peace of 
souls, that pronouncement which had been 
proclaimed in anger before, to the sorrow of 
mortals: 
. I made you from the earth; on it you shall live in 
wretchedness, dwell in strife and endure exile, to 
the glee of enemies [you will] sing the death
song, and you will again turn into that same 
[earth], well with worms, [and] from that earth 
you must then seek further the fire of 
punishment. ' 

Cynewulf here contrasts the hope and joy facilitated by the Ascension with the poverty 

and desolation of man's fallen state (614-15) and continues to use the contrasting 

imagery of enmity and peace. misery and joy, and death and life. Again. his concern is 

with the peace of the spiritual community, the renewed relationship with the Lord which 

is enabled by Christ through his acts. Given the dichotomy of body and soul which we 

already encountered in lines 597h-8~ we might perhaps expect the peace of souls to 

contrast with the literal mortality of the body. Crucially, however. Cynewulfs passage 

suggests that they are conceived as concrete and tem~ ~ifts. For ~ interpretation of these as gifts as 
gifts of Nature and Grace, see Chase. 'Grace through Christ s Presence , p. 92. 
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seems to encompass man's damnation to literal death (wyrmum aweallen 625a) as well 

as to man's eschatological damnation to hell (wiles fyr 625b). Just as God's first 

Judgment pertains to man as a whole, Cynewulfs depiction of Christ's reversal of this 

Judgement underlines that the Ascension allows man to transcend mortality in the 

renewed spiritual life on earth as well as in the eschatological afterlife. In other words, 

although the body is unquestionably the transient aspect of man, doomed to return to the 

worms, Cynewulf emphasises that Christ's Incarnation and Ascension reverse his 

damned state - represented by the mortality of the body and its decay with the worms as 

well as by his spiritual mortality in hell. The redemption of both body and soul is a 

crucial element of Cynewulf s account of the possibility of salvation granted by Christ. 

Although Cynewulf does not go into the question of inherited sin., for example 

of whether sin might be transmitted by soul or body, he is quite clear about the 

dignification of the body through Christ's Incarnation. After God's First Judgment of 

men, the Lord Himself comforted and honoured men by taking on human form without 

sm: 

m~ge6 unm~le, 

onfeng butan firenum 
eallum eor6warum. 

Hw~t, us pis se ~peling 
pa he leomum onfeng 

he on f~mnan astag 
ond p~r mennisc hiw 

p~t to frofre gewear6 
(ehr. II 720b-23a).211 

y6re gefremede 
ond lichoman 

(ehr. 11627-28) 

He climbed into the woman, that unblemished 
maiden and there received human form without 
sins - that became a comfort to all earth
dwellers. 

Lo, this Prince did us, the race of men, honour 
when He received limbs and body ... 

Interestingly, Cynewulf here amplifies the honour to men above the debasement of 

divinity which Gregory emphasises in his homily (p. 85 above). 29 The apparent 

elevation of the status of the body through Christ - whether as the reversal of inherent 

sinfulness or as the transcendence of the sinful flesh - is also suggested in Cynewulf s 

interpretations of the Ascension: 

pet h~lobeam heonan up stige 
mid usse lichoman. lifgende god. (ehr II 754-5) 

That Saviour-child climbed up high with our 
body. the living God. 

I shall return to the roles of body and soul in matters of human agency and 

responsibility in greater detail when considering Cynewulfs discussion of such matters 

211 return to Cynewulfs account of Christ's 'leaps' ~n the~ textual context in 4.3: . . . 
29 The role of the body in human salvation is a pronllnent mterest across Gregory 5 wntmgs. although IS 

rather unpronounced in Homi~v 29. see Straw. Perfec.1ion in Imperfection. pp. 135~. 
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m his didactic conclusions (4.3 below). Suffice it to say for the moment, that 

Cynewulf's focus on human salvation by Grace pertains as much to the body as to other 

aspects of man. This becomes particularly clear in his account of the talents and gifts 

which the Lord bestows upon men at the Ascension. 

Whereas Gregory the Great follows I Cor.l2.8, listing primarily spiritual gifts 

relevant to the interpretation of scripture, Cynewulf s expanded enumeration of the gifts 

given to men at the Ascension presents us with a fuller range of talents. 

Dedit vero dona hominibus, quia, misso desuper 
Spiritu, alii sermonem sapientiae, alii sermon em 
scientiae, alii gratiam virtutum, alii gratiam 
curationum, alii genera linguarum, alii 
interpretationem tribuit sermonum [Cor. XII, 8]. 
Dedit ergo dona hominibus. 

(Hom 29.10, Co11218D) 

But 'He gave gifts to men', because. when the 
Holy Spirit was sent from above, it allotted the 
word of wisdom to one, to another the word of 
knowledge, to another the grace of virtues, to 
another the grace of healings, to another the 
various kinds of tongues, to another the 
interpretation of tongues [I Cor. 12.8]. So He 
gave gifts to men. 

It is worth citing Cynewulf s more comprehensive list in full here: 

~a us geweor~ade se ~as world gescop, 
660 godes gzstsunu, ond us giefe seaJde, 

uppe mid englum ece staJ>elas, 
ond eac monigfealde modes snyttru 
seow ond sette geond sefan monna. 
Sumum wordla~e wise sende~ 

665 on his modes gemynd ~urh his muJ>es gzst, 
zoole ondgiet. Se m~g eal fela 
singan ond secgan ~am bi~ snyttru c~ft 
bifolen on feroo. Sum mzg fingrum wei 
hlude fore ha:le~um hearpan stirgan, 

670 gleobeam gretan. Sum mzg godcunde 
reccan ryhte z. Sum mzg ryne tungla 
secgan, side gesceaft. Sum mzg searolice 
wordcwide writan. Sumum wiges sped 
giefe~ zt gu»e, ~nne gargetrum 

675 ofer scildhreadan sceotend senda~, 
flacor flangeweorc. Sum mzg fromlice 
ofer sealtne ~ sundwudu drifan, 
hreran holm~~ce. Sum mzg heanne beam 
stzlgne gestigan. Sum ma:g styled sweord, 

680 wa:pen gewyrcan. Sum con wonga bigong, 
wegas widgielle. Swa se waldend us, 
godbeam on gnmdum, his giefe brytta~. 

(Chr. 11659-682) 

Then the One who created this world, God's 
Spirit-son, honoured us, and gave us gifts, eternal 
foundations up above with the angels. and aJso 
sowed and planted manifold wisdom of 'mind' 
into men's 'understanding'. 
To one He sends word-eloquence into his mod's 
memory through the spirit of his mouth. noble 
understanding. He may sing and speak greatly, to 
whom wise skill is ordered in his 'heart'. 
Another may play the harp well with his fingers 
before the crowd, handle the mirthful wood; 
another may rightly expound divine law; 
another may tell about the mystery of the stars, of 
wide creation; another may skillfully write word
sayings. To some He gives skill at battle, when 
the armed archers send flying arrows shooting 
over shields; 
another may boldly sail his boat over the salty 
sea, stir up a commotion of waves; 
another may climb the steep high beam; 
another may fashion steel swords, work weapons; 
another knows the passing of places, the 
wandering of paths; Thus the Ruler, the God
child grants to us His gifts upon earth. 

Cynewulf's fuller range of gifts reflects the vernacular treatment of the gifts of men in 

gnomic poems like the Gifts of Men and Maxims.3o Whereas the gifts of wise eloquence 

30 Anderson has surveyed the various scriptural. patristic and so-called 'Gennanic' elements of this 
catalogue in significant detail. Anderson. Cynewu/f. pp. 28-43; see also J. E. Cross. 'The Old English 
Poetic Theme of the Gifts of Men', NP 46.1 (1962): 66-70. Letson. surprisingly, considers lines 586-626 
as an essentially homiletic catalogue. as 'little more than a paean explaining and expanding this Gregorian 
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(word/ajJe wise 664), fine perception (iZOele ondgiet 666a), skill in song and harp 

playing (666b-70a), recitation of divine law (670b-71a), astrology and writing (671b-

73a) are compatible with the new spiritual life enabled at the Ascension, the gifts of 

skill in battle, seafaring, tree climbing, weapon making and travel experience (673b-

81a) are more difficult to reconcile even with the end of personal salvation..31 In the 

critical debate about whether to interpret Cynewulf s list of gifts literally or 

allegorically, the dominant view proposes a proportional split between 'physical' and 

'spiritual' gifts, a position which is in keeping with Cynewulfs idea of the Lord's grace 

pertaining to all aspects of man.32 

Without denigrating the temporal qualities and gifts of men, Cynewulf s list 

places particular emphasis on the workings of the Holy Spirit in men. His list begins 

and ends with the wisdom which the Spirit grants to men (660-4, 683-4a) and the 

descriptions in his catalogue place emphasis on the meta-physical. the spiritual level at 

which men participate in the community of Christ, however limited their own gifts may 

be in comparison with the Lord's abundance: 

Swa se waldend us, 
godbeam on grundum, his giefe bryttaa. 
Nyle he amgum anum ealle gesyllan 
gzstes snyttru, J>y Izs him gielp sceJ>J>e 

685 J>urh his anes cncft ofer oJ>re fora. 
Ous god meahtig geofum unhneawum, 
cyning alwihta, cncftum weoraaJ> 
eorJ>an tuddor; swylce eadgum blzd 
selea on swegle, sibbe rO!rep 

690 ece to ealdre engla ond monna; 
swa he his weorc weorJ>aa. 

(Chi'. Jl681b-91a) 

So the Ruler, the Son of God. grants His gifts to 
us on earth. He does not give all of the Spirit's 
wisdom to a single man lest pride harms him, 
by his own skill [thinking himself to be] above 
others. So mighty God. King of all creatures, 
honours the offspring of the earth by unstinting 
gifts, with skills; just as He bestows glory on 
the blessed in heaven. He establishes peace 
always and forever between angels and men; in 
this way He honours His creation. 

Cynewulf is certainly concerned with the spiritual domain at which the peace of the 

faithful community operates (italics above). It is not at all clear, however. whether it is 

man's spiritual soul that is involved at this level. Rather, in accordance with the 

interpretation of the salutary benefits deriving from Christ's Ascension' in his 'The Homiletic Nature'. p. 
201. In his analysis of Cynewulfs style. however, Joseph D. Wine has presented strong arguments for the 
distinctiveness of this catalogue from both the wider vernacular heritage and other modes of cataloguing. 
see his Figurative Language in Cynewu/f. pp. 32-5. 
3 I Seafaring. tree climbing. battle and travel experience. can. however. be interpreted allegorically. 
particularly since the theme of spiritual warfare, the topos of life as a voyage are prominent themes in 
Christ II. The more ambiguous heanne beam sllZlgne gestigan (678b-679a) does. moreover. strongly 
invoke the idea of martyrdom. although this notion is debated as outlined in Anderson. CynewJl/f. p. 34. 
32 Whereas Oliver Grosz insists upon an allegorical interpretation of all of these gifts. mainstream critical 
opinion slants towards a proportional split. as proposed by Calder. Oliver J. H. Grosz. 'Man's Imitation of 
the Ascension: The Unity of Christ Jr. NP 54 (1970) 398-408; Calder. C)·newuJf. pp. 63-5. Anderson 
otTers a helpful overview of the various critical interpretations. ibid .. pp. 34-S. 
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vernacular tradition, the inner aspects stand at centre stage and their involvement in this 

spiritual domain is a striking feature in his list of talents. 

The Holy Spirit (godes gQ!stsunu 66Oa) sends wisdom 'into' the mod and sefa 

(660-3) and noble understanding (Q!dele ondg;et 666a) 'into' the modes gemynd (665a). 

Song and speec~ in ~ arise from wise skill within (]Jam bid snyttru crQ!/t / bifolen on 

ferde 667b-8a) as much as do the capacity to expound divine Law (670b-la) and the 

ability to understand astrological phenomena (671 b). Whether we see the specific gifts 

of human interpretation and understanding as mental rather than as spiritual talents (as 

Letson and Wine do), or view specific skills such as the art of poetry as instances of 

divine 'inspiration' (as Anderson does), the diverse talents of men appear to reflect the 

involvement of the Spirit in all virtuous human action and the inner realm emerges both 

as the locus of inner action and the principle of outer action.33 We may of course 

postulate that the gifts of the Spirit (gQ!stes gife) represent aspects of the Logos dwelling 

in humans and illustrate men's capacity to be intelligent or divine. Cynewulfs images, 

however, do not operate in reference to a spiritual soul which reflects, for example, the 

trinitarian image of God. Instead, the inner realm quite graphically operates as the realm 

in which spiritual forces operate within and interact with the human. 

In line with poetic tradition, it is the inner aspects with which man explores the 

spiritual mysteries (440-2), rejoices in Christ's presence (475), laments at his absence 

(500 535, 540), receives inner peace as well as strength (487, 661) and ~hooses to 

follow Christ and participate in the spiritual community (see further 4.3 below). 

Although the inner aspects do not in any way appear to participate in the afterlife of the 

soul or indeed to be considered as essentially spiritual aspects of man, their involvement 

in the process of salvation - whether as receptacles of Grace or as active initiators of the 

spiritual life - highlights their thorough involvement in the spiritual sphere of human 

experience. They do so as receptacles for receiving and containing the divine gifts, and 

the infusions and inspirations of poets and prophets (665. 670a-71), but also as agents of 

thought, and. crucially. of choice. Cynewulf s presentation of these inner aspects in the 

context of an anthropological duality. however, reflects a number of unusual ttaits. 

)) For Anderson, 'memory', 'understanding' and 'inspiration' present the three stages of the poetic 
vocation. which Cynewulf expresses across his signed poems. CynewuJ/. p. 38. 
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A particularly interesting feature of Christ II is that despite its use of poetic 

descriptions and conventions to express human workings, Cynewulf appears far more 

interested in the ga!st (597b-98a; 776b-78a) than in the sawul (which appears 

exclusively in alliterating contexts (saulum to sibbe 619, also 819, 571). In the one 

instance where sawul is collocated with the body it is varied with ga!st (817-820a). This 

lexical choice appears to reflect Cynewulf s interest in highlighting the parallels 

between the human spirit and the spiritual sphere of cosmic reality - that of battling 

spirits (ga!sta gifrast 813a), of the Holy Spirit (ga!st, ga!stes giefe 644a, 710a; gtEstes 

snyttru 684a), and of the spiritual community of the spiritual Lord (godes ga!stsunu 

660a, 860a; ga!stlic tungol 699;fa!der, frofre ga!st 728a; pone blioan ga!st 774b; ga!stes 

wlite 848a) with its spiritual pledge (ga!sthalig treow 584). Furthermore, whereas 

Cynewulf presents the sawul as devoid of psychological or personal characteristics, he 

appears to be stretching poetic convention by attributing faith itself to the human ga!st: 

p~t we mid heortan 
p~r we mid greste 

Is us »earf micel 
h~lo secen, 

georne gelyfad 
(ehr.I1751b-53) 

There is great need for us to seek health / salvation 
with our hearts, where we will believe firmly with 
[our J spirit . 

This attribution of active faith to the ga!st finds numerous parallels in the homiletic 

tradition, but in poetry it is only paralleled in verse hagiography that is either included 

in or considered to be influenced by the Cynewulf canon.34 This use of ga!st in an 

agentive sense in Andreas, for example, has been described as a 'bad habit' resulting 

from the absence of an alliterating 'mind-word' beginning with g- (as opposed to sefa 

which can be supplied instead of sawul in agentive contexts). 3S Certainly, ga!st 

alliterates in line 753, but since the view of a thinking and contemplating ga!st is also a 

pronounced feature in Juliana and Elene (as I discuss in subsequent chapters) the close 

relationship between the ga!st and the inner domain suggested in these lines should not 

be dismissed here. Although Cynewulfs application of the term ga!st in Christ II 

overall makes it abundantly clear that he views this aspect as the spiritual part of man in 

contrast with the body. and that he clearly embraces the larger metaphysical duality of 

transient material and transcendent spiritual realms of existence, it would appear that the 

primary importance of the spiritual in Christ II is only tentatively applied to his 

presentation of the human constitution itself. The primacy of the inner aspects as loci of 

:w Orchard. 'Style and Substance'. pp. 289-94; Jagger. 'Body, Te~ and Selr. pp. 148-50. 
H Lockett. 'Corporeality in the Psychology of the Anglo-Saxons'. p. 58. 
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experience and as active participants in the moral and spiritual domains remains the 

dominant feature of Cynewulf s pictme of man in Christ II. The central role of the inner 

domain becomes a particularly notable feature of Cynewulf s exploration of man ~ s 

composite state in the didactic conclusions of the ~ as the final discussion of this 

chapter illustrates. 

4.3 Applying Christian Understanding to the Life of the Individual 

I have demonstrated so far that the design of Christ II contains a didactic 

methodology which moves from the narration of Christian events to the interpretation of 

these events. Cynewulf s narration of the larger theological context in which Christ 

liberates men from moral and eschatological enslavement to the devil prepared for his 

outline of the soteriological context which highlighted his particular interest in man~s 

freedom of choice between two types of life and two respective eschatological fates. In 

the final didactic passages of the poem, Cynewulf increases his focus on human 

responsibility and adds concrete instructions to his preceding contemplations. His final 

exhortations to the spiritual and moral life on earth and his eschatological concerns with 

God's Judgment of the soul in the afterlife take place in the context of a more 

condensed treatment of a dual human nature and a dualistic worldview which is 

prescribed by the larger theological and soteriological contexts already outlined. As I 

shall argue, the inner domain emerges as a central feature in Cynewulfs examination of 

the complexities of human experience at a moral level, not only as the inner basis of 

outer action, but also as that forum within which each individual can participate in the 

spiritual community and move towards salvation by God~s Grace. 

Many interpretative insights in Cynewulf s preceding discussion are 

accompanied by hortatory exclamations, most prominently relating to the thanks and 

praise owed for the gifts (598b-604, 612b) and in particular for the hope of hade (613a) 

granted by Christ at His Ascension. The most comprehensive and detailed translation of 

theological insights into didactic instruction, however, occurs from line 746b. Cynewulf 

initially gathers the many images relating to Christ's movements between heaven and 
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earth and presents His acts as 'leaps' in accordance with Hom. 29. 10 (Col. 1218C-D).36 

In Christ II this passage is the first to establish typological parallels between man and 

Christ in order to illustrate that it is Christ's own example which shows men the rightful 

path: 

.,US her on grundum godes ece beam 
745 ofer heahhleo.,u b1ypum stylde, 

modig £fter muntum. Swa we men sculon 
heortan gehygdum hlypum styllan 
of m£gne in m£gen, marr}>um tilgan .,zt we to .,am hyhstan brofe gestigan 

750 halgum weorcum, .,£r is hyht ond blis, 
ge.,ungen ~gnweorud. Is us ~arf micel 
~ we mid heortan h£lo secen, 
.,£T we mid g£ste geome gelyfa3 
~ .,zt h£lobeam heonan up stige 

755 mid usse Jichoman, lifgende god. 
(Chr.1I 744-55) 

Thus here on earth God's eternal Son sprang in 
leaps over the high hillsides, courageous up 
over the mountains. So must we men spring in 
leaps in the thoughts of our hearts from 
strength to strength [virtue to virtue] and strive 
after glorious things, so that we may rise by 
holy works to the highest heaven where there is 
joy and bliss in the virtuous company of God's 
servants. There is great need for us to seek 
salvation with our hearts, where we will 
believe firmly with [our] spirit that the 
Saviour-child, the living God, climbed up high 
with our body. 

Drawing on his previous narration and explication of the relevance of the Christ events 

for men in general, Cynewulf now provides explicit instructions for each individual in 

more concrete terms. His emphasis on each man's need to seek salvation with his heart 

(752) illustrates his interest in the inner striving (752) and inner virtue (746b-48) which 

enable good works (750a). Rather than suggesting an ethics of intention which 

supersedes the need for good works, it is apparent that both inner striving for heavenly 

glory (746b-751) and the execution of holy works (750a) are perceived as necessary 

preconditions for salvation. Whereas Cynewulf s preceding narration and contemplation 

of Christian truths might lead us to expect a didactic onus on the contemplative life over 

and above the active life, his interest in the inner domain here suggests that true 

intention and spiritual faith (753) are the roots of all virtuous behaviour. An 

understanding of these bases of inner and outer virtue thus becomes an important 

element in the process of self-realisation through Christ. 

36 Gregory moves from Habacuc's to Solomon's account of the glory of the Ascension primarily to 
amplify the growth of the Church as central to the 'high points of [the Lord's] great works' (Hom. 29.10). 
The first two leaps of Incarnation and Birth bring comfort to men (jJ«IIO frofre gewearo 722h-23a). The 
third and fourth leaps of Christ's Crucifixion and Resurrection embellish the • up-down , motif 
(rodorcyninges r~s. pa he on rode aslag 727; jJa he pone beam ofgeaf, foldame fcul 729b-30a). The 
most obvious addition to Gregory's list, the Harrowing. (73Ob-36a) again makes extended use of the 
imagery of lines 558-70 (jJa he hellwarena heap forbygde I in cwicsusle. cyning inne gebond, 731-2) but 
now explicitly emphasises the chains of sin from which Christ liberates the faithful (in carcerne clommum 
geftZstnad. synnum gesaled 735). The misery of hell again contrasts directly with the joy of heaven. 
Significantly it is with the sixth. the final leap of the Ascension that hope and joy is attained in the 
fulfilment of prophesy (715-19; 736b-43). 
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In Christ II, faith itself, it would appear, is a matter of choice. Cynewulf already 

expressed this idea in the main body of the poem. Besides highlighting the importance 

of man's free moral choice (Cynewulf never refers to this as free will) in his account of 

the Incarnation (p. 95 above), Cynewulf also adapted Gregory's account of Christ's 

Ascension as the metaphorical flight of a bird (Hom 29.10, col.1218C, Chr. 11639-58) 

in order to highlight the importance of men's willingness or unwillingness to believe in 

Christ's divinity. Unlike the faithful who witness and contemplate Christ's Ascension, 

the Jews, with hearts of stone (heartan sttl!nne 641b), contradict (ondstl!c fremedon 

655b) the event and the word of the prophet. They cannot understand (ne ongitan 

meahtan 637b), not because of intellectual weakness (as we shall also hear again in 

Elene), but because they refuse to recognise (noldan hi jJa torhtan tacen oncnawan 642) 

and believe (ne gelyfdon 656a). In adapting Gregory's brief reference to the unbelieving 

Jews, Cynewulf thus focuses on how recognition of Christian truth is ultimately a 

matter of individual choice. The refusal to acknowledge Christ's descent and ascent in 

human form lies at the heart of faithless vice and sin (638-49). Conversely, as we hear 

in Cynewulf s later exhortations, the need to both contemplate and accept the spiritual 

mysteries (gtl!stgerynum 713, 440b) and to care for one's spiritual health (gtl!stes jJearle 

816) are essential to that virtue by which each man may work towards his salvation by 

God's Grace. 

Cynewulfs didactic emphasis on man's need to believe in the revealed events 

(751 b-3), to become aware of their significance and immediate relevance, has of course 

been a persistent feature throughout Christ II. The need for contemplation of 

gtl!stgeryne (spiritual mystery) was announced in the first lines of the poem (440-442). 

Contemplation of these mysteries by wise men (713) sets the rightful example which 

contrasts with the example of the Jews, who not only disbelieve, but also disregard their 

own spiritual need (706-710). Cynewulf s fmal exhortations thus present the 

accumulation and culmination of preceding insights. As we hear in his didactic 

conclusions, contemplation of the Spirit's form (Is us jJearf micel / jx2t we gtl!stes wlile 

... georne bijJencen 847b-49) is as important as man's contemplation of his own spiritual 

need (816). For Cynewulf, the better life is clearly the spiritual (gtl!sllice) life, although 

what precisely this is and what it tells us about Cynewulf s view of human identity 

requires closer attention. Since Cynewulrs emphasis on spiritual concerns pertain both 
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to man's life as a composite being and to the eschatological fate of the soul, I shall 

consider this emphasis in the context of his wider anthropological and metaphysical 

ideas as expressed in the conclusions of Christ II. 

Since the eschatological fate of the soul depends on the deeds done during 

composite life, concerns with human choice and responsibility remain central to 

Cynewulf s epilogue. The primary concern throughout this epilogue (796-814, into 

which Cynewulf s signature is inscribed, 825b-4 7b) is the instruction of men on earth 

(817b-819, 848b-9a) in anticipation of Judgment.37 In this chronologically appropriate 

apocalyptic fmale, Cynewulf emphasises the transience of the worldly domain and the 

futility of earthly things (840b-45) and in doing so highlights the importance of man's 

transcendent spiritual need during life on earth:38 

815 F orpon ic leofra gehwone heran wille 
piet he ne agzle giestes pearle, 
ne on gylp geote, penden god wille 
Piet he her in worulde wunian mote, 
somed sipian sawel in lice, 

820 in pam gzsthofe. Scyle gumena gehwylc 
on his geardagum geome bipencan 
pzt us milde bicwom meahta waldend 
let lerestan purh pieS engles word. 
Bi~ nu eomeste ponne eft cyme~, 

825 re~ ond ryhtwis. (ehr. /I 815-25a) 

Therefore I want to teach each dear one that he 
should neither neglect nor overwhelm in greed 
the spirit's need, whilst God wills that he lives 
here in the world, whilst together journey the 
soul in the body, in the guest-house. Every man 
should eagerly reflect during his days how 
humbly the Ruler of power came to us from the 
first through the angel's word. Now he will be 
zealous when He comes again, hard and 
righteous. 

Cynewulf evidently amplifies the centrality of the spiritual life. His reference to the 

body as a ~guest-house' here even suggests that the gQ?sl / sawul acts as the central and 

continuing carrier of identity, that eternal aspect of man which dwells only temporarily 

in the body. For Cynewulf, Doomsday reveals the transience of all earthly things 

including the body and it appears that the body, whilst dignified by Christ, is thus the 

inferior aspect of man whose needs are inferior to those of the spirit. The spiritual life, 

however. does not consist merely in the contemplation of Christ's spiritual nature and 

mystery in the contemplative or ascetic life. On this point, Cynewulfs exhortations 

contrast with Gregory's use of the principle of imilatio Christi as an incentive for 

apparently ascetic orientation: 

)7 As in Gregory's homily, Judgement Day becomes the ultimate impetus to choice of the better life on 
earth, whilst framing all Heilsgeschichle in the context of Christ's First and Second Coming: • And 
especially we must consider that He who ascended in peace will return with terror, and whatever He 
commanded us with gentleness. He will exact from us with severity. So let no one undervalue the time 
given for repentance. Let no one neglect to do his task while he can. because our Redeemer will come to 
~udge us all the more strictly in that He was so patient with us before the Judgement' (Hom. 29.11.4-10) . 
.• It is because he did nol follow the Lord's commandments in scripture (792-3a) that he faces the fear 
(789b-793a) which all sinners must share on that final day (833~840). the prospect of eternal pain and 
exile (synwrace 7948). 
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Unde, ftatres cbarissim~ oportet ut ilIue sequamur 
corde, ubi eum corpore ascendisse credimus. 
Desideria terrena fugiamus, nihil nos jam delectet 
in infimis, qui patrem habemus in coelis. 

(Hom. 29.11, Co1.1219B) 

Therefore, dearest ~ we should follow Him 
there with our hearts where we believe He 
ascended with His body. Let us flee from earthly 
desires. Let nothing delight us now below, we who 
have a Father in heaven. 

In reference to the need to forsake idle pleasures (forjJon we a sculon idle luslas, 

synwunde forseon 756-57a), Cynewulf does not suggest the rejection of the world for 

contemplation of the heavenly realm. Rather, as we saw at the outset of this discussio~ 

his interest in the inner bases of behaviour in his description of imilalio Christi 

amplifies the need for inner virtue (746b-48) and good works (750a). Though debased 

on account of their transience, the body and corporeal experience are of course intrinsic 

elements of identity in that human nature and human life on earth are fundamentally 

defined by the composition of body and soul or spirit (597b-98a, 776b-78a). Rather than 

associating the self first and foremost with the eternal soul, it appears that Cynewulf 

uses the inner domain to explore the complexity of human experience and suggests that 

man's rightful orientation towards the better life depends on self-understanding as a 

composite being. This is particularly apparent in his examination of human agency and 

responsibility in the processes of temptation, vice and sin. 

In lines 758-72 Cynewulf emphasises the moral dimensions of man's need to 

believe in Christ in the context of an opposition which is again directly associated with 

the choice between two types of life (757b) and which is again placed in the context of a 

larger cosmic battle: 

Habb~ we us to frofre f~der on roderum 
zlmeahtigne. He his aras l>onan, 

760 halig of heahOu, hider onsendeO, 
I>a us gescildal> wiO see»t>endra 
eglum earhfarum, »i Izs unholdan 
wunde gewyrcen. l>onne wrohtbora 
in fole godes forO onsendea 

765 of his brzgdbogan biteme strzl. 
Forpon we f~ste sculon wiO»am fzrscyte 
symle w~rliee wearde healdan, 
»y Izs se attres ord in gebuge, 
biter bordgelac. under banlocan. 

770 feonda fZrsearo. J>zt biO frecne wund, 
blatast benna. (Chr. II 758-71a) 

We have as our aid the almighty Father in the 
heavens. He sends his messengers from there, 
holy from the heights, who shield us here against 
the harsh flight of arrows, lest these fiends should 
work wounds [in us] when the harbinger of sin 
sends forth bitter darts from his bow into the 
people of God. 

Therefore we must always warily keep firm guard 
against a sudden onslaught. lest the poisoned 
point. the bitter dart. should pierce in under the 
bone-coffer by the clever way of enemies. That is 
a fierce wound, the most dangerous of gashes. 

The imagery of spiritual warfare is not present in Gregory's Homily 29 and Cynewulf 

appears to be drawing on widely developed biblical images, such as the devirs darts 
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(Eph. 6:17).39 In his presentation of the Father in heaven as the sanctuary (freojJa 73b). 

and the Spirit's weapons (774-5) as the defence against devilish arrows and deceptions 

(lajJra lygesarum 776a), Cynewulf clearly amplifies the moral dimension of the danger. 

Cynewulfs metaphor represents the body as an external fortress which the devil 

attempts to breach in order to attack the responsible core within. As Holly Jagger has 

argued, Cynewulfs attitude towards the body is highly ambivalent and his metaphors of 

corporeality give a sense of 'man's precarious physicality, especially in the images of 

the body as an insecure enclosure and temporary wrapper of the soul'. 40 Rather than 

being the root of sin, the body appears here as the weaker element - as that aspect of 

man which is either more susceptible to or less resilient against the darts of the devil 

(767-9). Nevertheless, as we hear repeatedly, the Lord's protection guards against the 

devilish arrows (779-82a) and since the metaphor itself operates on images of interiority 

and exteriority rather than materiality and spirituality, the moral roles of body and soul 

remain elusive. 

Rather than suggesting that Cynewulf is not concerned with the details of moral 

responsihility and agency, the metaphor illustrates the useful function which the inner 

domain assumes in the examination of psychological processes in the context of a 

dualistic anthropology. \\'e could insist that the soul or spirit is internalised in the 

metaphor. or consider the way in which the inner domain presents a more elusive locus 

of agellC) which is able to engage with the totality of varying domains of experience 

without specit\ing causal relations. As we have already seen, this inner domain acts as 

the central locus of spiritual en~nts and as that forum within which man can participate 

in the spiritual community. both as the receptacle of spiritual gifts and the venue of 

devilish attack. The tlexibility and centrality of the inner domain as agentive and 

experiencing core thus retlects man's humanity rather than exclusi\ely his corporeality 

or spiritual it). As \\e shall see in subsequent chapters. Cynewulf develops this role of 

the inner aspects b) Il1L'ans of more extensive use of the p~ychomachia imagery in 

.llIlial1a and b) more ddailed accounts of inner workings in E/el1('. 

1'1 Ihl' il11.l!!l'r~ of 'plrltll..ll \\arfarl' i.,. howc\cr. promincnt acros., (irl'~ll~ " "riling", for exampk ,\for 

1() IQ,h·t. ~.',I.'i,1 ~l'l' al.,o Chaptl'r I iH~ be 10\\ , 

40 J.IKL!l"r, Ihlll~ UiZllOt.'th. ·Bod~. Int and ~1,:lf in Old Inglish \'l'r'l' A Stud\ llf Bt'cn.'uJlian and 
<. '"".'uuJlian JUll'!llrll", PhD ()i.,., llni\ ~rsit~ of roronto (~()()~). p, 171, 
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It has become clear over the course of this chapter that C)newulfs 

anthropological ideas are informed by the theological. historical. and metaphysical 

contexts which he outlines at great length in Christ II. The history of mankind is shaped 

by fall and by redemption through Christ, as well as by His guidance. sustenance and 

protection. Though of course deeply informed by a fundamentally Latin Christian 

worldview, Cynewulfs narration, interpretation and instruction do not merely take over 

accounts from his immediate sources. His poem places Christ" s redeeming acts in the 

context of human salvation history at large and in doing so it explores questions of 

human nature, human purpose and man' s capacity for self-realisation in thc process of 

moving towards salvation. Over the course of the poem. there is a shift from the 

temporal to the spiritual realm which is facilitated hy the theological climax of the 

Ascension. Here the spiritual becomes firmly located inside man. As I have argued 

throughout, the inner domain in Chrisl II emerges as a central feature in CyncwuJfs 

exploration of the complexity of human experience as a composite being. 

For ('ynewulf, human nature and human life on earth are fundamentally defined 

hy the composition of body and soul or spirit. Significantly, Cynewulf is far more 

interested in the Kresl (jJenden flresc ond grest wuniad in worulde 597b-98a; se us lif 

/iJrKeal Icornu, lie ond grest 776b-78a) than in the smrul. This feature goes hand in hand 

\\ ith ('yne",ulfs interest in the spiritual life, the renewed life facilitated hy Christ" s acts. 

Rather than denigrating the body outright or seeking in it the root of sin, Cynewulf 

emphasises the way in which Christ honours and comforts men by taking on human 

rorm. Christ's gifts of physical talents and His Ascension in body (jJret hrelobearn 

lu!onan up slige / mid ussc lichornan. IUgende god 754-5) dignify the status of man' s 

corporeal foml and amplifY human potential for the bettcr life. the spiritual life on earth 

and heyond. Cyne\\ ulfs use of Kresl as I ha\c argued. amplifies the spiritual dimension 

or human experience in Ii re without fully integrating inner aspects into a matter-spirit 

dichotomy. Rather. the inner asPl'cts themselvcs appear to determine the eschatological 

I~lte of the .\aU'"I / galsl by choosing and participating in thc spiritual community already 

in earthl~ life. ('~ Ill'\\ulfs vicw of the inner aspects as receptacles of (,race and 

thcrdt)re as dccply involved in the process of salvation allows us to recognise their 

n:ntral ~Uld ddining status in human h('inK· Indeed thl'ir intermediary status hl'tween 

l·orporeal and spiritual domains and their central rok- in mcdiating two dichotomous 
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orientations allows the inner aspects to account for the totality of human experience. 

including the fallibility of human understanding and human choice during life on earth. 

The better life, the spiritual life. is eyer present in Gregory's homily and is of course 

infonned by the larger Christian tradition of ecclesia as the community of the faithful. 

In Christ II. however, the various aspects of this 'better' life are woven into the larger 

didactic structure of the poem. Contemplation of Christ" s acts necessitates not only 

thanks. praise and virtuous behaviour, but facilitates a deeper understanding of 

ourselves as human beings. This life, for Cynewulf, is the spiritual life in which man 

contemplates the spiritual mysteries and gains an understanding of his ov..TI spiritual 

need which resides in his participation in the community of the faithful on earth and 

beyond. 
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Chapter Five 

Juliana: A Figural Approach to the Inner Self 

With Cynewulfs Juliana, we move from the contemplative and sometimes 

almost analytical tone of Christ 11 to a narrative poem which is deeply embedded in the 

hagiographical tradition and which accordingly focuses on the liYes and feats of 

particular (and remarkable) characters. As the poem's editorial title suggests, Juliana is 

the central protagonist of this narrative. Cynewulfs account of the struggles (and the 

ultimate martyrdom) which this saintly Christian character faces at the hands of the 

pagan Ileliseus appears to be based on a Latin prose Passio S. Iulianae extant in the 

Acta Sanctorum. 1 Much attention has been paid to Cynewulfs systematic adaptation of 

his apparently 'historically and psychologically realistic' source into an 'abstract" and 

'highly stylised fiction'.2 Most scholars agree that the dynamics of the narrative and of 

its themes and imagery are driven primarily by contrast and opposition: the abstract 

opposition between good and Cyil and the cosmic opposition between God and the devil 

an~ reflected at the human level by the opposition between Christian saint and pagan 

sinner. Since Cynewulfs adaptations appear to be informed by a 'polarisation of 

character and attitude', which is variously seen to entail a 'psychological simplification' 

or even a 'thorough elimination of the deliberately pointed psychology of his source', 

I Passin ,\ fulianat! of the Bollandist·lcta Sanctorum, Febr. II, 873-7 (3 rd ed., 875-8). Initial critical 
scepticism about this source, as outlined by Schaar, ('riticaf Studies ill the Cym?'wlllfGroup (Lund, (949). 
p. 46-9; O. GIOde. 'Cynewulfs Juliana und ihre Quelle'. Anglia II (1889): 146-58, has largely been 
replaced b~ a broad acceptance of this passio as the most likely source, J. M. Garnett, 'The Latin and 
Anglo-Saxon Juliana', PMLA 14 (1899): 279-98; Calder and Allen, Sources and . ..fnafogues, p. 121; 
Calder, (:VIlt!H'U(t: p. 75; L. M. Abraham, 'Cynewulfs Juliana: A Case at Law', AJ/egorica 3: I (1978): 
172-89. Michael Lapidge in particular has argued most persuasively that an extant redaction of the Passio 
dating from the ninth century, namely lat. 10861 of the Bibliotheque Nationale de France, is the most 
li"-e:ly source for Cyne:wulfs Juliana. All Latin citations of the Passio in my discussion are taken from 
Lapidgc's edition of the tnt as it appears in the appendix of his article, 'Cynewulf and the Passio S. 
lulianae', {'II/ocking the H'ordhord: Anglo-Stl'(m Studies in Afemory o/Edward B. fn'ing Jr., ed. Mark 
e. Amodio and Katherine ()'Brien O'KeetTe (Toronto, 2(03), pp. 147-71. 
~ Aller unf;.I\ourablc critical appraisal of Juliana, the poem's 'aesthetic merit' and 'conceptual depth' is 
being incre:asingl~ \ indicated in reference to the hagiographical criteria which appear to inform its 
sl\ II ... cd form. I or negati\l' reception of Juliana. se:e R. Woolf. 'Saints Li\ e',', COl1linU£ltion.\" and 
Ilt'ginnings Sllidit's in Old English L/tl'rtlfllrt>. ed. Eric Gerald Stanley (London, 1 (66), p. -l5. For 
It· ... t·n,llions regarding the poem's relati\l' aesthetic merit, see R. \\oolf, ed .. C)'newulfs ~/ufiana', revised 
reprint llf \l)(l6 ~kthllen ed. «(·\t'lt'r. 1977), p. I Q; T. '\ Shippey, Old English rent:' (London, 197~), p. 
171: 1. \\ilti~. 'Figural '\.m.ltJ\l' in C~ newult' ... Juliana', 1St.: 4 (I q~5): -' 7-55. P 54. For discussions of 
hagiographical, fig.ural and ab ... lral"l l"l'lh:erns in Juliana, "'t'e: Wittig . Figural '\arrati\e:', p. 54; I)(i. 
('alda, C:mt'u'u/r, T\\ayne· ... English Authors series 3~7 (Boston, I(81), p. ~X; I. R. Anderson, 
(',lIt'u'u/f S,rlll·turl', S~'h' ,md Tht'mt' Ifl 1m f'ot',ry (ltlllJon and loronto. 1 (83), pp. 76-81; \1. E. 
Bndge .... (it'III'nl' ('onlra\1 I!I Old Englnll lIaglOgraphica/ /'u(',ry, Anglistica, vol. \ \ II (Copenhag~:n. 
1 t)H·l). pp. Q-~.~ 
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most critics have approached Cyne\\ulfs apparently 'flat" and 'stylised' character types 

primarily in terms of their figural importance and not in terms of any psychological 

insight they might offer.3 Those critics who do acknowledge that 'Cyne\\ulfs concerns 

in the poem are both theological and psychological' have sought patristic psychological 

ideas primarily in the poem' s description of the processes of human vice and sin which 

Cynewulf integrates into his extended metaphor of p.sychomachia in lines ~25--+17a.~ 

Indeed in these lines. which have no parallel in the Passio S. lulianae (henceforth 

Passio). Cynewulfs own interest in psychological processes is undeniable. I suggest. 

however. that rather than being divorced from the larger narratin?, Cynewulfs 

discussions of the processes of vice and sin in men are fully integrated into the poem as 

a whole and significantly inform his mode of characterisation itself. 

In reference to Cynewulfs adaptation of character and theme in Juliana. I shall 

show that the polarised and stylised characters of this poem are not. as is so often 

claimed. devoid of psychological insight. Certainly. Cyne\\ulfs static character types 

essentially reflect a stylised universal conflict between good and evil and reflect the 

cosmic opposition between God and devil at the human level in terms of the struggle 

between Christian saint and heathen sinner. Nevertheless. it is essentially a human 

struggle which carries the concrete and didactic weight in the poem and Cynewulfs 

mode of characterisation not only allows him to reflect abstract theological oppositions 

in figural tcmls but also to explore the significance of God and the devil and of good 

and evil forces at the human Ie\el. Although larger moral oppositions are represented in 

the struggle between absolute character types. this does not mar insight into the 

\\orkings of human nature or the inner realm. Despite presenting stylised human types. 

the dctail which Cyncwulf devotes to their characterisation goes far heyond that of his 

SllllrCL'. Indeed. as I shall illustratc in this chaptcr. C: newulfs detailed descriptions of 

1 Callk-r, ()'l1('\I'III/: p. 79; R. R. Pallll~r. 'Characterisation in the Old I nglish Juliana', .\"(}lIIh4i1UI/III..· 
nll/h'lm ~1.4 (1976): 10-::!1. p. 14. RosemaIJ Woolf proposes that one cannot 'look to [Julial1u] for 
hi"hllll'al or rs~ dhlillt:il"" truth', ,,,",//IUS /.iw.\, pp. 40-41. The stronge"t articulation of thi" I'lhition is 
on~rl'd In the otkn cited William ~Irllnk: . '\J()\\ hl'rl.' in the Jllliana is th~rc an\' real c\ idence that the . . 
.ll1thor t..nl'" Illorl.' (llth~ acts and speech nfmen and women than \\hat he had rc:ad in hOO\...5. I.ittle \\llrse 
l'ould h~' said of an~ Plk'l1l intToducin!:! human Ii!:!ures.· W. J. Strunk. ed., Juliana (Bo"ton. 19()4), p. ,I. 
~ (. :\hhl'lllll'~l·r. (JU //Ig/nh 1'()t!lic \/()/I\'~'" dan'l,Jfrom Ihe Dourine "I Sin (\1inneapoli", 19(r~ I, pp. 
~ 7 -S; J. I. DUlIl,ll'day, Thl' ·\lIe~n~ (It the Sllul as Fortress in Old Engli-;h I\~tr)', 'fn~lia 88 (1970): 

50'-S. also -" ~ lx'lo" 
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the inner states and motivations of his characters highlight his didactic concern with the 

'inner' centre of human agency and responsibility. Cyne\\ulfs interest in the inner 

domain is not only suggested hy an abundance of detailed descriptions. but is also 

reflected at narrative and structural levels. On the one hand. his characterisation of the 

drama/is personae fully prepares for his detailed description of the inner processes of 

vice and sin, just as his characterisation of the external conflict bet\.veen saint and sinner 

prepares for the internalised psychomachic conflict between Juliana and the devil. This 

important episode, which provides one of the most detailed accounts of inner workings 

in vernacular poetry, not only assumes a central position in the poem but is pivotal to 

the narrative and its outcome, enforcing the idea that inner states and events determine 

all outer action. 

In this chapter, I again consider the overall mechanisms of the poem in order to 

cxplore the narrative and thematic importance of the 'inner' in Juliana. Beginning with 

a dctailed consideration of the poem in reference to its source in 5.1. I trace the various 

narrative stages and the way in which these create and develop key themes and imagery 

relating to the presentation of human nature and inner workings. Attention to larger 

cosmic oppositions and their representation in the stylised human contlict allows me to 

highlight the way in which Juliana reformulates the essence of the theological context 

treated in Christ II in order to develop a qui1\.: specific focus on human types. Moving 

from this discussion of character types to the importance of the inner realm in 

Cyne\\ ulfs central description of psychomachia in 5.2, I consider how the allegorised 

details of this episode and its descriptions of psychological and moral processes reveal a 

particularly innovati\l' picture of the role of the inner self \\ ithin human nature and 

prl'sent a unique articulation of such ideas in the extant poetic corpus. 

S.I Structure and Themes: Approaching the Inner Life through Human 'I\pes 

Although a certain dl'gree of caution remains as to whether C: ne\\ulf s .Juliana 

IS an 'original' adaptation of the latin P£l.\\'io .'t' Juliw/ul' l)r whether Cynewul f may 
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have drawn on an intermediary source. most studies of Juliana are based heavily on 

source comparison.5 In light of \1ichael Lapidge's most persuasive arguments that an 

extant redaction of the passio dating from the early ninth century' is \·ery similar to. and 

possibly identical with, the exemplar used by Cyne\\ulf. I feel confident in employing 

such source comparison to highlight the distinctive development of theme and imagery 

in Juliana.6 

Whilst the introductory (1.1-3) and concluding lines (22.4-6) of the Passio are 

replaced by a poetic introduction (1-17) and the Cyne\\ulfian signed epilogue (695b-

731) in Juliana. the main bodies of both texts share the same basic plot. Both begin hy 

announcing the context of persecution in Maximian's reign (Pass. 1.3-4: Jul. 1-17) and 

move to the specific setting (Pass. 1.4-6: Jul. 18-26) of Heliseus' (lat. Eleseus) rule in 

the city of Commedia (lat. Nicomedia). 7 Heliseus' desire to marry Juliana (Pass. 1.6-7: 

Jul. 26a-28a) is supported by her father Affricanus Oat. Africanus) (Jul. 32-33a) and 

Juliana's own objections to this union (Pass. 1.16-7: Jul. 28a-32a) establish the framing 

tension of the narratives. Her refusal to marry Heliseus (Pass. 1.20-22: Jul. 46-54) sets 

thl! scene for a series of verbal exchanges which make up the central three episodes of 

both passio and poem (enclosed by the introductory, Pass. 1.1-2.23. Jul. 1-89. and 

concluding passages. Pass. 13,1-22.4. Jul. 530b-695a). The verbal parallels between the 

three respective attempts of AtTricanus. Heliseus and a dl!vil to persuade Juliana to 

accept Heliseus as her heathen lord and husband amplify the structural importance of 

this three-fold attack: 

!-"ilia mea dulci""ima luliana, lux oculorum 
rncorllm ... (Puss. 1.2.6-7) 

I ~ 1~ swcetl' ... t daughter Juliana. light of my 
L'\ l'... .. I 

I 
~u eart dohtor min "ell J~ re..,te / ond seo S\\deste in 
sefan minum / ange for eor~an. minra eagna leoht / 

! luliana! (./111. 9-'-4) 
[You are Ill) daughter. the dearest and S\\ectC ... ( in my 
'heart', the only one in the \\orld.light 01'111) e)es ... 1 

~ Both Margaret Bridges and Daniel Caldcr c\press significant caution about the rclation bctween JlIliul/LI 

and thc Bollandist I..'llmpo"itc text whi(h they lI"e, but go on to ba ... e their highl~ comprehen"i\L' 
interpretations prilllaril~ upon "'lI(h SOllr(e (ol11pari"on. (·alder, (\!Il'H'II(f: pp. 75-6, RriJ~L''''' (il'l/t?ric 

( '(I!IIrw/. p. I I. 
f> I apid~e. 'C~nc..'wulfand the Pa ...... ill ". lulianaL". p, 147.\11 referL·n(L· ... in the folkming chapter are taken 
fwm I apid~L"s tnt. printed in the app~ndi\ llf his article on pp, 15{-1-165. I ha\e kept Lapid~L"s te\t 
di,i ... illll'" and add line rt'ferCIlL'L· ... \\ hich 'KL'ord with hi ... edition. 
, In llrdL'r to r1arif~ when I ,\111 rcf~rrin~ hl (haral.'tLT'" llfthe l.atin llr ()Id In~li ... h te\h. I emplll~ the 1 atin 
and Old I ngli ... h na111 c.. ..... L'\L'l.·pt in the (,1"'1..' pfthl' 01 Juliana (Iuliana in both te\(-..). Ghen that ('\ne\\ull 
prc",cll(-.. 1I"'~ \\ith 111,\lI~ ... pdlin~ \ariatilln .... I 11.1\1..' llptc..·d for 'Hdisl'us' (rather than Helc..'"l' i"us) and 
• ·\llril."trlu ... · (r,lIhe:r than·\lri(;\I1l1s) fllr Ihe: ... .lke: nf I..'lllhl ... tCIK>, 
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Die, du1cissima mea luliana... (Pass. 1.3.3) \1in se s\\etesta sunnan seima luliana ... 
[Tell me, my sweetest Juliana ... ] 

luliana dilecta mea ... 
[\11;. dear Juliana ... ]8 

[\1;. sweetest sun-ra). Juliana ... ] (Jul. 166-167a) 

(P II 6 1) seo d)-Teste ond seo weorbste wuldorcyning ... ass. ... I~ 

I (Jul.2-tib-8) 
! [the dearest and worthiest of the King of Heaven ... j 

The importance of these three speech sequences has accordingly been widely discussed. 

Whether we interpret the three assailants as representing 'the demands of earthly 

kinship, earthly lordship and satanic influence', or as an 'unholy trinity of father. SOI1-

in-law and unholy spirit', the basic threefold pattern is prescribed by the Latin Passio.
Q 

Although the importance of the Holy Trinity as a structural and thematic principle in the 

Passio is also present in Juliana, the specific 'trinitarian concern' which a number of 

scholars have identified in this pattern seems to me to be stronger in the Passio than in 

Juliana itself. 10 More notable in both texts is that despite the obvious parallels between 

the three verbal exchanges in the Passio S Juliana and in the Old English Juliana, the 

length and position of the third exchange suggest its pivotal importance. Indeed this 

exchange between Juliana and the deyil makes up just under a third of the entire Passiu 

and 287 of 731 lines of Juliana and stands not only at the structural. but also at the 

narrative heart of both texts. 

Whereas the first two exchanges explore the reasons for Juliana's re,iection of 

Helisells - first at the private Icycl between father and daughter and subsequently at the 

public level hetween ruler and subject - the third exchange between Juliana and a de\il 

internalises the conflict. At a narratiYe leyeL this third verbal battle marks a reversal of 

the power relations of the poem. Whereas Juliana is initially passed from her father to 

lIe1isL'uS (Puss . .2.~2-J: .lui. 15X-161 a) and is subjected to verbal and physical coercion 

- --------------------------------------------------------------------
" :\1\ translations of the Latin text are taken from :\lIen and Calder. Sources and AnaloKues, pp. 122·32. 
All translations (If the (Hd English text are mine. 
9 I"llr the idl';j lIt' thl' 'unholy trinit) . scc in particular Calder. (rnewu(!: Anderson. C)'lll!wu(f .\·truetlm!, 
."fl'le. and Iht'!7Il' in /lis Poetry: and 0, G, BId;. I. 'Juliana: Cynewulfs Dispeller of Delusion'. S\f 86 
(1985): 165-7:\ 
1,1 Anderson note ... 'an ilhistcnce on I"rinitarian doctrine' motivated b) the need 'to emphasize the dualit) 
lIt" I!.ood and nit. h\ ... ctting the 1101) Trinit) in opposition to the unhol~ trinity of Afrieanus. Helesius and 
thl·~dnd'. Cmt'I\,,,i/: p. Q7; \\herea ... Chri ... tnph {;riesshaber interprets the triple ... peeches as an indi(ation 
llt' a I rinitarian (lllh:l'm which implil· ... an il1lma"illn in Christian m) ste~ as enabled by God's Grace. 
'( i()d\!)l~"('.\" (ill'" dll., /.\'ongt'lium da (inlldt' /fI ,it-II (;edil'hlen ( )I/t'wlilt, (Hamburg. jl)l)6). pp. 170-
185.2tlQ-.."7l) On numerous l)((8"illll .... ho\\e\'er. C~newulfomits the 1.atin Juliana'" explicit references to 
thl'lInh I"rinll\ /',1\\. I..~O-~,-" .1111. ~7-50; Pa.'u, 2,8-Q, Jul. 10Q-U. 16Q-;~; Pa.", 20.14-17. J,,1. 66tl-

6Mb 
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(Pass. 3.1-4.10; Jul. 160b-230), her subsequent confinement in the prison cell (Pass. 

4.18; Jul. 232b-530a) presents the forum \\'ithin which she moves from passi\'~ 

resistance to active dominance. Here Juliana becomes the aggressor. interrogator. 

tormentor and judge of the devil and her metaphorical grip on him marks the private 

victory which prepares for the public reversal of power that follows. In the final 

tribunal. Heliseus' powers are proved increasingly futile as Juliana is repeatedly saved 

by divine intervention (from molten lead and fire Pass. 14.1-9. Jul. 17.9-11) and 

joyously embraces her ultimate death sentence (Pass. 19.1-2: Jul. 608-12). Indeed 

Juliana retains the last word, so to speak, in her final edifying and instructing speech to 

the bystanders (Pass. 20.1-17; Jul. 638-669). Her victory is punctuated by her ekyated 

and revered death (Pass. 21.1-7; Jul. 688b-95a) in contrast with Heliseus' banishment 

and subsequent death in a raging storm at sea (Pass. 22.1-4: Jul. 671 b-88a). The turning 

point of both texts is unquestionably the third verbal battk. Cynewulfs thematic 

alterations to this passage lend particular force to the idea that inner events determine 

outer states and in doing so also place the episode at the thematic heart of his poem. 

Indeed this episode presents the greatest number of Cynewulfs alterations to the Passio 

which reveal his significant interest in man's inner workings. Before turning to the 

details of inner workings which Cynewulf develops in this central passage, howen~r, I 

would like to illustrate how this interest does not occur only in one isolated discussion. 

but presents one of the central concerns from the outset of Juliana. 

As is widely agreed. Cynewulf greatly expands the 'bare bones' of the Latin 

P£lSS;O .\' . ./uli£ln£le by adding distinctive themes and images and by establishing specific 

conceptual associations which he develops over the course of his poem." The 

apparently systematic nature of these thematic adaptations suggests that they are more 

than a mere by-product of the \ernacular vcrsification of a prose source. The way in 

\\ hich Cynewulf uses the framework of the Passio in order to explore his 0\\-11 concerns 

has aCl'ordingly been of signiticant critical interest. :\ number of studies have 

clHKl'ntratcd on thc snl'io-historical dimension of ('ynewulfs alterations. although the 

~ :\~ Caldl'r phrases aptly: 'He im ariahl~ cuts down the crisp and short Latin ... to the barest bone. but 
on" so that he call Ik~h llllt a fomlal ampli{il.:ario to suit his llwn entire" diflerent needs.' Calder. . . . 
( '\'11('\\'11(1, p. XO 



prevalent focus has been on the way in which Cyne\\ulf s 'artistic endeavour' moves 

away from a concern with concrete or historical . realism' towards the symbolic and the 

b 12 h a stract. As I s all suggest. this has significant implications for Cyne\\ulfs 

characterisation of the inner life. 

One of the most widely noted features of Cynewulf s apparently sYstcmatic 

adaptation of the Passio is his creation of polarities and oppositions - more specifically. 

the 'polarisation of character and attitude' which is seen as geared towards the 

representation of the 'Christian life in terms of ... an absolute and all-embracing 

struggle' .13 Whereas Alvin Lee characterises the larger opposition as 'the war between 

the lords of heaven and hell for the soul of the earthly warrior' and Daniel Calder 

regards the conflict as a 'spiritual battle of universal proportions', Raymond St. Jacques 

extends the scope of the opposition. viewing Juliana as a 'universal history understood 

as a conflict between the forces of good and evil" .14 These various leyels of cosmic and 

abstract opposition in the poem are unquestionably reflected in the opposition between 

Christian saint and heathen sinner by extension of imagery and verbal parallels. I would 

stress in particular that it is the relevance of these larger spiritual forces of good and eyi I 

to human beings on earth - of their impact at the human Icyel .~ with which Cynewulfs 

narrative itself is primarily concerned. Indeed. as in ('hrisl II. Cynewulfs interest in a 

larger cosmic context can again be seen to operate as a framework within whieh he 

explores human nature and human workings - this time, more specifically, the \\orkings 

of distinct human types. This feature is best illustrated in reference to the themes and 

images which Cynewulf introduces and develops over the course of Juliana 

11 Lconore Mac( iatTey Abraham finds that 'an adequate explanation for the majority of these ditTerences 
and all thc suhstantivc changes in the legend (including the social characterisation of the drama/is 
!'l.,..\OI1i1l', the charactcrisation nfthe contlict and the trial proceedings themsehes) can be found in Anglo
Saxon judicial customs and attitudes', 'Cynewulfs Juliana: A Case at La\, " p. 187. Calder. in tum, sees a 
poem :ksigncd to 'simplit\ elevate, and formali/e a narrati\ e that rml\ es in the direction of the abstract' 
Calder. ()'newlI(t: p. 80. Wittig likewise l'lHlsiders a move away from concrete concerns to 'generalities', 
'Iigural Narrdti\c', pp. 39-40. (Further concurring \ie"'" are referred to in note ~ ahO\e., O\erall, these 
positions need of course not contlict. but the e'\planation of individual details in reference to perceived 
~H.'sthetic intentions l)tkn does. \\lh:l"l'aS Ahraham. for e\ample, sees thl' elimination of Juliana's mother 
from the latin ''.1.\.\/(1 as a legal tt)mlality rl'le\ ant to the mattcr of guardianship, Calder intcrprets this 
ahscnce as a cOnSL'illllS interpolation indic.lli\t' of polarisation. ihid., p. 174. 
Jl Calder. (~\'11t'H'II~/: p. 7l ). Wittig. 'Ji~lIral 'arrati\L' in Cynewulf" Juliana'. p. 39. 
II .. \hin I el" Tht> (illt'\f-Hall (~lEdt''' Four E..'.fiay\ (in fhl' [)t'sign olOld English P()c!try (\,l'\\ Havcn. 
1l)7~), p. 99; Calder. CWh'UIlIf: p. 94; R. C. St-Jacqucs. The Cosmic Dimensilln" uf Cynewulf" Juliana.' 
.\ l'ophilologll.\· 64 \ 1980): l3 .. k~9. r 1.~4 
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Although both the Passio and Juliana begin by announcmg the context of 

persecution in the reign of Maximian, Cynewulf significantly expands the introduction 

of the Latin text: I S 

Denique temporibus Maximiani Imperatoris 

persecutoris Chri<,tianae religionis ... (Pass. I. 1.6-7) 

HWlEt! We ~lEt hyrdon hlEle~ eahtian, 
deman dCEdhwate, plEtte in dagum gelamp 
Maximianes, se geond middangeard, 
arleas cyning, eahtnysse ahof, 

5 cwealde cristne men, circan fylde, 
geat on grlEswong godhergendra, 
hlEpen hildfruma, haligra blod, 
ryhtfremmendra. WlES his rice brad, 
wid ond weor~lic ofer werpeode, 

10 Iytesna ofer ealne yrmenne grund. 
Foron lEfter burgum, swa he biboden hrefde. 
pegnas pry~fulle. Oft hi prlEce rlErdon, 
dredum gedwolene, pa pe dryhtnes lE 
feodon purh firencrlEft. Feondscype rlErdon. 

15 hofon hlEpengield, halge cwelmdon. 
breotun boccrlEftge, blErndon gecorene, 
glEston godes cern pan gare ond lige. 

(Jul. 1-17) 

In the days of the emperor \ L1\ imianus. a 

persecutor of the Chrisian religion ... 

Lo! We have heard heroes. judges bold in deed. 
tell what happened in the day s of \ta:\imian. the 
graceless king. who raised persecution across the 
earth, killed Christian men. razed churches: the 
heathen warrior-lord spilled the blood of God
praising men. of right-doers on the grass~ plain. 
His dominion was broad. wide and e\alted across 
nations - almost across the entire expansive 
earth. There went harsh soldiers through the 
cities as he had commanded. Often they raised 
violence. erroneous / heretical/perverted in 
deeds. those who despised the Lord's la\\ by 
wicked powers. 
They raised enmity. raised heathen idols, 
murdered the hol~. killed the book-skilled. 
burned the elect, persecuted God's champions 
\\ ith spear and fire. 

Cyncwulf here recasts the scene of persecution under Maximian in terms of the warring 

sides of heathen warriors (h(£jJen hild./ruma. jJegnas prYlYi,lIe) and Christian heroes 

(godes cempan). From the outset. the opposition contains an explicit moral dimension: 

the men who raise pagan idols, raise persecution, violence and enmity (15a, 4b, 12h. 

14b). By pitting the powers (firencradO of the graceless Maximian and his men against 

the skills (hoccr(£fi-) of God's chosen ones. the 'right-doers' (ryh(/remmendra) and 

'\\Tong-doers' are immediately identified as Christians and heathens respectively. This 

identification is made explicit in lines 12b to 14a hy an association of sinful deeds with 

error. The double sense of gedwola as 'error' and . heresy' contrasts the pagans \\ ith the 

learned (hy implication scripturally learned. hoccr(£fige) and God-praising Christians -

a contrast \\ hich is extended hy C'ynewul r s reference to the pagans' hatred of ( !od' s 

law (I Jh-14a). Although the power balance in this \\orld appears to favour \'iolent 

---------~--

1\ (" IlnHll f ornih the opening Iinl's of the Pa\sio (Benignilas SulUloris noslri. mur~~'rum past'uf!runliu 

comprohula. eom lIsqut' proc:t'.\.\/I. III jidel umic(J\ coronart'l t'l l11imico\ t'orllm ex 11)\/\ /mt'rorum 

dau.\lris allat'l 1.1-5) pnl\iding instead his poetic introduction of lines \-17. The Pt1..'l.\ic;'" concludin~ 

linl' (I\l.'Htl ,'\,I aull'm \tlnelu Julianu .XIIII AaJendurum \/urtiarum u Pruett'dO ElfI" II), rt'xnU1llt' Doml1lll 

nwlro /nu ('Jrrl\/o. cui n/ xloriu in .\LJt'clila \11t'culorum. Amen) i ... in tum replaced with thl' "i~ned 

C\nl'\\ultian l'pilogue (6Q5h-7, \) 
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rulers. Cynewulf s moral undertones already hint at the ultimate futility of pagan power 

in that it is based on error, wickedness and sin. The speeches and c\ cnb of the poem as 

a whole illustrate the truth and virtue of the Christian faith and reveal the error 

underlying pagan heresy by means of Christian and pagan claim and counterclaim 

battled out over the course of the three exchanges and subsequently in the final public 

illustration of the Lord's ultimate justice. A central element of Cynewulfs didactic 

message thus lies in his polarisation of the human conflict. as we see in the typological 

oppositions between the central characters themselves. 

Like the Passio, Juliana moves from the opening scene of a wider conflict to the 

specific setting (Pass. 1.4-6; Jul. 18-26) of the city of Commedia (lat. Sicomedia) in 

which the heathen ruler Heliseus goes against the \Vord of God (Oji he h(£J)en!(ield / 

ofer word godes weoh gesohle, 22b-23) in a way that reflects the rejection of God's law 

by Maximian and his men. The main opposition in this localised scene soon emerges as 

that between the pagan lleliseus and the Christian Juliana. The larger persecution is 

initially inverted as Heliseus pursues Juliana for her hand in marriage (Pass. 1.6-7: Jul. 

26a-28a), although her refusal to agree to the union 'unless he embrace the Christian 

faith' (Pass. 1.20-22; Jul. 46-54) acts as a catalyst for all subsequent events and 

precipitates outright contlict. In developing this contlict Cynewulf gradually reveals the 

reasons and motivations underlying the opposition of his characters and in doing so 

moves from apparently concrete to fundamentall~ religious and spiritual concerns. As I 

shall illustrate in reference to Cynewulfs development of human oppositions. these 

concerns are accompanied by an increasing focus on inner motivations and mner 

allegiances which cmergc as the basis of all outer action. 

In the first L'xchange between Juliana and her father. :\ffricanus appears to view 

I kliSCLJS' extcnsive temporal wealth and power (W(£s (£hllfL'lig f.EJ}eles Lynne,' / rice 

gt'rt'/a. I X-19h) not only as the rightful basis of the earthly ruler's authorit~ but also as 

the foundation ofnohility and \irtue itsclf(italics added for emphasis): 

W I l'''';l'l'l· ... 1 ~u III ... \\ ipc 
~inum h~ d~lJl11an. 
tI'Pt'/ra/;,r ,'I I r/)o 11 , 

./"( ,hJ;t,,\trt'ona, 

'" I frl' r~l·d~ ... 
... 1." i ... ht'lra I,(/"n,'/Ili. 

tl'ht,\/'edlgrl.l 
Ill' is 10 frt:onde ~nd . 

You l'llnlrJdid your brideg.room Ino ... tf'llnt!l~ 1"" 
~our own l'llunsel he is hel/t'r than you. noh/a 
i" tht' "'or/d. mor~ (/hUlJ.i,Jf11 /11 I'f/\ ,,',\ \lUTL\, lie i ... 
~lli.xt [to ha\e] as a friend I'herl'lllrl' II i ... fitting. 



f-orpon is t>~s wyrPe. 
ece eadlufan, 

peet pu P(ES weres frige, 
an ne forl~te. 

(Jul. 99-104) 

that you do not throw awa~ this man's affection. 
his eternal blessed love. 

Affricanus' perverted view of the earthly lord~s Ion? as a ·happy'. 'blessing" or 

'enriching' love (eadlufan) - indeed as an "eternal' (ece) 10\ic - betrays a \ iewpoint 

which is entirely limited to the temporal realm. 16 In accordance with this limited scope. 

his view of earthly wealth as a basis for authority and of Heliseus' earthly love as the 

most enriching love is a direct inversion of Juliana's pure love for the true Lord ( ... hire 

mregohad mana gehwylces / fore Cristes lufan dame geheolde 30-31) as previously 

contrasted with Heliseus' lust for Juliana (hine fyrwet brrec 27a). Accordingly, 

Affricanus sees Juliana's refusal as utter folly which deserves its just punishment (jJu on 

geape hafast / purh pin orlegu unbipyrfe / ofer witena dom wisan gefongen 96b-98). 

This again inverts Juliana's own criteria for true authority. wisdom and justice. Only 

when Juliana extends the discussion beyond the question of immediate earthly 

allegiance to religious allegiance by referring to the power of her Lord over all creation 

(105-113) does AtTricanus pit his own religious claims against those of his daughter. 

His appeal to kinship and local gods (jJe us leofran sind / pe /Jissum folce to freme 

stondad ... 122b-12J) appears to represent his own religious justification for his system 

of inverted values. Despite frequent contrasts between earthly and heavenly domains. 

the core of the opposition soon emerges as a fundamentally spiritual opposition from 

which all opposing allegiances and values arise. 

Unlike AtTricanus. Heliseus is fully aware of the larger picture from the outset. 

In a Cynewultian addition to the Passio. Juliana's rejection of Heliseus becomes a 

personal smart, an insult to the basis of his authority and a matter of 'heresy' against his 

own gods: 

gl'~ \\ l'd orw~ rl'u. 
pa~t hl'o mc£gluhm 
fn~ondr<rdenne. 

Me pin dohtor hafa() 
Heo me on an saga() 
mmrl' ne g) Illl'. 

Me pa fral'l'i'lll sind 
on modsefan m<rste: \\ e:orl'e:, 
pc£t heo mel's wa toml' t<rle gaahte: 
fort' pissllm foke:, hL'l me fn~mdne: god. 

-- - --- --- --- ---------

Your daughter has shown me disrespect. She tells 
me in one that she does not \ alue my kin-love. 
m\ friend-council. 
Thl'se insults are mnst painful to me in my 
'mind's heart' that she cen"lIred ml' so 
grieHlUsl) before the people. commanded me to 
honour \\ ith wl'alth. to praise: \\ ilh "ords and to 

If> In fact his scope is initial I) so limited to the l'arthly domain that he even grants the ultimate ~)(me:r ovcr 
lift' and dcath to the earthl). r.lther than to the di\ inc Lord: DC'f71 1m hi to JI..'<Ij)l', Ktjpe gt'J(~rf!n I,ina Oi d 

10 h/t,ltl't, _\Wu pt' I('ojrt' .\T. (87-88 L 'JLJd~l' her to dl'ath if it ,e:l'ms tilting to you or leave her ali\e. if it 
plca.'\,,'s ~OLJ lx'lter' I dISL'lISS sllL'h irnl'rsions of lordship andjudgmel1l in morc de:tail helo". 
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ofer ~a o~re 
welum weor~ian. 
on hyge hergan. 

pe we cer cut><>n. 
wordum lofian. 

o~pe hi nabban. (Jul. 68b-77) I 

laud in "thoughts' a foreign god abO\ e those 
others \\ e have known so far - or not to haye her. 

Heliseus here immediately cuts to the heart of the matter, extending the debate from the 

personal and local level to the fundamental question of religious allegiance. In doing so 

he reveals that the root of the conflict lies less in an inherent opposition between earthly 

and heavenly authority than in the opposition between Christian saint and pagan sinner 

on earth. Whilst Juliana rejects earthly wealth and love as a basis of authority and 

allegiance, she does not reject earthly wealth and love per se. Rather. she rejects 

Heliseus despite his earthly wealth (italics added for emphasis): 

fceste wi()hogde, 

under hordlocan, 

cehte ofer eor~an. 

Heo ~ces beornes lufan 
peah pe feohgestreon 

hyrsta unrim 

Heo pret eal forseah (Jul. ~ I b-4) 

She firm I) rejected the man's love even though he 

owned wealth-abundance under his hoard-lock. 
immeasurable treasures across the earth. All thiJ 
she forsook. 

Although temporal riches cannot entice Juliana to marry Heliseus. her refusal does 

therefore not appear to stem from her rejection of his earthly prosperity (or indeed from 

her desire for a chaste life).17 Juliana does not reject Heliseus because he is an earthly 

lord or even because he loves the "earthly' above the 'heavenh'. She rejects him 

because he loves pagan idols and thus the devil himself: 

lufast ond gel) fest. 
ongietest gcesta hleo, 

unwac1ice 
Swykc ic pe sccgc. 

purh deofolKield 
ha:ts<'\ hlRpeml'l'oh, 
ne gepreatian 

Gif~u soone god 
ond his lof rcerest. 

ic beo gearo sona 

wi II an pines. 
gil' ~u to scemran gode 

drede bipencest. 
ne meaht pu habban mec, 

~e to gesingan. (Jul. 4 7b-)4) ! 

If) ou love and be I ieve in the true God, and raise 
His praisc. [in you acknowledgc the Shelter of 
spirits, I \\ill immediatel) be eagerly and 

uO\\a\cringl) at your \\ill. 
Likc\\ise I say to you: if)ou trust in a lesser god 
[and] plan Jour deeds b) dcvil-\\orship, invoking 

heathen idols. you shall not have me or coercc me 

into union [\\ ith you]. 

These lines establish a picture in which religious allegiance not only lies at the heart of 

all dimensions of the contlict. but itself retlects a moral code and a system of values 

\\ hich each party claims as true, right and just. As Juliana puts it. her 'will' would be 

aligned with that of Heliseus if he \\ ere to understand and an:ept the true God as his 

rightful Lord (4 7b-l Oa) and. h~ implication, to adhere to His moral law and the values 

contained therein. Cruciall~. whereas the I'assio identities heathen idols with devils (or 

, I or fuller interpretations of ('~ ne" ulfs adaptation of the PWSIO on matters of chastit). see Anderson. 
C""t'",I1II~ p. 88: Palmer. 'Ch;lr,I(\l'fi/4ltion in the Old Fnglish '/ulia11d. pp. 47-9. In C~ ne" ulfs tnt. 
J~liana< lksirl' for (h.lslll~ (30-1. p. I~O abO\c) primaril~ (ontmsts "ith Heliscus· lust and \S soon 
ahandonl'd hl slress a morl' fundaml'ntal Cllm:em \\ith n:ligious allegiancc. 3,'1 is dear in Juliana's 
\\ illingnl'ss to marry lIelisl'us i1onl~ he were to con\l'rt (4 7b-~4) 
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demons) only in passmg and at a much later stage, Cynewulf uses this decisin~ 

identification to develop further his earlier association of error and sin with paganism. 

l'or Juliana, devil worship is a matter of the thought which manifests itself in ~inful 

deeds (jJurh deojolgield dcede bipencesl 52) and inner allegiance accordingly emerge~ as 

the root of every level of opposition between the characters. \\' e can trace th\.., 

importance of inner allegiance more fully in reference to Cynewulfs development of 

the continuum of thought word and deed and the accompanying images of 'inner' and 

. outer' domains as the overall conflict becomes ever more polarised. 

As the opening battle imagery of pagan and Christian camps (12b. 17b, 1 1 a) is 

increasingly shifted to the verbal arena of the localised conflict Affricanus and Hcliseus 

are explicitly identified as warriors of the heathen camp - their yoices oppose and 

contrast with the words of the Christian saint: 

oa se rereling wearo yrre gebolgen, 
fircndredum fah, gehyrde prerc fremnan word, 

het oa gcfetigan ferend snelle, 

hreoh ond hygeblind, haligre freder. 

rcccllc to rune. Rcord up astag, 

sippan hy togredrc garas hlrendon. 

hildej:nemman. llreone wreron begen 

synnum seoce, sweor ond arum. (Jul. 58-65) 

When the nobleman, stained by sinful deeds. 

swollen with anger, heard the woman's words. he, 

rough and blind, commanded swift messengers to 

bring the holy one's father for counsel at a 

meeting. Voices rose up as they leaned spears 

together, those \\ar-makers. Heathens \\ere they 

both, father-in-law and son-in-law, sick with sins. 

As in the opening lines of the poem, the wicked deeds of these pagan adversaries are 

associated with the violence of weapons and again the association of sin and error (here 

in the form of sickness and blindness. 65a.. 61 a) characterises the heathen aggressors. 

(her the course of the first exchanges, the error and sin of Juliana's two heathen 

adyersaries mani fest themselyes in both words and deeds. The true words of Juliana 

(132) oppose the lies of AtTricanus \\hich appear as acts in themsehes (l33h):18 

sccgan \\ illL', 

hi mL' Ii fgcndre nelle ic Iygc fremman. 

N;l'fre ic nlL' ondra:de domas pine, 

hi Ide\\ oman, pe pu h;l'sll ice 

I \..,ill tell you as truth, b) my life, nC\er \\ ill I 

'do' a lie. NCH.'r \\illl fear )our judgmcnts I 

torturL'S. [those] battle-sins, which )ou. 

! L'ncouraging sin-working. put to me, 

III \ 1(1s1 of Juliana (like its sourcd takes the form of ... crhal e\changes rather than of outright action. 
·\ll'\andra Henncssc) Olscn and Maric Nelson have considered thc importancc of 'speech-ach' in the 
(') nL'\\ ulf canon at great length:\ II. ()Iscn. "'{'eech. .\'onx. tlnd Pot.'lic Cra/i: Iht' Arll\lry of Iht' (~\'nt'H u~t 
(·(lI/OII. '\meric;lll lJniH'rsil) Stlldil''''. Sl'r 4, Lnglish LangllagL' and L ill'raturc I) (Frankfun am \Llin. 
Bem. and 'Je\\ Yorl... Il)S-t L M. 'elson, . Tnt' Bailie 0/ ,\faldon and Juliana: the Languagl..' of 
Con fWlltatilln'. \ lod('\ (~/ Ifllt'rl'rt'ILIII(lfl /11 Old EnX!i.\·h L itt'r,llUre: /:'\\'0'·\ /11 /I(!fwur oj SI uflilT B 
(ir('('flfit'/d, l'd. Ph) lIis Rugg Bnw-n. Gl'orgia Ronan Crampton. and !"red C. Rohinson (Ipronto, 1486), 

PI'. 1,7-."0 
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manfremmende 

ne pu nrefre gedest 
peet pu mec acyrre 

to me beotast, 

purh gedwolan pinne 
from Cristes lofe. (Jul. 132-9) 

nor v. ill ) ou ever achieve through your error 
heresy that you turn me from the worship of 

Christ. 

By presenting lies and sinful deeds as arising from error (italics above). Cynewulf 

establishes a continuum of inner vice and outer sin. The sickness of sin. also presented 

as the deafness and dumbness inherent in pagan error and lie (italics below). likewise 

manifest themselves in physical violence - although again, outer word and deed cannot 

alter Juliana"s inner faith: 

Neefrc pu gelrerest pret ic leasingum, 
dumhum ond deafum deofolgieldum, 
gresta genidlum gaful onhate, 
pam wyrrestum wites pegnum. 
ac ic weor~ige wuldres ealdor 
middangeardes ond mregenprymmes. 
ond him anum to eal bipence, 
peet he mundbora min gcweorpe, 
hclpend ond hrelend wio hellsceajJum. 

(Jul. 149-57) 

Never shall you teach me that I. Hith lies. u'ith 
dumb and deaf devil-worship, should offer tribute 
to the enemies of spirits, the worst servants of 
torture, but I shall honour the glorious Lord of 
middle-earth and heaven's throng. and b) H illl 
alone measure all, so that Hc shall be Ill) 

Protector, Helper and Saviour against the hell
enemlcs. 

Ilere, Juliana builds on previous associations to amplify the instrumental role of the 

devil in human error and sin (de(diJlgieldum 150. also jJurh d('(~fh/gield. 52). Iluman 

vice and virtue. rooted ultimately in pagan error or Christian insight respectively. are 

again presented as being inherent in human allegiance to God or the devil. In his 

additions to the j>assio. then, Cynewulf establishes clearly that error. both intellectual 

and moraL lies at the heart of all vice. as is reflected in the heresy manifest in allegiance 

to the false lord. Rather than simply associating error and vice with paganism (and, by 

implication. virtue with Christian faith). Cynewulfhere begins to develop more intricate 

causal relations hetween the workings of the devil and the processes of inner vice and 

outer sin in terms of the continuum of thought. word and deed (error-vice-sin or insight

\·irtue).19 In developing these associations in terms of men' s inner allegiances. 

(\nl'wulf is building up the themes which dominate his detailed discussion of the 

processes of \ice and sin in the centrall'\:change of his poem. 

!'. I'm a discussion PI' the \\ idesprl'ad U\<lgC of the triad of 'thought. v.ord and deed' hcyond its rell'\ann: 
to COl1"llkrations of inner and outer domains. sec Patrick Sims-Williams' di"(lI""ion of the subjcd in 
rcll'rl'IKl' to car" I11l'dinal insular tnh. 'Ihplll.!ht. \\ \)rd ,md Dt.-cd: :\n Irish Trldlf'. i.rJu.29 (1978): 78-

t II. 



I have argued so far that Cynewulfs extensive treatment of the relationship betw'een 

human inner workings and ethical praxis in the context of religious allegiance 

demonstrates his notable interest in psychological questions from the outset of Juliana. 

A crucial element which enables Cynewulf to develop his account of human religious 

opposition is of course the stylised characterisation of diametrically opposed human 

types. Since this stylised characterisation is itself directly relevant to the idea that inner 

allegiance is accompanied by a given moral code and system of values and is reflected 

in distinct types of qualities and perhaps even dispositions, I would like to digress 

briefly to consider the way in which Cynewulf s mode of characterisation enforces his 

own didactic message in Juliana. 

As is often noted, in creating the human anti-types of the Christian Juliana and 

the pagan Heliseus, Cynewulf significantly adapts the characters of the Latin I'llssio.:' o 

In order to amplify the religious dimension of the conflict between Juliana and Heliseus, 

he persistently adds direct and explicit character contrasts which reveal them as 

representatives of Christian saint and pagan sinner. As has already hecome apparent, 

Heliseus and Juliana are polar opposites in their allegiances, in their types of loves. in 

the ohjects of their desire and will. and crucially in their dispositions (594h-602a). 

Juliana appears as the "un\\a\ering Christian'. imhued \\ith the \irtues of steadfast faith 

and consistency (233b-235).21 Unlike the Latin Juliana, Cynewulfs saintly character 

docs not fear or pray for her earthly preservation or for relief from pain or hardship, but 

consistently faces and embraces all subsequent challenges and torments in defence of 

Christian truth. 22 Heliseus, in tum, appears not as the "nominal' pagan of the Passio, hut 

as an equally Jenmt follower of the pagan gods in whose supremacy he firml\' 

.'0 Palmer. Abraham and Calder. for example, have argued that the Latin Passio has a socio-political 
motivation for its saint's rejl,ction of Eleueus ( 1.15-19), whereas the objections of C~ ne'Wulfs Juliana arc 
l'ntircl~ religioll" (pp. I ~ I -~ above). Abraham inh.'r" from this that the Latin Eliseus, unlike C~ newutrs 
IIcli"l'u", is or inferillr SOCial status. \\ hereas Calder attributes 'the diplomatic parries which surround the 
Il1larriagelnq.!lltiations· to the polarisation of the conflict. (~'neK'u(/: p. 8.:'; see al"o notc -' abo\c . 
. '1 Calder. ('l'n('\I"/I/I, p. 79. 
22 In !)/L\·S.· ~. 1-2"1, luliana's picas for I1lcrc~ (exaudi me, Domine, ... me mist'rt're, t'/ prtJesla m,hi 

/1wericordium luum ).5-6), strength and prolcction (ne Je.\t'T,J.\" mtt ... ne proicia.'i mt' a Jude lutJ :'.8-9) 

l"1l1h.'Cnl not onl~ her spiritual statl' (a",mom in exilum po\lIam 5.2). but arl' accompan ied h~ ~I more 
immediate and perhaps ph~ "ic<l1 l"lHKl'rn (E\(o mihi. Deu..\. Prtlt'\l'n.'i ,/uxll,a/tJr t·t adiuualor Inler 

lormt'nla 'I'h' iIlJUl'IIIrlL\ ,'\[ .\"U/','r me 1I1l' qui ill,ill"ii lUI prat'Ct'plum fill" \,nw"it ). I q). Scc ~II",) pp. 130-

I lx-low. 
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believes.23 Indeed aU pagan characters of the poem share fixed character traits. such as 

anger or malice (as discussed on pp. 118, 122), which appear to arise from their error 

and which contrast with the virtuous calmness and fortitude of Juliana herself. 

Whilst Cynewulf clearly devotes a significant amount of detail to the inner 

motivations and states of his characters, these inner states reflect outer situations in a 

highly stylised fashion. Heliseus' angered mental state, his violent words and deeds. for 

example, reflect the external violence of a city or world under pagan rule. Similarly. 

Juliana's inner peace and her physical passivity appear to reflect the justice and peace of 

the Christian community which ultimately emerges victorious in spite of the persecution 

to which they are subjected. Little attention has been paid to these dimensions of 

Cynewulfs characterisation. Most critical attention has focused on the figural function 

of his characters. Joseph Wittig's analysis, for example, demonstrates clear instances in 

which Cynewulf adapts his source material to create parallels between Juliana and both 

Christ and the Church.24 Although Calder qualifies \\'ittig's emphasis on the tigural 

function of Juliana' s character hy arguing for a "dual identity' inherent in two 

simultaneous states, namely 'the actuality of Juliana's sainthood and the process h) 

which she achicvcs if, both readings nevertheless insist on the "unrealistic' nature of 

Cyncwulfs poem and emphasise its 'psychological simplification' or "dimination of 

psychological realism,.25 Indeed Calder ultimately views the poem as a 'sharply etched 

ritual drama' in which 'personages who already perceive their end' act out 'roles that 

requirc only the fulfilment of a known teleology'. 26 I would stress. in contrast. that such 

a reading of the poem and its characters greatly undermines the didactic force which is 

achic\ cd precisely hy <. 'ynewulfs polarisation of character and conflict. 

By stylising his characters into absolute paradigms of Christian virtue and 

epitomcs of pagan vice, Cyncwulf appears to be presenting his reader with two moral 

options \\ ith two moral l'\:l'mplars that illustrate the inner dispositions and outer 

D <. 'aIJl'r, (:\'''/'}4'11(/: p. 77. 
'\\ Illig, 'Figural Namlli\ c in <"~ Ill'wull's Ju/ilma', pp, 38-9. 

:\ ('aldl'r, ('\'II/willI, pp. :9, X:?: Wittig. 'I Igural Narrdli\c', p . . 'l)-W. 

"t, ihiJ., pp. 82. SO. 



behaviour which entail an eschatological fate in either heaven or hell and which 

accompany man' s choice to follow the false or true lord. Although the characters 

themselves are firm in their respective allegiances and defend their beliefs \\ith all their 

powers, they are nevertheless under persistent duress to change their respecti \(' 

positions. At this didactic level, Juliana' s key characteristic must be her inner fortitude 

and fearlessness if she is to illustrate the way in which men may themselves achieve a 

virtuous Christian life amidst the perpetual onslaught of deceptions. errors and 

temptations of human life. Although her faith in itself involves certainty ahout the 

sovereignty and justice of the true Lord, and although her implied understanding of 

scripture would suggest a firm belief in the prophesies that His Justice will eventually 

prevail. it is not necessary to impose a superhuman foreknowledge of her own fate on 
")~ 

Juliana as a specific narrative protagonist in order to highlight her figural nature.~' 

I ndeed Juliana herself is far from certain about her own fate: 

B iddao beam godes 
meotud moncynnes, 

sigora sellend. 

pret me brego engla, 
milde geweorpe, 

(Jul. 666-68a) 

Pray [to the] Son of God, that the King of angels. 
Lord of mankind and Giver of victon be merciful 

to me. 

It is in her experience as a human being, however exemplary. that Juliana reflects the 

larger persecution of the faithful on earth and it is in her human imitation of Christ's 

human suffering that she becomes the model for others. At this didactic level. then. 

Juliana's idealised disposition depends on its humanity. even though this does not 

necessarily take the form of an internal conflict. doubt or wavering. In other words, in 

order to be an accessible model, and indeed to be a human ideal. Juliana must not only 

. re-enact' hut must • participate • in the conflict in a human way. [ suggest. therefore. that 

the didactic functions of Cyne\\ulfs stereotyped characters require that we \ie\\ them 

not merely a~ figural constructs without psychological depth, but as human characters 

who not only illustrate the importance of inner states for outer action but also reflect the 

pivotal importance which inner choice and inner allegiance occup: in Cynewulfs view 

of human life and fate as is rdlected in their own li\es and deaths. 

- - --- _ ... -- ---- - -_. 
:J 'Thc ,crl'nit~ of thc Old Lnglish Juliana ... is madc possihle only h) the double JXT'J1CCtIVC and the 
ritual mode in \\ hich Cyncwul f has sct this narrativc.' Calder, ()"nt''M"uJI. r 'X). 
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To summarise, the~ Cynewulfs adaptation of the Latin Pauio allows us to 

trace a distinct thematic focus which is geared towards a didal:tic illustration of the 

importance of the inner domain in examining spiritual concerns in human life on earth. 

On the one hand, his creation of polarities between pagan and Christian camps - as 

reflected by the representative human types of the vicious pagan Heliseus and the 

saintly Christian Juliana - establishes a human conflict whose spiritual basis is 

gradually revealed over the first exchanges of the poem. By emphasising the spiritual 

concerns of pagan and Christian alike, and by gradually deepening the discussion of 

inner processes in the context of the theme of inner allegiance, Cynewulf amplifies the 

primacy of the inner domain as the determining principle of all outer actions and states 

- whether in reference to the triad of Christian worship in thought. word and deed or in 

reference to the error, lie and sin of the pagan adversary. Although most critics concur 

that Cynewulfs polarised characterisations do not present the inner turmoil and conflict 

which has become the standard for psychological realism. it is not necessary to see 

Cynewulfs absolute character types only in terms of their representative. figural or 

abstract theological functions. The detail \\"hich he devotes to inner states - howe\l~r 

stylised - serves to underline a didactic interest in the bases of experience and behaviour 

and his interest in the relationship between human inner workings in relation to ethical 

praxis is central to the question of agency and identity. It suggests a concept of selthood 

in which the inner self emerges as the true agentive and experiencing self. \\"hilst 

Cvnewul f s interest in the inner domain is evident from the outset of Juliana, his 

interest in this domain and in the workings of good and evil forces in men reaches its 

climax in the central discussion of the processes of\ice and sin. 

5.2 Thl' Centrality of the Inner Battle in Juliana: Allcgorising Inner Workings 

By the end of the first tW"ll exchanges. C: nc\\ ulf has developed a stable 

assllciation hl'tween dc\ ii-worship and the sinful nature of pagan thought. word and 

dced. Ilaving shown Julii.Ula's resilience in face of all thcs~' challenges. Cynev.ulf ha~ 

alrl'ady hegun to illustrat~· the futik powers of the rag~m gods in contra~t \\ith the 
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omnipotence and sustaining powers of Juliana' s God. Although Heliseus' threats and 

physical tortures have come to nothing. neither party has admitted defeat or made any 

concession at this stage - the truth of Christian and pagan claims is yet to be confimled 

or disproved. Their public battle is suspended in lieu of the exchange between Juliana 

and the devil which explores the deepest spiritual matters yet. It is in this third exchange 

that Juliana assumes her dominant position and her interrogation of the devil facilitates 

our most detailed insight into Cynewulfs conception of the devil"s \viles and hi~ 

workings in men. This central episode gathers and elucidates the various strands of 

theme and imagery developed so far. The battle imagery is brought to a climax in the 

p.\ychomachic episode of lines 382-401 a. The typified presentation of sinful and 

virtuous characters in light of an association between inner thought and will and outer 

word and deed, is gradually intensified and expanded, leading up to a detailed 

description of the processes of devilish temptation and sin in men in lines 362b-82a. In 

this central episode, moreover. the conflicting claims of saint and sinner are fully 

revealed as Christian truth and devilish deception and lie respectin~ly. Rather than 

providing an isolated discussion of the processes of vice and sin. this episode is fully 

integrated into the psychological and moral concerns of Juliana as a whole. The 

following discussion accordingly considers Cynewulfs distinctive treatment of the 

inner life which is so central to his vision of human nature and the self. 

Standing at the structural and narrative heart of the poem, the exchange between 

Juliana and the devil (Jul. 236-558) takes place on a battleground which is inherently 

different from the previous ones. A number of Cynewulfs alterations to the Passio here 

emphasise the nature - and in consequence the importance - of this new setting. 10 

hcgin with. Cynewulfs emphasis on the secluded location of the prison cell presents a 

direct cnntrast with his emphasis on the public setting of Heliseus' tribunals.28 

--------------
.'S Unli"-e the Pa.'1sio·s characters. C~ne\\ulfs Juliana and Heliseus interact before a crowd (hc:o .. .jJ({'{ 

u'ord ,1l'Wtl'() I on wt'ru mt.'n.I..'1I. 44b-l.'i: oa ji)r IJam /ulet' , ht'(}{u'urdum spr~c 18..t-18X I Juliana 
humiliates I Ie I isells lx-fore the pcopk (ht.'o met" SK'a tome tCEle gaahh' .f(}rl· pi.'l.'lum Ji ,Icc: 7 ..t-7..ta) and 
although hc sceks to humiliate her in return (h~ stripping her naked and flogging her. 184-8), lIeliscus is 
ultimatel, unable to subjugate her before this crowd <Pat pam K'eligan wa"S "'cure to /w/illnnt' / Par ht' 
hit lor w;)rrJIJe wt'I/dal/ -"'t'ohtt' 569-70) .. ,\~raham St..'CS thesl' changes as indicating 'equal imol\cmcnt 01 
the entire populal"e·. whilst Anderson sees the added' internal audience' as '\\ itne,ses \\ ho arl' graduall~ 
omwn into the l"nntlkt and lorced to choose between good and l'\ il" L \1 Ahraham. 'C~ne"ult', 
JlllwI/,J: a Cast' at I ;1\\ '. Allegoric,l -'.1 ( 1978): I ~2-89. p. 175: :\nocr-nll. (),nt'li'uII pp. 97-9, 

I:!X 



Cynewulf amplifies this contrast further b: juxtaposing the light of the sun (sea 

sunsciene 229a) and the darkness of the cell (heolstre bihelmad 241 a). \\ nereas BriJge~ 

and Wittig see the dark cell as a figural hell. the immediate contrast between light and 

dark appears to me to be more complex.29 In He1iseus' public tribunal the sun is 

perverted into an instrument of torture (j)(er siege pro wade / sace singrimme 229b-30) 

ali Heliseus has Juliana strung up by her hair. The darkness of the secluJed prison cell. 

in tum~ becomes the forum for Juliana's private triumph. Indeed. in contrast with the 

Passio (Pass. 4.15-5. L 6.1), Cynewulfs description of her move 'into' the dark prison 

cell emphasises that this move is also a metaphorical shift 'inwards' and that it is the 

inner realm within which her victory will take place (italics added for emphasis): 

225 3a pam foJctogan 
pret he ne meahte 
fcemnan forejJonc. 

fracu31ic puhte 
mod oncrrraf1. 

235 

240 

ond he redre het eft asettan, 
laogcniola, ond gelredan bibead 
to carceme. Hyre wres ('ristes lof 
inferdlocan fa!ste hiwunden, 
milde mod\'efan, mregen unbrice. 
3a wres mid c1ustre carcemes duru 
behliden, homra geweorc. Halig jJler illllL' I 

wrerfrest wunade. Symle heo wuldorcyning 
herede (£t heortan, heofonrices god, 
in jJam nydclafan, nergend fira, 
hcolstre bihelmad. I lyre wres halig grest 
singal gesio. l'a cwom semninga 
in jJa!t hlinr(£ced hreleoa gewinna, 
yfelcs ondwis. Hrefde engles hiw 

(Jul. ~~5-~44) 

Then it seemed shameful to the ruler that he 
could not change the mind and purpo.'II! oj the 
maiden. 

and he, that hateru I enem). ordered her to be 
taken down directly [from the galhms] and 
commanded her to be taken to prison. The 
worship of Christ U'(JS jirm~}' enlrt'nched within 
her 'heart-locker', an invincible power in her 
gentle 'mind '. Then, the prison door. the \\ or!'" of 
hammers, was fastened \\ ith a lock; the saintly 
one dwelt there imide. firm in faith, Sill' 
consistently lauded the I\. ing 01 glory, God of the 
realm of heaven, in her heart, the Saviour of 
men, inside that constraining confinement, 
enveloped in darkness, rhe Hoi) Spirit was a 
constant companion to her. Then, suddenl), the 
opponent of men, well \lTsed in l'\ ii, entered into 
that prison. I Ie had the appearance of an ange I. .. 

('yncwulfs emphasis on the faith which Juliana holds inside (2JJb-2J5) and his 

clustering of inner aspect words (italicised above) make it clear that her resilience and 

strength lie 'within' her. The nature of the setting, moreover. announces that it is 

precisL'ly this inner domain \\ hich C~ ne\\ ulf is about to explore, 

In his \'crsion of the episode, Cynewulf replaces the Latin luliam/s lengthy 

pra~cr (I)u,\s. 5,1-:~3) \\ith a brid'description of Juliana's steadfast faith (23Jh-:2]5). 

I'his I~lith is rclkl'ted h: the bL't that the Holy Spirit is Juliana's onl: companion in the 

cell - until. that is. the de\'il cnters the scene.'11 C: nl'\\ulf s introduction of both thl' 

Iioly Spirit and the Jc\'il into the cdl in close sun:cssion (:241 h-4-ta) prepare" t()r an 

~ \t I, Bridl.!l''''. (i,'I/,'rIl' C. Iflfra.'if IfI Old I.f/g/i.\h IILl.l!.IO~r'J/J/II"'JI Il/lt'try. Angli ... tica 22 (Copcnha~l'n. 
19X.n, p. IO(l:~ \\ittig. 'Figural Narati\l' in Juliana', p, ~4, 
\0 Sl'l' note: 22 aOcI\ l' 
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idea which will be articulated full: in his later psychomachic episode (364-413a), 

namely that the devil is attempting to gain entry into Juliana's inner fortress. SinCe the 

saint ultimately repels the devir s advances, the prison cell into which the devil enters 

does not appear to present a straightforward allegory of the 'mind' or 'soul" itself. It 

nevertheless, presents the private or personal sphere in which the satanic spirit (unclame 

gresl 418b; hean helle gresl 457b, 615a) seeks to challenge the position of the Holy 

Spirit within the saint. Moving inward, then, the ensuing encounter goes on to explore 

in detail how the devil perverts men, both by narrative example and metaphorical 

explication. 

As in the Passio, the devil initially addresses Juliana in a deceivingly 

amicable tone (pp. 114-5 above). In contrast with the Latin Belial (Pass. 6.2) 

('ynewulfs devil appears immediately aware of the strength of her allegiance and faith 

(.\'co dyresle / ond seo weo/JeSle wuldorcyning Jul. 247b-48). Nevertheless, he soon 

emerges as the most dangerous of her three adversaries. At first unafraid (s('o /hrhl 11(' 

H'a'S 258b) when her visitor states the obvious physical threat posed by Heliseus (247-

256a), Juliana responds quite differently to the devil"s claim to be conveying God's 

command that she relent: 

270 

275 

280 

oa wres st:o fremne for ~am frerspelle 
t:gsan geaclad, ~e hyrt: se aglreca, 
wuldres wi~erbreca, wordum sregde. 
Ongan ~a frestlice fere sta~elian, 
,l!t:llng grondorleas, to gode c1eopian 
'Nu ic pee, beorna hleo, biddan \\ ille 
L'L't: relmihtig, purh pret repek gt:sct:ap 
pc pu, f'reder eng la, ret fruman settest, 
pret pu me ne lrete of lofe hweorfan 
pinre eadgitr, s\\a me pes ar bodae 
frecnc b:r .... pt:l, pe me fore stondee. 
Swa ic pe, bih\ itne, biddan wille 
pret pu me gt:cyt'k. C) ninga \\ uldor, 
prymmes hyrde, hwa:t pes pegn s). 
I) tllacende, pc mec lrerd' from pc 
Oil .... tt:arcnt: \\ t:,l!. (Jul. ~6 7 -X~a) 

Then the maiden was stricken with kar by the 
abrupt tidings which the wretch, heaven's enemy. 
announced to her with his words. 
The )oung innocent one began to found her 'spirit' 
and cried out to God: 
'Now I wish to beg You, Protector of men, eternal 
Almighty. b) that noble creation \\ hich You. 
Father of angds, founded in the beginning, '>0 that 
You do not let me turn away from the praist: of 
Your blessed Grace, although this messenger, \\ ho 
stands before me, tells me these terrible fearful 
tidings. 1 ikewise 1 wish to beg. merciful I.ord. that 
You, Glof) of kings, Kt:erer of the hea\t:nl) host, 
show me what this mt:sst:nger is. ho\ cring in the 

I 
air. who instructs me awa) from You onto such a 
harsh path. 

(,iven that one of Juliana's persistent traits so far ha~ heen her fearlessness in face llf 

attack, her fearful reaction (26 7-(lS;I) now dearly distinguishes the moment and the 

cpisoJe as a whole. It is not clear whether the devil's suggestions arc 'terrifying tidings' 

Un'olt' jll'nfwl 27:'-6a) hl.'GlllSC the~ elicit a nwmeJltar) temptation to relent or \\ hcther 

thl'Y sil1lpl~ make Juliana aware llf her O\\TI t~lllihilit\'. \Vhatc\er the case, Juliana 
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displays complete faith in God, even if not in herself. Crucially, she immediately 

recognises the danger, namely that the devil's teaching is deceptive (Jul. ~81 a-X~b: 

Pass. 6.10). 'Ibe divine response to her prayer confirms her caution and warine~~ \\ hilst 

at the same time increa~ing her fortitude and empowering her to the extent that it i~ the 

devil who becomes afraid iforhtafongen 320a): 

. f 'orjoh pone frretgan 
oppret he his siofret 
caine from orde, 

ond /teste geheald, 
secge mid ryhte, 

hwret his repelu syn.' 
(Jul. 284-286) 

Seize that perverse creature and hold him tightl~ 
until he truthfull) tells you his mission. all of it 
from the beginning, what his origins are. 

Significantly, the nature of power becomes intimately associated with understanding 

here. In a metaphorical seizing - or rather' grasping' (adprehende) - of this devil (tenuit 

Belial. Pass. 7 .2; heo pret deofol genom 287b), he is to be understood and 

overpowered.3
) On the one hand, Cynewulf is adding further levels to his pre\ious 

treatment of inner 'error' by suggesting that understanding is the defence against the 

error which is introduced into men by the devil. On the other hand, understanding the 

nature of the devil. it would appear, means understanding the nature of vice and sin in 

human beings and such understanding is crucial if men are to avert these in practice. 

Beginning with the nature of the devil's involvement in human history, the ensuing 

exchange moves from the general to the particular, explaining sin in mankind and later. 

in the greatest detail of alL the phenomenon of evil in types of men: in their erroneous 

thoughts, false words and wicked deeds. The importance placed on the devil's attack 

and the importance of its inner setting highlights Cynewulfs concern with the primacy 

of the inner domain in matters of worship and virtue. Juliana has already repelled the 

attacks of the de\ irs earthly followers and the inner basis for her ability to do so is no\\ 

l'xplored o\cr the course of the third conflict. 

:\s I mentioned at the outset of this discussion, the third exchange as a \\ hole 

presents the greatest number of altcrations which C: nc\\ ulf makes to his source and 

most forcefully highlights his central interest in man's inner workings. :\ fter the Latin 

llelial has introduced himsL'lf in the guisl' of a friend (p. 115 above). the Juliana of the 

I'u.\sio intl'rrogalL'S him to find out his true mission: 

.11 rhe PCL\.,io rcads: ·Confide. luliana. c~n tc(um "urn. gloriticlI1" tc. ru autcm .;./prl·henJe istum qui 
tl'(Um loquitur. lit .,deL\· '1111' ('st I.'{t" (f'U.,., 6.10-12). Althou~h the Latin pun i" not as etTecti\l:I~ 
e\l'clItcd w ilh thl' Old English \l)Cahulary. l \newulf ma~c" the rl'lallon OctWl.'Cn understandlllg and 
pmH'! ahundantl~ clear throughout the l'pisode. as discLJ""cd below. 
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Beata I uliana dixit: 'Quis te misit ad me ?' 
Daemon respondit : 'Satanas pater meus.' 

Sancta luliana dixit: 'Et quomodo dicitur pater 
tuus?' Daemon respondit : 'Beelzebub,' 

Sancta luliana dixit: 'Lt quod est opus illiu~?' 
Daemon respondit: 'Totius mali inuentor. Statim 
enim ut ei assistimus, dirigit nos ten tare animas 
fidelium.' (Pass, 11.8.1-6) 

Blessed Juliana said: '\\ no sent) ou to me:' 
The demon replied: ·Satan. my father.' 

Saint Juliana said: 'And what do the) call) our 
father?' The demon replied: 'Beelzebub." 

Saint Juliana said: 'What does he do:' 
The demon replied: 'He is the imentor of all 
evil. For the moment \H~ are in his presence. he 
directs us to tempt the souls of the faithful.' 

Despite covering the same topics as the exchange in the Passio. Cyne\\ulf transforms 

this brief exchange into longer alternating speeches between the saint and devil.32 In 

developing a pointed dialogue into what appear more like alternating monologues. he 

subtly changes the focus of this allegorical verbal battle in accordance with his 0\\11 

concerns. Whereas, for example, the Latin Iuliana asks about the devirs intentions. 

('ynewulf, in contrast asks how the devil perverts the righteous: 

Sancta luliana dixit: 'Ad quae opera iusta 
proficiscimini, narra mihi.' (Pass. 11.8.16-17) 

1 Saint Juliana said: 'Tell me. against what just 
works do you proceed? 'I 

secgan. sawla feond. 
purh synna slide 
facne bifongen, 

pu me furpor scealt 
hu pu soofrestum 
swipast sceppe. 
(.Jul. 3.t7b-350a) 

I You shall tell me more. enemy of souls, about 
how) ou harm the righteous greatly by the slide 
into sins, entrapped in deceit.] 

As a result, the response of Cynewulfs devil becomes a detailed discussion of the 

processes of temptation and sin in terms of ps~ dlOmachic imagery (Jul. )()2-417a). an 

addition for which there is no precedent in the Passio. Moreover, whereas the Latin 

dcvil only begins to outline his aim of perverting men from the course of salvation 

(I)(/ss. 8.14-9.16) in response to this question. ('ynewulf punctuates everyone of the 

de\il's responses with psychological descriptions. 

Having moved inwards. Cynewulf adds significant psychological detail by 

intensit~ing familiar formulas and associations which have already been cstablished. 

\\'hereas the Latin devil initially identities himself as the one who 'makes' men carry 

out evi I deeds (ego sum qui/L'ci.,. Pass. 7.8. 9. 10. 1 L 12. 1-', 14. 16. 20), C: newulf s 

dc\'il descrihcs the processes of his influence in more detail (ilalics he/ow): 

/11 hyxt.' hiswt'op 
.11)) hcatlh:,' bihca\\ all. 

(\a gen /,' I krode 
/N.l't he lohannes bibead 

Then' again deCt'l\'cd I ferod in hI.\' mind so that 
he commanded John to be ~hl'adcd 

1~ These paralkls. though 'oonletillll's in diflcrcnt orders. are l'\ ident between Pass. 8.1-~ and Jul. 328-11: 
'»'H,\'. 8,6-8 and .1111. .\ ,~-7; "a'i.'i, 8.9-10; f"L''.'i, 8. 15-Q.2 and Jul.'57-70; f'as.'i, Q.Q-IO and Jul. 1X~-9, 

I'll.", Q,I '_·t and the later .luI. 4(1)-1 ' 



Eac ic gelrerde 
Simon wurr;j}()t1cum prel he sacan ongon 
wip pa gecorenan Cristes pegnas, 

300 ond pa halgan v. t.:ras hospe gerahte 
purh deopne gedwolan, sregde h) dryas wreron. 
Nepde ic nearobregdum prer ic Neron bisweac, 
prel he acwellan het Cristes pegnas, 
Petrus ond Paulus. 

pus ic wrapra feJa 
mid minum broprum bealwa gefremede, 
swcartra synna, pe ic asecgan ne mreg, 
rume areccan, ne gerim witan, 

3 J 5 heardra hete~onca. (Jul. 293b-315a) 

I also laught Simon wilh cunning-thoughts so 
that he began to persecute Christ" s chosen 
servants and addressed those hoI) men with 
blasphemy, through deep error [he] said the) 
\\ ere sorcerers. 
I engaged v.ith Jet·i(}u., trickery "hen I deceived 
Nero so that he commanded Christ's servants. 
Peter and Paul, to be killed. 

Thus I have committed many despicabk evils 
with my brothers, black sins which I cannot tell 
about or fully relate. nor know the tall). of hard 
hateful thoughts. 

The devil introduces or teaches evil thoughts (underlined above) which lead to sinful 

deeds and his instrumental influence is underlined by the now familiar formula /mrh 

... gedwo/an (301 a 'through error'). The devil's role in 'error' and 'heresy' throughout 

human history recalls the pagan rule of Maximian in the poem's opening lines. lIis 

disobedience to God's law (13b-14a) and the consequent murder of Christ's sen'ants 

(5a) are now confirmed as the devil's own working (297a, 299b). As further parallels 

are established between the evil reigns of Maximian, Heliseus and the devil in hell (325-

44), Cynewulf repeatedly stresses the causal relations hy repetition Umrh misg('u'ie!d 

mod onLyrren 327~ jmrh Illyrre!san mod ... ()(JcyrnJ() ~ ~8). 'Ibe theme of devilish 

instigation is clearly more than mere poetic embellishment - it is an important element 

or ('ynewulf's psychological ideas. These are dealt with most comprehensively in 

('ynewulfs subsequent elucidation of the inner processes of error and vice as thc causes 

of outward lies and sinful deeds. 

In an extended answer to Juliana's central question about how the dc\il perverts 

Illl'l1. ('ync\\ ul f presents a strikingly detailcd account which departs signi ficantl) from 

thc I'(/.\sio in psychological dctail: 

H uhi inllell iaimus prudentem ad opus Dei 
rOllsistere. I;lcimus cum desideria multa appctere. 
conuertentes animum eills ad ea quae apponimus 
eius 1;lr ientes errorel11 in cogitat ion ihus eius. et 
Ilon permittimus ilium uel in oratillnc ucl In 

qUOl'lUllque opere bono perseuerar~. 
I-t it~null si uiderimus aliquos (Illlcurrcre ad 
n'cksiam L't pro pcl.'Gltis sui~ "e afl1igt'l1t~s. l't 

"nipturas diuinas l.'upi~nt~s audire. ut aliquam 
par1l'l1l l'\ ipsi" custodian!. statim ingn:dimur 
d1l1l1l1" ipsorum, l't 111111 pl'rmittimu" illl1~ boni i 

aliquid a~t:rl" l't l1lulta~ rll~itatilHll'S immittilllu" ill 
l·ord.ll'llnull. (PIL" II.Q.I-II) 

When \\ e tind a wise man holding fast to (;od's 
\\orJ.... \\e fill him \\ith many lusts. We tum his 
soul toward those objL'cts we place ncar him; \\L' 

introduce error into his thoughts; and "e do not 
alllm him to per-;l'\t:re either in prayn or an) 
good \\orJ.... 
Again if \\L' "L't' people attending church. SOIT\ 

for their sins and desiring to hear the Divine 
Scriptures in order to keep \llme part of them. 
\\ e immediatel~ enter their home" \, e lill not 
allo\\ them to do an) thing good and we 
introdlKl' mall) thoughts intll their hl'artS. 

1 ' .. , , 



365 

370 

375 

380 

pus ic soOf~stum 
purh mislic bleo mod oncyrre. 
peer ic hine finde fero stapelian 
to godes willan, ic beo gearo sona 
peel ic him monigfealde modes ga!lsan 
ongean bere grimra geJ:>onca, 
dymra gedwilda, purh gedwolena rim. 
Ie him geswete 5ynna lusta's, 
ma!ne modlulan, pret he minum hrape, 
leahtrum gelenge, larum hyreo. 
Ie hine pees swipe synnum onrele 
pret he bymende from gebede swiceo, 
stepeo stronglice, stapolfrest ne mreg 
fore leahtra lufan lenge gewunian 
in gebedstowe. Swa ic brogan to 
laone gelrede pam pe ic lifes ofonn, 
leohtes geleafan, ond he larum wile 
j?urh modes myne minum hyran, 
synne fremman, he sippan sceal 
godra gumcysta geasne hweorfan. 

(Jul. 362b-381) 

Thus I pervert the 'minds' of the truth-firm b~ 
diverse appearances. 
When I find him fix ing his 'heart' to the \\ i II of 
God. I am immediatel~ eager to introduce into 
him many-fold desires of the moJo grim 
thoughts. secret errors by means of countless 
delusions. 
I sweeten for him the pleasure 01 sins. 
despicable mod-loves, so that he is soon caught 
up in \ ice upon hearing m~ teachings. 
I inflame him with sins so greatly that. set alight. 
he shrinks from prayer. steps [awa~ from it] 
strongly, and cannot remain firm for long in the 
place of prayer, because of his love (Ii \·ict'. 

So I bring terrors to the hated one, whose life 
and light of faith I despise. and when he wants to 
hear my teaching through his mind's desire to 
commit sin, then he \\ ill subsequent I) tum 
barren awa~ from good virtues. 

In outlining how the devil, taking on various guises (363a), deceives men and places 

sinful thoughts (ongean here grimra gej}()nca 367) and desires (italics below) before 

them, Cynewulfs account is clearly concerned with the causes of that inner error which 

lead to fully fledged vice and sin. Unlike the Passio, which perhaps implies human 

passivity in such processes (non permillimus), Cynewulfs devil deceives men into 

wanting to hear or obey the devil's teaching and hence into wanting to sin (378b-80a). It 

is voluntarily, then, that men turn from virtue (]80b-81) and from the rightful Lord's 

law. The causal connection UJa!1 'so that', 370b, ~73a) bel\\een the mod's desires and 

active sin is clear (underlined above), and it appears that inner desire and love of sin 

(italics above), as opposed to the will for God (365a), is crucial in this account. 

A number of critics have identified parallels hetween this passage and Gregory's 

accounts of the stages of sin in J\loralia in Joh (lV.xlix), Hom. in Evang. (XVI.i), and in 

the /'ihcr Reg /)osl. (I1l.xxix).33 It is an account which is transmitted in Bede's Hisloria 

Fcc/csiasticll (I.xx\ii) and is likely to have been known to Cynewulfhimself: q 

()uatuor quippc modis peccatum perpetratur in 
l'llrdl" quatuor consummatur in opere. In corde 
namque ~lI~~e~tione, dekl'latilllll:. (onsensu. et 

We sin in our hearts in four ditTerent \\a~s: we sin 
in our deeds likewi~~ in four different \\ a~ s. In the 
heart we sin at thl: stages llf suggl:slion. delight. 

1 he idea \\as first l'xplorcd hy (' Ahbctmcyer. Old English Podic ,\fotives Je"i .... t,dfrom the Doctrine 
0/ Sill, pp.l7-8. and v.as dl:\-c1oped by Douhleday. 'The Alkgor;. of the Soul as Fortress', p. )04. 

Numl'rous critics ha\ ~ sirKl' Ill\lowed up thl' suggcstl'd parallel", sec Calder, (\'newulf, pp. 92- ~, 
Andn",1I1. ( \'nt·U"u~r. pp. 89-90: J. P, Ilcmlann. 'Slime Varieties of Ps}chomachia in Old I nglish II: The 
\ t iddle ACl'S', ... , ma/can Ilt'nt,dictint' RtT/t''''' ~4: ~ ( 198~): I R8-~ ~ 2. at p, 212. 
' .. Sel' J)o~hleday, 'I'he Alkgllr;. llfthc Soul as Illnrl'~~', p. ~o..t 



defensiones audacia perpetratur. Fit enim 
suggestio per adversarium, delectatio per 
camem, consen'>us per spiritum, defensionis 
audacia per elationcm.35 

consent. and bold self-defence. The suggestion 
comes from the adversary. the delight comes from 
the flesh. consent comes from the spirit. and the 
bold-self-defence springs from our pride. 

Doubleday finds the stages of suggeslio in lines 366-8. deleelalio in lines 369-37Ua. 

consensus in lines 370b-371 and defensio audacia in lines 372-376a of Juliana.-~6 The 

subtle differences between the two accounts are, however. potentially significant for an 

understanding ofCynewulfs picture of human agency and responsibility. 

To begin with, Cynewulf s devil seems to suggest both eyil thoughts and evil 

desires (366-7) rather than making a clear distinction between suggeslio. deleelalio and 

consentiu, as in Gregory's first three stages of sin.37 For Gregory, the deyil at first 

introduces the suggestion and the sours consent is influenced by the pleasure 

experienced by the body. Cynewulfs account makes no reference here to a consenting 

soul or spirit. In line with poetic con\'ention, the mod represents man's moral ag~m:y. 

As regards the body's involvement in vice and sin. Doubleday sees the Gregorian stage 

of delectatio in the devil's sweetening of pleasures (ic him geSl1"('/e .\ynna lustas 369). 

but Cynewulf s reference of the' pleasure of sins' (769b) makes no mention of the body 

and its variation with the lower 'loves of the mod' (370a) could be interpreted in terms 

or a mod-body contrast or alignment. Although the Old English devil certainly suggests 

or introduces bad thoughts and desires into the mod. there is no indication that the 

body's pleasure in any way influenc~s the will of the mod her~. Indeed the mo\'~ 

inwards highlights that Cyn~wllirs account is not concerned \\ ith a distinction bet\\~~n 

hody and spirit in examining moral agency in this passage. His metaphor operates on a 

contrast bet\\~en inner and outer domains of cause and effect which allows him to e\ad~ 

sllch speci tic anthropological categorisations. Whether the inner aspects are man' s 

'corporeally imagined mind', as Lockett puts it. or a non-ph: sica\. perhaps even 

spiritual entity, is of kss concern than Cyn~wul r s representation of the mod as the core 

of humml agency and responsibility which underlies \ice and sin and accordingl: 

rl'presents that I~lllibk as \\ell as potentially \irtllolls dement at th~ heart of human 

- .-._------

1\ \!oralia i".Ioh, 1\'.\li\. PI 75.661. 
It> ()ouhkda\ 'The :\Ile!!or\ of the Soul as Fortress', p. :'04. 
,. \, I shall' .;r!!l1e in ('I~apter SI\. the tll'\ihility of temlin(ll(l~~ relc\ ant to inner rn)(c-."cs i'i an intrinsic 
katurc lltlllll,t poetll' ,1(COurlts hut do\.', not Ill'C\.'ssaril~ 'illg~l"t a 'rUll~ . modc of conceptual ising inner 
\\llrl..ings. Rathtl. \\C I1lLJ'( hc '(Il,iti\c to ,I ditli:rl'nt mode of conceptuali'iing thl' \arious domains of 

l'\P\.'r!CfKl' and th\.'lr IIlter.llI 1l1l1'-. 
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heinR. This feature becomes increasingly prominent 10 Cvne\\ulfs ensu10g 

reformulation of the processes of vice and sin in his metaphorical account of 

p,\ychomachia. 

In lines 382 - 417a, Cynewulf integrates his analysis of vice and sin into the 

larger themes of the poem by developing the imagery of battle further. In contrast with 

the Passio. Cynewulfs devil describes his assault on men in a way already encountered 

in Chris! 11 (see 4.3 above): 

385 

)<)() 

395 

Gif ic eenigne ellenrofne 
gemete modigne metodes cempan 
wi6 flanpreece, nele feor ponan 
bugan from beaduwe, ac he bord ongean 
hefe6 hygesnottor. haligne scyld, 
geestlic gu6reaf, nele gode swican, 
ac he beald in gebede bidsteal gife6 
feeste on feoan, ic sceal feor ponan 
heanmod hweorfan, hropra bideeled, 
in gleda gripe, geh6u meenan, 
peet ic ne meahte m<egnes creefie 
guoe wi6gongan, ac ic geomor sceal 
'>CC<11l opernc ellenleasran, 
under cumbolhagan, cempan seenran, 
pe ic onbryrdan meege beorman mine, 
aga:lan eEt gul)c. . .. (.Jill. 382-97a) 

If I meet an~ bold and brave champion of the 
Lord with storms of arrows. who does not 
want to flee far a\\a~ from battle - hut [who] 
wise[ly] raises a barrier against me. a holy 
shield. spiritual battle-armour. [and who] does 
not want to abandon God. but. bold in rra~ er, 
gives resistance, firm on his feet. [then] I 
must turn wretchedly far from there, bereft 
of joys, to bewail [rn~] grief in the grip of 
embers. because I was unable to \\ ithstand at 
battle b~ power of 11l~ strength. but. 
saddened, I must seek another. less 
courageous one beneath the banner of \\<1r. a 
lesser soldier whom I can c:xcilt: \\ ith Ill} 

lurings and hinder at battle. 

In Juliana, the assault has shifted from pagan persecution in deeds to the verbal battle 

(and persecution) of Juliana. and now to the attack upon her inner fortress. The 

psychomachic imagery of this passage is familiar territory throughout patristic texts and 

throughout Old English literature. being fundamentally inspired by Ephesians VI. 1 1-

17.3X Martin Irvine and J. P. Hermann have suggested the influence of Prudentius' 

P\\'('homachia in Cyne\\ lil r s use of battle imagery here. 39 Despite the significant 

popularity of Prudentius' \\ork in Anglo-Saxon Fngland. however. there IS one 

fundamental feature \\hich suggests that Cyncwulf was dc\eloping more general 

pSy chomachic imagery to suit his o\\n purposes.olO Prudentius' characteristic innovation 

_ .. _- - -----------

.111 1'hI: \ ari~,t} of PS} cholllachic irnager~ throughout ()Id I.nglish litn3turc has heen discusscd in great 
detai \. i\ 1. I nine. 'e} Ile:\\ lilt'S llSL' of Psychomachia :\ Ilcgllr}: the I atin Source:,> of Some 'I ntcrpolatL'd' 
P~l,>,a~e:s'. lIarvard Flig/ish Sludics 9 (1981): .'9-6~; J. P. I kmlann. 'Language and Spiritualit} in 
( .} newul t's Juliana.' f('xu.\ Sludics ill L iteralure and Language 26 ( 1(84): ~63-81; idem. The Recurrent 
\lotif" of Spiritual \\ arfare in Old I.nglish Poetry'. Anml£lle \f,',l!u,'\'ale ~~ (198~): 7--":1: idem. 'Snllle 
Varietie:" lIt' p" chomachia in Old Enl..'.lish', American Hl'lIl'didUlt' Rt'\'il'lI 34.1 (1983): ,4-86. 
11) In i!1L', 'tyn~wl1lt'" ll"e llf P,~ cho;lachia :\I\cgor}: the Latin Suurce, ot' Some 'Interpolated' Pa ... ,>a~L·s.'. 
Ptl" ."(l-."l): I knnann. 'SPIlle: Varil'tie ... nt' P'~ chol1~a~'hi~ in Old English'. ~. 86. . . . 

\\ IL'I'lIld. III particular. dl'CllSS~'''' thl' Wider dlt1usJ(.m ut Prudent IUS Psychumtlchw III Anglo-Sa\\l!1 
I 11I.!.land. se:l' (~ R. \\ ieli.U1d. 'I he :\Ilglo-S~l\ull Manuscripts of Prudent ius' Pq'chomtlt·hid. ASE 16 . . 
(1987): 21~-~1: idl'm. 'lhe ()rigin and [)nL'lopment nt'the o\ll~I\l-Sa\()n Ps}chomachia IIhl'>tratinns'. 
fm,:lo-S,l\(11/ l:'1I~/tll1,1'2(l (1INI): 169-86. . . 



in the psychomachia tradition is his opposition of allegorised yice and \-irtue \\ithin the 

soul itsdf.41 Cynewulf. however. does not oppose abstracted \-ices with yirtues in the 

soul. His metaphor in lines 382-401a represents the assault of the deyil on man and not 

an inner conflict between the vices and yirtues \\ ithin.42 Although the nature of the 

devil" s assault is certainly spiritual, the metaphor itself works on the image of the deyil 

probing human thoughts and intentions. as the concluding lines of Cyne\\-ulf s hattie 

descriptions make clear: 

onginne grestlice, 
p<et ic ingehygd 
hu gejrestnad sy 
wi6steall geworht. 

I>eah he godes hwret 
ic beo gearo son a, 

eal geondwlite. 
jeri) innanweard, 

(Jul. 397b-40 I a) 

Though he begins [to do] something good spiritua/~\'. 
I am soon ready to go through his ·thoughts / 
intentions' [to see] how firm his 'spirits' are inside. 
how firm the resistance is built_ 

The devil's assault pertains specifically to Juliana's inner domain and to man's toner 

susceptibility to error and vice. The imagery does not reflect a conflict of innate inner 

faculties or virtues and vices but the allegorised interaction of spiritual forces \vithin an 

inner-outer schema. As in ('hrist II. the inner domain again emerges as the locus within 

which Cynewulf explores spiritual workings. although man himself is clearly far from 

passive. As Cynewulf develops the psychomachia allegory further. the inner-outer 

schema also hecomes a crucial element in the exploration of man' s moral workings in 

reference to a dualistic soul-hod\' schema. 

I n the devi I' s account of his success in deception. Cynewul f integrates notions of 

soul and hody in a way which initially suggests an alignment hetween the mod and 

slIH'ul within the fortress of the hody: 

Ie p<es Wl:a lies gl'at 
ont~ Ill' purh teonan: bio se torr p~ reI. 
ingong gl'opcnad. ponne ic rerest him 
purh l'argLlrc in onsl'nde 

405 in hn:oshl'l~lll bitre geponcas 
tmrh mislicl' modes \\ illan. 
p,ct him s~ Ifum selic I)~ ncel' 

I open the gate of the wall through a wound; the 
tower is accessible, the entrance is opened. I hen 
I first sl:nd bitter thoughts \\ ith a torrent of 
arrows into the ·breast-mind'. b~ di,crsl: desires 
of the mod. so that it seems better to him to do 
sins. pleasures of thl: bod). abO\e the praisl: of 
God_ 

-II 'nll\ i 111 liS ancipitl:s nehulllsll in pcctorc sensus sudarc altemis cllntlictibus. l:t ,ariatio pugnarum l'\l'ntu 
nunc indolc cresCl'rl' dl'\tra. nunc inclinatis \ irtutibus ad iuga ,itae deteriora trahi seseque addicl'fc n(ni<; 
turpihus l't propriae iacturam fcrrc saluti .... · II. 893-98. Prlldentills: /\ychomachiu, cd. and tran<;_ II. J. 
r1111Ill ... llll (l.ondon. 1(49). pp. 341-~. 
I' \ 11)rCll\ l'r the charactl'rs Whll Cmblld\ thl: ~i\ en \ irtUl:S do not facc ab ... tract ,icc .... l\ nl:wulf doc .... III . .. .... .. 
an l'\tellt. oppose \ Il·l· ... and \ irtul'''' in thl' char'Kll'r ... of Heli ... ells and Juliana. hut the ... e are not ... ~ "'1l'1ll,llic 
1.'IHlUgh to he aligllcd with an~ order llf ',icl'-and-,irtuc pairs' in Prudel1liu,,' P\\\·humal.:hia. ur indeed 
\\ ith the altanati\ C llrtin ... found in (·a ...... ian. Aldhclm or Alcuin. In ine "'lIgge ... h that 'Juliana in cfTect re
cnach the comhat bl't\H'l'n r "It" ,md "eterllm ell/rllru dcorllm in the P,,·dlOmaclJlI.l· and although this 
applll'''' in part. the 1l111 ... t prominent 111'1'1l ... itil lll is t 11.1 I hctwl'l'n Ikli ... ell<;· anger and Juli .. ma· ... calm 
!l·arlc ...... lle ...... (aIlOppll<;itllln whll'ill:nahk ... his Ilw ... t impllrtant chaLlcll'r nllltrast. "'l'C p. 14~ helll\\.) "'l'l' 
.1I ... 11 Ir\ine. 't'~ Ill'WUIr ... l"'l' of P ... ~ Chlllll'l(hia ""l'~llf) '. p. :\1) 



leahtras to fremman ofer lof godes, 
lices lustas. Ie beo lareo\\ georn 

410 peet he monpeawum minum lifge 
acyrred cuolice from Cri'>tes ee. 
mod gemyrred me to gewealde 
in synna sea~. Ie peere sawle rna 
geornor gyme ymb pees geestes forwyrd 

415 ponne pees I ichoman, se pe on legre sceal 
\H:oroan in worulde wynne to hropor. 
bifolen in foldan. (Jul. 401 b-17a) 

I am a teacher. eager that h~ Ii \ c by m~ \ ice
habits. kno\\ingl: turned from Christ's la\\. his 
mind muddled for me to dominat~ in th~ pit of 
SInS. 

I am more keenly interested in the soul. in the 
future 0 f the spirit than in the body. \\ h ich in its 
gra\ c in the world must become food for \\onns. 
determined for the earth. 

Again, the arrows are intended to pierce through the external fortress of the hody into 

thl: mod itself. Again, the mod is deceived and its false desires constitute the inner \ice 

which leads to outer sin (406-8). It is not clear whether the opening in the fortress is the 

weak will itself (jJurh teonan, jJurh mi.s·lice modes l1'illan) or the pleasure of the body. 

The body again appears as the weaker and penetrable aspect of man and is indeed 

associated with sin in a way that recalls Gregorian delectatio (lin's luslas). This 

reference. however, occurs in the context of outer action (leahtras 10 fremman) rather 

than bodily desire opposing the will of the mod. We could suggest that the mod is itself 

c()nc~ived as corporeal. but a kw lines later Cyn~wulrs contrast hetween soul and body 

may equally well align the desiring and deciding mod with the S(/\\'1I1 at a moral level. 

As the devi I tells us, he is more interested in the sawul and Kresl than in the body (413 b-

ISa) and the preceding imag~ry suggests that the spiritual soul is aligned with the inner 

domain. ('ynewulf indeed associates the human spirit with faith and contemplation in a 

number of passag~s in Juliana. Juliana contemplates with her spirit and holds the 

spiritual pledge \vithin it: 

II io in g.<l'stc bi£r 
halgc trcowc. hogde gL'orne ... 

(.Jill. 28b-29) 

heo from hogde. 
gC()llg on ga:slL'. (.Jill. )-th-:,a) 

She held the hoi: pledge in her spirit. contemplated 
eagerly ... 

She resisted it, pure in spirit. .. 

In linL's 413h-17a. ho\\L'YL'1". (\I1L'\\ulfs concern \\ith the Kresl and sawul ckarh . . 

pertains to its l'schatolo~ical fate (ga'.\le.' jorHyrd) in a \Va: that is reminiscent both of 

its status as a P()ssl'ssion and of the larger theme of spiritual \\arfare het\\L'l'n Christ and 

de\ il. C: ne\\ lllfs contrast hetween hod: and soul therl'lllre appears primaril: that of 

the t~lIniliar formulaic contrast rather than heing the dominant anthropological schema 

Ill!" l'\plorin~ human e:\periencc. The inner aspects. in tum. dominate as the determiners 

of this spiritual t~ltl' as well as heing dO~I?I: aligned with the bodily desires that lead to 



sin. Their intennediary role again appears to reflect the totality of human experience and 

impulse in a way that places them at the centre of the stage. 

By using the allegory of spiritual warfare to describe the assault of the Je\"il and 

of his temptations. Cynewulf departs from the Passio to establish a continuity of theme 

and imagery which is quite certainly his own. His use of battle imagery internalises the 

conflict but does so in terms of the devil's attack on Juliana's inner fortress in a wa\" 

that is entirely continuous with the introduction of Holy Spirit and de\il into the prison 

cell. At the narrative level, we witness how the larger struggle of the Christian God and 

Satan for human souls is internalised as Cynewulf illustrates the workings of the e\"il 

spirit and Holy Spirit throughout the exchange in the prison cell.'u Although the dc\il 

attempts to deceive Juliana and lead her astray. the Holy Spirit speaks and works 

through her (seo halge oncweed / purh Keesle,,' giefe. 315-16a) as she challenges and 

averts the devilish wiles. In the context of battling spiritual forces (halig geesl 2-l 1 a~ 

gl£slgenidla 245b. hean helle Keesl. 457. 615. uncieene geesl 418) Juliana acts hy the 

Spirit's power (jJUrh ga:sles Kiefe 316a) and speaks through her spirifs thought (jJurh 

gl£slgehygd 148a). The narrative as a whole bears out the centrality of the inner in terms 

of the endeavours of satanic spirits and of the Holy Spirit fighting to gain hold of men. 

Nevertheless. the importance of human choice and human responsibility is amplified 

rather than diminished hy Cynewulfs de\'l~lopment of this imagery. Although the devil 

implants thoughts and desires (40] h-406). the d~\ i I ish arrows are evidently suggestions 

which require consent and Cynewulfs fundamental point is clear.-l-l Man turns 

. kno\\ ingly' from Chrisf slaw (411), he consciously sins hy choosing to hear and obey 

the dc\i I' s lL'aching and thereby places himself in the devil's power (-l 11-13a). \\'ithout 

diminating the potency of his metaphors. and without limiting the aesthetic etTects of 

\ariation. (': ne\\llif thus amplifics the role of conscious human \olition in the processes 

of \icl' and sin in men. In doing so he moulds the traditions a\'ailable to him to suit his 

narrati\e and aesthetic plirpOSl'S. 

C: ne\\ ul r s didactic concerns arc fully illustrated hy thl' example of the resi I ient 

Juliana hersl'\ r rhe rc\ crsal of the power halance in her encounter with the de\il is 

\; Ahin Il'l" 7h,iJ (illt'\I-l/u!! o(EJl.'fJ. p.lN. 
\I Illd~l'd thl' rO~IIl' \ariatillil in lin~,~(l(l ,Uld~67 nl'al~" ,In C\tr~m~l~ thin 'l'mantic line h~t\h'l'n 
th'lIl~ht and dl"lr~. a' "as al,n thl' C"l' in line, -'h~-X:? ahl)\~. 
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expressed by a number of inversions. In the previous episodes. AtTricanus and Hdiseus 

initiated the \crbal battles (78-9, 164-5): now Juliana asks the questions 01 :'b-16a. 

345-47a, 418-20a, 444-5). As she interrogates the devil. her dominance becomes 

inscribed into the very form of the dialogue. Like her own human opponents in the 

public sphere. Juliana becomes the active aggressor in the spiritual sphere. :\s Calder 

has argued, Juliana's grip on the devil should be taken metaphoricall: : 

Too many critics see only the slight figure of a woman holding the dc\ il himself 'prisoner" 
while she shouts him into submission through the force of her contumacious rhetoric. But 
such a reaction is misguided. Juliana, as a person, does not hold the de\ il fast: rather. the 
firmness of her faith in God's truth and power, reiterated at crucial intervals. renders the 
devil 'powerless' .45 

Since the devil's purpose is to deceive and as a consequence to pervert men. turning 

them from the path of salvation by turning them away from Christ (J2:'-27b). Juliana 

thwarts his very purpose and reduces him to an instrument in the cause of the righteous 

by forcing him to reveal the truth ahout himself and his evil influence upon men. In 

doing so she inflicts the worst torments upon him: 

prcat ormrete. 
polian ond pafian 
womdreda onwreon. 

I -HI \\\l'arta gcsynx c. 

Is peos prag ful <.,trong. 
Ie sceal pinga gehwylc 
on pine dom. 

pe ic wideferg 
(.Jul. 46411-468a) 

This torment is e\tremel~ harsh. e\ces\i\t~ violence. 
I must suffer and submit to e\ er~ thing in your 
judgment and reveal ever~ black evil deed that 1 en:r 
contrived. 

Since the saint's interrogation is hoth her o\\n means to the truth and also her 

punishment (466h) of the dc\i\. wc also see Juliana assuming the role of judge in this 

cpisode ironically. at the instigation of the dc\il himself: f}y f}u f}(£S deman scea/r 

(2:'()O).-t7 Unlike Juliana in the public sphere. ho\\c\cr. the devil must suffer righteous 

judgmcnt of the c\cnts he has been forced to relate. C: nc\\ lIlf thus maximiscs thc 

semantic potential in his lISC of \ L'rhs such as deman (to judge. assess, discern. 

condemn). crcating a situation in \\ hich the re\clation of Christian truth hecomes central 

to the conflict. I'he dc\i)' s admission of Christian truth appears as Christian confession. 

whilst Juliana's discriminating c\aluation of his words becomc...; her judgment in a 

~\ Caldt:r. ()'nt'H'lJll: p. Q~. 
~b :\\though this panicular pas ... agl' I'" addl'd o~ c~ nt:,\ulf here. thl' same imagl'r~ al,o appear ... in th~ 
1'.1\.\10 ( 10: I I; 1.2; 19) 
~ ... \t the Ollhct 01 the pllel11 \\ t: hl'ard that Oril\ l' haoe ... will judge in their tel1in~ of the ... tn~ (~,t) and 
Jull;\Ila Illm asslll1lC'" prl'(,I ... t:I~ thi ... wk. \ Ithough the dc\ il had cJear1~ Inh:ndcd tn alig.n the '<lint's 
11Id~l1ll'nt \\ ith thaI of thl' eanhl~ 11Id~l' I kliSl~lI'" (2~Qh-.2."7). his plan u\timate1~ rl'c\lll ... on him. Juliana· ... 
l" ,1'luati\l' judgment is IlIlt erroneous li~t: that \)fhcr eanhly llppont:nt 



similar Christian sense (Jul. 506b-26a) . ..t8 The devirs admission of guilt and 

responsibility seals his ultimate capitulation to her bold and courageous power. 

:\<e<, renig para 
pret mec pus bealdlice bennum bilegde, 
pream forprycte, rer pu nu pa 
pa miclan meahl mine oferswiodest. 
freste forfenge, pe me feeder sealde. 
feond moncynne<" pa he mec feran het 
peoden of pystrum, pret ic pe sceolde 
<'ynne swetan. prer mec sorg bicwom, 
hefig hondgewinn.49 (Jul. 518b-26a) 

There was none of them \1, ho so boldl) bound 
me \\ ith shackles and besieged me \\ ith 
rebukes before ) ou now overpowered and 
firml) intercepted that great strength "hich 
my father. enem) of mankind. gay e to me 
when he. my lord. commanded me to joume) 
out of darkness to sweeten sin for ) ou. In 
this. sorrow has come to me. a grievous 
struggle. 

Although the devil had sought to turn Juliana from the path of salvation by his powers 

of deception (jxel ic jJe meahte / bulan earjejJum anes cra!jte / almyrfan from halor, 

358b-60a), he must acknowledge that Juliana's powers of truth are superior (~18b-~ 1 ). 

By shifting true power and victory inwards and associating it with the understanding of 

Christian truth, Cynewulf accordingly completes his associations of error, vice and sin 

with paganism and wisdom and virtue with Christianit}. By highlighting that the powers 

of Juliana and the devil are given to them hy their respectivc fathers and lords (italics 

above) the devil's confession places his struggle with Juliana into its univcrsal contcxt 

and acknowledges that Satan's powers of deception are inferior to God's powers of 

truth. Juliana's foundation in Christ gi\cs her greater spiritual power than the demon 

who assaults her. Significantly, her pivotal inner victOf\ over the devil becomes 

manifest in the public forum at the end of the poem. 

The involvement of spiritual forccs in Juliana is not limited to the metaphorical 

domain - angels intervene to savc her from the flames. just as the cowardly dcvil 

continues to spur on his own followers in the final public scene of cxccution. Given the 

parallels hetwccn Heliseus and the devil. and givcn the causal connections established 

between spiritual lords and their followcrs. Juliana's absolute victory over the devil 

,~ Calder "Cl'" the dl'\ irs confession as a 'parody of Christi.m confession' \\ ith a ·transparent plo) to "in 
her s) I1lpath~ '. ()'n~'ull pp. 95-6. In its \\ ider context, howe\cr, the dl'\ irs confession becomes more 
inten:stilll! Juliana does not accept the de\ irs claim that he is compelled in his actions by hi" evil master 
(341 a-44), hut forces him to conll'"'' his full guilt and perhaps therewith his responsihi lit) (506b-1 ()). 
Dc"pitc acknowkdging Juliana's superior pow~r and wisdom and ultimatel) hq.~.ging. for merc) (5~l)-4"), 
the de .. il can. hll\\l'\cr, hardl) be SOlid to be repentant. Juliana'" nentual reka"l' of the d~\il i" thereror~ 
mort' ,,\ mhoill.: of her .. ictoll ll\ l'r him (and the dangers he reprc"l'nts) than of Christian m~rc) ih~ If. 
") The "'11.\.\/11 here rl';!lb: ..... ct ut hreuiter dieam, omnia mala quae in isto mundo praesenti sunt. ego IP"l' 
conkci ... t t cum omllla mala feci. nemo tarncn ausus fuit me torquerc quantum tu. nemo ;lpo"tolorum 
manum l1leam tenuit. lu autem et Ic!!,bti me! \'eml) mart) rum me ceeidit. \'cmo prophetarum mihi 
iniuriam It.'cit. Nc:mo patriarcharum mihi manum misit. \'am ipsiu" filii Dei e'\perimcntum cocpi in 
dl'serto bel'rl' ilium ascendc:re in montem l'\l·cbum. et non fUll ausus contrd me aliquid dlcac: et tu me 

"ir torrllentis COIl"lJl1l i,,!' 
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foreshadows Heliseus' ultimate defeat in this final public resolution. A.t a personal level. 

Juliana's inner victory brings about her outer victory over Heliseus. who is reJuced to a 

crazed beast whilst she remains the paradigm of virtue: 

pa se dema weaf(~ 
hreoh ond hygegrim, ongon his hnegl teran, 
swylce he grennade ond gristbitade, 
wedde on gewitte swa wilde deor, 
grymetade gealgmod ond his godu ta:lde, 
pres pe hy ne meahtun mregne wipstondan 
wifes willan. Wres seo wuldres mreg 
anrred ond unforht eafooa gemyndig, 
dryhtnes willan. (Jul. 594b-602a) 

Then the judge became \\ ild and grim-minded: he 
began to tear his clothes. he also flashed and 
ground his teeth~ crazed in wits like a wild 
animal. He roared fierce-heartedl~ and cursed his 
gods because they could not withstand the po\\er 
of the will of a woman. The glorious maiden was 
single-minded and unafraid. mindful of her 
strength, the Lord's will. 

At the puhlic level, Juliana's speeches and her martyrdom bring about the conversion of 

the entire populace. In death, Juliana is honoured as her soul is led to heaven and her 

body is worshiped by the newly converted citizens of /Vicommedia (669b-71 a. 689-92a). 

Heliscus, in tum, is exiled from his community and ends wretchedly at sea hefore 

experiencing his eternal exile in hell (673-8). In its characterisation and narrati\e 

illustration of ethical principles. Juliana adapts a dualistic framework of matter and 

spirit to serve his ultimately didactic purpose. 

(h'er the course of this chapter. the pivotal importancc of the inner hattIe has 

become abundantly clear at structural. narratin~ and thcmatic \c\cls- and of course in 

Cynewulf's own central interest in the inner domain as the central \enue for exploring 

human experience. Despite the duality of cosmic forces and fonnulaic constructions of a 

dual human nature. it appears that the complex experience of human being cannot be 

defined in tcrms of a sclf \vhich is identified exclusi\dy \\ ith the soul or with the body. 

as Cyncwulfs 0\\11 concluding remarks in Juliana suggest: 

Is me pearf micd 
pa'l "'l'O halge mc helpe gefremme. 
ponnc me gcd.c1a<"l deorast calra. 
sihhe toslital'l sinhiwan tu. 
midc modluf~lI1. Min ... ceal of lice 
... <1\\ ul on ... il)fa:l. 
cardc ... unc~ l'lgU: 
"cean llpcrnc 
!!llllgan iudredum . 

nat ic s\ If a hwider. 
of sCl'al ic pissum. 

a:rgc\\ ~Thtum. 
(Jul. 695h-703a) 

My need is great that the saint help me, when 
those dearest of all to me separate. when thc 
wedded pair dissol\c their union. a great love. 
M\ soul must depart from my hod~ on a 
journey - I know not whae. tll a home 
unknown: from this one I must ,>cd. another 
with fomler works and past deeds. 

. \s in ( ·hri.\' II. <"~ ne\\ ul f s vin\ of human nature in Juliana appears in the cnnte\! of a 

largl'r ensmic worldview which requires reference to the spiritual and tran"ccndent 

realm in light of its fundamentally Christian concerns. Rather than focusing nn thL' 
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immediate implications of a soteriological context. however. Juliana illustrates its 

didactic preoccupations in a narrative fiction which traces the dispositions. choices and 

fates of human epitomies of Christian virtue and pagan vice. As has become apparent. 

the stylised approach in Juliana facilitates a detailed picture of Cyne\\ulf s conception 

of inner workings in human types. My next chapter considers his exploration of the 

inner bases of agency, experience and identity in the development of indi\·idual 

characters in Elene. 



Chapter Six 

Elene: The Centrality of the Inner Self in Human Enlightenment 

Elene, the longest of Cynewulfs signed poems~ has received the greatest amount 

of critical attention and is often seen as the culmination of Cynev.ulfs poetic career. I 

My own motivation for treating Elene at this point is not to suggest any chronological 

order amongst the poems. Rather, my analysis of the Cyne\\'ulf canon has mo\ed from 

the larger ideological context and general anthropological picture in Christ II. to the 

exploration of the inner life through human types in the figural narrative of Juliana. and 

now to Elene, where we find the most detailed treatment of the workings of the inner 

self as illustrated in the development of individual characters. 

Although Elene is a verse adaptation of a version of the Acta Quiriaci in the 

Acta .\'anctorum. it is less easily classified as a hagiographical poem than is Juliana.:' 

Elene is no typical vita focusing on a single exceptional person. Following in the 

Western tradition of the inventio legend. Elene combines the story of Helena's 

discovery of the Cross with the story of Judas Cyriacus's conversion and is thus 

predisposed to a thematic consideration of the significance of the Cross for mankind. 3 

\\'hereas the A Cia Quiriaci focuses on the parallels bdween invenlio and conl'l.!rsio. 

('ynewulf adapts this thematic baseline into a fully-fledged consideration of Christian 

enlightenmcnt. As in all of his poems. Cyncwulf adapts his source matcrial in light of 

his 0\\ n concerns. fusing styles and ideas of both Latin Christian and \ emacular 

traditions.4 \\'idel~ appreciated as an exceptionally 'sophisticated' and 'polished' \\ork. 

I I'he follo\\ing critics infer an order amongst the signed poems from their c\aluations of thematic and 
lll'sthetic sophistication of the poems. [)a~. ()'newu~f and the (mewulf Canon, p. 34: Schaar. ('rilical 
,\·tlldit's. pp. 47-8: Ander~lll1. Cmt'u'u(lp. I·t Calder. Cl'nl!WIlIf. p. 124: Bosse and lIinton. 'Cyncwulf and 
thc Apocalyptic Vision'. p. 284. 
: Acla Apocrypha. Suint IlIdot'-(juiriLll·i. Mai IV. Pars I. ASS. ed. Godefridus Henschenius and Daniel 
Papcbrochius (Anh\erp. 1860), All latin translations of this te\.t are taken from Allen and Calder. 
Sourct's and AnaloKut's, pp. 60-8. Bjork considers Juliana to be thl' onl~ one of C~ newulfs signed poems 
\\ hich can lx' c1a~sified as a saint's life, in Old En~Ii!lh Lin's II/Sainls. pp. 34-7. 
; Al:counts of the dl.'\t:lllpment of the /In'entio tradition and its histor) in Anglo-Sa\oll England are 
otlcn:d h\ Peter I'hiede and Matthew I)' ·\ncona. The Qut'\{ tllr the Trut' ('ross (I.ondon. :!()()()): Antonina 
lIarbus. ;/dt'/It/ o{ Brllt/in in \leditT,}1 l.t .... !.t'nd (Cambridge. 20(2): \Ltr:- -Catherine Bodden. The Old 
f."ng/i.,h Finding C?f tht' frul' Cross (Cambridge. 1(87): Pamela Gradon. ()'newui,-, /-.lent' (l \.cter. 19<)7). 

pp. \1-\.\111 

. A creat deal of attentillll ha" been paid to the inter..tction of literacy and oralit~. and of the learned 
intt:lll'((ual and H'rn'Kular traditill(l~ as they emcr~l' in the ~t~ Ic. themc, and imager) of Elt'nt'. llr-ula 



Elene rightly deserves its praise - though it need not be elc\ated entirely at the e:\pense 

of Cynewulfs other poems. lbe ideological strands and modes of expression reflected 

in the other signed poems essentially enrich and complement a reading of Elene. 

Whilst the larger soteriological considerations observed in Christ II and the 

stylised, typological characterisation encountered in Juliana are also features of Elene, 

this chapter concentrates on the way the themes of conversion and enlightenment 

highlight the centrality of the inner self in the personal development of individual 

characters. In contrast with the more general tone of Christ II and Juliana, Cynewulfs 

interest in the inner lives of a diversity of characters in Elene provides the most detailed 

insights into his conception of inner workings, as well as into the continuum of inner 

and outer activity. This can be seen most clearly in the poem's concern with the 

acquisition and propagation of Christian understanding as well as with the application 

of Christian understanding to Christian practice in the just and virtuous Christian life. In 

light of the abundance of vocabulary relevant to human thought. knowledge and 

contemplation, the theme of wisdom in Elene has received much critical attention.:' 

Whilst human understanding is evidently central to Cynewulfs view of human 

enlightenment. his use of the imagery of dark and light highlights his interest in not only 

. intellectual' or 'cognitive' development. but also 'emotional' and 'moral' 

enlightenment. What emerges most clearh from the many descriptions of inner 

workings in Elene, howen:r. is that our analytical categories of 'cognitin~"" 'emotional' 

and 'volitional" faculties or processes (ho\\c\cr useful these are as analytical tools) do 

not appear to inform Cyncwulfs conception of man's inner workings. As has already 

emergcd in the prc\ious t\\O chapters, the scmantic boundaries between 'thinking", 

S(hal'll:r, 'Hearing from Boob: rhe Ris~ ofFictionalit~ in Old English Poetry', J'ux Ime.xla: Orality and 
T(~rlualil\' in Ihe .\fiddle Ages, ed. A. N. Doane and Carol Braun Pa"krna(k (Madison, 1991). pp. 117-36: 
Samanth~ Za(her, 'C\lH:\\ ulf at the Intaface of Lih!raC) and Orality', Oral Tradilion 17 (200~), pp. 346-
87; Or(hard, 'Both St~ Ie and Substance'. pp. 271-30:': Robert DiNapoli, 'Pocsis and Authorit); rraces of 
an Anglo-Sa\on Ago" in C~ nc\\ ulfs I lent", \(1 8~ (1998): 619-':-0. As di"cussed in the introduction III 

Part hHI ahove, the poet's t'rudition and aesthetic skill in drawing together these various traditions play' 
no small part in the broad appeal of all of his \\ orb. In Fit'f/t', interpolations to the Latin source \\ h I(h 
ha\c becn labelled 'haoie' and '(it'nnanic' (such as the usc oft)pe-s(cncs in the cxtendcd battle __ ccncs 
and Sl~a vll\aec in the first two filts llfthe poem). howcver, arc no more 'distinctivcl~ Cyne\\ulfian' than 
tht' poet's ~'Ia~ooration of FIene's theolo~i(al1y infomled debates with the Jcws, or his dl'\elopment of the 
imaea, of lieht and dark, hlindness and understanding, sin and ~Ivation. 
~ In- p~icul.~r h~ l'homas Hill. 'Sapiential Structure and Figural '."lITative in the Old English Elene', 
TraJilio ~7 (197/): 1.:'4-7" Catharine A. Rc~all. "van~dicalism as the Informing Princirk of 
(\newu\rs Ot'nt", Tradltto 29 (19n): 27-52. a-- dis(u""cd bellm. 



'feeling' and 'wanting' are noticeably unfixed in Cyne\\ulfs accounts of psychological 

processes. The relevant descriptions in Elene suggest that this apparent semantic fluidity 

is neither a conceptual laxity accompanying poetic modes of thought and expression. 

nor a sign of a 'vernacular model of the mind' which is essentialh at odds with Latin 

Christian intellectual psychologies such as those informed by (Neo )Platonic categories 

of reason, spiritedness and desire.6 Although it is of course necessary to ask whether 

Cynewulfs traditional poetic diction is even capable of accommodating rigidly defined 

conceptions of human faculties and their workings. I suggest that Cynewulfs 

apparently 'native' account of inner workings is entirely compatible with Latin 

Christian psychological ideas in that his account of the role (rather than the constitution) 

of the inner self stresses the central importance of a 'unified inner self as man's 

agentive and responsible core. 7 

I begin this discussion by tracing the way in which the various examples and 

patterns of enlightenment in Elene establish a picture of individual and communal 

movement towards Christ, rather than of a static opposition between human types. In 

light of these observations, I reconsider the much discussed 'sapiential' theme, which is 

most frequently considered in terms of an opposition between the Letter of the Old Law 

and the Spirit of the New Law .~ in terms of an opposition between Jewish and Christian 

wisdom. Rather than simply falling into two opposing categories. however. the types of 

knowledge and wisdom which Cynewulf presents in Elene range from heathen 

ignorancc and the wilful negation of truth by Jews. to Christian understanding of 

scripture, and tinally to the fuller wisdom which is bestowed by the Holy Spirit. Besides 

heing most rckyant to Cyncwulfs own Christian audience, the distinction betwccn 

kno\\ ing Christian c\cnts and being fulfilled hy the HoI) Spirit's wisdom offers a 

(. I ... ur\l'~ ~d such philo ... ophical inh~ritanl'l' \\ ithin Christian 'psycholog~ . in Chapter One of this thesis . 
• As outlined in Chapter 1\\0, the idea of 'multiple soul'>' and 'fragmented ... t:ht:s· was popular in cross
cultural anthropolllg~ a ... a means of comparing the multiple dri\~ .... impulst:s and experience ... which are 
"'l'l'n to dlamcteri ... l' human l"pcrience Such anthropological models have been applied to Old English 
poc..'h)· a ... a tool for making ... t:n ... ~ of 'popular' or 'non-analytical' construct-.. lit' ... df. Whilst the label 
'unified soul' or 'unilic..'d innt:r sdf i ... misleading (suggesting for l':\ampk the harmon~ ofa tripartite ... oul 
under thl' ril!ltt rule of rt:a ... lHl), I maintain thi ... label in the contc,t 0/ the debatl' amongst Anglo-Sa,onists. 
\\ho sc..'c a ~no\l'ment a\\a~ from the multiplicit~ of 'inner aspects' a ... di-;tinct from · ... \lul' and 'self 
!\l\\anb a 'unified inner ~If in the Old I n~lish prose tradition .... 
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particularly fruitful forum for investigating Inner workings m the enlightenment 

process. 

6.1 Enlightenment as the Structuring Theme in Elene 

Despite following the narrative progressIOn of its source. Elene essentiall\ 

develops according to its own thematic interests. Cynewulfs treatment of the themc of 

conversion is built on the contrast between heathen and Christian characters in the 

poem, as amplified by the imagery of dark and light, blindness and understanding. and 

sin and salvation. Though inherent in the larger associati\c imagery. the fundamental 

contrasts between non-Christian and Christian characters are not simply presented in 

terms of opposition, as they are in Juliana. As Robert Stepsis and Richard Rand point 

out: 

What develops in the course of the poem is a movement from one realm to the other. The 
devil still exists in absolute darkness and God still occupies a kingdom of unfailing light. 

But the human characters, Constantine (and presumably through Constantine. Elene). Judas 

and the people of Jerusalem. all move from one spiritual condition (darkness) to another 

(light). What makes this movement. or conversion, possible is. of course. Christ. or His 
symbolic relics, the Cross and nails which make a similar journey from darkness to light.s 

A particularly significant effect of the developmcnt of imager) in Elene is that not only 

conversion. but enlightenment in a \vider sense emerge as central in the poem. The 

de\'l~lopment which characters undergo is not merely the nominal change from heathen 

or Jew to Christian. but rather. a deeper. more profound change akin to a peripaleia. 

Indecd a pattern of gradual and progressive enlightenment (rather than a sudden leap 

from non-{ 'hristian to Christian being) guides the narrati\c as a whole. as can be seen in 

thc dcvelopment of indi\idual characters as much as in their communal efforts to rcvcal 

~md propagate Christian truth. 

In the poem as a whole. the development of the thrl'L' central chamcters

Constantine, Llcne and Judas - establishes a sense of mutual Jepcndencc in the 

----- -- ------
• Rohl~rt Sh:p~is and Ril'hard Rand. 'Contra,a and Conversillll in C~newulfs Uene', .\'\( 70 (1969), pp. 
)71 81 . r 178 ... _ - _. a p. _ . 
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communal movement towards the light of Christ. The first two fitts of the poem narrate 

Constantine's vision of the Cross (1-98). his victorious battle against the Huns and 

Goths under the banner of the Cross (99-152) and his subsequent conversion to the faith 

(153-193). In narrating Constantine's own conversion~ these opening episodes establish 

a distinct pattern of enlightenment which is developed in varying forms in the 

subsequent enlightenment and conversions of the other characters in the poem .. \s I 

shall illustrate in reference to the personal developments of these various characters. 

man's receptivity to revelation. his active seeking for deeper truths and the transmission 

of Christian wisdom constitute the cornerstones of Cynewulf s view of human 

enl ightenment. 

At the outset of Elene, Constantine is oppressed by fear (modsorge wreg. 61 b) 

under the earthly threat of the barbarian forces. Upon hearing the words of an angel (jJu 

10 heofenum beseoh 83), however. he is eager to open himself to the vision of the Cross 

in the skies, to look up beyond the limits of earth into the heavenly domain: 

purh pres halgan ha~s. 
up locade. 

He wres sona gearu 
hreoerlocan onspeon. 

swa him se ar abead. 
frele fri()owebba. 
wliti wuldres treo 
golde geglenged, 

Geseah he frretwum beorht 
ofer wolcna hrof. 

(gimmas lixtan). 
(Ele. 85b-90) 

He was immediately eager. through the holy 
one's behest. to open his chest-stronghold; he 
looked up. as the messenger. that faithful pea(\.:
weaver. had bidden him. He saw the beautiful 
tree of heaven, bright with adornments. above 
the roof of the clouds. laced with gold. (the gems 
shone ). 

Upon seell1g the brightness of the angels and the Cross (72a. 73a. 88b. 90b, 92a). 

Constantine's fear is replaced by joy «(yning wres jJy bliora / ond pe sorgleasra ... on 

./vrhd.\"lfan 96b-98): his night slips away (nihlhelm loglad 78) and the dawn of the day 

of \ictory takes its place. Having raised the Cross on his banner in battle and having 

experienced its power in his own victory over the barbarians (99-112a). Constantine 

actively seeks (j}{ES jri(xgan ongan 157) the meaning of this symbol from the heathen 

elders of his realm. Three times they fail to provide answers before referring him to the 

('hristian wise ones who suhsequently rneal the insights he seeks in their catechetical 

instruction (175-191 a). Upon his baptism (jillwihle 192a). Constantine contemplates 

scripture \\ ith the aid of the Spirit's Grace (jmrh gas/e.,· g~(c 198-202a) and his rl'sulting 

preoccupation \\ ith the actual Cross ((on) gemyndig ymh jw.'/ mrere Irco. 2 12-14a) leads 

him to Cllnlllland his mother Flt'ne to St.'L'k it in the inl't'nlio rnissipn to Jerusakm. 
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Whilst, therefore, the catalyst of Constantine's conversion and enlightenment is the 

angelic messenger who reveals to him the vision of the Cross, Constantine's own desire 

to understand and to reveal the truth about this Cross to others presents him as an 

essentially active initiator of the human chain of enlightenment which follows in the 

poem. Although the inherent joy of the human experience of passing on the good news 

(godspel) which makes divine enlightenment possible is latent throughout, the most 

prominent theme accompanying Cynewulf's narration of this chain of conversion is the 

process of active human seeking - as we see most clearly in the next stage of the poem 

which is concerned with Elene's mission of finding the actual Cross. 

Elene's journey to the Holy Land and her confrontation with the Jews plays on a 

number of the patterns seen in the previous fitts. In warlike and heroic scenes, Elene 

eagerly (w~s sona gearu 222b) undertakes the commanded voyage and journey to 

Jerusalem (212-276) as a warlike queen with her warriors (guocwen gumena preale 

254). Her confrontation with the Jewish preal (326a) parallels Constantine's inquiry 

into the Cross. Like Constantine, Elene initially fails to gain answers in three successive 

meetings with the Jewish wise ones (276-312, 313-363, 364-410), but in seeking her 

own answers (372b-76, 315-19, 406b-l0, discussed more closely below) Elene herself 

initiates the quests of the Jews. In accordance with her commands, the Jews seek the 

wisest among them, although they do so in an ambivalent way (reonigmode ... georne 

sohlon 320-322b) which contrasts the eager quests of both Constantine and Elene. Once 

they have found Judas, who reveals to them the true Christian events and their own 

historical guilt in Christ's crucifixion (419b-535), the Jews refuse both to acknowledge 

and to reveal Christian truth, contriving instead to keep the actual Cross concealed (565-

72). In contrast with Constantine (and presumably Elene), they carry out the quest 

unwillingly and publicly deny any knowledge of the truth they have found. Unlike the 

pagan and Christian sages of the previous fitts, the Jews only aid their inquisitor when 

coerced and threatened into handing over the one who can reveal to her the hidden 

truths she seeks (he pe meeg sod gecyoan / onwrean Kyrda geryno swa OU hine wordum 

frignesl 588b-89). Both the para1lels and contrasts of these episodes accordingly 

highlight the importance of conscious human choice to accept or deny and to reveal or 
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conceal information and understanding. As becomes increasingly clear in the 

progressing narrative, human choice and the active human quest for truth are defining 

and pivotal elements in the enlightenment of the various characters. 

The importance of human choice (and implicitly of conscious human volition) is 

most fully illustrated by Judas, who initially rejects the instructions of both his father 

(441-53) and Elene (670-84). As in the case of all the Jews, it is initially coercion which 

brings about Judas' cooperation. Judas' seven-day incarceration in a pit (691-708), 

however, illustrates the deeper change of heart which is necessary for the literal inventio 

as much as for his own conversio. In this symbolic incarceration, the 'guilty one' (692a) 

experiences physical and mental torment (siomode in sorgum ... under hearmlocan 

hunger gejJreatod / clommum beclungen, 694-6a) before relenting: 

Ic eow healsie ~urh heofona god 
~zt ge me of 3yssum earfe3um up forlzten, 
heanne fram hungres geni3lan. Ic ~zt halige treo 
lustum cy3e, nu ic hit leng ne m~g 
helan for hUDgre. Is ~s h~ft to 3an strang, 
~reanyd ~zs ~earl ond ~s ~roht to 3~s heard 
dogorrimum. Ic adreogan ne mzg, 
ne leng helan be 3am lifes treo, 
~eah ic zr mid dysige ~urhdrifen wzre 
ond 3zt s03 to late seolf gecneowe. 

(Ele. 699-708) 

I entreat you, by the God of heaven, that you let 
me up from this torment, wretched from the 
torture of hunger. I will gladly reveal the holy 
tree, now that I can no longer conceal it due to 
hunger. This imprisonment is too strong, the 
affliction so cruel and this toil so hard as the days 
add up. I cannot endure or hold out any longer 
about the tree of life, though I was previously 
permeated by error, and myself only recognised 
the truth too late. 

The symbolism of the passage as a whole suggests that Judas' 'hunger' (701a, 703a) is 

more than physical and that his dark state of misery and 'error' reflects the Jewish 

condition itself, whilst his re-emergence from the narrow darkness of the pit (711-5) 

appears to reflect his elevation to the new life of light. 9 Although Catharine Regan and 

Thomas Hill have taken this scene to represent a baptismal 'conversion', I would stress 

that in Elene, Judas' choice to seek the Cross does not represent the full cleansing of 

baptism (which occurs much later in the poem, 1045) or the completion of his 

catechumenate in a way that recalls Constantine's own conversion.1O Rather, his re

emergence appears to mark his choice to undertake a lengthy, active and earnest search 

for the Cross and for Christian truth as is suggested by his gradual increase of faith in 

subsequent passages. 

9 Hill, 'SapientiaJ Structure', pp. 218-9, Regan, 'Evangelicism as the Informing Principle', pp. 257-64. 
10 Hill, 'Sapiential Structure'. p. 219, Regan, 'Evangelicism as the Informing Principle', p. 259. 
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Immediately after being aided out of the symbolic pit, Judas prays to God. In 

this prayer he does not simply seek information about the location of the Cro~ but 

actively goes beyond Elene's commands in seeking confirmation of Christ's divinity 

(italics mine): 11 

of aam wangstede 
under radores ryne 
Iyftlacende. 
ond fry fa!stlicor 
hyht untweondne, 
i>a:t he sie soaliee 
eee a:lmihtig, 
walde widan feTha 
a butan ende 

Forla:t nu, Iifes fruma, 
wynsumneup 

ree astigan 
Ie ge/yfe pe sel 
ferM staaelige, 

on pone ahangnan Crist, 
sawla nergend, 

Israhela eining, 
wuldres on heofenum, 

eera gestealda. 
(E/e. 792b-80 1) 

Let now, Source of life, rise up from the place a 
joyous smoke, drifting under the sky's rim. 
I shall believe the bener and more firmly found 

my 'heart', my undoubting hope, upon the 
crucified Christ - that he is truly the Saviour of 
souls, eternal almighty King of Israel, Who shall 
reign over the eternal fixtures of glory in the 
heavens, always without end. 

Judas' own thoughts and spirits are immediately raised by the miraculous smoke (jJrer 

arrered wearo beornes breostsefa 803b-4a). On the one hand this divine revelation 

grants him confirmation and establishes his deep faith. On the other hand it provides 

him with hope for merciful inclusion in the heavenly community (813-21 a). Whereas 

all previous converts have gained their insights from human intermediaries, Judas' own 

enlightenment occurs in direct communication with God. His own enlightenment 

accordingly stands at the structural centre of the poem and presents the narrative pivot 

which brings about the actual unearthing of the Cross - the invenlio - and the 

accompanying conversio of all remaining characters of the poem. Judas' own full 

conversion, however, is a lengthy one involving successive and deepening stages of 

enlightenment. 

After opening himself to Christian truth and actively seeking God's 

confirmation, Judas's faith is increasingly confinned over the remainder of the poem. In 

seeking the actual Cross, his prayer to be shown which of the three crosses on Calvary 

is the true Cross of Christ (864b-66) is answered by the miraculous reanimation of a 

dead man (876-89). The suggestion that this symbolic resurrection also answers Judas' 

II This passage follows a theologically detailed passage in the prayer which draws on the theological 
context already discussed in Chapter Four: Gif pin willa sie, weald end eng/a. / jJa!t ricsie se de on rode 
wa!'s, / ond purh Marian in middangeard / acenned wetD"d in cilde.s had ... gedo nu. ftzder eng/a, ford 
beacen pin. (772-88b). 'If it be your will. Ruler of angels, that He should rule Who was on the Cross and 
[Who] was born of Mary into the world in form of a child ... show forth your emblem now, Father of 
angels.' 
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personal prayers for inclusion in the spiritual community of Christ (citation above) is 

soon confmned by his victory over the devil (898-951) through the Holy Spirit which 

now dwells within him (him Wa?S haUg gast / befolen fa?ste, fyrhat lufu / weallende 

gewitt 935b-7a). Fully confirmed in his faith (his geleafa weara / fa?St on ferae sidOan 

frofre ga?st / wic gewunode in Pa?s weres breostum 1035b-38a) as the new man re

named Cyriacus, he finally becomes the bishop of Jerusalem who cares for the Christian 

community at large (1030b-38a). 

Despite the differences between the conversions of Constantine and Judas

Cyriacus, both characters reflect distinct patterns of enlightenment and deepening stages 

of faith which involve successive stages of revelation, receptivity and active seeking. 

Significantly, openness to and fulfilment by the indwelling Spirit (rather than baptism or 

'nominal' conversion) presents the climax of enlightenment after which the characters 

tum to the propagation and sustenance of the faith for the benefit of others. The 

importance of transmitting the godspel, for both the personal and the communal good, is 

amplified by the reciprocal dimension of the chain of conversion and enlightenment in 

Elene which is built into the circular structure of the poem itself. 

Constantine's initiation of the literal inventio filters into Elene's initiation of the 

Jewish quest for truth, all of which depend upon Judas for their completion. The 

inventio (or news of it), in tum, fills first Judas (and bystanders 894-8a), then Elene 

(955-66) and finally Constantine (989b-90a) with joy. The sense of mutual dependence 

in this circular pattern is repeated in the final fitts of the poem. Following the speedy 

completion of Constantine's new mission of church building and commemoration of the 

Cross (1006-1025), Elene bids Cyriacus to find the nails which pierced Christ's hands 

(1 062b-81). In contrast to the Acta, it is Elene herself who is preoccupied with the nails 

(mod gemynde ... for pam 1IIZglum 1063-4a) and who herself initiates this final task. As I 

have argued at length elsewhere, Elene must herself be included in the larger patterns of 

enlightenment in the poem.'2 Significantly, just as Constantine received the Spirit by 

12 Elene·s Spiritual JOfII'ney: 'Heo gefylled WlrS wisdomes gife', M.Phii Diss., Trinity College Dublin 
(2003). 
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going beyond the angel's commands and Judas received the Spirit by going beyond 

Elene's commands, Elene herself receives the Spirit in her own quest: 

Heo gefylled wccs 
wisdomes gife, ond pa wic beheold 
halig heofonlic gast, hrOOer weardode, 
z3elne innoo. (Ele. 1142b-45a) 

She was filled with the gift of wisdom and the 
Holy heavenly Spirit occupied that dwelling, 
guarded the noble one within her chest. 

I shall return to the nature of this 'fulfilment' in more detail below, but for the moment, 

my point is that it is willing openness and active seeking which results in the characters' 

personal and rather graphic fulfilment by the Spirit, just as it is active seeking which 

allows the characters to transcend their subsequent representative or instrumental roles. 

In going beyond Elene's literal commands, Judas becomes the saintly and invaluable aid 

to Elene as well as to the Christian community at large, whilst Elene develops from the 

emissary and representative of her emperor and son into his spiritual and practical 

counsellor who sends back the nails for the bridle of Constantine's horse (1172b-75).13 

The thematic progression of the poem as a whole, then, reflects a chain of 

conversion and enlightenment in which the individual and communal movement 

towards the light of Christ becomes more prominent than typological opposition. The 

cooperation and interdependence of heathens, Jews and Christians (and the 

transcendence of such categories in the larger movement of enlightenment) draws as 

much attention to the human mediation and activity which stands beside God's 

revelation, as to the importance of the role of the individual in seeking and revealing 

Christian truth. Although the central importance of the reception of the Spirit, rather 

than of baptism or nominal conversion, reflects Cynewulf s concern with the spiritual 

domain of human experience, the poem as a whole extends these interests to the 

practical implication of the Christian life. By the end of Elene, Cyriacus cares for the 

spiritual and physical health of his flock (1211b-17a), whilst Elene supports him by her 

own exhortations to the people and by material gifts (1217h-26a). Thus the close 

relationship between personal enlightenment and the need to reveal Christian joy and 

13 The significance of the nails on the bridle has been interpreted as empowennent in battle, but also a 
curb to earthly pride as developed by Jerome. J. Gardner, 'Cynewulrs Elene: Sources and Structure', NP 
54.1 (1970): 65-76, at p. 72: J. J. Campbel~ 'Cynewulrs Multiple Revelations', pp. 244-6. 1 have 
discussed Elene's own development in more detail in my unpublished M. Phil Dissertation. 'Elene's 
Spiritual Journey'. pp. 27-35. 
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understanding to others shows the importance of 'the inner' and 'the outer' both in 

tenns of the personal and communal as well as in the contemplative and practical 

dimensions of Christian life. 

The patterns of personal enlightenment in Elene are particularly important for 

the present inquiry in that they allow us an insight into the role and workings of the 

inner self. All characters are somehow affected by both divine and human mediators 

who present them with the choice to recognise and accept or deny Christian truth, to 

uphold and spread the faith or to obscure and conceal this process. Choice (and 

implicitly the individual 'will') is therefore central to the movement from dark 

blindness, misery and sin to the light of insight, joy and virtue. The association of active 

and independent seeking with the reception of the Spirit is particularly striking and I 

return to the implications of this feature below. For the moment, the central point is that 

the larger patterns of enlightenment in Elene suggest a concern with movement, 

development and change rather than of static opposition between human types. In light 

of this observation, I now turn to the details of the inner workings in Cynewulf s picture 

of enlightenment, beginning with the themes of understanding and wisdom which are so 

prominent in the poem. 

6.2 Types of Human Understanding 

As already observed in my readings of Christ II and Juliana, human knowledge 

and contemplation of Christ (in particular of His significance for the life of the 

individual) is a central aspect of Cynewulfs didactic concerns. In Elene, the volume 

and variety of terminology relevant to thought and understanding forms an inherent 

aspect of the narrative itself. Though not confined to Elene's interaction with the Jews, 

the poet's preoccupation with knowledge, understanding and wisdom in enlightenment 

is most evident in the central dialogues of the poem. 
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Critical attention to the sapiential theme has accordingly focused on Cynewulfs 

differentiation between Jewish and Christian wisdom. Catherine Reg~ for example, 

sees a distinction between the 'inadequacy' of the Old Law, to which the Jews adhere 

'excessively', and the spiritual wisdom of the New Law, as represented by Elene.'4 

Similarly, Thomas Hill sees a typological 'confrontation of two kinds of wisdom - the 

wisdom of the word and law of the Jews, and the Christian wisdom of Elene'. a 

distinction between Jewish leornungscrtEfi (learning-skill) and Christian gerune 

(mystery), between letter and spirit. IS Although this distinction certainly infonns the 

confrontation between Jewish and Christian characters, I suggest a more complex 

pattern of understanding and wisdom in the poem as a whole. A review of the various 

types of wisdom presented in Elene shows a significant distinction both between the 

ignorance and delusion of the heathens and Jews, as well as between Christian 

knowledge of scripture or events and the full Christian wisdom of those who are infused 

by the Holy Spirit. These types of wisdom point not so much to opposed absolutes as to 

(often supplementary) modes and states of understanding which accord with the focus 

on change and development in Elene. 

The defectiveness of non-Christian 'wisdom' is evident from the outset of the 

poem. Memory and knowledge of writings define the wisdom of the heathen elders 

(153b-56) just as memory and wide learning typify the wisdom of the Jews (379b-

82a):16 

pa wisestan 
j>a J>e snyttro cneft 

j>urh fyrngewrito gefrigen hzfdon, 
heoldon higej>ancum hzle3a nedas. 

(Ele. 153b-6) 

alesen leodrnzga. 
j>urh modgemynd 
on sefan snyttro. 

forJ>snottera 
j>a 00 leornungcrzft 

mzste hzfdon 
(Ele. 379b-82a) 

those wisest ones ... those who had gained the 
power of wisdom by ancient writings, [who 1 held 
men's counsels in their 'mind's thoughts'. 

. .. exceedingly wise ones, chosen from [amongst 1 
their kinsmen, those who had the greatest skill of 
learning through 'mind-memory', wisdom in their 
'understanding' . 

14 Regan, 'Evangelicism as the Informing Principle', pp. 260, 278; see also Barbara Newman, 'Some 
Medieval Theologians and the Sophia Tradition', Downside Review 108 (1990): 111-130. 
I~ Hill, 'Sapiential Structure', p. 212. 
16 Robert DiNapoli, in • Poesis and Authority', has suggested that a vindication of the poetic oral tradition 
can be discerned in the conflict between Christian orality and Jewish literacy, but word skill and memory 
are consistently coupled in the poem and neither appears to be more associated with wisdom than the 
other. for example in lines 169. 190. 323, 343, 589, 595. 
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Although the wisest amongst the heathens recognise the Cross as the symbol of the 

King of Heaven (l70b-71a), they do not know and cannot explain the significance of 

the Cross (ne ful geare cudon sweotole gesecggan be }Jam sigebeacne 167b-68). Their 

incomplete knowledge contrasts with the wisdom of the baptised Christians (jJa jJurh 

fulwihte lrerde WlEron 172b-73a) who wisely relate the spiritual mysteries (dus 

gleawlice gastgerynum slEgdon 189-90a). Similarly, although the Jews are learned in 

their writings, their inability to answer Elene contrasts their wisdom with hers. 17 Since, 

however, Elene herself has at this stage not yet received the wisdom of the Spirit, the 

nature of the contrast requires closer attention. 

Once arrived in Jerusalem, Elene seeks the wisest Jews (]Jam snoterestum 277a): 

more specifically, those who are able to expound the Lord's mysteries through right law 

(pa de deoplicost dryhtnes geryno / jJurh rihte lE reccan cudon 280-81) and who are 

able provide the answers she seeks by a far-reaching mind and deep knowledge of the 

ancient writings: 

ond findaJ> gen 
J>urh snyttro 
~riht eower, 
l>urh sidne sefan 

Nu ge raf>e gangaJ> 
J>a J>e fyrngewritu 

cneft selest cunnen, 
J>zt me ondsware 

secgan cunnen. (Ele. 372b-6) 

Now go quickly and find again those who know 
the ancient writings and your right law best, so 
that they can tell me the answer by a wide 
[-reaching] mind. 

Although Elene acknowledges the Jews before her to be higgleawe (333a), she specifies 

that they must hear the 'holy secrets', the 'words' and the 'wisdom': Gehyrad ... halige 

rune, word ond wisdom (333-34a). The contrast between apparently literal knowledge 

of the Law and its deeper contemplation by Christians, however, is not one of outright 

opposition.18 There is an inherent dependence of Christian upon Jew and of Christian 

wisdom upon Jewish learning in the scene. Elene needs the Jews in order to find the 

Cross, whilst the Jews depend on Elene to lead them to truth. Whereas Regan sees this 

dependence primarily in terms of the supplementation of the letter by the spirit, and thus 

characterises the deficiency of Jewish learning in terms of 'total adherence' to the Old 

Law, I suggest that Elene's own accusations against the Jews pertain not to their 

17 Elene's wider knowledge of all scriptures is implicit: Ie Ptzt gearoliee ongilen },abbe I Jnug witgena 
wordgeryno / on godes bocvm jxzt ge geardagum / ~e waron wuldorcyninge, I dryhlne dyre ond 
dadJrwate. (£Ie. 288-92); Hwat, we Ptzt gehyrdon Jnuh haJige bee I jxzt eow dryhlen geaf. .. (£Ie. 364-5) . 
• 1 Although Elene seeks deep thought from the Jews.. she is never presented as deep-thinking herself -
this appears to be associated specifically with prophets in the poem (350-2, I I 88b-90). 
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'excessive adherence to the Old Law', or to their inability to see the deeper truth of 

prophesy.19 As a closer look at their exchanges shows, her accusations pertain to the 

Jews' outright contradiction of Christian prophesy. 

Despite acknowledging the Jewish capacity for wisdom, Elene accuses the Jews 

of turning against wisdom, both in their historical guilt in the Crucifixion and in their 

continuing rejection of the truth of their own law (italics below): 

unwislice, Hw~ ge ealle snyttro 
wraOO wi6weorpon, }la ge wergdon pane 

purh his wuldres miht, 
lysan pohte, 

l>e eow of wergae 
fram Iigcwale, 
of h~ftnede. (Ele. 293-7a) 

Oft ge dyslice ~d gefremedon, 
werge wr~cm~cggas, ond gewritu herwdon, 
f~dera lare, mefre furOur ponne nu, 
Oa ge blindnesse bote jorsegon, 
ond ge wiosocon soOe ond rihte, 
}>~ in Bethleme beam wealdendes, 
cyning anboren, cenned wcere, 
ceaelinga ord. l>eah ge }>a ce cuoon, 
witgena word, ge ne wold on pa, 
synwyrcende, soO oncnawan. 

(Ele. 386-95) 

Alas! You all turned unwisely against wisdo", in 
malice when you accused the One who thought 
to release you from fiery torment and 
enslavement through His glorious might. 

Often you, wretched exiles, have done foolish 
deeds, and despised the scriptures. the teaching 
of your fathers - never more greatly than now. 
when you rejected the remedy for your blindness 
and contradicted truth and right. [namely] that 
the Son of the Ruler, the only-begotten King. the 
Foremost of Princes, was born in Bethlehem. 
Although you knew the Law, the words of the 
prophets, you, sin-working ones, did not want to 
Icnow the truth. 

Given that the Jews apparently lack knowledge of Christian events and claim innocence 

by ignorance (397-403, 413), Elene's assignment of historical guilt to those Jews before 

her has been seen as hostile 'persecution' .20 Since, however, no amount of learning or 

mental skill adds up to true wisdom, the criteria with which Elene judges the Jews are 

not infonned by 'epistemological' or by purely 'intellectual' concerns. As lines 394b-5 

above show, Elene specifies that the Jews contradict and wilfully deny the truth which is 

contained in the Old Law itself.21 It is in this moral and essentially volitional dimension 

that the continuation of Jewish guilt resides and it is in this sense that Elene's 

accusations are soon validated. Having heard about the true events from Judas, the Jews 

contrive to keep both truth and Cross concealed: 

Heo wceron stearce, 
noldon jJat geryne 
ne hire andsware 

slane heardran, 
rihte cydan, 

cenige secgan. 

They were strong. harder than stone, rhey did nor 
want to righlfolly reveal the secret, nor tell her any 
answer that she sought from them, those bitter 

19 Regan, 'Evangelicism as the Informing Principle', p. 256. Hill also characterises Jewish wisdom as 
'wisdom limited to the letter and the law', 'Sapiential Structure', p. 213. 
20 DiNapoli, 'Poesis and AUthority'. pp. 619, 623. He finds that Cynewulf 'treats the Jews with 
remarkable sympathy ... that underscores the innocence of the Jewish community', p. 19. 
21 This passage, and therefore my analysis here, depends upon Cynewulfs dubious equation of The Old 
Testament solely with its prophetical passages. 
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tomgeni31an, Ies hio him to sobte, 
ac hio worda gehwzs widersac fremedon, 
fate on fyrbae, I>zt heo frignan ongan, 
cwzdon tr.a hio on aldre owiht swylces 
ne zr ne si3 zfre hyrdon. 

(Ele. 565-72) 

enemies, but, firm in 'heart', they COIIITadicted all 
of the words that she began to ~ said that they 
had never in their lives, neither early nor late, 
heard of any such thing. 

Both this scriptural reference to the Jews' 'hearts of stone' and the image of their wilful 

refusal to know the truth recall Cynewulf's emphasis in Christ II that it is not 

knowledge alone or mental skill in itself which is pivotal to Christian faith and 

understanding, but the human will to accept and acknowledge revealed truth (see 

Chapter Four above). The enduring guilt of the Jews therefore resides in the conscious 

and informed choice which itself lies at the hard heart of the dark Jewish condition as 

represented in the poem.22 It is again in reference to the prophets' words that Elene 

accuses the Jews of lacking wisdom's conscience (nahtonforejJances, wisdomes gewilt 

356b-57) and the moral connotations of gewitt here are underscored by the notion that 

in going against truth the Jews go against right (ge wiosocon sooe ond rihte 390). 

Indeed the consistent collocation of truth and right throughout the poem (390, 663, 

564a-66b, 588b-590a, 516-17a) essentially underscores the super-cognitive dimension 

of wisdom in the poem.23 

The idea that Jewish 'un-wisdom' lies less in lacking information or limited 

interpretative skills than in the wilful rejection of known truths is most evident in 

Elene's account of historical Jewish guilt: 

305 

310 

Ge to dea}>e t>one 
deman ongunnon, se 00 of deaoo sylf 
woruld awehte on wera corJ>re 
in t>zt zrre lif eowres cynnes. 
Swa ge modblinde mengan ongunnon 
Jige wi3 sOOe, leoht wi3 l>ystrum, 
zfst wi~ are, inwitl>ancum 
wroht webbedan. Eow seo werg~u foman 
sceO~ scyldfullum. Ge J>a sciran miht 
de man ongunnon, ond gedweolan lifdon, 
J>eostrum gel>ancum, 03 l>ysne dzg. 

(Ele.302b-12) 

You condemned to death the One who Himself 
awakened the world from death, among the 
multitude of men, during the former life of your 
people. 
Thus, blind in 'heart', you confused lie with 
truth, light with darkness, malice with glory; with 
'treacherous-thoughts' you wove a web of 
injustice. The wretchedness will harm you, the 
guilty ones, henceforth. You judged the bright 
power by dark thoughts and lived in error to this 
day. 

22 For a comprehensive study of variable Anglo-Saxon attitudes to Jews, see Andrew Scheil, The 
Footsteps o/Israel: Understanding Jews in Anglo-Saxon England (Ann Arbor. 2004). . 
2J This association is not alliterative or exclusively formulaic, and seems to me to amphfy the fine 
conceptual and semantic boundaries between OE rihJ and sod. 
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The confusion of truth and falsehood and of sin and virtue suggests that the Jews' 

blindness itself essentially involves a moral dimension in which human choice is 

central. The image of the Jews following error above G<><L as in JuJiana~ highlights the 

wider connotations of gedwola as 'heresy' which involves a denial of the true order.24 

ge t>am ryhte 
onscunedon }>one 
dryhtna dryhten, 
ofer ribt godes 

wimoten h~fdon 
sciran scippend eallra 

ond gedwolan fylgdon 
(Ele. 369-72a) 

You have gone against right, shwmed the radiant 
Creator of all things. the Lord of lords. and have 
followed error I heresy above God's righl 

Jewish error, therefore, appears as the outright denial of Christ's divinity and thus of 

His true and rightful Lordship. The 'wisest' Jews brought before the queen (jJa de 

snyttro mid eow, ma!gn ond modcra!ft, ma!ste ha!bben 407b-8) are as foolish and blind 

in contradicting truth and right (ge wiosocon sooe ond rihte 391 b) as their ancestors. For 

Cynewulf, then, true wisdom is defined by far more than epistemological concerns, 

namely by moral and volitional elements. The point at which Christ's truth and right is 

embraced, however, does not mark the point of full wisdom itself. As I have already 

suggested, the different modes of Christian understanding presented in the poem 

themselves enforce the idea of gradual enlightenment. 

Turning, then, to Christian wisdom itself, we find a particularly notable 

distinction drawn between the knowledge and acceptance of Christian teaching on the 

one hand, and the bestowal of deeper and fuller wisdom by the Spirit's Grace (jJurh 

gastes gife 199, 1057) on the other. Since, for Cynewulf, all fonns of understanding are 

essentially granted by God in that all understanding depends on God's revelation of 

truth (and, in turn, on man's acceptance of this revealed truth), the distinction between 

Christian knowledge and spiritual insight cannot be seen in tenns of a human mode of 

understanding on the one hand, and the Spirit's bestowal of understanding upon the 

individual on the other. Whilst Cynewulf therefore does not appear to be concerned 

with man's empirical or human rational capacity for knowledge as distinct from God's 

revelation of knowledge to men, his interest in God's mediation of truth and in men's 

response to this is particularly striking. Besides revelation in scripture (already 

considered above) mediation and subsequent confinnation of Christ's truth, right and 

24 I have discussed these connotations of gedwola at length in Chapter Five above. In Elene, we also find 
'error' opposed to 'right' (370) and find an emphasis on the distinction between the Old Testament as 
'right law' (3758, 590) and the 'wrong law' of the devil (1041). 
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might occurs in a variety of humanly apprehensible fonns: in dream visions. in more 

concrete visible signs, or in the physical relics themselves. 25 

Despite the importance placed on the earthly medium, Cynewulf is not 

concerned with the details of knowledge acquisition. He makes no reference to inner 

and outer senses (for example to 'inner' and 'outer' eyes and ears as we encounter in 

Alfredian writings, discussed in Part III below) or to the continuum between inner and 

outer in tenns of the processes of sense perception, cognition or reasoning. Instead. the 

continuum between the senses and understanding is implicit - it is upon sight or touch 

that men come to know or are confirmed in their knowledge of the truth. Upon seeing 

the miraculous smoke, Judas knows (Nu ic jJwh soo hafu seolf gecnawen / on heardum 

hige prel au hrelend earl / middangeardes 807-9a). Similarly, upon seeing the second 

miracle which reveals the true Cross, the bystanders become mindful of the Lord: do 

wres pamfolce onferhasefan / ingemynde (894-5a). In particular the 'experiential' sense 

of the verb cunnan is further amplified in the responses to the Cross and nails, where 

understanding appears as more than simply 'cognitive' confirmation which elicits some 

'emotional' response. 26 

t>a wzs modgemynd myclum geblissod, 
hige onhyrded, ~urh t>zt halige treo, 
inbryrded breostsefa, syMan beacen geseh, 
halig under hrusan. He mid handum befeng 
wuldres wynbeam, ond mid weorode ahof 
of foldgnefe. (Ele. 839-44a) 

t>a w~s wopes bring, 
hat heafodwylm ofer hleor goten, 
(nalles for tome tearas feollon 
ofer wira gespon), wuldres gefylled 

1135 cwene willa. Heo on cneow sette 
leohte geleafan, lac weor&xle, 

Then, his 'm ind' was greatly gladdened by that 
holy tree, his 'purpose' was strengthened, his 
'heart' exalted within, when he saw the beacon 
holy under the ground. He embraced the joyous 
tree of glory with his hands and raised it from its 
earthly grave amidst the crowd. 

There was the sound of weeping, a hot flood 
poured over the cheek (but not in any way for 
sorrow did tears fall over the 'nails'); of glory 
was the queen's will fulfilled. She set [herself] 
upon [her] knees, in the light of faith. exultant in 
bliss, honouring the gift which was brought to 

2.5 Cyning Wt2S jJy blidra / ond jJe sorgleasra ... on fyrhdsejan. Jnuh jJa ft2geran gesyM (96b-98). 
Constantine's vision is more ambiguous in that it can be seen as a dream vision and therefore as a divine 
inspiration, however graphically described in Elene, see Antonina Harbus, 'Text as Revelation: 
Constantine's Dream in Elene', NP 78 (1994): 645-53. Cyning Wt2S py bliora / ond jJe sorgleasra ... on 
'lrhtJsefan. jJurh jJaft2geran gesyhtJ (96b-98). 

The wide semantic spectrum of cunnan as more than 'cognitive' knowing, but rather as experiencing. 
encountering or becoming acquainted with events is well represented in the poem. Whereas witan appears 
more specifically associated with "intellectual knowledge', its broader semantic range of "know. observe. 
feel' is worth noting. as is the wider sense of wit 'understanding. sense' and its relations ilm'it, gewit. and 
the adjective wis (wise, I~ experienced). The whole family of verbs thus shares the broader 
connotations 1 have observed in the abstract noun wisdom. Samuel Kroesch otTers a particularly 
interesting hypothesis about the semasiological development of cunnan and "'itan from essentially 
concrete IE forms denoting 'taking in' or 'going', respectively, as reflected in all the cognate languages. 
S. Kroesc~ 'The Semasiological Development of Words'. 
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blissmn bremig, 
gnyma to geoce. 
sigora drybtne, 

1140 ondweardlice 
feor ~ beforan 
folcum to frofre. 

Jle hire bnmgen wzs 
Gode~, 
~ Jle bio sOO gecneow 
}lzt wzs oft bodod 

fram fruman worulde, 
(Ele. 1131b-1142a) 

her as comfort for sorrow. She thanked God. the 
Lord of victories, because she herself bad come 
to know the truth which bad often been 
proclaimed afar since the beginning oftbe world 
as a comfort to people. 

The tangible dimension of the reception of the relics appears to further confinn and 

deepen the knowledge and joy of Christ's truth. Again, it is difficult to delineate the 

cognitive and emotional, and indeed the volitional aspects in this experience. 

As Anderson has pointed out, the imagery of tears and fire (see above lines 936~ 

1133) suggests a deep longing, a compunctio amoris, which is fulfilled in the reception 

of the relics.27 Indeed the eagerness with which Judas and Elene embrace the Cross and 

nails graphically show their embracing of Christ's Cross and of Christ's truth. This 

metaphorical willingness to embrace Christ in every sense, in each case immediately 

precedes and is paralleled by the reception of full wisdom in the Holy Spirit: 

Him Oa gleawhydig Iudas oncwzO, 
hzleO hildedeor, (him wzs halig gast 
befolen fzste, fyrhat luJu, 
weallende gewitt purh witgan snyttro), 
ond pzt word gecwzO, wisdomes Jul. 

(Ele. 934-8) 

Heo gefylled wzs 
wisdomes gife, ond pa wic beheold 
halig heofonlic gast, hrOOer weardode, 
eOelne inn~, swa hie zlmihtig 
sigebeam godes sioMan freoOOde. 

(Ele. 1142b-46) 

Then, the clever-thinking Judas, the battle-bold 
warrior answered [the devil]; the Holy Spirit was 
fmnly bestowed upon him, a fire-hot love, 
understanding welling by the wisdom of a 
prophet; and spoke the words full of wisdom ... 

She was filled with the gift of wisdom and the 
Holy heavenly Spirit occupied that dwelling, 
guarded the noble one from within her chest; 
thus the almighty Victory-son of God protected 
her from then on. 

Again, this is not merely the addition of an 'emotional' expenence to essentially 

'cognitive' acceptance of Christ. It is not just 'full knowledge' that is bestowed by the 

Spirit, but the joy and light, the realisation and fulfilment of all desire or want in the 

experience of Christ. The graphic infusion of the Spirit 'into' the open and embracing 

inner aspects satisfies and fulfils man in every sense without suggesting a causative or 

hierarchical pattern in this experience. 

27 Since this imagery is conventional throughout the patristic text with which Cynewulfis clearly familiar. 
it is not necessary to date his poetry in the Benedictine Reform period as Anderson does, (~yn"""1l~r. pp. ~ 
13. 
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Since 'cognitive', 'emotional' and 'volitional' dimensions appear to be involved 

in all stages of human enlightenment, it is difficult to characterise this final fulfilment as 

an essentially 'mystical experience'. Though certainly concerned with the mysterious 

(geryne) and to an extent inexplicable (unasecgendJic) dimensions of Christian 

spirituality, Elene itself is not a 'mystical' poem. Rather, Cynewulfs view of human 

enlightenment presents 'cognitive', 'volitional' and 'emotional" domains as intricately 

entwined in human striving and in human fulfilment by the Spirit. Despite the clear 

importance of human knowledge, contemplation and understanding of the significance 

of Christ's events, Cynewulf presents a picture of human enlightenment which goes 

beyond the 'intellectual', as his descriptions of full Christian wisdom illustrate. The 

next part of my discussion concentrates on the way in which this picture of a penneating 

enlightenment involving every level of human experience does not rely on a Latin

categorisation of inner faculties or psychological domains, but reflects a rather different 

underlying conceptualisation of man's inner workings. 

In summary, then, the 'sapiential' theme in Elene highlights a number of 

discemable types of understanding which underline the theme of progressive 

enlightenment in the poem. First, total ignorance of the Cross and its significance 

characterises heathen life. Second, the wilful error of the Jews leads them to contradict 

and conceal the Christian truth. Third, the willing embrace of the word and its 

significance characterises Christian understanding. Fourth and finally. there is a fuller 

form of wisdom which is bestowed by the Spirit's Grace on those exemplary characters 

who actively seek such understanding with all of their being. In all of these categories. 

wisdom (or the lack of it) consists of both intellectual and moral dimensions - the 

contradiction of truth is at once the contradiction of right. The difference between 

Jewish wisdom and Christian wisdom lies in the wilful neglect or acceptance of the 

word of prophesy, in the contradiction (569b) or proclamation of its fulfilment in Chri~ 

whilst the difference between nominal and full Christian wisdom lies in the level of 

human engagement and striving. Whilst all forms of Christian wisdom clearly depend 

on divine Grace, Judas and Elene's penneating experience follows intense seeking. and 

the fulfilment of their will in the reception of the Holy Spirit amplifies the sense of 
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gradual and progressive enlightenment over the course of the poem. Cynewulf s 

presentation of all types of knowledge and wisdom transcends the 'cognitive ~ and even 

the 'intellectual', involving conscious 'volitional' as much as 'emotional' dimensions 

which emerge most clearly in the graphic fulfilment of the exceptional characters in the 

poem. It is to the details of these inner workings to which I tum now. 

6.3 Inner Workings and the Role of the Inner Self in Enlightenment 

My analysis of the theme of enlightenment in Elene has highlighted a gradual 

change from darkness to light in individual characters and communities, not only from 

blindness to sight, but from sin to salvation and from misery to joy. Cynewulfs 

depiction of enlightenment, moreover, involves aspects of human activity and 

experience which we would characterise as 'intellectual' or 'cognitive', 'moral' and 

'volitional', and 'emotional'. Such strict delineations between various types of inner 

workings, however, are difficult to trace in the language of the poem itself. Just as 

Cynewulf s depiction of knowledge and wisdom involves the 'super-cognitive', his 

poetic diction suggests less defined boundaries between the semantic domains of 

'thinking', 'intending' and 'wanting', and between 'want', 'desire' and 'volition' than 

our modem vocabulary allows for. When looking at Cynewulfs picture of 

enlightenment, then, it is necessary to consider the larger spectrum of inner workings -

the wider convergences, confluences and interrelations of inner experiences and 

activities. As the following analysis argues, the Old English diction used in the poem to 

express inner workings points towards a conception of the constitution of the inner self 

which is not founded upon a differentiation between distinct and interacting faculties. 

Interestingly, however, this does not result in a conception of the inner self which is 

inherently incompatible with philosophically informed Latin-Christian psychologies. 

such as those based on a tripartite division of the soul. 

As regards Cynewulf s presentation of knowledge. it has already become clear 

that the poet is not concerned with the analytical details of epistemology. Since. for 
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Cynewulf, knowledge itself involves the acceptance of revealed truth. the conceptual 

and semantic distinctions between knowing (cunnan, wilan) and belief or faith 

(geleafan) are extremely subtle. Judas, for example, seeks a sign from God so that he 

may believe the better (ic gelyfe jJe sel, 795b) and responds to the heavenly si~ the 

miraculous smoke, not with an assertion of faith, but with an assertion of knowledge: 

Nu ic frurh soo hafu 
on heardum bige 
middangeardes. 

seolf gecnawen 
»zt ~u h~lend eart 

(Ele.807-9a) 

nu ic wat »zt ~u eart 
gecyded ond acenned allra cyninga »rym 

(Ele. 814b-15) 

Now, by truth, I have myself come to know in 
[my] hard 'mind' that You are the Saviour of 
middle earth. 

Now I Icnow that You., Glory of all kin~ are 
revealed and born [pun: known I recognised]. 

Rather than suggesting that faith (as the willing acceptance of truth) precedes 

knowledge or experience of truth, most occurrences of geleafa (faith. belief) in the 

poem are intimately associated with either 'knowledge' or 'experience' of Christ's truth 

or with the infusion of wisdom itself. 28 When, for example, Elene marvels at Judas· 

victory over the devil, the wisdom and cleverness which permeate Judas appear 

indistinguishable from his faith: 

ond »a wundrade ymb »zs weres snyttro, 
hu he swa geleafful on swa Iytlum f~ce 
ond swa uncydig ~fre wurde, 
gleawnesse purhgoten. (Ele. 958-61 a) 

And she then marvelled at the man's wisdom, 
how he had become so faithful and so knowing in 
so little time, penneated by sagacity. 

The same close relation between faith, knowledge and wisdom can be seen in Elene' s 

reception of the Spirit (cited p. 161 above), which, incidentally, presents the only 

mention of her faith in the poem: 

/eohte geleafan, 
b/issum hremig, 
gnyma to geoce. 
sigora dryhtne, 
ondweardlice 
fear Er beforan 
folcum to frofre. 

Heo on cneow sette 
lac weorOo<ie, 
»e hire brungen w~s 
Gode »ancode, 

»zs »e hio soo gecneow 
»~t w~s oft bodod 

tram fruman worulde, 
(Ele. 1135b-1142a) 

She set [herself] on [her] knees, in the light of 
faith, [and], exultant with joy, honoured the gift 
which had been brought to her as a comfort for 
sorrows. She thanked God. the Lord of victories. 
because she had herself come to know the truth 
which was often proclaimed long before. from 
the beginning of the world as a comfort to 
people. 

21 The particular association of faith with the power of the Spirit is notable in Stephen's baptism (onfmg 
lIljier fynte fidwihles bad I leohtne geleafan 490-9Ia), in Judas' initial reception of the Spirit (cited 
above) and in his baptism where the Spirit confirms his faith: His geleafa weard I flDl .on fer-Me. .J~~ 
frofre gast I w;c gewunode in /las weTes breostum. I by/de to bole (1035b-38a). lbe smglc exceptJOn IS 

when Judas' father believes after witnessing the Crucifixion: for&zn ic sOOlia ond min SUfirS foetJtn / 
qdJJan geJyfdon (517-188). The association of faith. wisdom and knowledge in all other occWTences of 
faith is more striking. 
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Here we see not only the close relation between knowledge or experience of truth (hio 

soO gecneow), wisdom (heo gefylledw~s wisdomes gife) and faith (/eohle geleafan) .. but 

also their intimate association with the joy of hope and comfort (blissum hremig. gnyrna 

to geoce) in the infusion of the Spirit This apparent closeness of faith and knowledge is 

not simply a poetic laxity in semantic and conceptual differentiation. For Cynewulf. 

faith is understanding of Christ's truth in the sense of being the full acceptance and 

embrace of truth. Conversely, doubt (tweon 667-8, 795b-801) is the negation and 

rejection of truth which amounts to error and which, like wisdom., transcends cognitive 

categories. 

Although the openness of the characters is as close as Cynewulf comes to 

describing an 'assent' to truth, men's openness involves willingness which itself 

precedes both faith and Christian understanding in the poem. Rather than paralleling., 

for example, an Augustinian notion of faith (fides) as the precondition for knowledge 

(scientia) and as 'thinking with assent', the inner processes at play are less defined in 

Elene.29 The idea that Cynewulf does not conceive of distinct faculties of thought and of 

volition which interact in faith and understanding is confirmed by his use of 'verbs of 

thinking' and 'wanting' in the poem, as I shall demonstrate in a brief overview of their 

application in Elene. 

The most prevalent 'thinking words' in the poem are the verb jJencan and the 

closely related nouns (ge)jJohl, (ge)jJanc.30 Like their modem English descendants., 'to 

think' and 'thought'., these Old English words have an extremely broad semantic range 

suggested in the prefixes (bejJencan 'to think. about, contemplate'), in the grammatical 

constructions they take (jJencan + gen 'to think of, recall. remember'), and in their 

qualification or semantic specification by adjectives (snyttro gejJeahl 1059, jJrealic 

gejJohl426b) or compounding (searojJancum 414, inwitjJancum 309).31 Thus in Elene. 

29 For example, Trin. XV.2.2; De Praed. Sanct. 11.5. CynewuJfmakes no distinction between jci~nJia and 
sapien/ia in the poem - his concern is with knowledge of higher things. 
10 These are most common across the poetic and prose corpuses as a whole. A semantic study of their 
development is offered by Michiko Ogura. 'OE Verbs of Thinking', NA/S1 (1986): 32541. 
)1 It is again interesting that the etymological roots of OE jJencan go back to the IE categories of 'touch. 
reach., hold. take hold of, grasp' to those of "perceive. understand. know, think'. Related cognates are Lat. 
tango' reach. arrive at.. come to, touch., take hold of, handle' and tongue 'know'. 
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we fmd 'moral', 'intentional' or 'volitional' as well as ·contemplative· connotations in 

the activity of thinking and in modes of thought themselves. The following table 

presents the relevant nouns: 

Be &un se witga sang, 
snottor JearujJancum, (sefa deop gewod, 
wisdomes gewitt) ... 

(Ele. 1188b-90a) 
Nu ge geare cunnon 

hwzt eow t>zs on sefan selest l>ince 
to gecy&mne, gif OOos cwen usic 
fiigne3 ymb Ozt treo, nu ge fyrh6sefan 
ond modgejJanc minne cunnon. 

gefylle, frea mihtig, 
weoruda wuldorgeofa, 
gasta geocend. 

wisdomes gewitt 

(Ele. 531 b-5) 
l>~t me halig god 

feores ingejJanc, 
willan mione, 

(Ele. 679b-82a) 

nabton forepances, 
(Ele. 356b-7a) 

About this the prophet sang, wise 
in deep thoughts (his mind wound 
deeply, the insight! knowledge of 
wisdom) 
Now you know clearly what 
seems best to you in your • minds' 
to reveal, if this queen asks us 
about that tree - now that you 
know my 'mind's thoughts'. 

... so that holy God, the mighty 
Lord, Glory-giver of hosts and 
Comforter of spirits, fills for me 
the 'purpose / desire' of my life, 
my will. 

They did not have foresight, the 
'conscience / insight' of wisdom 

thoaglats reiatillg 
to intellectual 
DOWIedge 

thougllts a5 
intention, 
indination. 
conscious 
intention 

thoughts a5 
volitional 
thinking, purpose 
or desire 
(underlined by 
apposition with 
WUlIIII) 
thought a5 
foresight and 
moral 
undentandin& 

Cynewulf certainly makes full use of this semantic versatility in his application of the 

imagery of light and dark. Hence, in the following passage in particular, the dark 

'thoughts' of the Jews are loaded with a variety of connotations which go beyond even 

our own wide sense of • thought , , as already discussed and translated (above on p. 158): 

Swa ge modblinde mengan ongunnon 
lige wi6 sOOe, leoht wi6l>ystrum, 
~fst wi6 are, inwit}>ancum 
wroht webbedan. Eow seo werg6u for6an 
sce3}>e6 scyldfullum. Ge l>a sciran miht 
deman ongunnon, ond gedweolan lifdon, 
jJeostrum gepancum, 00 l>ysne d~. 

(Ele.306-12) 

The association of volitional and intentional, as well as intellectual thought with the 

inner aspects themselves (either in agentive or metonymic senses) underscores the 

essentially executive and responsible role of the inner aspects (whether in fonnulaic or 

metaphorical descriptions of these 'thinking' or 'thought-processes', i.e. 1188b-9Oa 

above). Cynewulrs fondness for dense clusters of inner aspect words highlights a 
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conceptualisation of the essentially interconnected dimensions of experience which are 

involved in enlightenment. 32 

Although experiences which we tend to categorise as 'emotional' accompany 

'intellectual' ones (i.e. }xl jJUrh fulwihte / IQ!Tde WQ!TOn. him Wt.eS leoh! sefa / ferhO 

gefeonde 172b-4a), it is difficult to delineate any causal or hierarchical relations. The 

poet does no~ for example, explicitly present a cognitive or rational faculty which 

guides the emotions or the will. The joy and hope of the faithful Christian is not a direct 

consequence of his theological understanding of events, but rather accompanies 

knowledge in the imagery of light and dark. Similarly, knowledge of truth does not 

entail acceptance of truth, as the example of the Jews shows most clearly. Indeed in 

verbs of both 'thinking' and 'feeling' a sense of volition seems to be at play.)) As 

Godden has observed about Old English verbs of emotion in the wider corpus, active 

constructions suggest that an element of will is involved in the emotion.34 Reactive 

emotion itself is most graphic in instances where the will is fulfilled or denied. In order 

to delineate the essentially different conceptualisation of inner workings I have 

highlighted the broader semantic ranges inherent in the relevant vocabulary. Given that 

I have focused in particular on the 'volitional' element in the Old English verbs and 

expressions of 'thinking' and 'feeling' which Cyewulf uses, this pivotal concept itself 

requires elucidation. 

Cynewulf s use of the noun willa is semantically most closely related to the verb 

willan 'to want', suggesting a meaning which is inadequately rendered by our own 

loaded terms 'will' (conscious, rational, intentional and chosen) or 'desire' (irrationally, 

emotionally, in a Christian context even physically grounded). Whereas the reason

emotion (head-heart) polarity (itself indicative of our reliance upon the long-standing 

12 E.g. pa dar Judas was / on modsefan miclum geblissod ... fyrMgleaw on /~me ... deophycgende 174~ 
81 Ii; Mec jNzra IVgla gen / on fyrMse/an fyrwel myngafJ. .. A min hige Jorgoo / reonig reOied. ond 
~eresled no / «r/Jan me gefylle /tzder tzlmihlig. wereda weaJdend / willan minne (£Ie. ! 077b-84) .. 

The most interesting instance of our need to rethink the conceptual structures of Inner wortungs and 
categories in Old English can be seen in Cynewulfs depiction of 'loving'. For us 'love' has become the 
epitome of our conception of emotions as passiones. states that happen to men and are to be suffered 
rather than chosen. The expression SWD pin ",ad 11l!a/1 (597b) highlights a closeness between 'want'. 'like' 
Ind 'love' (whether in terms of inclination or conscious intent is not clear). 
J4 Godden. 'Anglo-Saxons on the Mind', p. 274. 
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'Western' intellectual tradition) informs our modem English use of the relevant 

vocabulary, the Old English vocabulary again suggests that no such rigid distinction can 

be drawn. This is of course not to say that Old English poetry displays no conceptual 

differentiation between 'perceptual', 'cognitive' and 'emotional' activities or states - it 

certainly does. Rather, the distinction is not definitive for the conceptualisation of man's 

inner constitution. The mechanisms of activities such as thinking and rejoicing are 

conceived differently, as they must be without the defining concept of 4orationality' or 

'irrationality' and the ordering of inner faculties which this crucial factor entails.3s 

'Want' for earthly dominance (452b), or for salvation (62Ia-2), illustrates the great 

variety of senses of inclination, drive, longing as well as that of conscious choice. The 

notion of volition itself, however, is most often expressed in the verbs of thinking. 

intention or orientation. Since it is difficult to distinguish concepts of 'will~ and 'desire' 

or to identify any drives or impulses (such as reason or the body) which affect the 

direction of the various aspects of men's willan, I retain the OE term in my discussion 

to encompass all of the above senses. I do so, bearing in mind that the willa does not 

appear to be conceived as a distinct faculty subject to reason or the emotions in an 

internal hierarchy, but rather as a disposition or inclination in particular~ it is inherently 

involved in the activities of 'thinking' and 'feeling' itself. 

Cynewulf s use of the individual characters' willan plays a prominent role in the 

progression of the poem in that the wants, desires and 'wills' of the individual 

characters (along with their deepening faith and understanding) gradually become 

aligned with the Lord's will. The most striking implication of the human willa in the 

context of Cynewulf s imagery of light and dark, however, is that at the outset of each 

individual enlightenment, the darkness of the erroneous will entails distress and misery, 

suggesting that man's dark blindness is also a state of misery characterised by 

unfulfilled desire, want and essentially lack which is only fulfilled and realised in the 

joyous experience of Christ. In this sense it is the experience of Christ that man (not just 

the individual, but man as a being with a direction and lelos) is fulfilled. The imagery of 

the spiritual fulfilment of the exceptional and exemplary characters of the poem appears 

lS As alrQdy mentioned. the tenn gescead ('reason') is not entirely absent in poetry. sec "aing/Of')' (3). 
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to denote the highest human potential: they become saintly characters. On the one barxL 

the nature of such fulfilment highlights Cynewulfs emphasis upon the spiritual as the 

highest nature in composite man. On the other han<L the idea of such fulfilment in 

composite life (and the accompanying practical dimension involved in expanding and 

sustaining the spiritual community) presents an essentially positive view of human 

nature and of human potential attainable on earth (rather than in the ultimate 

transcendence of the body and the ultimate meeting with God in the afterlife). The role 

of the inner self in spiritual fulfIlment amplifies this positive view of human nature and 

human capacity. 

As throughout the poetic corpus, the appearance of the inner aspects in Elene 

stands somewhat ambiguously beside the larger Christian anthropological dualism of 

body and souVspirit. Cynewulf s use of the term grest predominates in his accounts of 

the larger dual components of human nature and accords with his overwhelming focus 

on the spiritual dimensions of human experience. In Elene., as in Christ II and Juliana. 

we find a particularly interesting instance of variation which otTers a rare poetic 

example of the sawul and grest as the animating principle in man: 

870 

876 

880 

887 

folc unlytel, 
brohton on ba:re 
on neaweste, 
gingne gaslleasne. 

J>a I>~r menigo cwom, 
ond gef~renne man 

beoma I>reate 
(wzs J>a nigOOe tid), 

Heht J>a asettan sawlleasne, 
life belidenes lie on eor6an, 
unlifgendes, ond up ahof 
rihtes wemend I>ara roda twa 
fyrhOgleaw on fzOme ofer J>zt fzge hus, 
deophycgende. 

gasle gegearwod, 
lie ond sawl. 

He sona aras 
geador bu samod 

(Ele. 870b-89a) 

A multitude came there, a large crowd. and they 
brought a deceased man upon a carrier. closely 
surrounded by a throng of men (it was the ninth 
hour), a young man, bereft of his 'spiril / soul· ... 

[Judas] then commanded them to set down upon 
the earth the soul-less body, bereft of life, and he, 
herald of right raised up in his wise embrace. two 
of the crosses above the decayed house [corpse]. 
in deep thought ... 

He [the young man] at once arose, furnished wilh 
his spiril, bolh body and soul galhered logelher. 

Although the context of reanimation and conversio in the invenl;o scene makes it very 

tempting to infer a distinction between the original animating • soul' and the infused 

'spirit' as the reanimating force in the renewed spiritual life in Chri~ there is no 

supporting evidence.36 More unusually for Cynewulf. however. both the sawuJ and the 

J6 As observed in reference to .hJiana in Chapter Five. Cynewulf does not appear to distinguish between 
soul and body and flesh and spirit 
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gteSl (rather than just the gtzSt as in Juliana) are each associated at least by implication 

with agency: 

gaste minwn ... 

manfremmende 
zhtum wunigan. 

nales sceame worhte 
(Ele.470b-71a) 

Sawla ne moton 
in minum leng 

(Ele. 905b-7a) 

my spirit worked no shame [for me] ... 

Not for long are sin-working souls now able to 
remain in my possession ... 

Since this second instance occurs in the context of the devil's lamentations it is likely to 

result from the theme of the soul as booty in the cosmic conflict between devil and 

Christ. Even with this potential overlap in the function of the soul and the executive and 

agentive inner aspects, the relation between the inner aspects and the sawul / giZSt 

remains, as always, unstated. 

In accordance with wider poetic usage, the inner aspects are not associated with 

the afterlife, but always with human activity and experience which determines the fate 

of the post-corporeal soul in light of divine Judgment In EJene7 however7 the inner 

aspects explicitly appear as the locus of man's reception of the Spirit and therefore 

assume a central importance not only in terms of man 7 s responsible agency 7 but also in 

being the meeting place of the human and the divine. Although it is impossible to 

discern whether the inner aspects are physically conceived containers or whether their 

reception of the Spirit is the metaphorical embrace of Christian tru~ the inner aspects 

are the essentially human faculties in which the communion between man and God 

takes place. I suggest that the graphic depictions of spiritual fulfilment in Elene allow us 

to recognise the inner aspects as the mediating link between body and soul / spirit and 

between human and divine. Ultimately, nothing in Elene reflects an analytical concept 

of epistemology or the processes of specifically human knowledge acquisition. The 

primacy of the inner self in human experience emerges not in its role as (or containment 

of) the highes~ reasoning faculty as the defining characteristic of man. Rather. the inner 

self emerges as the meeting point of the human and divine: the place in which God is 

embraced and in which man attai~ realises and experiences his highest potential.
37 

J7 The inner self is the determining principle of action and as such is delineated from it in terms of inner 
and outer as seen in the frequent ",od-magen apposition. 
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Both as locus and as executive moral agency, the inner aspects in Elene are central to 

human self-realisation as far as is possible for the composite being. 

In conclusion, the theme of enlightenment which structures the poem as a whole 

highlights the non-typological modes of characterisation which allow us to gain an 

insight into the importance of the role of the inner self and thus of the individual in his 

own development. As in all the signed poems, the theme of spiritual warfare and the 

involvement of the devil in human error and sin and the involvement of God in human 

enlightenment, virtue and salvation stand in the background. In Elene. however. the 

cosmic dualism and figural characterisation are less prominent and allow a focus on the 

personal role which each man exercises in his own enlightenment. Cynewulf shows 

remarkable interest in human understanding and the human will for God and his image 

of seeking and finding and of question and answer appears to me to present the whole 

journey of enlightenment in terms of the communication and interaction between man 

and God. Cynewulf s use of imagery to express the lacking and unenlightened condition 

of men when severed from God, suggests a human drive towards and capacity for 

fulfilment which can only be realised in Christ. Central to enlightenment is the inner 

self, whose workings are particularly suited to the image of wholehearted seeking and 

reception of Christ's light in the Spirit. Despite articulating the inner life and inner 

workings in Elene in a way which differs from Latin Christian intellectual models of 

anima and animus, Cynewulf s account of this inner domain is entirely compatible with 

the overarching intellectual theology of man which he embraces in his writings. Both as 

executive and responsible agencies and as (perhaps metaphorical) locus of the 

communion between the human and the divine, the inner aspects constitute an • inner 

self which is central for man' s elevation to his highest state of wisdom and virtue in 

both the spiritual and practical life on earth. It is in the essentially human inner self that 

man transcends his limitations and fulfils his highest potential in the quest for Christ. 
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Part Three 

Prose Innovation: The Alfredian Canon 



Prose Innovation: The Alfredian Canon 

There is a long-standing critical tradition which accepts that a number of extant 

Old English prose texts can be linked with the educational and literary refonns 

attributed to King Alfred and that this literary programme is deeply infonned by its 

historical and ideological context. I If we accept this traditional association. it would 

appear that we can place the prose texts of the so-called Alfredian canon in a specific 

historical, cultural and intellectual context, namely that of later ninth-century Anglo

Saxon England, more confidently than we can place the poems of Cynewulf. This is not 

to say that there is no critical disagreement about the authorship, provenance and dates 

of individual texts which have been associated with King Alfred (849-99) and his circle 

of scholars. On the contrary, critical debates about Alfred's own authorship and 

involvement in composition, along with debates about the nature of authorial 

collaboration, the commissioning of texts, and wider literary cross-pollination amongst 

texts of the period are in many ways more current than the debates surrounding the 

Cynewulf canon.2 Nevertheless, the historical, literary and intellectual contexts of the 

ninth-century learning reforms remain important considerations when exploring the 

nature, development and impact of the so-called Alfredian literature, both at stylistic 

and ideological levels.3 Alfred's military efforts to lay the foundations for a 'unified 

England' in a time of political turmoil among the Anglo-Saxon kingdoms and of 

sustained Viking incursions appear to frame the literary refonns which, hand in hand 

I Most introductions to 'Alfredian prose' accept the existence ofan Alfredian educational programme and 
highlight the contextual influences in addressing the 'Alfredian' writings, for example R. D fulk and 
Christopher M. Cain, A History of Old English Literature (Oxford, 2003), pp. 48-9; Stanley B. Greenfield 
and Daniel G. Calder, A New Critical History of Old English Literature (New York. 1986). pp. 38-67; 
Allen J. Frantzen, King Alfred, Twayne's English Authors series 425 (Boston. 1986). p. 21. Other 
comprehensive context-oriented studies are provided by Simon Keynes and Michael Lapidge. Alfred the 
Great: Asser's 'Life of Alfred' and other COnlemporary Sources (New York. 1983); Janet Bately. The 
Literary Prose of Alfred's Reign: Translation or Transformation? London: King's College, University of 
London, 1980. 26. Inaugural Lecture. Chair of English Language and Medieval Literature. 4 March 1980; 
repro as OEN Subsidia 10 (1984). 
2 The most thought-provoking discussions of these ongoing debates are provided by Gregory Waite. l?/d 
English Prose Trans/ations of King Alfred's Reign. Annotated Bibliographies of Old and Middle Englash 
Literature 6 (New York. 2000); Janet Bately, 'The Alfredian Canon Revisited: One Hundred Years On', 
Alfred the Great: Papersfrom the Elevenlh-Cenlenary Conferences, ed. Timothy Reuter, Studies in Early 
Medieval Britain (Aldershot. 2003). pp 107-20; Malcolm Godden, 'Did King Alfred Write Anything?'. 
Medium ..£vum 76.1 (2007): 1-23. 
l See Janet M. Bately. 'The Nature of Old English Prose', The Cambridge Compamon to Old Eng/uh 
LiterallUe. eel. Malcolm Godden and Michael Lapidge (1991). pp. 71-87. 
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with his political and social refonns, have been seen as being oriented towards 

establishing a sense of 'national identity,.4 This distinctive literary and ideological 

movement facilitated not only a remarkable approach to collective identity, but also. as I 

shall argue in this third and final part of my thesis, a uniquely innovative approach to 

questions about human and personal identity. 

In choosing to translate those Latin books 'most necessary for all men to know'. 

the Alfredian literary programme reflects the desire to revive the Latin learning of 

earlier times as much as it reflects a conscious movement into a new era of Anglo

Saxon learning.
5 

On the one hand, this programme clearly based itself firmly on Latin 

Christian authority and its presentation of Old English as the direct descendant and heir 

of Hebrew, Greek and Latin amplifies the projected cultural continuities.6 On the other 

hand, the range of texts and the types of translations themselves point towards a telling 

confidence in the Anglo-Saxon ability to render, explain and adapt Latin works - or 

rather, to explore and develop a firmly integrated Latin Christian heritage in the native 

vernacular forum. Precisely this interplay of traditions and their innovation in the 

Alfredian literature provide an invaluable opportunity to study Anglo-Saxon 

anthropological and psychological ideas and such ideological interplay is nowhere more 

evident than in the so-called 'philosophical' works of Alfred, namely in the Old English 

Consolation and the Old English Soliloquies.7 Before introducing these texts more fully. 

4 Sarah Foot, 'The Making of Angelcynn: English Identity before the Nonnan Conquest', TrallSactions of 
the Royal Historical Society 6th ser. 6 (1996): 25-49, p. 34; Fulk and Cain, A History of Old Engluh 
LiterahUe, pp. 48-51. It is not my purpose here to discuss the complexities of the political. military or 
social history of Alfred's reign which have been dealt with most notably by Janet Nelson. 'Wealth and 
Wisdom: the Politics of Alfred the Great', Kings and Kingship, ed. Joel T. Rosenthal. Acta II 
(Binghamton, 1986) 31-52; David Dumville, Wessex and Englandfrom Alfred 10 Edgar: Six Essays on 
Political, CulhUaI, and Ecclesiastical Revival, Studies in Anglo-Saxon History 3 (New Vark. 1992); 
David Pratt, The Political Thought 0/ King Alfred the Great (Cambridge, 2007). 
~ Henry Sweet. ed., King Alfred's West Saxon Version o/GregDrY.'s Pastoral Care'.2 vols .. E~TS 45. 50 
(London, 1871. repro 1958), p. 26, line 58. For further diSCUSSion of the educational ~ mtell~ 
context see D. A, Bullough, 'The Educational Tradition in England from Alfred to .Elhic: Teachang 
utriusque linguae'. Centro Italiano di Studi sull'slto Medioevo. Sellimane di.SIu~io 19 (S~leto. 1972~ 
pp. 453-94; Jennifer Morrish. 'King Alfred's Letter as a Source on Leammg m the Nmth Cen~ , 
Stvdies in Earlier Old English Prose, ed. Paul E. Szannach (New Vork. 1986), pp. 87-107; Susan Irvine. 
'Religious Context: Pre-Benedictine Refonn Period', A Companion to Anglo-Saxon LUera/UTe. pp. 135-
ISO; Robert Stanton. The CulhU'e o/Translation in Anglo-Saxon England (Cambridge. 2002). pp. ~5-IOO. 

6 Sweet, King Alfred's West Saxon Version o/Gregory's Pastoral CQI'e. p. 26 lines .0-7: . . 
7 For more detailed discussions of the manuscript histories and editions referred to 10 thIS thesIS, sec 
Chapters Seven and Eight below. 
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it is useful to gain a brief overview of the debates surrounding the Alfredian canon so as 

to place the Consolation and Soliloquies in their wider literary and intellectual context. 

The practice of attributing of a number of Old English literary translations of 

notable Latin works to King Alfred himself was already apparent in the ninth and tenth 

centuries. A number of Old English texts explicitly name Alfred as their author. namely 

the Old English Pastoral Care, the Soliloquies, the Consolation and the Laws.8 We also 

find near-contemporary references to his authorship of the Consolation and the Old 

English translation of Bede's Historia Ecclesiastica.9 The fullest account of the 'works 

translated by King Alfred' is the list of William of Malmesbury in his Gesta Regum 

Anglorum (1120-7), which mentions Old English translations of Orosius' Historia 

Adversus paganos, Pope Gregory's Regula (or Cura) Pastoralis, Bede's Historia 

Ecclesiastica Gentis Anglorum, Boethi us , De Consolatione Philosophiae. an 

Enchiridion and the psalms. 10 Current critical consensus has moved away from a 

general acceptance of this list and meanwhile holds that only the Old English Pastoral 

Care, the Consolation, the Soliloquies and probably the Psalms can be attributed to 

Alfred or his immediate circle of scholars. II The Old English translation of Gregory' s 

Dialogi, in turn, is largely accepted as a work commissioned by Alfred (as suggested in 

Asser's Life of Alfred), whilst the Mercian Bede and the Orosius are thought to be only 

indirectly linked with the Alfredian circle. 12 

8 Godden discusses these attributions in significant detail, 'Did King Alfred Write Anything?', pp. 3-9. 
9 Dorothy Whitelock discusses these attributions by iElfric and his chronicler JEl>elwold, 'The Prose of 
Alfred's Reign" Continuations and Beginnings. Studies in Old English Literature, ed. Eric Gerald 
Stanley (London, 1966), pp. 77-8. 
10 William of Malmesbury: Gesta Regum Anglorum, ed. and trans. R. A. B. Mynors, R. M. Thomson and 
M. Winterbottom, Oxford Medieval Texts, 2 vols. (Oxford, 1998) 11.122, treated at length by Dorothy 
Whitelock, 'William of Malmesbury on the Works of King Alfred', Medieval Literature and Civilization. 
Studies in Memory ofG. N. Garmonsway, ed. D. A. Pearsall and R. A. Waldron (London, 1969), pp. 78-
93. 
II Succinct summaries are provided by Michael Lapidge, John Blair, Simon Keynes, and Donald Scragg. 
ed., The Blac/cwel/ Encyclopedia of Anglo-Saxon England (Oxford, 1999), pp. 27-30; Fulk and Cain. A 
History of Old English Literature, pp. 48-63: Bately, 'The Alfredian Canon revisited', p. 109. On the 
inclusion of the Old English prose translations of the first fifty psalms sec in particular Janet Balely. 
'Lexical Evidence for the Authorship of the Prose Psalms in the Paris Psalter', ASE 10 (1982): 69-9S. 
12 Although Asser attributes the Old English Dialogues to a certain WaerferO. there is no pre~ory de~il 
about authorship, Fulk and Cain, A History of Old English Literature. p. 66. ~ O~d Enghs~ OrrullLS 
(which mentions Alfred as Othere's king) has more tenuous links with the Alfredlan CIrcle. but IS datable 
to before 900 due to fragments copied in MS Cotton Domitian i~ f. II, Whiteloc~ '~e Prose of ~Ifred's 
Reign'. pp. 77-8. Elizabeth M. Liggins argues for the inclusion of this work on leXIcal grounds In .~ 
Authorship of the Old English Orosius'. Ang/ia 88 (1970): 289-322. although Bately has argued agal~ 
the lexical affinity of the OrosillS with the Pastoral Care, Soliloquies. 80elhillS and Psalwu. sec 'Kang 
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All seven texts share a number of features which have occasioned their inclusion 

in the Alfredian canon at one time or another, but which can also be more generally 

seen as integral to the development of 'the frrst significant literary prose' during the 

reign of King Alfred.13 Whether in the clarification and identification of scriptural 

references, in the direct explication of ideas and terminology or in the use of concrete 

'illustrations, comments, metaphors and similes' which present explanatory analogies 

from Anglo-Saxon culture, the purpose of edification and elucidation is seen as a 

broadly defining element of this early Old English prose. 14 The simplification of Latin 

syntax (be it in series of short clauses in the Pastoral Care or in the change of 

hypotactic to paratactic constructions in the Consolation), which is apparently equally 

conducive to the purpose of explication, is also a consistent feature of ninth-century 

vernacular prose translations. IS 

The Old English prose texts range from relatively literal translation to 

interpretation and 'free adaptation' and so appear to reflect the different aspects of the 

famous dictum which we find in the prefaces to the Pastoral Care and the Consolation: 

hwilum ... word be worde, hwilum andgit of andgite (' at times word for word, at times 

sense for sense,).16 From a stylistic point of view, the Bede, Orosius and Dialogues are 

often characterised as being 'over-literal in their renderings', departing little from their 

sources beyond 'short explanatory glosses'. 17 In this they have been likened to the 

Alfred and the translation of Orosius', Ang/ia 88 (1970): 433-60. As regards the Old English Bede. 
Simon Kuhn appears to stand alone in his re-inclusion of this text in the canon, see 'Synonyms in the Old 
English Bede', JEGP 46 (1947): 168-76, and idem, 'The authorship of the Old English Bede revisited' 
NM73 (1972): 172-80. 
13 Fulk and Cain, A History of Old English Literature, p. 51. For an account of the view of King Alfred as 
the 'father of English prose', see Greenfield and Calder, A New Critical History, pp. 39-40. 
14 Whitelock, 'The Prose of Alfred's Reign', pp. 67-101; Greenfield and Calder, A New Critical History. 
Pf. 38-63; Franzen, King Alfred, pp. 30-1; William H. Brown, 'Method and Style'. pp. 33-7. 

See note 14. The distinctive style of original composition. as for example in the prefaces. must also be 
noted here, Godden, 'Did King Alfred Write Anything?', pp. 4-5; Fulk, A History of Old English 
Literature, p. 54. 
16 Past. Care XVII.17-20; Bo. 1.2-6. See also Whitelock, 'The Prose of Alfred's Reign'. pp. 80-1; 
Greenfield and Calder. A New Critical History, pp. 46-55; Godden. 'Did King Alfred Write Anything?'. 
p.p.9, 17. 

Whitelock, 'The Prose of Alfred's Reign', pp. 77, 89-93; Greenfield and Cald~. If .'it"" C'~'ical 
History. pp. 45, 55-8; the significant shortening of the Bede. however. should be noted In the compenson. 
William Brown Jr., 'Method and Style in the Old English Pastoral Care'. JEGP 68 (1969): 666-14. 
Whitelock has linked the Parker MS of the Anglo-Saxon Clvonicles with the OrosilLJ. but whilst they are 
acknowledged as writings of Alfred's reign. the immediate influence of the Alfredian circle upon the 
Chronicles is now widely rejected. as discussed by Greenfield and Calder. A .\'ew Critical Hilto,y. pp. 59· 
62. 
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Pastoral Care - in stark contrast to the more abstract and reflective Consolation and 

Soliloquies.
18 

Such divergent approaches to source texts do of course not disprove close 

literary influences in that fidelity to an important and influential work such as the Cura 

Pastoralis may well have been more appropriate than fidelity to more obscure and 

speculative texts such as Augustine's Soliloquies. Nevertheless, the parallels in diction 

and expression between the Pastoral Care, Soliloquies, Consolation and Psalms appear 

to differentiate these texts from the Orosius, Bede and Dialogues. 19 Parallels in 

explanatory examples, metaphors and shared themes in turn appear to link the Pastoral 

Care, Consolation and Soliloquies particularly closely.2o Despite lexical, stylistic and 

thematic affinities, sufficient differences nevertheless remain amongst the four core 

texts of the Alfredian canon that only the Consolation and Soliloquies appear close 

enough in terms of style and diction to assert their common authorship without doubt.21 

The nature of authorship and scholarly collaboration in the Alfredian writings has 

accordingly come under close scrutiny of late and the resulting debate has raised 

questions about the position of the philosophical texts in the wider canon. 22 

In light of the complexities involved in the lexical study of texts which have 

been copied and transcribed repeatedly and in view of the difficulties of discerning 

authorial patterns in texts which ultimately stem from 'the same time and region and 

milieu and writing tradition', Alfred's own authorship and involvement in composition 

has increasingly come into question.23 Besides the long-standing objection that the 

18 Greenfield and Calder, A New Critical History, p. 45. 
19 Although Whitelock has pointed out that the generic requirements of historical writings such as the 
Orosius and the Chronicles differ considerably from the requirements of the more analytical Consolation 
and SoliloqUies, such requirements do not of course entirely predetermine style or diction. Overall. the 
individual differences appear to outweigh the shared trends across the Alfredian works. Whitelock. 'The 
Prose of Alfred's reign" p. 89; and in particular the lexical studies of Janet Bately, also note II above. 
20 for surveys of the thematic and stylistic parallels see Greenfield and Calder, A New Critical His/ory, p. 
48. Whitelock, 'The Prose of Alfred's Reign' pp. 79 -80, 83-9. Godden, however, dismisses such 
~lIels, 'Did King Alfred Write Anything?', p. 10. . ' 

I The undeniably close relation between the Consolo/ion and the Soliloquies was first noted by F. G. 
Hubbard. 'The Relation of the Blooms of King Alfred to the Anglo-Saxon Boethius, MLN 9 ( 1894): 321-
42 and remains unchaJleng~ even by Godden. 'Did King Alfred Write Anything?'. pp. 9-10. 
22 frantzen, King Alfred. pp. 1-4; Richard W. Clement, 'The Production of the Pastoral Care', Siudies in 
~lier Old English Prose. pp. 129-52: (also note I above). . . 
• ~ Godden. 'Did King Alfred Write Anything?'. p. 10. Since Alfred's contemporBl) bl~, ~ 
Welsh monk and advisor Asser, mentions no translations. his account has been seen as a basIS for dating 
the translations after 893, or, alternatively, for arguments against the king's involvemen.t in ~y of the 
translations. Dorothy Whitelock, 'The Prose of Alfred's Reign', pp. 74-5; Godden. 'Did King Alfred 
Write Anything?', pp, 3-4. 12-13. 19 notes 3 and 4. I distance myself from the num~ arguments 
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glorification of Alfred the Great essentially arose from West-Saxon propagan~ there 

have also been more recent arguments against the reliability of the prefaces in reference 

to the prevalent practice of attributing texts to figures of authority (notably to kings or 

emperors), as was common practice on the Continent in the ninth century. 24 There are 

certainly numerous arguments which challenge the confidence we might have in 

asserting King Alfred's direct involvement in the composition of texts and even in the 

degree to which we can be certain about whether the four core Alfredian texts, along 

with other writings associated with Alfred's reign can indeed be placed in the ninth 

century.25 Although the debate about Alfred's own involvement in composition and the 

precise form of the Alfredian canon is developing in new directions, one of the few 

certainties amidst the many debates surrounding the Alfredian canon remains the close 

stylistic and intellectual affinity of the Consolation and the Soliloquies. It has recently 

been suggested that these texts may well be 'slightly later fictions, seeking to claim the 

king's authority and distinction for works in reality unconnected to him'.26 Their deep 

reliance on Alfredian writings and their origin in the pre-Benedictine context 

nevertheless remain unchallenged. Throughout my discussion I shall refer to • Alfred' as 

the author of the Soliloquies and Consolation for the sake of simplicity and shall refer to 

the four West-Saxon texts as 'Alfredian' in line with critical convention. The arguments 

in my investigation neither fall nor stand on the question of authorship and my 

references to 'Alfred' the author are not intended as a statement in relation to the wider 

critical debate. I employ this authorial name bearing the significant questions about the 

nature of composition and of authorship itself in mind. 

against Alfred's authorship which rely on an assessment of the lOng's own intellectual 'skill' or level of 
literacy. 
24 R. H. C. Davis, 'Alfred the Great: Propaganda and Truth', History 56 (1971): 169-82; E. G. Stanley 
'The Glorification of Alfred King of Wessex', Poetica 12 (1981): 103-33; David Kirby, 'Asser and His 
life of King Alfred'. Studia Celtica 6 (1971):12-35; Godden, 'Did King Afred Write Anything', pp. 1-23. 
However much 'propaganda' may be involved in the historical promotion of Alfred, 1 nevertheless agree 
with Fulk and Cain that' Alfred's accomplishments hardly require the aggrandizement that Asser and the 
Chronicle accord them', A History of Old English Literature, p. 49. 
2.5 Godden discusses these matters in significant detail in 'Did King Alfred Write Anything?" pp. 1-23. 
Although the nature of the composition of the Boethius and the Sololoqu;e~ does not su~est cor:nm~l 
dictation, this does not preclude the involvement of more than one ~rso~ an. the fonnu~atlon o~ I~ m 
the texts. Clement otTers a particularly interesting discussion of the lmphcatl~ns of scn~al ~lJ~n for 
matters of authorship and collaboration in relation to the Pastoral Care, assenmg Alfred s gUldmg Input. 
Clement, 'The Production of the Pastoral Care', pp. 129-52. 
16 Godden, 'Did King Alfred Write Anything?'. p. 17. Since Godden's su~esti~ ~ .to reside in 
'probabilities' and ultimately in the 'personal opinion' whic~ ~s reqUired l~ wClghang. up the 
'possibilities', further research is necessary if their membership an the Alfredlan canon IS to be 
discredited. ibid. pp. 17, 18. 
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The Consolation and the Soliloquies stand out not only in the Alfredian writings.. 

but also in Old English literature as a whole. Their ideological heritage is the same 

deeply Christian tradition which infonns texts such as the Pastoral Care. In adapting 

fundamentally philosophical works, however, their tone and style emerge as 

distinctively analytical in comparison with other vernacular prose works. It has been 

noted that 'among the great Anglo-Saxon scholars none can be classed as philosophers
9 

save perhaps Alcuin' and the Consolation and the Soliloquies can certainJy not be 

classified as works of logic or ethics in the Classical philosophical tradition.27 Their 

explorative vigour and analytical approach in establishing 'truths' (whether theological 

or otherwise) in reference to a whole-scale system of beliefs is, however. perhaps all the 

more striking in the absence of an Anglo-Saxon philosophical tradition. The question 

whether these texts consciously and systematically alter the complex philosophical 

ideas of their sources, or whether they inadvertently interpret them in light of their own 

intellectual climate has been an important aspect in assessing both their literary and 

philosophical value.28 I suggest that the way in which both texts approach the 

anthropological and psychological ideas of their sources provides strong support for the 

fonner position, namely that the author of these texts consciously engaged with the 

conceptual implications of the ideas expressed in his sources in remarkably systematic 

and innovative ways. 

In form, style and, crucially, in subject matter. the Old English Consolation and 

the Old English Soliloquies provide a unique and invaluable insight into a systematic 

vernacular conception of the inner self. First, both texts take the fonn of interior 

dialogues which are rarely attested across the extant vernacular COrpUS.
29 

In the Old 

English Consolation, the conversation between the Boethius-character and the Ratio 

27 Milton McC. Gatch, 'King Alfred's Version of Augustine's Soliloquia: Some Suggestions on Its 
Rationale and Unity'. Studies in Earlier Old English Prose, ed. Paul E. Szarmach (Albany. 1986). pp. 17-
45, citation from p. 201. 
II These respective positions are taken by Anne Payne, King Alfred and Boelhiw: An AnDIy~is ~f 1M Old 
English Version of the Consolo/ion of Philosophy (Milwaukee. 1968) and Kurt Otten. AC>mg Alfred! 
BoeJhiru, Studien zur englischen Philologie, neue folge 3 (TObingen. 1.964), p. 286. ~~ch ~ues for: the 
latter stance in his analysis of the Soliloquies in 'King Alfred's Version of Augusttne s So/'Ioquw , as 
discussed in detail in Chapter Eight below. . 
29 The dialogue between body and soul in Soul and Body I and 1/, for example. cannot be described as an 
inner dialogue in this sense. 
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----
('reason') of the Latin De Consolatione Philosophiae are largely replaced by the 

dialogue between Mod and Wisdom or Gescead ('reason, discrimination'). 30 In the Old 

English Soliloquies, the Augustine-character of the Latin Soliloquia is gradually 

replaced by ic ('1') in its inner conversations with Gescead (Lat. Ratio). Secon<L both 

dialogues (in line with their sources) analyse anthropological and psychological subjects 

which necessitate abstract and specific vocabulary, whether in the clari fication of 

complex Latin source passages or in the elaboration of specific concepts. In the Old 

English Consolation, the Boethius-character (later the mod) must come to understand 

the nature of man and the true nature of the divinely ordered world before he can find 

consolation for his apparently miserable situation. Since self-understanding is central to 

this consolation, we again learn not only about human nature and human purpose, but 

find extensive discussions relating to human freedom and potential as well as to the 

ways in which man comes to know and recognise truth. In the Soliloquies, in turn~ the 

Augustine-character seeks to understand the nature of God and the nature of the soul 

(Solil. I.ii.7). Hence we are not only offered insights into the nature of the soul itself. but 

also a detailed exploration of the processes of knowledge acquisition and moral 

improvement, which again shifts the focus of the discussion inwards to the inner bases 

of experience and behaviour. In these analytical and edifying contexts, then, both texts 

present strikingly detailed and (as I shall argue) analytical descriptions of the 

constitution of the inner self and of inner workings such as the processes of perception, 

cognition and volition with which their sources are concerned. 

As Woesler and Godden first pointed out, the indebtedness of the Alfredian texts 

to philosophical and theological texts of the intellectual tradition beyond their 

immediate sources defines their approach to the inner self.31 Hence, we find the earliest 

Old English account of a (Neo )Platonic tripartite soul as well as numerous accounts of 

psychological processes which are heavily indebted to patristic accounts. On the one 

)() I capitalise the personified Wisdom. Gescead and Ratio in line with editorial convention here. See also 
Chapter Seven for further reasons underlying my capitalisation of Wisdom. Truth and Goodness ~~ 
referring to these as abstract concepts identified with Neoplatonic Ideas or with the One True Chrisuan 
God. 
)\ Richard Woesler 'Das Bild des Menschen in der Englischen Sprache der alteren Zeit'. pp. 321-36; 
Malcolm Godden. 'Anglo-Saxons on the Mind', pp. 271-98, as discussed in Chapcer Two above. 
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band, the development of an essentially new vocabulary to render concepts such as 

'reason' (Lat. ratio, OE gescead, almost entirely absent in vernacular poetry) and of 

terminology used to explain and explore the complex psychological ideas of the Latin 

accounts amplifies the significant influence of this intellectual heritage. On the other 

hand, the definition of newly introduced terminology and its paraphrasing by more 

familiar vocabulary serve to elucidate generally unfamiliar terms as much as they aid us 

in understanding the semantic spheres in which the more familiar Old English tenns 

could be applied.32 Besides their clear willingness to explore and explain the ideas of 

their sources, the Alfredian translations also consciously adapt the focus and even the 

arguments of their source texts, both their larger argument structures and their specific 

accounts of human workings. As I shall illustrate in the following chapters, the Old 

English 'translations' do not simply contextualise the 'foreign' in "native' tenns. Rather, 

the pervasive ideological structures which infonn the texts point towards a systematic 

approach to matters of human and personal identity, both in style and substance. 

The literary quality and the theological sophistication of the Consolation and 

Soliloquies have received significant attention.33 My particular focus in the following 

chapters rests primarily on the systematic integrity of Alfred's approach to human 

nature and the inner self in the context of a clearly defined argument. I therefore dwell 

less on the gradual build-up of imagery in the texts (as I did in my analysis of the 

Cynewulfian poems in Part Two) than on the articulation of the various stages of the 

progressing discussions. My own mode and tone of analysis in Part Three is accordingly 

more philosophical than literary in that it outlines, for example, logical syllogisms in 

considering alterations to the source arguments. This is not to say that I undervalue the 

sophisticated use of metaphor and Christian imagery in the texts, but, rather, that I see 

the concise articulation of complex ideas and their pointed recapitulation in metaphor 

and image as a defining feature of the works - a feature which allows a particularly 

~~ I use the tenn 'familiar' in Tyler's sense here, Elizabeth M. Tyler, Old English Poetio: The Aesthetio 
o(the Familiar in Anglo-Saxon England (York. 2006). .., 
) Ruth Waterhouse 'Tone in Alfred's Version of Augustine's Soliloquies', Studies In Earlier Old £ng/uh 
Prose, pp. 47-85; Gatch, 'King Alfred's Version of Augustine's Soliloquia', pp. 17-45. A bibliography of 
research into the Consolation is provided by Nicole Guenther Discenza. 'Alfred the Great A 
Bibliography with Special Reference to Literature', Old English Prose: Basic Readings, pp. 463-502. 
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detailed insight into the conceived relations between the inner and spiritual aspects of 

man and into the precise workings of those inner powers and faculties which infonn 

human character and which underlie outer action and behaviour.34 

The Consolation and Soliloquies provide substantial insights into the integration 

of Latinate ideas and modes of exposition into the vernacular without the . constraints' 

of formulaic or other poetic conventions of expression. Their analytical style and 

approach (in particular their development of analytical vocabulary) reveal a concern 

with the defInition of specific domains of human experience and show an interest in 

precise workings of the inner faculties themselves. Semantic studies such as that of 

Hanspeter Schelp have provided valuable information about the semantic spheres of the 

relevant vocabulary in the Alfredian canon and Soon Ai Low's list of metaphors in Old 

English literature allows us to see the conventional use of Christian metaphors in the 

Alfredian prose works as much as in Christian poetry.35 Again~ however, I do not 

abstract relevant words, phrases or passages from their textual context~ but rather 

consider Alfred's anthropological and psychological ideas in the conceptual context 

which is built up over the course of each work. In contrast with Cynewulf s poetry, it is 

not necessary to establish that there is a comprehensive worldview and a coherent 

metaphysical context at play in the Consolation and Soliloquies - the philosophical 

nature of their sources provides precisely such a context as a framework for their 

respective arguments. Rather, in my investigations in Part Three, I focus on the larger 

conceptual contexts of the works in order to illustrate how Alfred's significant 

adaptation of these contexts frames an innovative vision of human nature and human 

purpose. My discussion of these essentially analytical prose texts in Part Three thus 

complements my discussion of Cynewulfs poetry in Part Two by highlighting the 

deeply sophisticated approaches to matters of self and identity which can be found in 

Anglo-Saxon poetry and prose alike and by highlighting that the thorough engagement 

~ This does not imply, of course, that the use of paraphrase is always more helpful to the ~tic ~ the 
poetic use of variation. Nevertheless. the specification of distinct domains of human expmenc~ an the 
~~xts is articulated more clearly than in preceding writings. whether in verse or.p~.. . 
.. Hanspeter Schelp. 'Der Geistige Mensch im Wortschatz Alfreds des Gro6en . Diss. Unlv. of GO nang en. 
1956; Low. 'The Anglo-Saxon Mind'. pp. 81-168. 
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with varying ideological traditions is apparent on both sides of the stylistic and literary 

divide. 

As the foregoing prelude has announce<L the final two chapters which comprise 

Part lbree of this thesis will consider the distinctive articulation of the role and status of 

the inner self in the Consolation (Chapter Seven) and Soliloquies (Chapter Eight). 

Although I do not insist on a chronology of the texts by treating them in this order. the 

Soliloquies appears to build on the metaphysical and anthropological ideas established 

in the Consolation and appears to take a number of questions which the Consolation 

raises about human identity to their full and logical conclusion. Be this as it may ~ 

Chapters Seven and Eight highlight the way in which both texts build up a larger 

metaphysical order which frames their accounts of human nature and human purpose, as 

is particularly clear in the detailed cosmology of the Consolation and in the opening 

prayer of the Soliloquies. This context (which is complementary in both texts) 

establishes the larger framework for their (again complementary) visions of human 

nature and human purpose and for the various detailed discussions of inner processes 

which we encounter in the texts. The interest of the Consolation in the theme of order 

on a cosmic scale facilitates insights into the way in which a dualist metaphysics and 

anthropology shapes Alfred's view of the human constitution and the centrality of the 

inner self in human identity. This metaphysical and anthropological context is 

articulated more succinctly in the Soliloquies, which in tum develops a more detailed 

discussion of the nature and relation of soul and body and which considers the nature 

and status of the inner self as the continuous core of human identity in the present life 

and in the next. In light of their extensive metaphysical deliberations and their 

engagement with intricate psychological ideas, the Consolation and Soliloquies delve 

deeply into the implications which Christian dualism has for the details of man's inner 

life, inner workings and thus for individual and generic identity of human beings. As I 

shall argue over the course of the next two chapters. their sophisticated engagement 

with philosophical and theological ideas leads them to associate the inner sel f 

increasingly with the spiritual domain of man precisely because the essence of the self 

must reside in a core which can provide the continuum of identity in this life and the 
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next if it is to experience the just rewards earned in life. Rather than simply adopting 

this whole-scale system, the Soliloquies and Consolation establish these insights 

gradually. Although the resulting picture may seem perfectly ordinary to us today, these 

two works are the frrst Anglo-Saxon vernacular writings to articulate it explicitly. 
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Chapter Seven 

The Old English Prose Consolation: A Philosophical Construction of Interiorit)· 

The Old English Consolation is a conceptually dense and complex work which 

confronts a broad range of philosophical and theological questions. It is widely accepted 

that the Anglo-Saxon writer goes beyond literal translation and even interpretation in 

adapting numerous arguments and discussions from Boethius' De Consoialione 

Philosophiae (henceforth De Consolatione). I In distinctively reworking this Latin tex~ 

the Old English Consolation develops the (Neo )Platonic elements of its source and 

incorporates theological ideas from the wider Latin Christian tradition as well as 

distinctly Anglo-Saxon elements of thought and expression.2 Besides presenting a 

particularly fruitful forum for exploring the interaction of diverse ideological and 

literary traditions, the alterations which the author makes allow us to trace the way in 

which the Consolation raises, explores and answers a number of questions which are 

directly relevant to Alfred's view of human nature and the role of the inner self in 

human identity. 

The damaged and apparently corrupted condition of the two extant prose 

versions of the Consolation (Cotton Otho A.vi and Oxford Bodley 180) of course raises 

significant questions about the extent to which a comprehensive and detailed analysis of 

I In this chapter I concentrate on the prose text of the Consolation rather than on the Meiers of BoelhillS 
which have survived in MS London, B. L., Cotton Otho A.vi in a mid-tenth century copy of the 
prosimetrical text. The similarity of the surviving prose in this copy and that of the prose version in MS 
Oxford, Bodleian Library, Bodley, 180 (a copy dating from the twelfth century) is notable and throughout 
this discussion I use Walter Sedgefield's composite text edition. King Alfred's Old English Version of 
Boelhius' De Consolatione Philosophiae (Oxfo~ 1899). In order to avoid confusion in my references to 
the Boethius-characters of the Latin and Old English versions and to the author Boethius. I refer to the 
Old English text as the Consolation (rather than the Boethius). although 1 retain the conventional 
abbreviation Bo. in reference to the Old English text. All translations of the Old English text are mine. 
References to the Latin text (abbrev. De Con.) and accompanying translations are taken from Boethius. 
De ('onsolalione Philosophiae, in Boelhius: The Theological Traclates, The Consolation of Philosophy. 
ed. and trans. H. F. Stewart. E. K. Rand and J. Tester. The Loeb Classical Library 74. ed. J. Henderson 
(Harvard. 1973). 
2 The most comprehensive studies of the fonnulation of ideas in the Old English Conso/alione to date are 
Kurt Otten. KiJnig Alfreds Boethius (Tnbingen. 1964); Anne F. Payne. King Alfred and Boethiw an 
Analysis oflhe Old English Version of the Consolation of Philosophy (Madison. 1968); also GrttnflCld 
and Calder. A Ne .... Critical Hislory. pp. 46-51; W. F. Bolton. 'How Boethian is Alfred's BoethllLf'!·. 
Siwdies in Earlier Old English Prose. ed. Szannach. pp. 153-68. 
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the text is possible.
3 

My study of the Consolation was completed before the publication 

of the much anticipated edition by Malcolm Godden and Susan lrvine.4 I have therefore 

been unable to take advantage of the extensive textual re-construction which has 

facilitated the most recent collaborative research into the influences of the relevant 

commentary traditions, sources and analogues carried out in the Boethius Project. S 

Nevertheless, the composite text edition by Sedgefield along with Kurt Otten's study of 

the most immediately influential commentaries and sources provide a solid basis for my 

subsequent discussion.
6 

Since a detailed investigation of the many aspects of the prose 

texts (and their relation to the Old English verse translation of the Meters of Boethius in 

Cotton Otho A.vi) must lie beyond the scope of the present study and since it would be 

impossible to deal fully with all the complex strands of the developing argument in the 

Old English prose Consolation as a whole. my concern here is to highlight Alfred's 

systematic approach to anthropological and psychological questions.7 

The De Consolatione Philosophiae. written by Manlius Severinus Boethius 

during the imprisonment in 524/5 which preceded his excecution by the Ostrogoth 

emperor Theodoric, is a fundamentally Neoplatonic inquiry into the nature of good and 

evil in the universe. In essence, the five books of the De Consolatione (consisting of 

forty chapters interspersed with thirty-nine metres) present the intellectual quest of the 

incarcerated Boethius-character in which he moves from a state of imprisonment and 

exile in the darkness, ignorance and misery of wordly concerns to the enlightened 

understanding and joy of the mind (mens) in union with the Highest Intelligence by the 

aid of Lady Philosophy. The forty-two chapters of the Old English Consolation 

3 Discussions of the condition and history of the manuscripts, transcriptions and modem editions are 
provided by Kevin Kiem~ 'Alfred the Great's Burnt Boethius', The Iconic Page in Mamucripl. P~inl. 
and Digilal Culture, ed. George Bomstein and Theresa Tinkle (Ann Arbor, 1998). pp. 7-32; Susan Irvine. 
'Fragments of Boethius: The Reconstruction of the Cotton Manuscript of the Alfredian Text'. ASE 34 
(2005): 169-181. 
J The Old English Boelhius. An Edilion of Ihe Old English Versions of BoelhilLS' De Consolcn.ione 

PhiJosophiae. ed. Malcolm Godden and Susan Irvine with a Chapter on the Metres by M. S. Gnffith 
~Oxford. forthcoming). 

httpJ./www.english.ox.ac.uklboethiuslAlfredianBoethiuslndex.html. . . 
6 Walter John Sedgefield, King Alfred's Old English Version of Boelhills' De ConsolaJlone Phi/ruophlcJe 
~Oxford. 1899); Kurt Otten. K6nig Alfred's Boelhius (TObingen,. 1964). . 

Although I do not include a close analysis of the Old English MeIers of Boelhlll.s here, I frequentl) 
highlight analogues to these verses in my footnotes. 
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....... 

transfonn the account of the Latin text into an essentially Christian journey of 

enlightenment enabled by divine Wisdom as it reveals itself to the human mod.' 

Although Alfred's work has been characterised as theological rather than philosophical. 

the Old English Consolation is not a simplistic 'Christianisation' of its source. The text 

probes deeply into fundamentally philosophical questions and whilst these receive 

essentially Christian answers, the analytical nature of the work presents a profound 

exposition of human nature and man's place and purpose within the larger metaphysical 

order. Its analytical tone and style, moreover, facilitate a unique insight into the details 

of the author's conception of man's constitution and its workings, particularly of inner 

faculties, processes and activities. 

The Old English Consolation is invaluable for the study of vernacular 

presentations of human nature and its workings in that it contains an abundance of 

analytical passages which discuss, define and explicate the human constitution~ the 

nature of soul and body, and the workings of men's inner faculties. The frequency with 

which the work's description of the human soul (sawul) in 33 (81) 13-24 is cited attests 

to the importance placed on the work by scholars of Anglo-Saxon psychology. Besides 

this Platonic division of the sawul into the three hierarchically ordered faculties of 

"reason' (gesceadwisnes) , 'will' (wilnung) and 'anger' (yrre), we find an Augustinian 

account in 14 (32) 1-3 which attributes understanding (ant/gil), memory (gemynd) and 

rational will (gesceadwislica willa) to the soul (sawul). Clearly these two passages 

illustrate the author's engagement with the "Latin intellectual tradition' in Godden's 

sense (all the more so since there are no immediate parallels for these descriptions in 

Boethius' Latin text). The dominance of this intellectual tradition. however, must not be 

overamplified out of context. The majority of analyses in the text as a whole present 

inner faculties such as memory (gemynd). reason (gesceadwisnes)., understanding 

(andgil) and will (willa) as aspects and faculties of the mod. which is itself consistently 

described by familiar vernacular metaphors of interiority \\;thout being explicitly 

• I capitalise the personified Wisdom of the dialogue throughout. Since this inlef'locutor is later idcnliflCd 
with God Himself. my capitalisation has a dual function (see note 11 below). 
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associated with the spiritual and immortal soul. Thus the Consolation presents neither a 

standard model of interiority which is representative of Anglo-Saxon thought on the 

matter nor one which directly translates 'foreign' ideas into the vernacular. It is clearly a 

work which makes many abstract and intellectual subjects of Latin learning available to 

a native audience in the vernacular, yet its manner of adaptation (both of the argument 

structure and of psychological discussions) itself suggests not the presentation of long

established or normative ideas but rather the exploration of diverse questions within the 

boundaries of diverse ideological traditions. 

As I shall argue in this chapter, the prose dialogues do not merely present a 

medley of psychological models randomly adopted from various distinct (and 

potentially conflicting) authorities. Although the study of sources and analogues for the 

work's various descriptions of men and their inner workings is of course crucial. any 

critical attempt to categorize its various psychological discussions into hypothetical pre

Christian, native, Neoplatonic or Patristic traditions would draw attention away from a 

potentially unified vision of human nature in the argument as a whole. Rather than 

abstracting the relevant passages concerned with inner processes or constitutions from 

their textual context, I therefore consider the larger philosophical framework of the 

Consolation in order to show that it is precisely this distinctive framework which shapes 

the author's construction of interiority. 

Whilst it is not possible to give an entirely exhaustive account of the complex 

progression of arguments in the Consolation in this chapter, I begin in 7.1 by setting out 

the philosophical framework which facilitates Alfred's inquiry into human life and 

human purpose in the larger scheme of things. Since Alfred' s Christianisation of 

Boethius' Neoplatonic metaphysics directly informs his anthropological ideas, 7.2 goes 

on to consider the way in which Alfred's view of man's constitution directly reflects his 

view of a larger universe in which that which is true and lasting is higher in value and 

potency than that which is transient. For Alfred. man's most precious possession is not 
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only the immortal and spiritual sawul, but more prominently the mod, which is the locus 

of gescead (reaso~ discrimination) and the moral virtues as well as being the central 

agency which detennines how man uses (or abuses) his free will. In 7.3 I therefore take 

a more detailed look at the construction of interiority in the many detailed accounts of 

inner faculties and processes which in the Consolation show a particular interest in the 

interaction between man's gescead and his willa (will, wan~ desire). Finally, in 7.4. I 

tum to the significant questions which Alfred's psychological discussions raise about 

the relation between man's inner aspects and his immortal soul. By viewing the human 

constitution within the metaphysical context which shapes i~ it can be seen that Alfred's 

diverse psychological accounts and his various assertions about human potential and 

capacity are consistent with the work's larger vision of human nature and human 

purpose. Since Alfred's account of man's inner core of agency, experience and identity 

suggests a conscious concern with the implications which a dualistic Latin Christian 

anthropology has for the nature and status of the inner self, my discussion as a whole 

illustrates that the construction of interiority in the Consolation is as sophisticated as the 

work itself. 

7.1 Establishing the Philosophical Framework: Placing Man in Context 

There can be few more poignant settings for an intellectual inquiry into the 

nature of human happiness and of goodness in the universe than that of Boethius' De 

Consolatione. The autobiographical nature of the text lends particular force to the 

human experience of disillusionment and hopelessness in the face of injustice in the 

world and accentuates the consolation of finding true stability. meaning and goodness in 

the world of ideas.9 As the protagonist Boethius finds himself unjustly imprisoned 

without hope of release or mercy, the prison cell becomes the setting not only for his 

literal abstraction from the world but also for the liberation of his mind (men.~) from its 

9 For a discussion of Platonic Ideas and Fonns and their development in Neoplatonic and Christian 
thought. see Chapter One above. 
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worldly concerns by philosophical contemplation of higher truths. 10 A brief s)nopsis of 

the progressing argument at this point allows us to establish the philosophical 

framework which Alfred engaged with in his adaptation. 

The five books of the De Consolatione present distinct stages of a philosophical 

inquiry which ultimately cures the protagonist Boethius of his miserable aftliction. In 

Book I Lady Philosophy diagnoses the mental delusion (I.iv.l) of her former pupiL 

namely his belief that the happiness of men depends on the fickle workings of Lady 

Fortuna rather than on a just or benevolent order in the world (I.vi). In order to cure her 

pupil of the mental sickness (mentium morbum l.ii.13) which has caused him to forget 

previously known truths, Lady Philosophy goes on in Book II to re-assess the nature of 

human happiness by illustrating that true happiness cannot be found in external material 

things, but must be sought within (lI.iv.72-3). Turning to the nature of true happiness, 

Book III initially illustrates how earthly riches (l1I.iii), power (III.iv-v), glory or good 

repute among men (lII.vi) and bodily pleasure (1II.vii) are mere semblances of true 

happiness, whether sought singly or hoarded in greed. When sought in unity in the 

perfect self-sufficient principle of Good and Being which is God, however, true 

happiness can be gained by participation in the divine (1II.x.89-90). II By establishing 

God as that towards which all things are oriented and as that which unites all disparate 

elements in the universe in harmony, Lady Philosophy confirms the rule of Goodness in 

the world (III. vii), but in doing so also introduces the complexity of accounting for the 

existence of evil in a benignly ruled universe (11I.xii.79-2). Book IV consequently deals 

with the questions of theodicy and of how evil can go unpunished in a justly ordered 

world by arguing that evil is deprivation of Good (IV.ii.117-8) and that wicked men 

achieve nothing other than the self-annihilation which is punishment in itself (IV .ii. iv). 

The insight that all things are oriented towards Good. even things which men perceive 

10 In order to distinguish between Boethius the author and Boethius the protag~iSI o~ the ~ 
Como/mione, I refer to the author simply as Boethius and to the character of the narrative as the Larin 
~onist Boethius' or the ·Boethius-character'. 
1 Throughout this discussion Goodness. Truth. Wisdom (etc.) are capitalised w~n they are informed by 

ideas about the Neoplatonic One. the Perfect Principle. Origin and End of all creal1on. 
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as evil due to their limited understanding (IV.vi)~ introduces the subject of Book V. 

which addresses the apparent determinism inherent in such an all-pervasive 

metaphysical order. The argument reconciles God's foreknowledge of events with 

hwnan freedom by arguing that God knows things as one simple and etemal present 

rather than as successive moments (V.i.). Overall, the wide range of subjects covered by 

the De Consolatione clearly establishes a comprehensive context for the exploration of 

human nature and purpose within a defmed metaphysical order. Alfred utilises this 

larger argument structure in a way which highlights a number of distinct concerns 

relevant to his conception of man and his workings. 

In the Consolation, Alfred largely follows the arguments of Boethius' first three 

books despite often departing from the details and themes of his source. A Christianised 

perspective of Boethius' Neoplatonic metaphysics can be seen in numerous alterations 

which appear to reflect Carlingian commentary traditions. and a number of pervasive 

thematic alterations (such as his characterisation of Wisdom and Wyrd) highlight his 

distinctive interpretation of the Latin text and its personae. 12 Alfred's re-working of 

references to Classical culture in light of analogies to Anglo-Saxon culture also suggests 

a confidence and freedom in his mode of adaptation. 13 Although the alteration of 

numerous philosophical sub-conclusions suggests that Alfred misunderstood some of 

the details in Boethius' philosophical argument, his fITSt thirty-nine chapters establish. 

along with Boethius~ that human happiness is not to be found in earthly things~ but in 

the perfect Principle of Good~ namely the One true God~ whose benevolent rule is all 

12 See also Greenfield and Calder. A New Critical History, pp. 46-51; Bolton. "How Boethian is Alfred's 
Boethius?'. pp. 153-68; Katherine Proppe, 'King Alfred's Consolation of Philosophy', NM 74 (1973): 
635-48. 
J) Otten, K(Jnig Alfreds Boethius; Richard North, "Boethius and the Mercenary in The Wanderer'. Pagans 
and Clvistians: the InJerp/ay between Clvistian LaJin and TradiJional Germanic CulhUes In £QT~~' 
Medieval Europe, ed. T. Hofstra, L. A. J. R. Houwen and A. A. Mac-Donald, MediaevaJia GrOningana IS 
(GrOningen, I99S), pp. 71-98~ more specifically, for Alfred's adaptation of Classical literary allusions in 
light of Anglo-Saxon culture: Susan Irvine, 'Ulysses and Circe in King Alfred's Boethius: a Classical 
Myth Transformed'. Studies in English Language and LiteraJUTe: "Doubt Wisely", ed. M. J. Toswell ~ 
E. M. Tyler (London. 1996), pp. 387-401; ibid, 'Wrestling with Hercules: King Alfred and t~ ClassICal 
Past" Court Culture in the EQI'/v Middle Ages: The Proceedings of the First AIC'1Iin Conje.·rell,:e, ed. 
Catherine Cubitt, Studies in the Early Middle Ages 3 (Tumhoul. 2003), pp. 171-188~ Klaus Grinda. 'Zu 
Tradition und Gestaltung des Kirke-Mythos in Konig Alfreds Boethius·. Motive unJ. Theme" . In 

ellg/iscluprachiger Literatur als IndikoJOf'en IiteraJurgeschichJlicher Pro:esse. ed. Hemz-Joachlm 
MOllenbrock and Alfons Klein (TObingen. 1990), pp. 1-23. 
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pervasive (Bo. 34 (83) 20 - (89) 3; 39 (121) 33 - (128) 10). The most notable departures 

from Boethius' argument structure, however, occur in the final chapters of the Old 

English work, where Alfred simplifies Boethius' discussion of the relation between 

providence and fate (De Con. IV.vi; Bo. 39 (128) 10 - (132) 22) and largely omits 

Boethius' discussion of divine detenninism and human free will (De Con.V.iv. vi: Bo. 

40 (140) 10 - 41 (146) 32). Whereas Karl Schmidt and Kurt Otten see these significant 

alterations as the result of Alfred's difficulties with the complex philosophical ideas of 

his source, Anne Payne has argued that Alfred consciously adapts Boethius' ideas in 

light of his own worldview.
14 

Whilst I agree that Alfred's distinctive metaphysical 

worldview differs notably from that of Boethius and informs most of his alterations to 

the Latin argument, I suggest that Alfred's significant departure at the end of the Old 

English Consolation points less towards his development of a distinctive argument 

which resolves the difficulties of determinism and free will, than to his lack of interest 

in the question itself. 

Alfred introduces the question of free will (Bo. 40 (140) 18-21) towards the end 

of his discussion of divine providence as the all-pervasive rule of Goodness which is the 

will of God. Although he follows Boethius in raising questions about the compatibility 

of divine foreknowledge, pre-ordinance and free will, Alfred's discussion does not 

seriously challenge either God's omnipotent and benign rule or the existence of free 

will. 1 
S In answer to the question of how God can allow men to have freedom if he 

knows that they will do evil (Bo. 41 (141) 28-9), Gescead suggests that a just lord 

would not enslave all of his followers: 

t>et wlt!re uncynlicre. gif God nll!fde on eallum It would be more unfitting if God did not have in 
his rice nane fiige gesceaft under his anwalde. His entire kingdom any free creature under His 
ForOlt!m he gesceop twa gesceadwisa gesceafta rule. Therefore he created two rational creatures 
&eo, englas & men; ~lI!m he geaf micle gife free. angels and men; to them he gave the great 
freodomes. ~zt hi mosten don swa god swa yfel. gift of freedom. so that they may do good or evil. 
sw~r swa hi wolden. He sealde swiOe f'zste whichever they wanted. He has given a vel) firm 

14 Karl H. Schmidt, KlJnig Alfreds Boelhius-Bearbeitung (GOttingen. 1934). p. 62; Otten. Adnig :flfreJs 
Boelhius. p. 279; Payne. King Alfred and Boelhius. pp. 17-18. . . 
"Whereas Boethius begins Book V with a lengthy discussion ofcausaJity and ~hance (De (on. ~.I) upon 
which he builds his later definition of the causal relation between proVidence and foresIght (De 
Con.V.iv). Alfred simply asserts that nothing happens by chance (wea\" geh.\TeJ) but only by providence 
(siogodC1llJde/oretiohhung. Bo. 40 (140)9-16). 
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gife & swioo fzste ee mid 3cere gife eelcum men gift and a very finn law with that other gift to 
00 his ende; 3cet is se freodom 3eet se mon mot each man until his end~ that is. the freedom that 
don ~ he wile, & "eet is sio ee "eet he gilt eelcum man may to do what he wants. and the law b\' 
be his gewyrbtum eegoor ge on "isse worulde ge which He rewards each according to his worb. 
on "eere toweardan swa good swa yfel, sWceOOr he both in this world and in the world to come, either 
de3. (Bo. 41 (142) 6-15) good or evil. according as man does. 

Alfred appears perfectly content to rely on previously established conclusions here. 

namely that all events are good by providence although man cannot understand its 

workings fully, and that the certainty of God's all-pervasive justice should be man's 

ultimate disincentive to vice. In answering the objection that God's punishment of good 

and wicked men would be unfair if He determined their actions (Bo. 41 (142) 25-31). 

Wisdom refers to scripture in support of preceding conclusions: 

Ac ic lle secge, gif "eet s03 is "eet ge secga3, "eet 
hit wees unnet gebod on godcundum bocum "eet 
God behead "eet mon sceolde forleetan yfel & don 
good; & eft se cwide Jle he cwee3: swa mon rna 
swinc3, swa mon maran mede onfeh3. 

(Bo. 41 (143) 11-15) 

But I say to you: if it is true what you say then it 
would be an unnecessary commandment in the 
divine book that God decreed that men should 
avoid evil and do good, and also the saying in 
which he said: the more man toils. the greater 
rewards he shall receive. 

This is of course hardly a philosophical argument of Boethian calibre. Indeed Alfred's 

ultimate treatment of the compatibility of divine pre-determination and human freedom 

has nothing to do with Boethius' systematic argument in which human freedom 

becomes compatible with divine knowledge of events when God is moved outside 

human time. 16 Alfred's ultimate solution instead takes the form of a flat compromise 

which allows God's determinism in some things but not in others (Bo. 41 (144) 25-30) 

and which essentially stresses man's inability to discern the benevolent workings of 

divine providence (Bo. 41 (145) 5-10). 

Whether Alfred simply misunderstands Boethius' argument or whether he 

disagrees with it on theological (or other) grounds, it is quite clear that Alfred is not 

concerned with establishing the existence of free will and does not see God's power to 

intervene in human affairs as a limitation of human freedom. Although, for Alfred, 

human freedom is quite simply a given, a divine gift (80 41 (142) 9), his concluding 

interest in the different types of understanding which accompany varying levels of 

16 Payne. King Alfred and BoethillS. pp. 74-85: Otten. Konig Alfreds Boethiws. pp. 143-52. 
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freedom in different creatures (Bo. 41 (145) 28 - (146) 7) suggests that Alfred himself is 

far more interested in how man comes to misuse his free will by human error than with 

the question of how there can be such a thing as free will. This intere~ moreover, 

seems entirely in line with his overall argument in the Consolation. Chapters 1-36 

establish that men are innately oriented towards their own true happiness, which is God. 

but that they seek happiness in false earthly things due to their own error and lack of 

self-understanding. Chapters 32-9, in turn, establish that vice and wickedness lead man 

away from happiness towards self-annihilation in that evil which is deprivation of 

Good. In Chapters 40 and 41, Alfred defmes freedom as relative to the degree in which 

man understands himself and his will (Bo. 40 (140) 23-6; 41 (142) 2-15). In light of 

these foregoing concerns, Alfred's final interest in man's modes of understanding and 

his concluding exhortations indicate that the matter of determinism is peripheral to his 

own didactic concerns with man's moral and intellectual capacity for Good. In other 

words, the matter of human freedom appears to have been resolved by Alfred's 

foregoing analyses of the interaction between the human will for Good and the 

understanding which guides him there. Alfred's final emphasis on man's need to 

understand as well as he can despite his limitations and to strive towards heaven in 

thoughts and acts therefore appears to be the natural conclusion to his entire 

investigation: 

Ac se mann ana glel> uprihte; I>;et tacna3 I>;et he 
seeal rna }>encan up I>onne ny3er, I>i lieS I>let mod 
sie nio&>ror J>onne 3e Iichoma. 

(Bo. 41 (147) 9-10) 

Hebba~ eower mod to him mid eowrum hondum, 
& bidda~ I>IeS }>e riht sie & eower }>earf sie, 
fo~em he eow nele wyman. Hatia3 yfel & fleoo 
swa ge swi&>st m;egen; lufia3 cr;eftas, & folgia3 
I>em. Ge habba~ micle ned3earfe I>let ge symle 
wei don, fo~m ge symle beforan I>am ecan & 
t>aem elmihtgan Gode doO ealll>let I>let ge doO; 
eall he hit gesih~, & eall he hit forgilt. 

(Bo. 42 (149) 3-9) 

But man alone walks upright; that shows that he 
should think more upwards than downwards. lest 
the mod should be lower than the body. 

Raise your mods up to him with your hands and 
pray for what is right and necessary for you. 
because He will not deny you. Hate evil and flee 
from it as much as you can; love virtues and 
follow them. There is much need that you always 
do well because you always do everything which 
you do before the eternal and almighty God. Who 
sees it all and requites all. 

This conclusion is not solely based on the need to adhere to scriptural authorit)' but has 

been progressively established over the course of the Consolation. The remainder of this 

discussion will consider the way in which Alfred builds up a coherent vision of human 
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nature and human purpose within the framework of his progressing argument. Attention 

to Alfred's presentation of the inner do~ as we shall see, again becomes a useful 

hermeneutic tool for the analysis of constructions of human and personal identity. 

Alfred's concern with the inner domain is clear from the outset. Like Boethius' 

description of the prison cell in the De Consolatione, Alfred's opening scene finnJy 

establishes the inner nature of the dialogue which is to come. As the tyrannical Deodric 

throws Boetius into the cell, the narrowness, darkness and isolation of the setting 

reflects the inner state of the protagonist himself. 17 

~a hit Oa gelomp t>~t se arwyrOa w~s on swa 
micelre nearanesse becom, t>a wces he swa miele 
swiOor on his mode gedrefed swa his mod ~r 
swiOor to ~am worulds~lt>um gewunod w~s; & 
he ~a nanre frofre beinnan t>am carceme ne 
gemunde; ac he gefeoll niwol of dune on t>a flor, 
& hine astrehte swiOe unrot, & onnod hine selfue 
ongan wepan... (Bo. I (7) 24-(8) 5) 

When the worthy man came into such great 
distress, he was all the more greatly afflicted in 
his mod because his mod had been so strongly 
attached to worldly joys before - he could 
remember no comfort inside that prison. but 
instead fell down on the floor and prostrated 
himself most miserably and despairingly began to 
weep ... 

The darkness of the cell is soon aligned with Boetius' blindness (swa blindnesse on 

jJisse dimme hoi 2 (8) 10), the narrowness and constriction of the pit parallel his inner 

affiiction (1. (7) 25):8 The conflation of 'intellectual' and 'emotional' categories in 

Alfred's picture of the miserable mod predicts that its state is as much a deeper moral 

affiiction than one arising from the shock of immediate incarceration (De Con 1I.i.26-8). 

Indeed Alfred does not keep us waiting long before making the allegorical significance 

of Boetius' base and prostrate position (of dune on jJaj1or, Bo. 1 (8) 4) explicit. 

Upon arriving in the cell, or rather upon entering 'into' Boetius' mod (}Jar gan 

in 10 me heofoncund Wisdom, 3 (8) 16), Wisdom attributes Boetius' aftliction to his 

17 In order to distinguish between the protagonists of the Latin and Old English worb. I refer to ~11 
characters in the Old English dialogue by their Old English spellings (i.e. Boetiw) and to the Lalln 
characters as 'the Latin protagonist Boethius' or 'the Latin Theoderic·. . 
II Whereas Payne emphasises that prison walls signify 'perceptual blindness' ~AlfreJ and !l«tJ"u. p. 
II), the imagery of restriction in the vernacular corpus often signifies 'emotional lurmo~I' (lock~. 
'Corporeality in the Psychology of the Anglo-Saxons" pp. 14-7). This more comprehenSive sense IS 

panicularly apparent in the metrical version (Met. I. 74-82b). 
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having forgotten his fonner teacher. 19 In Alfred's account, the imagery of blindness and 

sickness in association with inner disturbance and, more notably. inner error (dysig. 

gedwolan) is more dominant than the imagery of forgetting and remembering. which 

carries strong undertones of Platonic anamnesis in Boethius' account 20 By repairing 

Boetius' sight, by metaphorically opening (and drying) the eyes of his mod (1 (8) 7). 

Wisdom intends to clear his pupil's clouded and erroneous vision (I.iv.17-19) and thus 

to elevate him from this lowly state (hreowsiendum gejJohle ... up arrerede. 1 (11) 3) all 

the way to heaven: 

For~am gif~u Pe ofsceamian wilt ~ines 
gedwolan, ~onne onginne ic }>e sona beran & 
bringe mid me to heofonum. (Bo. 3 (9) 18-19) 

Therefore if you will be ashamed of your error. 
then I will soon begin to raise you up and bring 
you with me to heaven. 

The purgation of error after repentance makes the Christian element within the learning 

process explicit here. The state of blind error in which Boelius finds himself is not only 

his exile from Wisdom, but is soon revealed as a state of exile from God and the 

heavenly community: 

Ac }>eah ~u nu fyr seo Oonne }>u w~re, ne eart 
~u ~eah ealles of}>am earde adrifen, Oeah ~u 
~lCron gedwolode. Ne gebrohte}>e eac nan oOer 
man on ~am gedwolan butan Pe sylfum ~urh 
~ine agene gemeleste. Ne sceolde I>e eac nan 
man swelces to gelefan ~~r }>u gemunan 
woldest hwylcra gebyrda}>u w~re & hwylcra 
burgwara for worulde; oOOe eft gastlice hwilces 
geferscipes ~u w~re on }>inum mode, & on 
Oinre gesceadwisnesse; }>~t is }>~t }>u eart an 
~ara rihtwisena & }>ara ryhtwillendra; }>a beoo 
~re heofencundan Ierusalem burgware. 

(Bo. 5 (11) 9-18) 

But though you are now more distant than you 
were, you are not entirely driven from your home, 
though you have erred from there. No man brought 
you into error other than yourself. [namely] 
through your own heedlessness. Nor should any 
man believe such about you if you would 
remember of which birth you are and of which 
citizenship in the world; or again, spiritually. of 
which companionship you are in your mod and in 
your understanding; that is that you are one 
amongst the righteous and right-willing who are of 
the divine community of Jerusalem. 

In the Old English argument, then, the mod has by its own heedlessness and error 

(gedwolan, a loaded tenn as we saw in Chapter Six) become estranged from its true 

19 Although Wisdom, like Philosophia is introduced as the fostermother (Bo. 3 (8) 27) whom Boeliw has 
forgotten. Alfred retains the grammatical gender of wisdom (m.) and refers to him by the masculine 
pronoun (he). Since Wisdom. unlike Philosophia, is ultimately identified with God Himself, I retain this 
masculine characterisation throughout. For a more detailed discussion, Kimberly C~ 'Philosophy's 
Metamorphosis into Wisdom: an Explanation of King Alfred's Re-Creation of the Central Symbol in 1M 
Consola/ion o/Philosophy', Journal o/Evolutionar), Psychology 17 (1996): 177-85. . 
10 Despite integrating the theme of 'forgetting', Alfred himself does not appear particularly .c~ 
with this theme beyond its utility as a context for re-leaming forgotten truths (~ thus for Illustral~g 
them to the reader). The theory of anamnesis in Platonic thought holds that certam truths are ~t m 
the soul from its very creation. Augustine's development of the idea that human. le.nllng IS 

'remembering' raises a number of interesting points about his own beliefs about the pre~xlstence of the 
soul. See Rist. Augustine: Ancient ThoughJ Baptized. pp. 144-82. 
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origin and home (eard), from its own place in the worl<L and by implication from its 

own true and righteous nature. Alfred's early association of identity with man's home 

and community announces the thematic context of his subsequent inquiry. The 

association of the mod with the spiritual community of the righteous~ moreover. 

amplifies the moral dimension which will emerge as a central theme in his 

investigation. 

As already noted, Boethius's teleological argument in the De Consoialione 

establishes that all men seek happiness by their nature, that true happiness can only be 

found in the One and that man himself inherently seeks God. The importance of man' s 

desire or will for a certain end, therefore, is crucial to the argument as a whole. In 

probing the extent of the error which is the root of Boelius' miserable aftliction, Wisdom 

like Philosophia, is perplexed that Boetius perceives injustice and disorder in the world 

despite acknowledging that 'God is the Creator of all' (De Con I.v.23-6; 80 5 (13) 16) 

and the 'Director of His own work'(De Con I.v.l5-19; Bo 5 (12) 19-21). The root of his 

error and affliction, it soon emerges, lies in his lacking understanding of the end of all 

things: 

[Wisdom] 

[Mod] 

[Wisdom] 

[Mod] 

[Wisdom] 

Hu m3!g }>3!t bion, nu }>u a3!t angin wast, 
}>3!t au eae aone ende nyte; fora3!m sio 
gedrefednes m3!g }>3!t mod onstyrian, ae 
hio hit ne m3!g his gewittes bereafian. Ae 
ie wolde }>3!t }>u me s3!dest hW3!}>er au 
wisse hW3!t }>u self W3!re. 

Ie wat }>~t ie on Iibbendum men & on 
geseeadwisum eom & }>eah on deadlieum. 

Wastu auht o}>res bi }>e selfum to seeganne 
buton }>3!t J>u nu szdest? 

Nat ie nauht ~res. 

Nu ie h3!bbe ongiten }>ine onnodnesse, nu 
Ou self nast hW3!t }>u self eart, ae ie wat hu 
J>in man tilian sceal. (Bo. 5 (13) 7-17) 

How may it be, now, that you know the 
beginning, but that you do not also know 
the end? The affliction may stir up the 
mod, but it may not rob the mod of its wits. 
But I want you to tell me whether you 
know what you yourself are. 

I know that I am [one] amongst living and 
rational men and yet [am one] amongst 
mortals. 
Do you know anything else about yourself 
besides what you just said? 

I do not know anything else. 

Now I have understood your desolation: at 
present you yourself do not k.now what you 
yourself are. but I know how to cure your 
fault. 

As in the De Consolalione (and its wider intellectual heritage). life. reason and mortality 

define man. In the present context, however, this knowledge appears to be insufficient. 
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In order to understand oneself one must understand one's purpose, namely that end 

towards which one should be heading. In both the De Consola/;one and the Old English 

Consolation, the particular importance of knowing one's end as well as one's origin 

does not reside exclusively in the fact that such knowledge reveals the fuji circle of 

human life, man's course and purpose. More importantly, Wisdom's emphasis on 

knowing the end which determines man's path lies in his assertion that men alone can 

deviate from this path (Bo 5 (12) 21-24). As we hear later, man can stray from his 

rightful course in light of his free will and in anticipation of this insight the theme of 

finding one's true end by understanding one's nature and one's true wi II becomes 

central to the argument. 

In his analysis of true and false gesa!ioa (happiness, prosperity) in Chapters 7 -

35, Alfred follows the first three books of the De Consolaljone closely in establishing 

that men seek wealth (welan), power (anweald), honour (weoroscipes), fame (maroa) 

and will (willan, meaning the fulfilment of will in sufficiency, prosperity and joy). 

~lCs ealles hi wiiniaa, & wei dop pa:t hi pa:s All of this they want, and do well that they want it. 
wilnia~, peah hi mistlice his wilnigen. though they seek it aimlessly. 

(Bo. 24 (56) 24-5) 

The proof that these things cannot be found in earthly things essentially depends on the 

analysis of human nature and human purpose. In other words, the understanding of 

one's nature is central to understanding what one truly wants and the investigation of 

true gooda ('goods') and true gesa!ioa ('happiness, prosperity') in the Consolation thus 

provides a number of arguments which are particularly important for Alfred's 

anthropological ideas. 

The first relevant argument which is developed in both texts establishes that happiness 

should not be sought in material things because these are by nature fickle and transient. 

Earthly wealth which depends on material things is as quantitively limited as is its value 

to man (Bo. 13 (28) 18-21). Earthly power which depends on material wealth or the 

allegiance of men is useless to man in that wealth can be lost (and with it allegianc~ 
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based upon material wealth).21 Fame and honour, in ~ when sought from the good 

opinion of men is limited in both time and space due to the transience of human life and 

the smallness of the world in the larger scheme of things (Bo. 18 (42) 4 - (45)19). In 

essence, attachment to fleeting, inconsistent and transient things involves a constant 

seeking of changing ends which amounts to directionless erring, being lured hither and 

thither without any fixed point of orientation or direction (Bo. 7 (15) 23-6). This 

argument leads to the insight that men should not seek wealth. prosperity or reputation 

in external earthly things, but rather within themselves: 

Quid igitur 0 mortales extra petitis intra vos 
positam felicitatem? Error vos inscitiaque 
confundit. Osten dam breviter tibi sum mae 
cardinem felicitatis. Estne ali quid tibi te ipso 
pretiosius? Nihil inquies. (De Con. II.iv.72-5) 

Hwy sece ge ponne ymbutan eow pa geseel~a Pe ge 
oninnan iow habba~ purh pa godcundan mieht 
geset? Ac ge nyton hw~t ge do~; ge sint on 
gedwolan. Ac ic eow meeg mid feawum wordum 
gereccan hweet se hrof is ealra geseel~a; wi~ pas ic 
wat pu wilt higian pon eer pe ~u hine ongitest; peet 
is panne good. Meaht pu nu ongitan hweeckr pu 
aubt pe deorwyr~re heebbe ponne pe selfne? Ie 
wene peah peet ~u wille cwepan peet pu nauht 
deorwyr~re neebbe. (Bo. 11 (25) 14-21) 

Why then do you mortals look outside for 
happiness when it is really to be found within 
yourselves? Error and ignorance confuse you. Let 
me briefly show you on what the greatest 
happiness really turns. Is anything more precious 
to you than yourself? Nothing. you will agree. 

Why, then, do you seek joys outside yourself 
which you have set within you through the divine 
might? But you do not know what you do; you are 
in error. But I can show you with a few words 
what the highest roof of all joys is; towards which 
I know that you hasten even before you perceive it; 
that is the Good. Can you now understand whether 
you have anything more precious to you than 
yourself? I expect that you will say that you have 
nothing dearer. 

Whereas Boethius argues that inner happiness is that happiness which cannot be lost 

(De Con. II.iv.76-84), Alfred argues that gesceadwisnes (reason, understanding, 

discrimination) is man's truest possession in that it cannot be taken or harmed: 

Ie wat, gif pu nu heefde fulne anweald pines selfes, 
panne h~fde pu hw~thwugu on ~e selfum p~s ck 
pu mefre pinum willum aleetan noldes, ne sio wyrd 
Pe on geniman ne meahte. For~~m ic ck mindgige 
p~t pu ongite p~tte nan ges~l~ nis on pis 
andweardan life &lnne seo gesceadwisnes. fo~eem 
hio purh nan ping ne m~g p2em men losian; fo~y 
is betere P2et feoh ~tte n2efre losian ne meeg 
oonne p~tte m~g & sceal. (Bo. 11 (25)21-8) 

I know, if you now had full control of yourself. 
then you would have something within yourself 
which you would never willingly give up. and 
which Fate could not take from you. Therefore I 
remind you to understand that there is no other 
happiness in this present life than 'reason'. 
because this cannot be lost by men through 
anything; and that possession which can never be 
lost is better than that which can. and some day 
must. 

Although Alfred makes fundamentally the same point as Boethius about happiness here. 

his emphasis on gesceadwisnes as man's truest possession anticipates Boethius' next 

argument in De Con. II.v. 

21 Moreover. it cannot protect men from the violence and power of other men (Bo. 16 (37) 10-13). 
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This second argumen4 with which Philosophia increases the dosage of her 

medicine, pertains to the nature of the 'good' which is in a thing itself and which 

determines its innate and inherent value in the larger scheme of things. F~ earthly 

possessions cannot enrich man because man cannot possess the intrinsic good of 

another thing, whether this be the beauty of a gem or the goodness of another man. By 

establishing a hierarchy in which material things are of less value than non-material 

things, Boethius argues that man debases himself in the larger scheme of things when he 

seeks to possess a lower good than that which is by nature his own: 

Itane autem nullum est proprium vobis atque 
insitum bonum ut in externis ac sepositis rebus 
bona vestra quaeratis? Sic rerum versa condicio est 
ut divinum merito rationis animal non aliter sibi 
splendere nisi inanimatae supellectilis possessione 
videatur? Et alia quidem suis contenta sunt; vos 
autem deo mente consimiles ab rebus intimis 
excellentis naturae omamenta captatis nec 
intellegitis quantam conditori vestro faciatis 
iniuriam. IIIe genus humanum terrenis omnibus 
praestare voluit; vos dignitatem vestram infra 
infima quaeque detruditis. (De Con. lI.v.70-80) 

Have you no personal good of your own within 
yourself, that you seek your goods in other things 
externally? Is the state of nature so upside-down 
that man, a living and rational - and therefore 
godlike - animal, can only appear splendid to 
himself by the possession of lifeless stum Other 
things are content with what is their own; but you 
men, like God in your minds, seek to bedeck your 
nature, excellent that it is, with lower things, and 
do not see how greatly you injure your Maker. He 
wanted man to be above earthly things; you men 
reduce your worth to less than that of the lowest. 

This argument again shifts the focus inwards, this time to the innate good which is 

man's truest possession. For Alfred, this is again gescead, although Boethius' reference 

to the godlike nature of reason appears to prompt Alfred into drawing the Augustinian 

parallel between the Holy Trinity and the tripartite soul: 

Ic wat ~;et ge wena~ ~;et ge nan gecundJic god ne 
gesel~a oninnan eow selfurn nebben, for~;em ge 
hi seca~ butan eow to fremdum gesceaftum. Swa 
hit is mishweorfed »let »lem men »ind~, »eah he se 
godcundlice gesceadwis, »let he on him selfum 
nebbe slel»a genoge, buton he mare gegaderige 
I>ara ungesceadwisene gesceafta »anne he be»urfe 
<>Me him gemetlicre sie .... 
Hwet. ge »anne »eah hWlethwega godcundlices on 
eowerre saule habba~, »let is andgit & gemynd, & 
se gesceadwislica willa pa!l hine para twega Iysle. 
Se }>e J>onne »as ~reo hlefO, »anne hlefO he his 
sceappendes onlicnesse swa for~ swa swa lenegu 
gesceaft fyrmest mleg hiere sceppendes onlicnesse 
habban. Ac ge seca~ ~ere hean gecynde geslelJ>a & 
heara weorOscipe to ~lem ni}>erlicum & to »am 
hreosendlicum »ingum. Ac ge ne ongita~ hu 
micelne teonan ge d~ Gode eowrum scippende, 
fo$un}>e he wolde »lette ealle men Wleran ealra 
o}>erra gesceafta weaJdendas; ac ge underJ>eoda~ 
eowre hehstan medemnesse under J>a eallra 
nyl\emestan gesceafta. (80. 14 (31) 24 -(32) 12) 

I know that you think that you have no natural 
good or prosperity within yourself, because you 
seek them outside yourself from other creatures. 
Thus it is perverted think that man - despite being 
divinely 'rational' - does not have enough in 
prosperity in himself, but [instead] seeks to gather 
more than he needs or more than is fitting from 
non-rational creatures. . .. 
Lo, you do have something godlike in your souls: 
that is understanding and memory and the rational 
will to choose between two things. 
He who has these three things has his Creator's 
likeness more fixedly than any creature may have 
it. 
But you seek the prosperity and glory of a higher 
nature in lower and transient things. 
But you do not understand how much you wrong 
your Creator because He intended that all men be 
rulers over other creatures - rather. you place )'our 
highest excellence under the lowest creatures. 
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Alfred's reliance on the notion of longevity in detennining man's truest possession 

evidently assimilates the inner self with his spiritual domain, the eternal sawul. Besides 

establishing that man must not seek happiness in the external and transient realm~ this 

argument introduces the idea that man must seek • goods' which are proper to his nature. 

an idea which Alfred develops in a distinctive way in subsequent arguments. 

In Boethius' ensuing discussions about the true value of things, he illustrates that 

earthly power has no 'good' of its own because it cannot make men wise or good (De 

Con. II.viii). The argument does not simply shift from a utilitarian view of goods 

(bonum) as things which enrich and empower men to a view of moral good and virtue. 

Rather, it depends on the idea that men can only possess goods which are in accordance 

with their own innate good. Alfred greatly elaborates this idea in his accounts of the true 

and lasting 'goods' (gooda) which are bestowed by Wisdom - in each case without 

precedent in the Latin text: 22 

... t>one naman ic scolde mid rihte habban ~~t ic 
w;ere wela & weor~scipe. . . ~a mine ~owas 
sindon wisdomas & crzftas & so~e welan ... 

(Bo. 7 (17) 31- (18) 6) 

;elc cneft h;em his sundorgife, & ~a gife & ~one 
weo~scipe ~e he h;em he forgim swi~ hr;e~e 
~;em ~ hine lufa~. Swa swa wisdom is se hehsta 
cneft & se h;em on him feower 03re crzftas; ~ara 
is an w;erscipe, o~r gemetgung, ~ridde is ellen, 
feorOe rihtwisnes. Se Wisdom gede~ his lufiendas 
wise & weo~ & gemetf~ste & ge~yldige & 
rihtwise, & ;elces godes ~awes he gefyll~ pone ~ 
hine lufa~. (Bo. 27 (62) 22-9) 

... ~am crzftegan ne m;eg n;efre his crzft losigan, 
ne hine mon ne m;eg ponne e~ on him geniman ~ 
mon m;eg ~a sunnan awendan of hi ere stede. 

(Bo. 19 (46) 18-20) 

'" the name which I should have by right is that I 
am wealth and honour. . . my servants are 
wisdom(s) and virtues / skills and true wealth ... 

Every skill has its special gift and the gift and the 
honour / value which it has it gives very 
generously to those who love it. Wisdom is the 
highest virtue / skill and has within itself four other 
skills; one of them is caution. another moderation. 
the third is courage and the fourth is righteousness. 
Wisdom makes his lovers wise and honourable and 
moderate and patient and righteous and fills those 
who love him with every good manner. 

... the skilful [or virtuous] man may never lose his 
skill, no one may take it from him any more than 
one may remove the sun from its place. 

Alfred consistently amplifies the importance of the moral as well as intellectual virtues, 

but integrates these fully into the progressing argument. On the one hand. AI fred 

emphasises the interconnection of all virtues (Bo. 33 (74) 15 - (78) 17) in the same way 

that Boethius' establishes the interconnection of all "goods' (De Con. IIl.vii). On the 

21 In contrast to JJ)'rd and Ges~IdQ. Wisdom gives men the rewards he promises and his relationship with 
man reflects the proper mutual obligation and service (80. 7 (18) 5-9). 
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other hand, the idea that in seeking Wisdom man is seeking Goodness illustrates that 

Boelius' own quest is as much a moral as an intellectual one. Although Alfred's use of 

the term cr~ft to designate virtue in the Consolation has been much discussed. it has not 

been noted that the term's usual connotations of skill and power strengthen the 

philosophical argument. 23 Alfred develops an account of the moral virtues as goods 

which are useful to man not only in that they increase his highest natural good but also 

in that they empower him by bringing him towards his true gesreloa Goy, prosperity), 

namely God himself. Given the shift of power from the external to the internal world. 

and the intrinsic goodness of crreft as the ability to do gOO<L the inner 'virtues' emerge 

as the true powers which enable man to move towards the perfect Good, Prosperity and 

Happiness which is God: 

ForOy sint ~a cr1eftas beteran Oonne ~a unOeawas, These virtues skills are better than vices because 
forOzm~e zlc mon sceal bion ge~afa, sam he wille every man must agree, whether he wants to or not. 
sam he nylle, ~zt se sie anwaldegost Oe mzg that he is most powerful who may come to the 
becuman to ~am hehstan hrofe eallra gesceafta, ~zt highest pinnacle of all Creation. which is God. 
is God. (Bo. 36 (108) 16-9) 

As I shall discuss in Chapter Eight, Alfred develops his account of the inner virtues in 

ways which are significant for his conception of human and individual identity in the 

Soliloquies. In the Consolation, however, the main point is that true wealth lies within 

man and that only the virtues gained in the service of Wisdom and Goodness can enable 

man to fulfil his potential by bringing him closer to God. 

Alfred's development of Boethius' argument establishes the end of human life 

as something which must be recognised if man is to understand his nature and his 

purpose. In recognising his innate will for happiness through contemplation of God, 

man gains not only the understanding necessary for self-fulfilment in true happiness and 

prosperity, but also gains the virtues necessary for the ethical life which is 8 crucial 

element of re-joining the heavenly community in this life and the next. In shifting true 

human wealth and power along with human value inwards, the C onso/a/ion develops an 

1) As Nicole GUnther Discenza noted in her recent study, the use of cr«ft for 'virtue' in the Con.to/alio" 
and SoliloqUies is unique within Old English Literature. Nicole GUnther Discenza. The Ki~'J Eng/ult 

(Albany. 2005), p. 87. 
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anthropological hierarchy which directly reflects the matter-spirit dualism of Alfred's 

metaphysical order. A brief look at this anthropological schema in the Conso/aJion 

allows us to consider the role and status of the inner self in Alfred~ s conception of man. 

7.2 The Human Constitution in Context: Metaphysical and Anthropological 
Hierarchies 

As has been established, the fIrst three books of the De C onso/atione and the 

first thirty-five chapters of the Consolation establish that woruldgesrelOa are false 

goods. Whether sought singly or in accumulation, they are 'of no good' to man because 

they neither enrich him by increasing his natural good nor empower him in a way that 

enables him to find the true Happiness which is God. Since, for Boethius, God is the 

perfect Principle of all Being and Goodness from Whom all life comes and towards 

which all things are oriented (De Con. IV), his metaphysics involve descending levels 

of Being and Goodness which emanate from God to the lowest material creation. As I 

illustrated in 7.1, man's innate good and his capacity for increasing this good - even for 

becoming godlike - determine his place in this larger metaphysical hierarchy. In 

Alfred's version of the argument, the most dominant theme is the superiority of the 

eternal above the transient. Precisely this hierarchy is reflected in Alfred's account of 

the microcosm of man and his argument as a whole presents numerous analytical 

passages which address the details of the relationship between soul and body and the 

status of the inner self in a dual human nature. Since most of the relevant references and 

descriptions occur at different stages in the argument. the following discussion 

considers them in reference to the larger conceptual structure of metaphysical and 

anthropological hierarchies. 

As we have seen, the idea that man's most lasting possessions are his truest 

possessions has significant implications for human identity in that it shifts man's 

essence inwards. Given that external things can be taken away more easily. they are 

'less owned' and of less value than the body: 
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swa is ~zs monnes lichoma betera & deorwyr3ra so is man's body better and dearer than all his 
~nne ealle his zhta. (Bo. 32 (72) 22-3) possessions. 

Similarly, the human body, which can be harmed, lost or taken is less 'owned' than the 

rational mod: 

On hw~m mzg amig mon oorum derian buton on 
his lichoman, 003e eft on hiora welum, J>e ge hata3 
ges~IOa? Ne nan mon ne m~g Ozm gesceadwisan 
mode gederian, ne him gedon ~zt hit sie Ozt O~t 
hit ne biO. (Bo. 16 (36) 12-16) 

In what may any other man hann another but in 
his body or also in his wealth. which you call 
prosperity I happiness? No man can hann the 
rational I discerning mod. or make it be 
something which it is not. 

This is a particularly interesting instance of a contrast between the outer body and the 

inner mod (Lat. mens II. vi.2S), which appears to refer to the invincibility of the human 

mind. Although the argument operates on an inner-outer contrast, its full force appears 

to reside in the fact that the mod cannot be harmed, transformed or extinguished. We 

heard already that gescead cannot be taken away (p. 198 above) although it can clearly 

suffer in conditions of error. Similarly, the rational mod can clearly suffer in adverse 

conditions, yet its immutability marks it out as a core component of the self.24 The 

metaphysical framework of Alfred's argument as a whole requires that man's truest 

possessions and the essence of his self are the most lasting possessions and the 

implications which this overall argument has for the perceived role of the inner self in a 

dual human nature are particularly important here. as a look at Alfred's statements about 

the human constitution will confirm. 

The Consolation, in accordance with Latin Christian as well as native 

conventions, defines man as being composed of body and soul: 

[Wisdom] 

[Mod] 

[Wisdom] 

W ast ~u hwzt mon sie? 

Ie wat ~~t hit biO sawl & Iichoma. 

Hwzt, ~u wast ~zt hit biO mon, ~a 
hwile J>e sio saul & se Iichoma 
untodzlde bioo; ne biO hit nan mon 
siMan hi todzlde bioo. 

(Bo. 34 (90) 27-31) 

Do you know what man is? 

I know that he is soul and body 

So, you know that it is man, while the soul and 
the body are undivided; it is not man when they 
are divided. 

24 The Latin argument qualifies the invincibility of the mi~d in a w~y wh~ch does.not ~uite., come across in 
Alfred's reference to the gesceadwisan mode: Num qUldquam hbero Imperabls ammo. Num menlem 
firma sibi ratione cohaerentem de statu propriae quietis amovebis? (De Con. Il.vi. 2~). 'Can )'OU ever 
command a free mind in anything? Can you ever disturb the natural ~lm of a mind ",lade whole b) 
reason?' (Stewart and Rand, p. 211). The invincibility of gesceadw.un~ Itself. howe~er: to; ~PS ~ 
understood in reference to the spaut of light which has not been extinguIshed by 8oe1l1Lf sufferings (Bo. 
S (13) 30). 
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Alfred accepts the immortality of the soul within this dualistic scheme as a premise 

throughout the work, even if he does not substantiate it in the argument of the 

Consolation itself.2s 

monna sawla sint undeadlica & ece, & pis is 
genog sweotol pame menne mon pzs tweogan 
ne peart" pame ealle men geendiiW on pam 
decIDe, & eac heora welan. (Bo. 11 (26) 11-13) 

Men's souls are immortal and eternal and this is 
clear enough that no man need doubt that all men 
end in d~ as does their [earthly) wealth. 

All of Alfred's contrasts between soul and body are infonned by the conventional 

contrast between their respective immortality and transience. Thus the higher value of 

the soul is implicit in its immortal nature.26 

Swa swa se heofon is betera & healicra & fzgerra 
)lonne eall his innung buton monnum anum, swa is 
pzs monnes Iichoma betera & deorwyrOra J>onne 
ealle his zhta. Ac hu micele pincO J>e J>onne sio 
sawl betere & deorwyrOre ponne se lichoma? ... 
Se wlite pzs Iichoman is swiOe flionde & swiOe 
tedre & swiOe anlic eorOan blostmum .... 
peah pu nu hwzm fzger Oince, ne biO hit no py 
hrzOor swa; ac sio ungesceadwisnes hiora eagena 
hi myrO pzt hi ne magon ongiton Plet hi Oe 
sceawiaO utan, nzs innan. Ac gepencaO nu swiOe 
geornlice, & gesceadwislice smeagO hwelc pieS 
flzslican good sien, & pa geslelOa J>e ge nu 
ungemetlice wilniaO. ponne magan ge sweotole 
ongeotan Plet pzs lichoman fzger & his strengo pa 
magon beon afyrred mid preora daga fefre. 

(Bo. 32 (72) 21-(73) 13) 

Just as the heavens are better and higher and fairer 
than all they contain, except man alone. so is man's 
body better and more precious I valuable than all 
his possessions. But how much better and more 
precious do you think is the soul than the body? ... 
The beauty of the body is very fleeting and very 
fragile. very much like the flowers of the earth .... 
Although you may now appear fair to some. that 
does not make it any more so; but the unreason of 
their eyes prevents them from realising that they 
see the outside of you, not the inside. But think 
very earnestly now, and contemplate discerningly 
about what these fleshly goods are and [about the 
kind of] joys you now desire so excessively. Then 
you may clearly understand that the beauty of the 
body and its strength can be lost in three days of 
fever ... 

Although bodily virtues such as health and beauty are men's rightful goods, the 

inferiority of the material domain in relation to the spiritual domain is clear. As the 

above passage makes clear, the virtues of the sawul are by their nature more enduring 

and more truly possessed than those of the transient body which are only the 

semblances of the true good which lies in man. Thus, just as the soul is superior to the 

body in that it is most truly possessed, its virtues are superior to those of the body: 

eaJle pa Iicumlican good bioO forcuOran oonne All the bodily goods are lower than the vinues of 
Oere saw Ie crzftas. (Bo. 24 (54 ) 21-2) the soul. 

~ As I shall discuss in Chapter Eight, the eternal nature of the sawul is one of the central concerns of the 
Soliloquies. Since Alfred refers to proofs for the eternal nature of the sawul in the Consolation. there arc 
grounds for arguing that the Soliloquies were written first, but since the work appears. to rely on ~ume:rous 
arguments established in the Consolation the chronology must remain less certain than their shared 
intellectual context. 
16 HW«1 haflJ he Cl!t pam hlisan Cl!fter Jxzs lichoman gedale & fxzre sawle:' Hu ne wilon we /lal ealle m,'n 
lichomlice swelloo, & jJeah sio sawl bid libbende? (28 (45) 24-7) 'What d~ he have: from [earthl)') 
reputation after the parting of body and soul? Do not we know that all men pensh corpo~ally and yet the: 
soul will (remain] alive?'. Even instances in which the soul is not explicitly con~ted With the body ~ 
nevenheless infonned by this contrast, for the soul's journey to heaven or hell IS dependent upon Its 
parting from the temporal body, see Bo. II (26) 8: 35 ( 102) 1-3; 62 (1.$ 7) 29-31. 
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At a moral level, the contrast between spiritual soul and body is amplified by the 

opposition between the soul's highest virtues, namely reason, and the lowest lust of the 

body: 

~u woldest nu brucan ungemetlicre wrrennesse? Ac 
~ willoo j>onne forsion goode Godes j>eowas, 

for~zmJ>e ~in werie flzsc hafa~ ~in anwal~ nales 
~u his. Hu mzg mon earmlicor gebzron J>onne 
mon hine under~iede his weregan flzsce, & nelle 
his gesceadwisan saule? 

(Bo. 32 (71) 29-(72) 4) 

Now would you enjoy excessive carnal pleasure? 
But good services of God would then forsake \o~ 
because your weary flesh had you in its power: and 
you did not [have it in your power]. How can man 
carry himself more poorly than to make himself 
subservient to his paltry flesh and not to his 
rational soul? 

Although gescead, wisdom and the moral virtues are attributed to the sawul as 

well as to the mod throughout the Consolation, it is particularly interesting that all 

references to the sawul as man's agency occur in a context which amplifies the potential 

divinity or the actual virtue of men. As we saw on pages 198-9 above. Boethius' 

reference to man's godlike nature was accompanied by Alfred's comparison of the 

Augustinian triad of memory, understanding and rational will to the Holy Trinity itself 

(Bo. 14 (32) 1-10). Similarly, even the famous Platonic description of the sawul 

(discussed in 7.4 below) occurs in a context which highlights man's potential for the 

salvation of his soul in the afterlife: 

Hwzt ~u, Drihten, forgeafe ~am sawlum eard on 
hiofonum, & him ~zr gifst weor~lice gifa, zlcere 
be hire geearnunge; & gedest ~zt hi scina~ swi6e 
beorhte, & ~eah swi6e mistlice birhtu, sume 
beorhtor sume unbyrhtor, swa swa steorran, zlc be 
his geearnunga. Hwzt ~u, Drihten, gegzderast I>a 
hiofonlican sawla & pa eor~lican lichoman, & hi 
on Oisse worulde gemengest. Swa swa hi from pe 
hider comon, swa hi eac to I>e hionan fundia~. 

(Bo. 33 (81) 32 - (82) 5) 

o Lord, You gave to souls a home in heaven and 
there give them precious gifts, to each according to 
its deserving; and You cause them to shine very 
brightly, and yet with very diverse brightness. 
some more brightly, some less brightly, like the 
stars, each according to its deserving. Lord. You 
gather together heavenly souls and earthly bodies. 
and join them in this world. Just as they came here 
from You, so do they also strive hence to You. 

Although the description of the sawul as willing, reasoning and passionate finnly 

attributes agency and an entire psychological mechanism to the sawul. the rule of 

gescead emphasises the virtue of the soul as well as its potential for assuming its place 

in the heavenly home.27 Given the importance which is placed upon the sawul as man's 

responsible and thinking agency in these two accounts. it is surprising that st1wul (or 

saul) occurs only thirty-seven times in a work of around fifty thousand words. In the 

1'7 Only in one instance do we find the suggestion that the soul is corruptible. but this occurs in a conte\t 

in which Alfred alters the Latin. (80. 31 (71) 6-8). 
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Consolation as a whole, the dominant core of man is without question the mod and this 

more versatile entity requires closer attention here. 

Throughout the prose dialogues of the Consolation, human nobility. skill and 

power lie in the mod in much the same way that they do in the sawuJ. 

zlces monnes god & his z}>elo bioo rna on l>am I Every man's good and his nobility are more in the 
mode l>onne on l>~m fl~sce. (Bo. 30 (69) 10-11) modthan in the flesh. 

The mod is repeatedly contrasted with the body (also 30 (69) 28~ 16 (36) 2-7), although 

the relevant passages always translate a Boethian argument which contrasts the thinking 

mind (mens, animus) with the external world. Like the sawui, the mod too is defined by 

its possession of gescead, that skill or power which allows man to retain his place and 

purpose in the larger metaphysical order. Nevertheless, the semantic sphere of mod 

remains as broad in the Consolation as throughout the vernacular corpus in that it is the 

mod which not only thinks, but also feels and strives. In many ways the familiar image 

of the mod as a container and treasure trove of thoughts and desires is better suited to 

the overarching argument of possessions and inner wealth than is the constitutional 

analysis of the sawul. Be this as it may, Alfred presents the mod and not the sawul as 

the central speaker and it appears as the true representative of the human self, as is also 

suggested by its gradual replacement by ic towards the end of the dialogue. It is the mod 

which hears Wisdom and in following him it seeks man's proper good. It is the mod 

which seeks to understand God and which, by the aid of Wisdom (and occasionally also 

of Gescead) learns its own true nature and its own true desire for God. Crucially, 

however, it is also the mod which can fail in the human quest due to its natural fallibility 

- a fallibility which does not characterise the sawul. 

Forpam zghwelc man hzm gecyndelic god on him 
selfum. forpam ~Ic mod wilna6 sOOes godes to 
begitanne; ac hit bi6 amerred mid l>am lznum 
godum. forozm hit bi6 ofdcelre 6~rto. 

(Bo. 24 (53) 11-14) 

Thus every man has natural good in himself and 
every mod wants to gain true good. but it is 
confused by transient goods because it is more 
susceptible to these. 

Whereas the mod can be elevated by Wisdom in its thoughts and spirits. it faces many 

dangers in seeking its true Happiness: 

t>et is l>aet ~tte swiOe singallice & swi6e hefiglice It is something which ver) consistent I) and \ ef). 

beswi~ ealra twa monna mod l>e ~ on heora heavily lures the mods of all those men who arc 
gecynde gecorene. & l>eah ne ~ to l>am hrafe elevated in their nature but who are not ) ct come to 



)xJnne git cumen fulfremedra rnzgena; J>cet is 
J>onne wilnung leases gilpes & unryhtes anwealdes 
&. ungemetlices hlisan godra weorca ofer eall fole. 

(Bo. 18 (41) 9-14) 

the heights of perfect strength; it is the will for 
false glory and unrighteous power and excessi\e 
repute for good deeds among all people. 

It is never the sQWul, but always the mod which is blinded by ignorance and false 

desires: 

Swa beOO Oa synfullan mod ablend mid heora 
yflan willan J>cet hi ne magon gesion J>ret leoht 
prere beorhtan sOOfcestnesse, J>ret is se hehsta 
wisdom. (Bo. 38 (121) 12-4) 

Thus sinful mods are blinded by their evil will 
so that they cannot see the light of bright 
Truthfastness which is the highest Wisdom. 

Since the argument of the Consolation is concerned with the processes by which men 

can err from their rightful path and become exiled in the error and misery of worldly 

concerns and loves, the mod stands at centre stage. The most detailed descriptions of 

psychological workings occur not in descriptions of the sawul (save in the two tripartite 

models), but descriptions of the mod and Alfred's coherent presentation of this central 

inner aspect is pivotal to his exploration of the inner bases of human experience and 

behaviour. 

7.3 Man's Inner Workings: Defining Faculties and Capacities 

As the form of the dialogue in the Consolation makes clear, the absence of 

Wisdom characterises the mod's state of desolation, error and exile. The quest of the 

mod in Alfred's argument is not only an intellectual journey of self-understanding but a 

process of self-realisation in which man comes to understand his will for God and 

attains those powers and skills which bring him closer to his own fulfilment. A crucial 

element of Boethius' argument for the all-pervasive rule of Good in the universe is that 

all things strive by their nature towards Good and his distinction between natural 

orientation and the conscious will is crucial in raising the question of whether there is 

such a thing as free will at the end of his third book. In Alfred's argument as I shall 

illustrate, this distinction between natural orientation and the human conscious will is 

less defined and greatly affects his treatment of the question of free \\'ill. For Alfred. 

human freedom fundamentally depends on man's ability to recognise his true \\ill for 
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God by the aid of Wisdom and thus to achieve self-realisation and self-fulfilment in the 

moral life oriented towards God. Since for Alfre<L man's true will for God is his innate 

drive towards Good, his freedom to seek false ends in error becomes his self-imposed 

enslavement to false ends. Only the recognition of his true will brings true freedom. 

Just as Wisdom is crucial to the mod's self-realisation in the dialogue. the interaction 

between understanding and will within the mod is a central dynamic in Alfred's 

psychological ideas. Again, therefore, the relevant passages must be considered in 

reference to the progressing argument in order to appreciate that Alfred's diverse 

accounts of the workings of the mod (and even his Platonic and Augustinian 

descriptions of the tripartite sawul) are fundamentally in accordance with his 

overarching vision of human nature and human purpose. 

When Wisdom first enters into the mod to guide it homewards, he seeks not only 

man's knowledge or understanding (gewil), but man's rightful will (rihles willan): 

ne me na ne Jyst mid gJase geworhtra waga ne I am not pleased by glass-worked windows or by 
heahsetla mid golde & mid gimmum gerenodra, ne thrones gilded with gold and gems. nor do books 
boca mid golde awritenra me swa swi~e ne Iyst written in gold please me as much as right will 
swa me Iyst on ~e rihtes willan. Ne seee ie no her pleases me in you. I do not seek books here. but 
~a bee, ae ~;et ~aet ~a bee forstent, ~;et is, ~in that which the books contain. namely your 
gewit. (Bo. 5 (11) 26-30) knowledge. 

The discussions of Chapters 7 - 39 establish that all men actually seek only one thing, 

namely happiness although men seek it falsely in the multiplicity of transient things 

rather than in the Unity of God. Wisdom is clearly crucial to the mod's understanding of 

its true desire and hence the true end and purpose of human life. Alfred's 

characterisation of the mod's guide as Wisdom (and not Philosophia) has been much 

discussed and interpretations range from the idea that wisdom was Alfred's only 

available term for philosophia, to the idea that Alfred consciously developed his 

character in reference to Anglo-Saxon cultural conventions.28 [n the dialogue itself, 

Wisdom occasionally appears with Gesceadwisnes (3 (9) 15); 5 (I 0) 28~ 10 (21) 18; 11 

(23) 17; 13 (27) 14, 14 (29) 15), a feature which has been seen to suggest the 

identification of "wisdom' with "reason', although Alfred defines gescead as a distinct 

gift of Wisdom, as well as the highest of all the virtues which accompany man's love of 

21 Payne, Alfred and Boelhius. eh. 7; Bolton, 'How Boethian was Alfred's Boethius', pp. 37-56. 
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wisdom, and as the highest aspect of wisdom which resides in the sawul and mod. 

Interestingly, most critics dismiss the identification of Wisdom with God~ despite the 

clear statement in the Consolation: 

Swilc is se wisdom part hine ne mreg nan mon of 
pisse weorulde ongitan swilcne swylce he is; ac 
relc wina be his andgites mreae part he hiDe wolde 
ongitan gif he meahte. Ac se wisdom mreg us 
eallunga ongitan swylce swylce we sint, »eab we 
hine ne mregen ongitan eallunga swylcne swylce 
he is; forarem se wisdom is God. 

(Bo. 41 (145) 7-13) 

Such is Wisdom that no man of this world can 
fully understand what it is; but everyone strives b\ 
the measure of his own 'understanding' and want~ 
to understand it, if he can. But Wisdom is able to 
understand us entirely as we are. though we may 
not be able to understand Him entirely as He is: 
because Wisdom is God. 

Boethius expressly states that Philosophia is not God (De Con. IV.vi.196-2(0).29 

Together with Alfred's references to heofencund Wisdom in the Consolation, however, 

the divinity of Wisdom seems clear and its identification with Goodness and Power and 

Virtue further substantiates the argument that Alfred developed Wisdom in a way that 

suited his own argument fully. Since all fonns of good come from God, and since the 

natural good of man is in itself potentially divine, there is no reason why an account of 

Wisdom as God should in any way contradict accounts in which wisdom and reason 

appear as innate human faculties and capacities. In following Wisdom. the mod is 

seeking Happiness and Truth as much as Goodness and Virtue and in doing so is of 

course ultimately seeking God, Who rewards him for this loyal service with true and 

lasting goods. The allegorical nature of the dialogue therefore underscores the 

importance of the interaction between understanding and will in the human mod. 

If we take this framework too literally, a number of questions about detenninism 

raise their heads. However, Alfred's account finnly places the onus on man's own 

seeking and following of Wisdom and on the increase of the mod's powers in the very 

quest for God. At the outset, for example, Boetius refuses to follow Wisdom by accusing 

him of not rewarding loyal service with prosperity on earth (Bo 3 (9) 20-9). The mtXfs 

gradual recognition of Wisdom and his eventual understanding that Wisdom does 

provide man with the true wealth and powers which lead to happiness depend on the 

recognition of man's own nature and his own purpose. Rather than detennining or 

29 De Con. IV.vi.l96-9,'But it is grievous that I should talk of all this as if ~ were a god. For it. ~s not 

allowed to a man either to comprehend with his natural powers or to express tn w~rds all ~ deVI\:CS of 
the work of God.' (Stewart and Ran~ p. 371). Earlier in the dialogue the Latm BoethiUS-Character 
establishes that God set Phi/ospophio in the minds of men (De Con. I.iv.28-31 ). 
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ruling an essentially deviant will, Wisdom allows the mod to recognize its true "ill over 

the course of the argument. This basic framework underpins all psychological accounts 

in the Consolation. 

Although Alfred follows Boethius' overall argument structure in the first four 

books of the De Consola/ione, a number of alterations of psychological discussions 

reveal Alfred's distinctive ideas. To begin with, Alfred's discussion of man's true will 

for God departs from Boethius' discussion of natural order. Alfred follows the argument 

that all creatures strive towards the Unity which is true Being and seek to live and not to 

perish in their own dissolution (De Con. IIl.vi), but adds that all things strive for God 

because He is the only eternal Being (Bo. 34).30 For Boethius, the universe is ordered by 

the natural striving of all creatures, whether irrational or rational, towards the true Being 

and Good which is God. Although Alfred argues along with Boethius that things seek 

God by their nature (gecynd), which is separate from the will (willa), Alfred develops 

the following passage in distinct ways: 

Neque nunc nos de voluntariis animae 
cognoscentis motibus, sed de naturali intentione 
tractamus, sicuti est quod acceptas escas sine 
cogitatione transigimus, quod in somno spiritum 
ducimus nescientes. (De Con. III.xi.85-9) 

Ic slede ~eah nu hwene ler ~~tte nanwuht his 
agenum willum nolde forweorOan; ac ic eom nu 
rna ymb ~let gecynd ~onne ymb ~ne willan, 
forOlem hi hwilum willaO on tu. ~u meaht witan be 
manegum ~ingum ~~t ~;et gecynd is swiOe micel; 
is ~let formicel gecynd O~t urum lichoman cymO 
eall his mlegen of O;em mete ~e we ~iggaO, & ~ah 
fierO se mete ut ~urh ~one lichoman. ac his sw;ec 
~ & his cneft gecymO on ;elcre ;edre, swa swa 
mon meolo seft; O;et meolo Ourgc~ ;elc Oyrel, & 
~a syfeOa weorOaO asyndred. Swa eac ure gast biO 
swiOe wide farende urum unwillum & ures 
ungewealdes for his gecynde, nalles for his willan; 
~t biO ~nne ~nne we slapaO. 

(Bo. 34 (92) 29 - (93) 9) 

Nor are we now dealing with the voluntary 
motions of the intelligent soul, but with the 
exertion of nature, such as when we digest food we 
have taken in without any conscious thought. or 
when we draw breath in our sleep without 
knowing it. 
A little while ago I said that no creature would 
perish by its own desire, but I am now more 
concerned with nature than with desire, because 
these are at times differently inclined. You may 
know by many things that nature is very great. It is 
an exceedingly powerful [force of] nature that to 
our body comes all its strength from the food we 
consume, and yet the food passes out through the 
body. Yet its taste and its energy pass into every 
vein, just as when a man sifts meal the meal passes 
through each opening, and the bran is sifted out. 
So also our spirit journeys very far without our 
volition or control because of its nature. not its 
will; this is when we are asleep. 

Alfred clearly makes the distinction between a shared universal nature and the 

conscious will which is the special and defining property of men alone. As this 

distinction becomes refonnulated in tenns of natural instinctual. even bodily desire on 

lO This emphasis on the eternal. is particularly important in Alfred's argument in the So/i/oqlllt'S. Chapter 
Eight below. 
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the one hand and rational will on the other, we gain a glimpse into the mner 

mechanisms of volition: 

Nam ne in animalibus quidem manendi amor ex 
animae voluntatibus, verum ex naturae principiis 
venit. Nam saepe mortem cogentibus causis, quam 
natura refonnidat, voluntas amplectitur, contraque 
illud quo solo mortalium rerum durat diutumitas 
gignendi opus, quod natura semper appetit, 
interdum cohercet voluntas. (De Con. III.xi.89-96) 

Hwzt, ~a nytenu oonne & eac ~a oora gesceafta 
rna wilnia6 p~s pe hi wilnia~ for gecynde oonne 
for willan. Ungecyndelic is ~Icre wuhte ~eet hit 
wilnige freceonesse oMe deaOes, ac peah meenig 
~ing bi~ to ~~m gened peet hit wilna6 ~ara eeg~res; 
for~eem se willa bi~ poone strengra ponne ~eet 
gecynd. Hwilum bi~ se willa swi~ra ponne peet 
gecynd, hwilum ~eet gecynd ofercym~ pone 
willan. Swa nu wreennes de~; sio bi~ eelcum men 
gecynde, & hwilum ~eah hire bi~ forwemed hire 
gecyndes ~urh ~ees monnes willan. Eall sio lufu 
~ees heemed~inges bi~ for gecynde, nallas for 
willan. (Bo. 34 (93) 9 - 19) 

For not even in living things does the love of 
survival proceed from the acts of will of the soul. 
but from natural principles. For often for 
compelling reasons the will embraces death. which 
nature fears and avoids. and on the other hand. 
though nature always desires it. the will sometimes 
restrains that act of generation by which alone the 
perpetuation of mortal things is assured. 

Lo, beasts and also other creatures want what the,
desire more by nature than by will. It is unnatu~1 
for any creature to desire peril or death. although 
many a creature is driven to seek one or the other 
because the wi II is stronger than nature. 
Sometimes the will is greater than nature. 
sometimes nature overcomes the will. It is so with 
lust; it is natural to all men, and yet at times it is 
hindered from its natural action by a man's will. 
All love of lechery is due to nature. and not the 
will. 

Both writers identify the universally shared desire for survival and flourishing with the 

desire for the true Being and Good which is God, and go on to establish the rule of 

Good in the universal order. Interestingly, when Boethius states that the natural striving 

of all creatures for Good means that they serve God voluntarily and that no creature 

would or could resist this God Who 'rules and sweetly disposes things' (De Con 

III.xii.65-9), Alfred adds that men and sinful angels are the exception. He therefore 

maintains the distinction between conscious will and nature, whereas Boethius' 

argument leads to the later conclusion of determinism. 

With Alfred's exception in place, Boethius' inquiry into determinism in Book V 

does not flow quite so easily and it appears that Alfred develops his own solution to the 

question of human freedom. At the end of Chapter 40, we hear that men are only free in 

so far as they understand themselves, what they want and what they do not want: 

Se ~ gesceadwisnesse hzm. se meeg deman & 
toseeadan hwzs he wilnigan seeal & hw~t he 
onscunian seeal; & zlc mon hzm pone freodom 
J>a:t he wat hw~t he wile, hwzt he nele. 

(Bo. 40 (140) ~3-6) 

He who has discrimination is able to judge and 
distinguish between what he must want and "hat 
he must avoid: and every man has the fn-edom 10 

know what he wills and what he does not will. 

This qualification of human freedom. which as I discussed in 7.1 drastically depans 

from Boethius' own argumen~ appears to identify man' s true "ill with his own natunll 
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orientation towards his own happiness. Although Alfred maintains the distinction 

between nature and will in reference to bodily lusts. he specifies elsewhere that 

excessive bodily lust is harmful to man and therefore contrary to man' s true will. 

Overall, Alfred appears to single out the innate desire for Good and for God as the true 

will of man and by revealing this true will to m~ reason facilitates human freedom. 

Although this argument does not surmount the difficulty of why God provides di fferent 

men with different powers for self-fulfilment, it does allow men to do with their 

freedom what they want - either to realise their own true nature or to enslave it in self

negation. Men are free to go against themselves and their Lo~ but whereas error 

remains the root of evil and takes the form of doubt, the true human will itself remains 

man's innate guide to happiness in that it is unsatisfied and miserable when being lured 

hither and thither in the search for false ends. As a capacity (an innate spark, I.ii) rather 

than as an actuality, human gescead must be exercised and even when exercised. it is 

fallible, as the hierarchy of understanding in the Consolation confirms.)1 Though a great 

gift (]Jam micle gift gesceadwisnesse, 42 (146) 8), it is not as great, as enriching and as 

empowering as the understanding of angels: 

Ac ~;et is earmlic ~aet se m;esta dael monna ne sec3 
no ~;et ~aet him forgifen is, ~;et is gesceadwisness; 
ne ~;et ne secO ~;et him ofer is, ~;et is ~;et englas 
habba3 & wise men; ~;et is gewis andget. 

(Bo. 41 (146) 14-16) 

~ah we fela smean, we habba3 litellne gearowitan 
buton tweon; ac ~am englum nis nan tweo nanes 
~;era ~inga ~e hi witon. forpi is hiora gearowito 
swa micle betra Ponne ure gesceadwisnes se, swa 
ure gesceadwisnes is betere ~onne nytena andgit 
sie. (Bo. 41 (146) 21-5) 

It is wretched that most men do not seek what is 
given to them, namely reason, and that they do 
not seek what is above them, namely that which 
angels and wise men have, which is certain 
understanding. 

Though we contemplate much. we have little 
certain knowledge without doubt; but for the angels 
there is no doubt at all about the things they know. 
Thus their certain knowledge is much better than 
our reason, just as our reason is much better than 
the perception of beasts. 

The essential cooperation of understanding and will as those elements affecting 

error and doubt is as notable in Alfred' s analytical descriptions as in his metaphors. In 

Alfred's two descriptions of the tripartite sawul, the interaction between reason and \\ill 

is particularly interesting in light of his overall argument. The Augustinian model of the 

soul in 14 (32) 1-3 (p. 199 above) highlights a closeness between the rational will 

(gesceadwislica willa) which loves reason (andgit) and memory (gemynd). perhaps 

]I Also 80. 41 (145) 28 - (146) 9. 
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because they enable man to realise his true end by showing man what he is and where 

he should be heading. The Augustinian psychology behind this tripartite division of the 

sawul appears to be of less significance than the trinitarian dimension which establishes 

the parallels between the sawul and God himself. Indeed memory. like anger. seems 

peripheral to the central interaction of gescead and willa throughout the C onsolation:J2 

Fo..pi ic cwzO J>zt sio sawul wzre J>roofeald, I say that the soul is threefold because philosophers 
fo..pamt>e uOwitan secgaO J>zt hio hzbbe J>rio say that she has three natures. One of these is that 
gecynd. An Oara gecynda is J>zt hoo bi3 she is desiring, the other is that she is irrascible. the 
wilnigende, OOer J>zt hio bi3 irsiende, J>ridde peet third is that she is discriminating/ understanding! 
hio bi3 gesceadwis. Twa para gecynda habba3 rational. Beasts have two of the natures just as men 
netenu swa same swa men; OOer para is wilnung, do; one is desire and the other anger. But man 
OOer is irsung. Ac se mon ana heem alone has reason - not any other creature - because 
gesceadwisnesse, nalles nan ooru gesceaft; for3i he he has surpassed all other earthly creatures with 
hzm oferpungen ealle pa eor3lican gesceafta mid thought and understanding. Thus reason shall rule 
ge3eahte & mid andgite. Forpam seo both the will and anger because it is the most 
gesceadwisnes sceal wealdan zgOer ge peere special ski II of the soul. 
wilnunga ge J>zs yrres, forpam hio is synderlic 
crzft pzre saule. (Bo. 33 (81) 16-25) 

In this much discussed passage, anger and will assume a negative dimension in that they 

must be ruled by reason, implying that both are somehow by definition deviant. It is not 

clear whether will indicates man's lower bodily desire unconditionally or whether it 

pertains to free will in a wider sense.33 Either way, as man's highest capacity, gescead 

certainly guides the will by allowing man to understand his true will for God. In the 

Consolation as a whole, man's will does not appear as something which must be ruled 

by reason or as something which is contrary to man's good. Rather, the will itself 

presents man's innate orientation towards the Good which is God Himself. The 

necessary cooperation between human understanding and human will is a crucial 

element in Alfred's account of human flourishing. 

A more metaphorical approach to this interaction can be seen in Alfred's 

adaptation of Boethius' image of the 'wheel of fortune'. where he develops the image of 

a wheel into the idea that God is the centre of stillness and pennanence. the axle around 

which the multiplicity of mutable creation turns. The best men fare closest to the 

12 Anger does not appear to be an actively obstructing force within the prose discussions but its ~(' 
instead simply indicates the absence or failure of reason. . ' 
l) See Godden. 'Anglo-Saxons on the Mind'; Szannach, Paul E., ·AI.~. ~IcUlD. and t~. So~1 . 
MQlfJlSCt'ipI. NarraJive. Lexicon: Essays on Li/erary and CU/lJUal TrQIIS""s.\lOn In Honor of U hUM) F. 

Bolton. ed. Robert Boenig and Kathleen David (London. 2000). pp. 12748. 
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peaceful centre-poin4 whilst the worst men fare closest to the tunnoil of the turning 

wheel. The position of average men in the middle of the spokes, halfway between centre 

and rim offers an interesting insight into the cause ofhwnan doubt and fallibility: 

Swa bi3 ~~m midlestan monnum; 00re hwile he 
smeaa on his mode ymb ~is eor3lice Iif, oore hwile 
ymb 3cet godcundlice, swilce he locie mid oore 
eagan to heofonum, mid oore to eorpan. 

(Bo. 39 (129) 27-30) 

So it is with the man who is most central: 
sometimes he thinks about earthly life in his mod 
and at other times about the divine: it is as if he 
were looking with one eye at heaven and with the 
other at the earth. 

The greatest difficulty facing the mod as the centre of authority within a composite 

being would appear to be that it looks towards higher and lower things - it is affected by 

material and spiritual needs.
34 

The more the mod fixes its sight on God and moves away 

from earthly concerns, however, the more it gains happiness. The image of the eyes of 

the mod (also 3 (8) 24; 34 (89) 12-16; 37 (122) 4-12; 42 (147) 23-5) suggests not only 

intellectual sight but longing and willing and the fundamental co-operation between 

understanding and volition is implicit. 

The image of the axle is repeated numerous times in reference to the fallibility of 

the mod. In one instance, however, it is applied to the sawul itself, namely directly after 

Alfred's account of the Platonic soul: 

Swa 3u geseeope ~a saule ~~t hio sceolde ealne 
weg hwearfian on hire selfre, swa swa eall ~s Thus you made the soul so that it should tum on 
rodor hwerm, 033e swa swa hweol onhwerm, itself - like the whole fU11lament does, or like a 
smeagende ymb hire sceoppend, 033e ymbe hi wheel turns - reflecting upon its Creator, upon 
selfe, oMe ymbe pas eor3lican gesceafta. }x>nne itself, or upon earthly things. When it thinks about 
hio ponne ymbe hire scippend smea3. ~onne bi3 its Creator it is above itself; but when it thinks 
hio ofer hire selfre; ae ~onne hio ymbe hi selfe about itself it is in itself; and it is beneath itself 
smea3. ponne bi3 hio on hire selfre; & under hire when it loves and admires earthly things. 
selfre hio bi~ ~onne ronne hio lufa3 ~as eor3lican 
~ing. & para wundra3. (Bo. 33 (81) 25- 32) 

Here, the sawui is clearly a thinking agency whose orientation elevates or debases man 

as much as the mod does. Although the context of this passage is oriented towards the 

positive capacity of the sawui, its apparent involvement in human life raises the 

question of its relation to the mod and the spiritual nature of the mod anew. Given the 

coherence of Alfred's construction of psychological workings overall. this matter 

becomes crucial to our understanding of his anthropological ideas. 

)4 Also Bo. 39 (130) 15-25. 
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7.4 Part Four - The Inner Self: Mod and Sawul 

There appears to be a clear preference for the mod as the inner agency of 

thinking and feeling within the human journey of the Old English Como/a/ion. 

Although certain functions and capacities of the mod (such as speech) may be explained 

by the dialogue fonnat, the identification of mod with the true inner self is pervasive 

throughout the argument. When the mod strays, it does not stray from man like some 

unruly subconscious drive. Rather, its straying indicates that man himself is straying 

from God. As the primary inner aspect of man, the mod is contrasted with the body and 

appears as his highest and truest aspect with which responsibility for action lies. 

Whereas the sawul is consistently that which is contrasted with the body to emphasise 

the contrast between the lower and higher natures of man~ the mod is that which appears 

to carry all responsibility for the needs of both body and soul. This becomes particularly 

evident in the mod's fallibility and it would appear that precisely this fallibility 

represents its humanness. 

In Chapter 38 Alfred adapts Boethius' account of the myth of Circe, who 

bewitches and transfonns the bodies of men into those of animals although their core 

remains human. Significantly, this human core or essence is presented as the mod rather 

than the sawul: 

HWlCt, pa menn pe 6isum leasungum gelefdon, 
peah wisston PlCt hio mid pam drycrzfte ne 
mihte para monna mod onwendan, }>eah hio pa 
Iichoman onwende. Eala p~t hit is micel crzft 
~lCs modes for pone Iichoman. Be swilcum & 
be swylcum pu miht ongitan p~t se crzft p~s 
lichoman bi6 on pam mode, & p~tte IClcum 
men rna deria6 his modes unJ>eawas. 6~s 

modes un}>eawas ti06 eallne pone Iichoman to 
him. & p~s Iichoman mettrumnes ne m~g p~t 
mod eallunga to him getion. 

(Bo. 38 (116) 26-34) 

Lo, the men who believed these lies 
nevertheless knew that [Circe] could not 
transform the mods of men with such magic, 
though she could transform their bodies. Oh the 
power of the mod over the body is a great 
power. By such examples you can understand 
that the power of the body lies in the mod and 
that the vices of the mod harm all men. The 
vices of the mod pull the entire body to it. 
whilst the body's sins cannot entirely chain the 
mod to them. 

The mod, necessarily concerned with higher and lower things as the central core of 

composite man. appears to be the agency of all executive decisions as well as that which 

carries responsibility for all human action. This wide scope of responsibility does not 

appear to be attributed to the sawul. 
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The mod's relationship with faculties such as 'memory' (gemynd) and "thought' 

(ingejJonc) is usually expressed by the genitive or locative dative and the . mod-as-Iocus' 

or 'mod-as-container' appears to be the treasure trove of true possessions and wealth. In 

a way, this conceptualisation is particularly suited to the argument structure of the 

Consolation, concerned as it is with the increase of natural good. Although the sawu! is 

said to have natures rather than contents, there is no denying that both the sawul and 

mod appear as the core human agencies. Their relationship is never tackled in the work. 

The argument structure of the Consolation itself requires that the mod is moved firmly 

into the eternal and therefore spiritual domain, just as it requires that the eternal sawu! 

becomes more involved in the life of man on earth. The sawul itself thus encroaches on 

man's traditional inner domain in possessing certain faculties and capacities which 

suggest generic if not individual identity (as in Alfred's tripartite divisions of the 

sawu/). Most critics have accepted the spiritual nature of the mod even without 

reference to the larger argument structure. Godden, for example, observes that: 

The soul for [Alfred] is both greater than the human mind or consciousness, as pre-existing 
it, and less, since it is also found in animals. He seems, indeed, to suggest that the soul 
becomes the mind, and thereby loses some of its powers, when it becomes imprisoned in 
the body. Alfred, however, frequently substitutes sawl for Boethius' mens or cor in 
reference to the inner self, and seems to treat mind (mod) and soul (sawul) as very closely 
related concepts ... Alfred seems to have been content with Boethius's view of the 
conscious rational mind as the essential inner self but wanted to emphasise its identity with 
the soul or immortal life spirit. 35 

Otten's more detailed study of the argument and the diction of the Consolation 

illustrates that the rendering of animus and anima by both mod and sawul shows that 

many functions attributed to the soul in the Latin De Consolatione Philosophiae are 

encompassed by the mod, which he suggests, refers to Geist and Seele alike.
36 

He 

nevertheless stresses the apparently corporeal descriptions of this semantically broad 

human aspect: 

Mod wird gewissenna6en als ein Organ empfunden. das vom Gbrigen Mensc~ funktionaJ 
selbststandig gedacht werden kann. Mod ist aber das Organ d~ Bewu6tseiDS und das 
verantwortliche Organ des Menschen zum Guten und BOsen. der Sitz ~. See~fte und 
des Willens. und darum wendet sich die Philosophia an Mod a1s Erlebnlscmheu. 

15 Godden •. Anglo-Saxons on the Mind', p. 275. 
)6 Otten, KlJnig Alfreds Boelhius, pp. 165-180. . . 
)7 'To some extent. 'Mod' is perceived as an organ which can be thought of as funcuonall~ Inde~t 
of the rest of the human being. However. }'Iod is the organ of consciousne~ ~ the ~gan m man 
responsible for good and evil. the scat of the soul's powers and of will. and It IS for thiS reason that 

Philosophia turns to Mod as the totality of experience'. ibid. p. 167. 
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Leslie Lockett has argued that the corporeal mind was literally conceived as a physical 

entity until after the Alfredian period.38 She fmds that 'Gregol)"s triadic 

psychologization of sin ... places the mind in a position of governance over the soul and 

over the body' and argues that Gregory's authority on this point affected Alfred's 

works. The apparently intermediary position of the mod between man's higher and 

lower natures, however, appears to preclude our categorizing it finnJy into either 

domain and the overall evidence of the text suggests its closer affinity with the spiritual 

domain in light of its necessary longevity as one of man's truest possessions, 

In order to be man's truest possession and the core of his very self. the mod (like 

the sawul) must be eternal. It must present the lasting continuum of human identity in 

this life and the next. In the following passage, the use of mod and sawul are highly 

ambiguous. 

Hwzt hzm he zt pam hlisan zfter pzs 
Iichoman gedale & pzre saw Ie? Hu ne witon 
we pzt ealle men Iichomlice sweltaO, & peah 
sio sawl biO libbende? Ac sio sawl fzrO swiOe 
frio lice to hefonum, siOOan hio ontiged biO, & 
for pzm carceme pzs lichoman onlesed biO. 
Heo forsihO ponne eall Oas eorOlican ping, & 
ficgna~ pzs pzt hio mot brucan pzs 
heofonlican, siMan hio biO abrogden from Ozm 
eor~lican. wnne pzt mod him selfum gewita 
bi~ Godes wilIan. (Bo. 18 (45) 24-32) 

What does man have from earthly repute after 
the parting of body and soul? Do we not know 
that all men die in body and yet the soul 
remains alive? And the soul fares very freely to 
heaven when it is unbound and released from 
the prison of the body. It then forsakes all 
earthly things and rejoices at that which it can 
enjoy in heavenly things when it is severed 
from the earthly. Then the mod itself is witness 
to God's will. 

The context of the mod's experience of God appears to occur here in anticipation of its 

full knowledge in the afterlife. If, however, one questions the editorial punctuation 

before jJonne (underlined above) and translates it as 'when' rather than 'then'. the 

possibility of the mod's contemplation of divine will could appear as the pre-requisite 

for the actual fate of the sawul in the afterlife. This. however. is hardly a clear-cut 

matter and the mere possibility is not enough to swing the argument in favour of either 

an 'eternal mod' or a 'detennining mod'. The fo110\\,1ng example suggests precisely the 

latter idea. namely that the moral activities and decisions of the mod during life 

detennine the eternal fate of the sawu/: 

)I Locke~ 'Corporeality in the Psychology of the Anglo-Saxons' . Chapter 3. 
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Hwet, se yfela willa unrihthzmedes gedretO 
fulneah zlces libbendes monnes mod. Swa swa seo 
beo sceal losian Jxmne heo hw~t irringa sting~, 
swa sceal ~Ic saw I forweoroan zfter pam 
unrih~mede, buton se mon hweorfe to gode. 

(Bo. 31 (71) 4-8) 

Lo, evil will and lust afflict nearly ever) living 

man's mod. Just as the bee must lose [life) 
when it stings something in anger. the Sat..,,, 
must die after wantonness unless man turns to 
God! good. 

Ultimately, however, the good of both the mod and the sawul is at stake an the 

Consolation. Heofoncund Wisdom heals the aftlictions of the mod and God heals the 

unrighteous sawul. 

Ac ic [Wisdom] pe nu wille secgan hwilc se 
Izcecrzft is minre lare pe pu me nu bitst. 
He is swioo biter on muoo, & he Pe tir~ on ~a 
protan »anne ~u his zrast fandast; ac he wereda~ 
siMan he innan bi~ & swi~e Iioo on ~~m innooo, 
& swioo swi~e swete to bealcetenne. 

(Bo. 22 (51) 1-5) 

Hwzt is sawla hzlo bute rihtwisnes? 0000 hwzt is 
hiora untrymnes bute unpeawas? Hwa is ponne 
betera lzce pzre saw Ie ponne se pe hi gesceop, pzt 
is God? He ~ pzm goodan, & witna~ ~a yflan; 
he wat hwzs zlc wyr~e bi~. 

(Bo. 39 (132) 13-17) 

But I will now tell you about the medicine of my 
teaching which you now ask from me. It is vel') 
bitter in the mouth and it stings in the throat when 
you first taste it, but it softens once it is inside and 
is very agreeable to the insides - and is very ,,'el') 
sweet to digest. 

What is the soul's health other than righteousness 
or what is her deformation other than vice? Who 
then is a better doctor for the soul than He who 
created it, namely God? He honours the good and 
punishes the evil; He knows what every man 
deserves. 

Salvation therefore applies to both mod and sawul, whatever the full effect of this may 

be. The cure of the sawul is never specified beyond descriptions of its immortal fate and 

here too the context is one of ultimate justice rather than gradual improvement in life. 

The cure of the mod, on the other hand, lies primarily in the uprooting of earthly vice 

and ignorance - and of the earthly misery which comes along with these faults. 

Although the familiar roles of Old English mod and sawul are extended to 

encompass certain aspects of the Latin anima and animus, the limitations of the Old 

English sawul and mod are not breached beyond recognition. Both the mod and the 

sawu! have the same capacities and faculties. The sawu! has something divine in it~ 

namely the combination of 'memory" (gemynd), "reason' or " understanding' (andgil). 

and 'will' (willa). In Chapter 33, the sawu! has the three natures of "reason' 

(gesceadwisnes), will (wilnung) and anger (irsung).39 Mod, likewise. is rational and 

J9 Also. Bo. 33 (81) 6-21. 
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understanding, and has memory (modes ... gemynd 12 (27) 4) and will (modes willan 41 

(140) 30). Nevertheless, the involvement of the sawul in earthly activity is as limited as 

the involvement of the mod in the afterlife and thus the distinctions inherent in wider 

vernacular usage of mod and sawul are still retained. As Godden points out, the author 

of the Old English Consolation 'stops short of equating the two tenns,.40 I would go 

further than this by specifying that Alfred's presentation of the spiritual and eternal 

spheres of the mod and the increased agentive capacity of the sawu/ suggests their close 

relationship, but certainly not their outright assimilation. The choice of mod rather than 

of sawul as the speaker and primary character within the Consolation is no doubt 

indicative that it more easily represents the inner self and core of man on earth in 

accordance with the wider argument as a whole. 

The larger argument of the Consolation has established that the human mod may 

find its way home and leave the exile of mental erring and the misery of worldly 

concerns by the guidance of heofoncund Wisdom. In accordance with the Latin 

Christian intellectual heritage, man is defined by his capacity for reason (gescead) , 

although the quest of the Consolation is not a purely intellectual quest for Truth or 

Wisdom, but a journey of self-realisation and self-fulfilment which depends as much on 

man's right will and his moral improvement as on his understanding of his true nature 

and purpose as a human being. Alfred's distinctive characterisation of Wisdom as God 

and therefore as Goodness and all Perfect Virtue amplifies the essentially moral nature 

of the quest and the onus on human seeking emphasises man's ultimate responsibility in 

self-improvement. Throughout the Consolation, the interrelation between man's 

gescead and his will is invested with particular importance. Both free will and gescead 

distinguish man from other creatures and allow him to find his true path home by 

revealing to him his innate will for God. Although Alfred's presentation of man's innate 

will as his true will can conflict with the idea of the irrational will of the body as 

opposed to the rational will of the mod and sawul. Alfred's definition of human freedom 

as the ability to know what one wants and to avoid what one does not want lends 

40 Godden, 'Anglo-Saxons on the Mind', p. 186. 
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additional force to gescead as man's defining feature. Only by his understanding can 

man free himself from the oppression of base concerns and desires and fulfil his 0\\11 

God-given potential for Good, whether in the ethical life on earth or in the afterlife of 

the sawul. 

By considering the way Alfred builds up his account of human nature and 

human purpose in reference to the progressing argument of the work, this 

investigation has demonstrated that the construction of interiority in the Consolation 

is an integral aspect of the larger philosophical argument presented. Alfred's deep 

engagement with the complex anthropological and psychological inquiries of 

Boethius' De Consolatione shows a clear understanding of the teleological argument 

of its source and maximises the investigation into true and false goods in a way 

which places particular emphasis on the exploration of man' s own true will and 

therefore his own true purpose. The mod is central to human prosperity and 

fulfilment, both as the means to God on earth and as the determinant of a path which 

leads to eternal reward and fulfilment. Since the Consolation is concerned with 

human life rather than with the afterlife, it is certainly no coincidence that the mod is 

the most prominent character in the Consolation in that it appears to reflect the 

essence of the human self, both in its potential and in its fallibility. In the 

Consolation, the vindication of human nature as a whole and the re-assertion of the 

possibility of true human power and goodness in a transient world is surely a 

significant consolation by any standards. The centrality of the inner self is embedded 

in the argument structure in that it is man's truest and most lasting possession and the 

central agentive core of a composite human nature which reflects the larger 

metaphysical hierarchy of eternal spirit and transient materiality. The inner self 

increasingly shifts into the spiritual domain, and the sawul is itself internalised in a 

way which tentatively involves it in human experience and agency. Alfred's 

psychology is characterised less by a rigid internal hierarchy of ruling and 

subservient faculties than by a subtle interrelation between the true and rightful ",ill 

(which man has by his own nature) and the understanding which allows the self

realisation which enables self-fulfilment. The fundamental cooperation betwt.~n 
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understanding and will is presented in a way which is perhaps more sensitive to the 

subtle diversity of inner experience, as the gaze of the mod and the sawuJ towards 

God suggests. Their gaze reflects the orientation of all inner capacities towards God. 

that whole-hearted striving which intensifies man's eventual experience of God, 

whether in contemplation or in the afterlife itself. The Consolation's presentation of 

the inner self thus amplifies the work's larger philosophical argument by 

demonstrating that every aspect of man's truest being is oriented towards and can 

only be satisfied by the transcendent experience of God. These various elements are 

further amplified in the Soliloquies, in which Alfred takes the question of human 

identity and the immortality of the inner self to the logical conclusion which his 

metaphysical framework requires. 
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Chapter Eight 

The Old English Soliloquies: 'Know Thyself through God' 

Despite being the most frequently edited text in the Alfredian canO(4 the Old 

English Soliloquies have received noticeably little critical attention. I Although brief 

overviews of the work and its concerns are commonplace in general introductions to 

Alfredian prose, there does seem to be a surprising reluctance to embark upon close and 

detailed studies of the text in its own right? The Soliloquies have been described as the 

'the most ambitious' as well as the 'most problematical' of the Alfredian works, since 

'the very great conceptual and source difficulties inherent in the Old English text are 

linguistically compounded by late orthography and morphology' in the surviving 

twelfth-century manuscript London, BL, Cotton Vitellius A.xv. fols. 4-59.3 A similar 

critical neglect (in relative tenns at least) can be seen in the case of its source. 

Augustine's Soliloquia.4 As an early work written in the retreat at Cassiciacum in 386, 

this incomplete meditation is generally described as being "unrepresentative' of the 

thought and style of the author of the Civilale Dei and Confessions.5 There appears to 

have been limited circulation of Augustine's text before the twelfth century and there is 

I I use the most recent edition by Thomas A. Camicelli, ed., King Alfred's Version of SI. Augusline's 
Soliloquies, (Cambridge, 1969). 
2 The notable exceptions are the detailed studies by Milton McC. Gatch, 'King Alfred's Version of 
Augustine's Soliloquia: Some Suggestions on its Rationale and Unity', Studies in Emlier Old Engli3h 
Prose, pp. 17-45; Ruth Waterhouse, 'Tone in Alfred's Version of Augustine's Soliloquies', Studies in 
Emlier Old English Prose, ed. Szannach, pp. 47-85; Susan J. Hitch, 'Alfred's Reading of Augustine's 
Soliloquies', Sentences: Essays Presented 10 Alan Wmd, ed. D. M. Reeks (Southampton, 1988), pp. 21-
29; Malcolm R. Godden, 'Text and Eschatology in Book III of the Old English Soliloquies', Anglia 121 
(2003): 177-209. 
:I Godden, 'Text and Eschatology', p. 177; Gatch, 'King Alfred's Version of Augustine's Soliloquia', p. 
199. 
4 By 'relative', I mean that critical interest in Augustine's Soliloquia is sparse in comparison with the 
voluminous analyses of Augustine's wider writings (also note 5 below). for the Latin text I use 
Augustinus, Soliloquia, ed. W. HOrmann, CSEL 89 (Vienna. 1986), pp. 1-98. I refer to the Latin text by 
its Latin title, reserving the Modem English title Soliloquies for references to the Old English version. 
S Augustine himself ultimately rejected many of the ideas in this early work in his later RelTacti~, ed. 
A. Mutzenbecher, CCSL 57 (Tumhout. 1984). A surge of interest in the So/iloquia in the first half of the 
twentieth century was characterised by a tendency to seek 'modernist' trends in the text (particularly in 
reference to its articulation of the cogito ergo sum) and to see in it the clearest insight into Augustine' S 

own 'personality', as for example in Cleveland and MOller's editions. The Soliloquies of St. AIIKJLIliM. 
trans. Rose Elizabeth Cleveland (Boston, 1910), pp. i-xix; Selbstgesp'lJche Qber Gall lind di~ 
UMteblichkeit de Seele, ed. Hanspeter MOller (ZOrich. 1954), pp. 15-45. More ~entJy. however, the 
critical focus appears to lie on the non-rationalist aspects of the work. Catherine Conybean:. 11k! 
i"aJionai Aupstine (Oxford. 2006); Carol Hanison. Rethinking Augustine 'J £orl)' 71teoIogy: All 
ArglUllenJ/OI' Continuity (Oxford. 2006). for the biographical context of the Soliloqllia, I refer to Peter R. 
L. Brown. Aupstine 0/ Hippo: A Biography (London, 2(00). .,.,., ---



scant evidence for its reception in Anglo-Saxon England 6 Be this as it may. Al fTed 

clearly appears to have seen in this work something of profound interest and as his 

reworking of the text suggests, this something is its investigation of human knowledge 

about the soul and about God. 

The theory that the concluding attribution of the Soliloquies to Alfred (har 

endiao jJa cwidas jJe /Elfred kining al(]!s ... , Solil. III (97) 17) suggests that the work is a 

compilation of sayings identifiable with William of Malmesbury's and Asser's 

reference to an Enchiridion or 'handbook', has now been largely dismissed in light of 

the work's coherent internal structure and argument. 7 Milton Gatch in particular has 

demonstrated not only the work's internal consistency, but also that Alfred was 

remarkably sensitive to the general drift of Augustine's argument and adapted it in light 

of his contemporary ideological climate.8 Although we have no extant Latin copy of the 

Soliloquia datable to Alfred's period and can accordingly not attribute all alterations in 

argument of the Soliloquies to the Old English writer with certainty, the absence of an 

intermediary text and the presence of numerous stylistic and thematic concordances 

with the Consolation allow us to treat the distinctive argument of the Old English 

version as a conscious and in many ways original adaptation.9 Indeed in light of an 

analysis of the argument structure of the Old English work, I shall go further than Gatch 

and argue that the Anglo-Saxon author's adaptations are not only of the 'kind ... that 

would be expected in the ninth century', but appear to arise from a more distinctive 

focus. Indeed some of Alfred's theological positions, such as his view of the kinds of 

human knowledge available in the afterlife, have been called not only · original' but 

even 'radical,.10 As I shall argue in this chapter, Alfred's most significant deviations 

6 Succinct overviews of the diffusion of manuscripts are provided by Cleveland. The SoIi/oquies of St. 
Augustine, pp. xi-xix; Gatch, 'King Alfred's Version of Augustine's SoIi/oquio'. pp. 202-4. For the 
evidence of relevant manuscripts in Anglo-Saxon England, see Gneuss, HandJut, pp. 22-4. 
7 Whitelock considers the scholarly responses to passages in the SoIi/oquio which describe the ~ as 
sayings (cwijHJs) or blossoms (blotsom). in 'The Prose of Alfred's Rei~'. pp. 71-3; Gatch provides a 
highly interesting survey of the critical debate as to whether the Old Enghsh preface suggests that Alfred 
is gathering the metaphorical 'wood' for his text from diverse palristi~ sources o~ w~ther.~ can be ~ 
to choose his wood carefully in constructing his own 'structure' In the SoI110Cfll1a. Kang Alfred s 
Version'. pp. 206-9. 
• Gatch, 'King Alfred's Version'. pp. 201. 199. . " . 
9 For a list of the concordances between the Consola/ion and SoIi/OCfIIie$. see Canucelh. Km~ '''/fred j 

Version olSt. Augustine's SoIiJoqIIit!$. pp. 29-37. 
10 Godden, 'Text and Eschatology', p. 177. 
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from both the argument and the conclusion of Augustine's Soliloquia suggest that rather 

than keeping with the argument as well as he ~ Alfred consciously and confidently 

pursues his own paths of inquiry into the nature of the soul and God. II 

Augustine's argument in the Soliloquia moves, in the broadest tenns. from an 

investigation of man's modes of knowing different types of things in Book t to the 

nature of Truth and falseness in Book 11.12 What seem to be ~circuitous paths of 

reasoning' (II (26) 1-2) to the 'Augustine-character' of the Latin dialogue (and at times~ 

admittedly, to the reader), eventually emerge as distinct building blocks of the ensuing 

argument: Since 'Truth and knowledge are eternal' (I.ii) and since both are "innately in 

the soul' (I.x), 'the soul itself must be eternal' (II. xx:). I3 The arguments surrounding this 

basic thread of course present the main substance of the discourse in which Augustine 

explores the nature of the sciences (I.iv, II.iii-viii), man's modes of knowing (I.ii-iii), 

and the moral conditions which enable or impede understanding (I.vii-ix). As I shall 

illustrate in this chapter, Alfred adapts the central argument of the Soliloquia and 

selectively embraces and develops Augustine's various psychological discussions in a 

way that highlights his fundamental concern with the eternal nature of the soul and, 

most interestingly, with the eternal nature of the individual self. 

At the very outset of the Soliloquies, Alfred specifies that the central concern of 

the dialogue is 'the nature of his own self and in particular "whether his sawul and mod 

are eternal': hWa!t he sylf wa!re, hwa!jJer hys mod and hys sawel deadlic were and 

gewitendlice, jJe heo were alibbendu and ecu (Solil. I (48) 19 - (49) 2). This is the only 

II I thus disagree with Gatch on this point, see • A I fred 's Version', pp. 214-6, 17. 
12 Since Augustine's thought in the Soliloquia is deeply influenced by the Neoplatonic concept of Forms 
and Ideas united in the One (theologically construed as the One true God), I capitalise Truth. Goodness 
and Wisdom in this discussion when indicating their conceptual identification with the One. (To capitalise 
falsehood would be to give it single existence, which, according to Augustine's ideas about theodicy, it 
does not have.) Since this Neoplatonic sense of Truth is not always evident in all of Alfred's references. I 
do not capitalise instances which do not identify truth or wisdom with God Himself. 
Il This argument summary is of course simplified. The other basic stages of Augustine's ~nt for ~ 
eternal nature of the soul are I. Since Truth is Being. Truth does not perish and so Truth IS ~I (I.~II) 
2. What is inextricably and intrinsically related to another thing remains as long as the other thing remains 
in existence. (II. v) 3. Mathematics and Logic are true. (1I.vi) 4. Mathematics.~ Logic are. Reason. (II. 
vii) S. Reason is inextricable from (i.e. an essential attribute of) the soul. (II. VIII) 6. Hence. Slnc~ ~ soul 
is inextricably linked with TN~ it is equally eternal (lI.xi). Since Alfred does not follow lttlS hne of 
reasoning. I shall not discuss the difficulties and implications of Augustine's wider arguments unlns 
immediately relevant 
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instance in Old English literature in which the immortality of the mod is directly 

addressed and in which the close relation between the mod and sawuJ emerges as a 

central concem.
14 

Whether in style, in diction or in the concerns which it embraces. the 

Soliloquies is of course deeply informed by the Latin Christian tradition as represented 

by the writings of Augustine of Hippo and Pope Gregory I. Although AI freef s 

presentation of the inner self moves increasingly towards the spiritual and eternal aspect 

of composite man in his defmition of the mod as an aspect of the sawul (Solil. II (65) 1_ 

8), he does not depart entirely from modes of expression or conceptualisation of the 

inner aspects which are familiar from the poetic corpus (such as metaphorical accounts 

of the mod as container and treasure trove of valuable inner thoughts and experiences). 

In particular the application of vernacular vocabulary and imagery. conventional as well 

as innovative, allows us to trace the author's attempt to delineate and define concepts 

and workings of an inner self and, as I shall argue, suggests an original attempt to 

explore human nature and the inner self in the context of the available frameworks of 

beliefs. 

In this final chapter, then, I shall explore Alfred's treatment of the soul and inner 

self in the context of the progressing argument of the Soliloquies. Since it is not possible 

to provide a full account and commentary of all of Alfred's departures from Augustine' s 

argument in the space available here, I focus on those alterations which. taken together. 

underline an overall continuity and coherence of argument. In 8.1, I illustrate how 

Alfred's distinctive announcement of subject matter, namely his interest in the eternal 

nature of sawul, mod and sylf, guides his argument as a whole and significantly informs 

his major alterations. Alfred's first book establishes the mod as an inherent aspect of the 

eternal sawul. and his second book departs from the subject matter of the Latin 

Soliloquia in order to focus almost exclusively on the immortality of these human 

aspects. Alfred's addition of an original third book, which deals with the experience and 

nature of the sawul in the afterlife, provides the logical conclusion to his foregoing 

argument. Having outlined the thematic continuity of the wo~ I go on to consider 

14 The only comparable instance is in ~lfiic's Christmas Homily. where the immortality of the ",OJ as 
implicit in its assimilation with the eternal s~'Ul. as discussed in Chapter Three above. 
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Alfred's presentation and definition of the self in more detail, initially in reference to 

the self during human life, and subsequently in reference to the self as it continues and 

develops in the afterlife. In 8.2 I consider Alfred's presentation of the mod and its 

various capacities and faculties in life. Since his various discussions suggest a focus not 

so much on the intellectual aspects of human knowledge as on the wider moral 

dimensions of human enlightenment, I consider his distinctive conception of man' s 

inner constitution in more detail in 8.3. The idea that not only the sawul and the mod. 

but also the various powers, virtues and possessions of the mod are immortal. suggests a 

view of human identity and selfhood which depends on the fundamental continuity of 

man's generic faculties as well as the particular characteristics. dispositions and 

experiences which define the individual in the afterlife. In 8.4, I then consider the way 

in which Alfred's account of the human self in the afterlife concludes his larger inquiry 

in a logical way which does not shrink away from potentially unorthodox theological 

stances. Overall, the logical and thematic integrity of Alfred's argument in the 

Soliloquies and his remarkably systematic engagement with complex questions about 

human and personal identity are irreconcilable with the idea that Alfred amalgamates 

prevalent ideas from divergent 'traditions' in a random way. As the following analysis 

illustrates, Alfred's mode of thought and exposition in the Soliloquies is not only 

innovative but definitively original. 

8.1 Exploring the Human Self: 

The Argument Structure of the Old English Soliloqllies 

As in the Consolation, the dialogue of the Soliloquies is an inner dialogue in 

which Gesceadwisnes (rather than Wisdom) answers the contemplations and doubts (hys 

modis smeagunga and tweounga) of the mod of Auguslinus (Solil. Pref. (48) 13_7).IS In 

the opening lines of the text itself, Alfred immediately specifies his particular interest in 

the nature of the human self: 

U Again. I refer to the Old English characters by their names in the Old Eng~ish text (i.e . ..f1lpS1I",..f) in 
order to differentiate them from the Latin characters (i.e. the Latin Augustme-character) and from the 

actual author Augustine of Hippo. 
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Volventi mihi multa ac varia mecum diu. ac per 
multos dies sedulo quaerenti memetipsum ac 
bonum meu~ quidve mali evitandum esset ... 

(Aug Sol. I.i.l (1) 1-3) 

Da reahte be, bys mod for oft geasciende and 
smeagende mislicu and selcua »ing, and ealles 
swiaust ymbe hyne sylfhe: bwzt be sylf wzre, 
hwz»er bys mod and bys sawel deadlic were and 
gewitendlice, J>e heo were alibbendu and ecu; and 
eft ymbe hys god: hwzt he were and hwilce he 
were, and hwilc good bym were betst to donne 
and hwilc yfel betst to forletende. 

(Solil. 1(48) 18-(49) 3) 

For many days I had been debating within myself 
m~y and diverse things. seeking constantly. and 
with anxiety, to find out my real self. my best 
g~ and the evil to be avoided ... 16 

Then he said, his mod often travelled in 
questioning and contemplating diverse and 
seldom known things, and most greatly of all 
concerning himself. what he himself was. whether 
his mod and his sawel were mortal and transient. 
or whether they were ever-living and eternal. and 
also about his good: what it was and which it was. 
and which good were best for him to do and 
which evil best [for him] to avoid. 

Whereas the Augustine-character of the Latin Soliloquia introduces the question of his 

own true nature relatively briefly in the context of what good is to be sought and what 

evil is to be avoided, Alfred amplifies his question about the nature of man·s self (sylJ) 

specifically in relation to the immortality of the sawul and mod. The implication is that 

mod and sawul are the fundamental elements of the human self, although in precisely 

what capacity remains unclear. Carnicelli, for example, notes that 'the use of the 

[singular] verb were here suggests that mod and sawul 'were felt as exact synonyms, 

and hence only a single subject', although he acknowledges 'the possibility that were 

represents [the plural verb] weren with the loss of -n':' As I shall argue in reference to 

a number of crucial passages in the text. Alfred does not simply assimilate mod and 

sawul, but defines their relationship in a way that emphasises their distinctive semantic 

parameters and rules out their synonymity. The opening suggestion that Alfred sees the 

mod and sawul as integral to Alfred's definition of the human self and that his particular 

focus on their immortality is an essential aspect of his investigation into human and 

personal identity is fully borne out in the text as a whole. As I shall illustrate in this first 

part of the discussion, Alfred's interest in the immortality of the sawul and mod. as well 

as the extent and longevity of its knowledge and consciousness (gewil II (91) 24) shapes 

the distinctive development of the larger argument of the Old English Soliloquies. 

16 References to the Latin text are taken from Augustine. SoIiloquiOl1lm Lihri Duo, .. ()ancli Alluli 
AllgKftini Opera, cd. Wolfgang HOrmann, CSEL 89, (VieMa. 1986). pp. 1-98. All translauons are taken 
from Rose Cleveland. trans., The Soliloquies 0/81. Augustine (Boston. 1910). 
17 Carnicelli. King Alfred's Version 0/81. AUgJLfline's Soliloquies, p. 49 note 18. 
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After introducing the subject and personae of the inquiry. Alfred. like 

Augustine, presents a lengthy opening prayer (Aug. Sol. 1.i.2-6; Solil. I (50) 10 - (56) 9) 

which acts as a thematic introduction and which presents - in a relatively concise fonn 

- the basic theological and metaphysical tenets which frame the subsequent arguments. 

In essence this invocation identifies God as the T~ Wisdom, Life, BI~ Good 

and Beauty by which all things are true, wise, alive, blessed, good and beautiful (1.3), as 

the One True Perfect Substance and Principle on which all life depends (1.i.4), and as 

the rightful Ruler (I.i.5) Whose eternal laws guide all creation (1.i.4) in that all 

originates from and strives towards Him (l.i.4). Although Alfred renders the Latin 

prayer closely, he makes Augustine's Christian connotations explicit by additional 

explanations and clarifications.
18 

Thus Alfred amplifies the moral connotations of God's 

pledge and make's explicit references to the Holy Trinity when Augustine refers to the 

Unity of the One Perfect Principle (italics added for emphasis): 

Deus pater veritatis, pater sapientiae, pater verae 
summaeque vitae, pater beatitudinis, pater boni et 
pulchri, pater intellegibilis lucis, pater evigilationis 
atque inluminationis nostrae, pater pignoris quo 
admonemur redire ad teo (Aug. Sol I.i.2 (5) 2-5) 

Ic clypige to pe, drihten, forpam pu eart fzder 
~festnesse, and wisdomes, and sopes Iyfes, and 
~zs hehstan lyfes, and para hehstan gesa:ll>e, and 
tms hehstan goodes, and para hehstan beorhtnesse, 
and pIeS angitlican leohtes, au pe zrt feder }xes 
suna pe us awehte and gyt wreha of pam slepe ure 
synna, and us mannaa pzt we to pe becumen. 

(Solil. 1(50) 26 - (51) 2) 

Quicquid a me dictum est, unus Deus tu, tu veni 
mihi in auxilium: una aetema vera substantia, ubi 
nulla discrepantia, nulla confusio, nulla transitio, 
nulla indigentia, nulla mors, ubi summa concordia, 
summa evidentia, summa constantia, summa 
plenitudo, summa vita, ubi nihil deest. nihil 
redundant, ubi qui gignit, et quem gignit unum est. 

(A ug. Sol. 1.i.4 (7) 15-9) 

Cum me nu to fultome, pu I>e zart ana, ece, and 
sod god prinnesse: fQ!der and suna and se haliga 
gast, buton elcere todelennesse oMe onhwzrfed
nesse, and butan elcere neode oMe unmihte, and 

God, Father of Truth, Father of Wisdom. Father 
of the True and Perfect Life. Father of 
Blessedness, Father of the Good and the 
Beautiful, Father of Intelligible Light, Father of 
our awakening and enlightening. Father of that 
pledge which warns us to return to Thee! 

I call to You, Lord, because You are the Father of 
Truthfastness, and of Wisdom. and of true Love, 
and of the Highest Life, and of the Highest of 
Joys, and of the highest Good, and of the highest 
Brightness. and of the Inte IIigible Light; You Who 
are the Father of the Son Who awoke us and still 
rouses us from the sleep of our sins, and warns us 
to come to You. 

In whatever I say do Thou come to my help, 0 
Thou one God, one true Eternal Substance. where 
is no discord, no confusion, no change, no want. 
no death: where is all harmony, all illumination. 
all steadfastness, all abundance. all life: where 
nothing is lacking and nothing redundant; where 
Begetter and Begotten are one. 

Come to me now as aid, You Who are lhe (JM 
eternal and true God in Trinity. Father and Son 
and Holy Ghost. without any division or 
mutability. and without any need or weakness. 

II To suggest that Alfred eliminates the 'metaphysical' c~nc~s of the pray~ in favour ofa 'c~e ~ 
localised view of man's relationship with God' is to Simplify the adaptatlOO at hand. Gatch Alfred 5 

Version, p. 203. Augustine's prayer, as Endter puts i~ 'is not logical in structure. bul prog1e~ses b~ 
associative imagery which is inspired by scriptural passages. namely Job. 2:3.: 4:7; 5~8 and G~l.. 8:2 .• 
Ki'Htig Alfreds cia GrofJen Bearbeitung der So/i/oquien des Auguslinw, ed. Wlllilam Ember. Blbliothck 
del' angelslchsischen Prosa II (Dannstadt. 1922; repro 1964). p. xvi. 
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bulan deOOe. J>u }Je simle swa wunast on }Jere 
hehstan beortnesse, and on J>zre hehstan 
~inesse, on J>ere hehstan anmodnesse, and 
on )Jere hehstan genyhte. Foroam }Je nanes godes 
nis w~ ac J>u simle wunast swa ful celces goodes 
on ecnesse. jJu eartfader and sunu and se halgan 
gast. (Solil. 1(53) 1-7) 

and ~out death. You Who always dwell so in 
the highest Brightness., in the highest 
S~fastness. in the highest Unity and in the 
highest Sufficiency. Thus for You there is no lad 
of any good. but You perpetually dwell thus full 
of all Good in eternity. You are the Father. lhe 
Son and the Holy Ghost. 

Augustine's Neoplatonic account of universal order and the pervasive rule of the Good 

in a universe in which all creatures strive towards the GOO<L their Origin and End (Aug 

Sol. I.i.2), parallels Boethius' cosmology, and Alfred's characterisation of this 

metaphysics is notably close to descriptions which we find in the Consolation. IQ 

Whereas all creatures are 'bridled with the bridle of God's commandments' (Solil. I (54) 

1-3), man alone has freedom: 

... cuius legibus arbitrium animae liberum est 
bonisque praemia et malis poenae fixis per omnia 
necessitatibus distributae sunt. Deus, a quo manant 
usque ad nos omnia bona, a quo coercentur usque 
a nobis omnia mala. (Aug. Sol. I.i.4 (8) 12-6) 

Se god sealde fridom manna saulum, J>cet hy 
moston don swa good swa yfel, swce3er hy 
woldon, and gehet good eadlean Oam weldondum, 
and yfel pam yfeldedum. (Solil. I (54) 3-7)20 

'" by whose laws the will of the soul is free, and 
rewards to the good, and penalties to the wicked. 
are everywhere distributed by unchangeable 
necessity: God. by whom all good flows toward 
us, all evil is driven from us. 

God gave freedom to the souls of men so that they 
may do either good or evil. whichever they 
wanted. and promised good as reward for the 
well-doers and evil for the evil-doers. 

As in the Consolation, Alfred amplifies the importance of reason for such freedom in 

man's ability to discriminate between good and evil in a way that emphasises the 

importance of self-understanding. The argument directly recalls the argument against 

worldly wealth and prosperity (woruldwela) which we encountered in the Consolation: 

Deus, a quo admonemur ut vigilemus. Deus, per 
quem a malis bona separamus. Deus, per quem 
mala fugimus et bona sequimur. Deus, per quem 
non cedimus adversitatibus. Deus, per quem bene 
servimus et bene dominamur. Deus. per quem 
discimus aliena esse quae aliquando nostra, et 
nostra esse, quae aliquando aliena putabamus. 
Deus, per quem malorum escis atque inlecebris 
non haeremus. Deus, per quem nos res minutae 
non minuunt. Deus, per quem melius nostrum 
deteriori subiectum non est. 

(Aug. Sol. I.i.3 (6) 9-17) 

Drihten. J>u }Je us manast I>zt we wacian, Ou us 
sealdcst gesceadwisnesse pret we magon toseOan 
and tosceadan good and yfel. and fleon l>ad yfel. 

God. by whom we are warned to watch: God. 
through whom we discriminate good things from 
evil things: God. through whom we flee from evil 
and follow after good: God. through whom we 
yield not to adversity: God. through whom we both 
serve well and rule well: God. through whom we 
discern that certain things we had deemed essential 
to ourselves are truly foreign to us, while those we 
had deemed foreign to us are essential: God. 
through whom we are not held fast by the baits and 
seductions of the wicked: God. through whom the 
decrease of our possessions does not diminish us: 
God. through whom our better part is not subject to 
our worse. 

Lord. You Who remind us to be walch ful Vou 
have given us 'reason I discrimination' so that we 
may discern and tell apart good and evil and flee 
that evil. 

19 In particular the description of the courses of sun and moon in the SoIil. 50.10 and 80. 49.20-1 . 
20 Compare Bo. 41 (142) 8-10,11-16. 
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Do us wellerdest pzt we ongeatan pzt us w~s 
fremde and lene I>zt Ozt we iu wendon I>zt UTe 
agen were, I>zt ys, weoruldwela; and pu us zac 
1zrdes3»zt we ongeatan »zt Ozt ys UTe agen pzt 
we ieo wendon pzt us fremde were, pzt ys, pzt 
heofonrice Ozt we J>a forsawon. Du I>e us Izrdest 
»at we nawt unalyfdes dydon, and ~ac lzrdest 
pet we De unrotsodon, pzah us UTe speda 
wanodon. pu I>e us lzrdesd I>zt we underpieddan 
ume Iycuman UTe mode. (Solil. 1(52) 1-11) 

You have taught us well to understand that which 
we ~viously thought was our own .. ~as [actually) 
foreIgn and transient to us. namely worldly wealth: 
and You have also taught that we previous" 
assumed to be foreign to us. is [in truth] ~ own, 
namely the heavenly realm which we had forsaken. 
You Who have taught us that we [should) do 
nothing forbidden, and have also taught us noc to 
despair, though our powers wane. You Who have 
taught us to place our body in subservience to our 
mod. 

The parallels with the argument of the Consolation hardly need stressing here. Alfred' s 

expanded references emphasise the superiority of the mod over the body in reference to 

reason, thought and man's own will. 

The central question of self-knowledge, however. is itself a fundamental element 

of Augustine's argument. Since the Lord made man in his own image. man can 

understand the truth of God's omniscient rule if he understands himself (Aug Sol. 1.i.5~ 

Solil. I (54) 8-11). The entire prayer is indeed summarised as the desire to know God 

and the soul (Aug Sol. Lii.1; Solil. I (56) 2-3). Besides amplifications which predict 

Alfred's particular interest in the afterlife (of the sawul (Solil. I (52) 21-4) and even in 

reference to bodily resurrection (Solil. I (53) 25-7) ), the prayer itself largely predicts the 

subject matter of the coming inquiry in much the same way that Augustine' sprayer 

does. Since the ensuing dialogue is to confirm by rational inquiry those principles of 

faith expressed in the opening prayer, the idea that God is the True Principle which 

cannot be known by the senses (Aug Sol. Li.l; Solil. I (52) 8-11) announces the coming 

investigation into the ways in which men may know immaterial and material things 

(Aug Sol. I.iii-vii; Solil. I (64-76) ). The idea that man seeks God and has only the will 

without knowing the way (Aug Sol. Li.5; Solil. I (52) 25-30) foreshadows Augustine's 

account of divine illumination (Aug Sol. I.viii). The idea that man must be purified and 

prepared or healed (Aug Sol. 1.i.6; Solil. I (54) 19-25) anticipates the coming discussion 

about the moral state which impedes man" s knowledge of himself, his soul and God 

(Aug Sol. I.ix-xv: Solil. I (85-92) ). The opening appeal to God~ as the Source. 

Foundation and Aid to all knowledge, emerges as fundamental to the inquiry itself as 

much as it predicts the conclusion that man. in his composite and fallible stale. cannot 

find God fully, either intellectually or morally without His aid. Alfred's most significant 
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alterations in the Consolation, however, are already predicted by his o\\n 

characterisation of the metaphysical order in which God creat~ sustains and draws 

men towards him less by emanation than by Grace: Du jJe teart JorgyfenJde ... pu 

mycela gyfta us sealdest . .. (Solil. I (51) 22). 

The first stage of the argument in Book I sets out to establish whether man truly 

desires to know God and the soul (Aug Sol. Li-vii; Solil. I (55-76) ) and how he can 

come to know these (Aug Sol. I.viii-xix; Solil. I (76-84) ). In this fU'St and longest book 

of the Soliloquies, Alfred largely follows Augustine's arguments that inner sight is the 

only way man can come to know immaterial things such as the soul and God (Aug So/. 

I.viii-xix; Solil. I (76-84) ) and that man's moral state significantly affects his ability to 

know (Aug Sol. Lviii-xix; Solil. I (76-84». Besides numerous alterations which explain 

Augustine's arguments in reference to Anglo-Saxon customs, Alfred omits two lengthy 

discussions about the nature of the sciences (Aug Sol. I.ix) and inserts two detailed 

accounts of man's moral and intellectual virtues (Solil. I (79-80» in their place 

(discussed fully below in 8.2).21 Without departing from Augustine's fundamental 

argument, these alterations keep the discussion focused finnly on the nature of man's 

inner life and thus on the immediate concerns which Alfred announced at the outset of 

his inquiry. The most significant departure from Book I of the Soliloquia comes at the 

very end of Alfred's first book and this conclusion, as I shall illustrate here, prepares for 

his ultimate departure from Augustine's argument in Books II and III. 

The argument in question comes almost as an addendum to the preceding 

inquiry which has established that the inner, rather than the outer senses are central to 

understanding God (Soli/. I (79», but that the moral condition of the Augustine

character impedes his full understanding.22 Whereas the Latin Augustine-character 

requests a more positive note for ending the first book, the Old English Augustinus (by 

21 More comprehensive discussions of these minor alterations are provided by Gatch. 'King Alfred's 
Version', pp. 21-39; Waterhouse, 'Tone in Alfred's Version" pp. 50-79. 
n Alfred leaves out the reference to the Augustine,haracter's own perverse lusts (Aug Sol .. 1I.xv) and. so 
the Old English character's request to know about the soul is less directly associated With precedmg 
disappointments about his personal inability to gain understanding. Greenfield and Calder suggest thaI 
Alfred leaves these references out due to his own sense of decorum. If N~' Crilicll/ HiJIOI"'J' 0/ Old 

E1rgluh LileratJlre. p. 43. 
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now 'ic') seems perturbed by the 'excessive detours' of the preceding argument and 

directs the matter back to the 'etemal nature of the sawut (Solil. 1(80) 4-6). In response 

to the Latin Augustine-character's pleas, Ratio argues that to understand Go<L man must 

first understand what Truth is and bids him to contemplate an argument in preparation 

for the inquiry into Truth and perception in Book II. For the sake of brevity, I shall 

summarize this argument as a syllogism: 

A. Whatever is, is of necessity somewhere 
B. Truth is and thus must be somewhere 
C. Truth is not a body in space 
D. Truth is not in mortal things 
E. Since Truth is (though not in C or D), there must be immortal things 

BUT 
F.i. Nothing is true in which Truth is not 
Fji. Everything which is not true is false 

THEREFORE 
G. Nothing can be rightly said to be except the immortal 

Alfred follows this argument, aligning Truth with Purity and all fonns of Virtue until 

stage C, and subsequently appears to consider D out of the context of the argument 

(So/il. 1(81) 26-31). Unfortunately, the answer to the question of whether the perfect 

Fonns of Wisdom and Virtue are spiritual or material (hwteoer hi IichamJice sien jJe 

gastlice) is missing in the extant manuscript and due to Alfred's significant departure 

from the So/i1oquia, editors have been reluctant to reconstruct the missing argument. 23 

Carnicelli, for example, notes that this 'abrupt shift in the topic of discussion indicates 

an apparent gap in the MS. There is, however, virtually no basis for reconstruction9

•

24 I 

suggest, however, that Alfred's conclusion after the lacunae can be understood without 

reference to the missing text: 

eall l>at byd ~, ~ztte byd ~a hwile t>e hit byd. 
Ac I>zt ~u ~festness hztst, J>et ys god; he was 
a, and a byd. undeadlic and zce. Se god hzm 
ealle crzftas on hym gesunde and ful medeme. 

(Solil. 1(82) 12-14) 

All that is true is so while it is. But what you call 
Truthfastness, that is God; He always was and 
always will be immortal and eternal. God has aJl 
virtues in Himself wholly and perfectly. 

This conclusion that Truth, Wisdom and Goodness are eternal and immaterial, 

establishes (or perhaps recapitulates) the identification of Truth. Goodness and all 

abstract principles with God
9 

in much the same way as in the Consolation (Chapter 

Seven above) and in the opening prayer. The apparently 'abrupt shift' from a discussion 

lJ Endler. K6nig Alfreds des GrofJen BearbeilJlng. p. 265: Cam ice II i,. King A~eJ·s. h'nlOn .111 .~. 
Allgustine's So/iloqllies. p. 82; also Karl Jost. 'Zur Textkritik der a1tenghschen Sohloqulenbeal'bcltUng . 

lkibiQ/l zvr Ang/ia 32. pp. 6-18. 
14 Carnicelli. King Alfred's Version olSt. Allgustine 's So/iloqJlies, p. 8:!. note 3. 
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of first Principles and lower forms to human and divine virtues~ is less perplexing when 

viewed in reference to the shared lines of reasoning in the Soliloquies and the 

Consolation.
25 

This identification substantiates the etemal~ perfect and immaterial 

nature of Truth in line with Neoplatonic metaphysics and supplies the most probable 

solution to the problem of how Alfred conceived of the relationship between Truth and 

Goodness and men's possession of these attributes in a more imperfect form. namely by 

Grace, as the Soliloquies go on to state: 

Se hzft gesceapena twa zca gescea~ I>zt sint He bas created two immortal creatures. these are 
engelas and manna sauwela, I>am he seal de angels and the souls of men. to whom He has given 
sumne dzl ecra gyfa, swilcra swilce nu wisdom some part of eternal gi~ such as wisdom and 
is, and rihtwisnes, and oore manega I>e us lang righteousness and many others which it will take us 
OincO to rimanne: engelum he gef be heora a long time to list; to angels he gives such gifts 
andefne, and manna saulum he gym, zlcre be according to their share, and to men's souls he gives 
hyre andefne, swilca gyfa. Da swilcan gifa hi such gifts according to their share. Such gifts they 
ne I>urfon nzfre forletan, forOam heo beoo zca; need never lose, because they are eternal; and He 
and he gym eac mannum mznega and gives to men many more diverse good gifts in this 
mislicum gooda gifa on I>issa wurlda, }>eah hi world, although those are not eternal. They are 
eca ne sien. Hi beoo }>eah stzlwyrm I>a hwile nevertheless useful while we are in this world. Have 
l>e we on I>isse wurlde beoo. HwzOer Ou git you understood yet that souls are immortal? 
ongyte I>zt sawla beoo undeadlice? 

(Solil. I (82) 14-22) 

This argument substitutes Augustine's reference to emanation from the perfect Fonns to 

lower forms of virtue with a simpler idea of 'giving', in a way which recalls Alfred's 

characterisation of the metaphysical order in the opening prayer (Solil. 1(51) 22, above). 

Precisely this framework of Grace informs Alfred's anthropological ideas in the 

Consolation and in the Soliloquies. Alfred also employs the same argument relating to 

man's truest possessions as the most lasting gifts of G<><L an argument which is pivotal 

to his investigation into the nature of man's true self. At the level of the immediate 

argument, however, Alfred's distinctive conclusion prepares directly for his 

investigation into the eternal nature of the sawul. Whereas the Ratio of the Latin text 

presents an argument in preparation for the discussion of perception and Truth in Book 

II. Alfred uses the distinction between 'Truth' and 'the true' to reach a very different 

(and in many ways more satisfying) conclusion to the first book and introduces the 

subject matter of his own second book. 

In comparison with the 1200 lines of Book I, the 225 lines of Book 11 and the 

150 lines of the incomplete third book of the Soliloquies are strikingly short. In Book II 

~ ibid.. p. 12. note 3. 
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at l~ the extant manuscript shows little suggestion of a lacuna either in the continuity 

of argument or in the announced subject matter, although Book III is unfortunately 

significantly corrupted. 26 In essence, the entire second book of the Soliloquies is wholly 

oriented towards establishing the immortality of the soul by a variety of arguments.. both 

in appeals to scripture and in more 'logical' arguments which base themselves on 

preceding metaphysical considerations, whilst Alfred's original third book considers the 

nature of the knowledge possessed by the sawul and mod in the afterlife. The continuity 

of Alfred's argument as a whole is striking when we consider the systematic nature of 

his alterations. 

Book II, like Book I, opens with a brief prayer which facilitates a return to the 

original subject matter: peet ic mage ... ongitan ... me selfne (Solil. II (84) 4-5). Like the 

Ratio of the Latin text, Gescead (by now Heo) initially tackles the question of self

knowledge by asking Augustinus whether he knows he exists and lives and whether he 

wants to do so forever (Solil. II (84) 6_15).27 Alfred largely follows Augustine In 

arguing that he wants to be in order to live in order to know: 

Da cwa:~ heo: Nu ic gehyre J>a:t J>u lufast a:allJ>a:t 
Ou lufast for ~am J>rim ~ingum, and ic ongyte a:ac 
hwilce J>ara J>reora ~inga J>u swioost lufast. ~u 
lufast J>a:t J>~t J>u si, fornam ~u woldest libban, and 
forOam J>u woldest libban J>e J>u woldest witan. 
I>i ic ongyte J>a:t ~u lufast I><>ne wisdom ofer a:alle 
~re J>ing; J>a=t, me ~ing~, seo Oin hehste good and 
iEac J>in god. 
Ds cwa:~ ic: sOO Ou me sa:gest. Hw~t is se hehsta 
wysdom a:alles buton J>a:t hehste good? 
<>Me hwaet is J>a=t hehste good buton J>a:t ~Ic man 
on ~isse wurlde swa micIum lufaO god swa he 
wisdom lufa~? Sam he hine micIum lufige, sam he 
hine Iytlum lufige, sam he hine mydlinga lufige, be 
J>am daele he lufa~ god J>e he wisdom lufa~. 

(Solil. II (84) 31- (85) 7) 

Then she said: Now I hear that you love all that 
you love because of three things. and I also 
understand which of these three things you love 
the most. You love to exist because you want to 
live and you want to live because you want to 
know. From this I understand that you love 
Wisdom above all other things - that, it seems to 
me, is your highest Good and also your God. 
Then I said: You speak the truth to me. What is the 
highest Wisdom except the highest Good? Or what 
is the highest Good other than that every man in 
this world loves Good as much as he loves 
Wisdom? Whether he loves This greatly or loves 
This less or loves This moderately, he loves Good 
in the same amount as he loves Wisdom. 

Having again referred to the common identity of Wisdom and G<>O<L and having 

therefore integrated the moral dimension of his desire with the intellectual striving for 

Wisdom, Alfred joins Augustine in asking whether he wants to live forever in order to 

know forever or whether life and knowledge end in death (Solil. II (85) 13-4). Whereas 

Augustine begins his lengthy investigation into the nature of perception and Truth. 

16 As discussed in 8.4 below. 
:n Again. I consider the details of Alfred's aJterations in more detail in 8.4 below. 
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however, Gescead answers the question of the Old English Augustinus in reference to 

the metaphysical framework which he established in the prayer, in the conclusion of 

Book I and now in his renewed identification of Wisdom and Goodness as the unified 

End of the human will. 

ymbe hwzt twa:ost J>u nu? Hu nu ne were ~u ~r What are you in doubt about now? Did you flO( 

ge6afa l>zt god were ~ce and ~lmih~ and ~fde already agree that God is eternal and almighty 
twa gesceadwissa and ~ca gesceaftea gesceapena and created two rational and eternal creatures. as 
swa swa we ~ szdon, J>zt sint engelas and manna we said before: these are angels and men's souls. 
saula, &un he ~m forgifen ~a gyfa? Da gyfa hi to whom He has given eternal gifts? Tbey need 
De ~urfon nzfre alztan. Gyf ~u nu J>is gemynst and never lose these gifts. If you now remember and 
~ises gelifest, oonne wast ~u buton tweon J>~t J>u believe this, then you know without doubt that 
~art and simle bist and simle lufast and simle you are and always will be and will always love 
hw~thwugu wast, J>eah ~u ~all nyte J>~t ~u witan and will always know something. although you 
woldest. (Solil. II (85) 16-22) do not know all that you want to. 

Although we already heard in the opening prayer that God gives gifts to men so that 

they do not perish (Solil. I (51) 23-4), the argument that since man never gives up these 

gifts he will never stop existing, living and knowing does not convince Augustinus (ic). 

who wants to know rather than believe (Solil. II (86) 22-3). Gescead initially points out 

the folly of this desire in reference to the argument established in Book I. namely that 

with the exception of the holy fathers (who do not doubt and whose words must be 

believed (Solil. II (87) 8-16) ) men cannot know in their fallible state: 

I»a cw~~ heo: ic wundrige hwi ~u swa swi~ georne 
and swa gewislice ~t to witanne, J>~tte nefre nan 
man of ~isse carcerne J>ises andweardan Iyfes swa 
gewislice witan ne myhte swa swa ~u wilnast ... ne 
m~g n~fre nan ongitan, cer~amt>e seo sawl by~ wy~ 
I>am Iychaman gedeled, ~allJ>~t he witan wolde; ne 
~um oonne giet er domes ~ge, swa sweotole 
swa he wolde. (Solil. II (86) 24 - (87) 7) 

Then she said: I marvel why you want to know so 
very eagerly and for certain what no man in the 
prison of this present life can know as certainly as 
you want [to know] ... no man may ever 
understand all that he wants to before the soul is 
parted from the body. nor as clearly as he wants to 
know, before Doomsday. 

Since man can never know more clearly than he can believe in life. faith 

becomes elevated above knowledge. Alfred, however, does not simply enforce the 

authority of scripture, but provides further examples which underpin the necessity for 

having faith in the eternal nature of the sawuJ by considering the nature of rightful 

authority itself (Solil. II (87) 18 - (89) 18).28 Ultimately man must believe his gescead as 

well as Christ: 

Nis hyt nan tweo I>et sawla beoO undeadlice. gelef I There is no doubt that souls are imr:nortal. Believe 
~inre agenre gesceadwisnesse. and gelyf Criste. your own reason. and believe Christ. the Son of 

21 Ironically, it is in this departure from Augustine's second book ~ we fi~ distinctly AugUSlinaan 
arguments about the role of faith and reason in discerning correct authority. (SoW. 11(88) 1-8). 
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godes sunil, and gelyf eallum hys hal~ foroam 
hi weron swi3e WlIease gewi~ and gelyf ~inre 
agenre sawle i'e 3e ealne weig segO »urb hyre 
gesceadwisnesse I>zt heo si on 3e. seo segO zac 
IJzt heo si zce, forOam heo wilnaO hzcra »inga 

(Soli/' II (91) 12-16) 

G~ and believe all his saints. heqU5e they were 
v~ truthful witnesses. and believe your own soul 
~~Ic.h tells you all the while through its reason thaI 
It IS m you. It also says that it is eternal. because it 
wants these eternal things. 

Although Augustinus is already ashamed about his previous doubt (Solil. II (89) 22), 

Gescead nevertheless presents this final argument for the eternal nature of the sawW and 

it is by far the strongest argument when considered in the context of the metaphysical 

framework which Alfred has built up over the course of the Soliloquies: 

Nis heo na swa dysigra gesceafta ~cet heo wolde There is no creature so foolish that it wants to seek 
secan ~cet heo findan ne meahte, 003e wilnige ~ces something which it cannot find. or desire that 
Oe heo ne abte, ne hyre to ne gebyrede. Forlcet nu which it cannot possess. Forsake now this 
~nne unrihtan tweon; genoh sweotol hyt is »cet Ou unrightful doubt~ it is clear enough that you are 
eart zce and a byst. (Solil. II (91) 16-9) immortal and will always be. 

In contrast with Augustine's argument that the soul is eternal because there is something 

eternal (i.e. truth) innately in it, Alfred argues for the eternal nature of the sawul by 

considering what it desires - the end towards which it is oriented. It is precisely in the 

striving which he has displayed in the dialogue itself, that Augustinus reveals the will to 

know about things (Solil. II (89-91) ) and, as we heard in the opening prayer, this will is 

all that man has before gescead enables him to discover the path to God. In its 

departures from the argument of the Latin Soliloquia, the Old English Soliloquies 

therefore shows its closest affinities with the arguments of the Consolation. In Book III, 

however, we see how Alfred takes a number of the questions which were raised in the 

Consolation to their full conclusion. 

At the end of Book II, Alfred established that not only his sawul. but also his 

mod, gesceadwisnes and all the good gifts and virtues bestowed on him by God are 

eternal and raises the subject matter of the third book, namely whether knowledge 

increases or decreases in the afterlife: 

Nu ic gehyre ~et min sawel is ecu and a IifaO. and 
eall ~t min mod and min gescadwisnesse goodra 
crefta gegadl'acl ~t mot t- simle habban. And ic 
gehere ac ~t min gewit is ece. Ac me Iyste gyt 
witan be Oam gewitte tet ic er acsode: hwe&r hyt 
efter ~s lichaman gedale and t-re saw Ie weoxe 
t»e wanede; t>e hyt swa on stele stode. t>e hyt swa 
dyde swa hyt a:r ~ on ~isse weorulde. oore 
hwile weoxe. o&-e hwile wanode. 

(Solil. II (91) 21-7) 

Now I hear that my soul is eternal and will always 
live. and all that my ",od and my 'reason' gathered 
in good 'virtues' - this they shall always keep. 
And I also hear that my 'knowledge' is eternal. 
But I would like to know yet about the 
'knowledge' about which I asked before: (namely) 
whether it waxes or wanes after the parting of 
body and soul; whether it will stay.still.in t~ wnc 
in that place as it did before <kath In thiS world or 
will at times grow and at ocher times f'adc. 
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Alfred's arguments for the continuity and immortality of the human self in Book II 

provide the springboard for his consideration of what we are and what we experience 

and know in the afterlife, which is the sole subject of Book III. 

In a sense, Book III presents the conclusion to all outstanding matters in the 

Soliloquia. To begin with, it considers the continuity of knowledge, which was the main 

subject of Book I. Book III also confirms the promise that man will know fully once he 

sees God in the afterlife. He will know the eternal nature of his soul as much as he will 

know God, in a literal and allegorical sense. Moreover, since the quest has been as much 

a moral as an intellectual one, the just rewards for a life of virtue are bestowed in full 

upon the one who earned them, in the joy of the heavenly afterlife (or of course the 

reverse in hell). Central to this vision of the afterlife is the continuity of the human self 

- that truest and most lasting possession of man. Indeed the parts of Book III which 

have survived give a vivid insight into the afterlife which goes beyond the conventional 

apocalyptic visions of the vernacular homiletic and poetic texts. In the afterlife. man's 

sawul and his mod, as well as his knowledge (gewit) and goodness increase in the direct 

presence of God. Man comes to know full Truth, can foresee the future of men on e~ 

and can actively intercede in their well-being, thus maintaining a continuity not only of 

the individual self but also of the heavenly and earthly community itself. As Godden has 

illustrated, the view of man's increased and continued knowledge in the afterlife 

significantly departs from orthodoxy, but the increase of full knowledge and joy in 

finding and knowing God literally in the afterlife is the logical conclusion of Alfred's 

preceding arguments.29 In order to consider the details of the self as Alfred concei ves of 

it in the afterlife, however. it is necessary to establish first how Alfred defines the self in 

human life on earth. Given the integral continuity of Alfred's inquiry, the remaining 

discussions of this chapter deal with Alfred's analytical accounts of man's inner and 

spiritual workings in reference to Book I, and with the continuity of this self in 

reference to Books II and III of the Soliloquies. 

19 G~ 'Text and Eschatology', p. 39. 
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8.2 The 'Self' during Earthly Life: Sawlll, Mod and Mao's DefiniDg C,~ft. 

The fll'St book of the Old English Soliloquies makes up over two thirds of the 

entire work and a number of the adaptations which it makes to the Latin So/iJoquia 

provide a particularly detailed insight into Alfred's conception of the inner self. In many 

aspects, Alfred is clearly deeply infonned by Augustine's psychological ideas and 

Alfred's discussions of the processes of knowledge and the importance of man' s moral 

condition for human understanding are entirely in line with the argument of the 

Soliloquia. Most notably, Alfred explicitly identifies the mod as an aspect of the eternal 

sawul (an exceptional definition in Old English literature) and he appears to be deeply 

influenced by the intellectual tradition which sees 'reason' as a defining element of 

man. In transferring the Latin Ratio-character to Gescead in the Soliloquies (like the 

Consolation which alternates Wisdom and Gescead as Boetius' internal guide)~ Alfred 

elevates gescead at a narrative level as much as he elevates it in the psychological 

analyses of the argument itself. Although Gescead is the essential guide who leads 

Augustinus (often along tortuous paths) towards Truth~ the gescead of the mod does not 

reflect the inherently rationalistic and intellectual connotations of the Latin ratio. As I 

shall argue here, Alfred's distinctive presentation of gescead as a virtue oriented 

towards the discrimination of good and evil highlights a number of significant 

differences between his underlying conceptualisation of the inner self and that which 

informs Augustine's Soliloquia. A closer look at the passages in which Alfred's focus 

on the moral dimension of human enlightenment shapes the development of his 

argument reveals his distinctive conceptualisation of inner workings and of the 

centrality of the inner self in human and personal identity. 

In adapting Augustine's discussion of the various modes of · knowing' in Book I, 

Alfred follows the Latin argument that those things which Augustinus seeks to know, 

namely the soul and God, cannot be known in the way that material things can be 

known by the senses. The first stage of this argument distinguishes between two modes 

and types of knowing~ namely that of the outer senses (jJam ultran gewitle. pam ultran 

andgylle) and that of the inner senses (jJam inman gewilte. inran andgylle. ingethance). 
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Alfred's detailed descriptions of these different modes of "taking things in' (ongitan) 

indicates that he is introducing an essentially unfamiliar way of thinking about how men 

. derstand· 30 Th . gam un Ing. e necessIty for Alfred to specify the various physical sensory 

organs (as he also does in the opening prayer 1(51) 10-12) under the heading Iichamlice 

ongytan, for example, suggests that he not only needs to explain the 'inner" faculties of 

cognisance, but also the 'outer' faculties of perception. 

Da cwz3 heo: me ~inc3 nu ~zt ~u ne truwie 3am 
uttram gewitte, naOOr ne ~am eagum, ne »am 
earum, ne 3am stence, ne 3am swece, ne 3am 
hrinunge, 3a3 ~u 3urh 3ara amig swa sweotole 
ongytan mzge ~zt ~u woldest, buton ~u hyt on 
~inum inge~ance ongyte ~urh 3in gesceadwis-
nesse. (Solil. I (59) 5-8) 

Then she said: it seems to me now that you do noc 
trust the outer senses, neither the eyes nor the ears. 
nor the [sense of] smell, nor the [sense of] taste. 
nor touch; indeed you cannot understand through 
any of those as clearly as you want to, unless you 
understand it in your '(inner-)thougbf by your 
'reason'. 

In contrast to the much shorter Latin statement (R: Respuis igitur in hac causa omne 

testimonium sensuum? A: Prorsus respuo. Aug Sol.18.34-5), Alfred does not entirely 

reject the testimony of the senses, but instead highlights the continuum of the outer and 

inner in the processes of perception and understanding. 

In order to illustrate that the outer senses can provide the rudimentary insight 

which is sometimes necessary for understanding higher truths, Augustine turns to the 

classic examples of the sphere and line as instances of geometric truths, apprehensible 

only by the intellect (Lat. intellectus, OE inran andgyne). Alfred develops the images of 

the 'ball' and 'line' in reference to the diameters and measurements which allow 

astrological inferences about the constellations of the stars (Solil I (60) 15 - (61) 12), but 

his point is that of Augustine, namely that the outer senses can facilitate deeper 

contemplation.31 

A: Immo sensus in hoc negotio quasi navim sum 
expertus. Nam cum ipsi me ad locum quo 
tendebam pervexerint, ubi eos dimisi et iam velut 
in solo positus coepi cogitatione ista volvere, diu 
mihi vestigia titubarunt. Quare citius mihi videtur 
in terra posse navigari quam geometricam 
sensibus percipi, quamvis primo discentes 
aJiquantum adiuvare videantur. 

(Aug. Sol. I.iv.9, Col. 0874) 

In this matter my experience with the senses has 
been as with a ship: for when they had carried me 
where I was going. and I had dismissed them, and 
was as if placed on dry land. and had begun to tum 
these matters over in thought, I was. for a long time. 
unsteady of foot. Wherefore it seems to me that one 
could sooner swim on dry land than perceive 
geometrical truths by the senses. although in 
learning the rudiments they are of course of some 

use. 

)() As Gatch notes, 'Old English does not have an equivalent for the Latin seMMS and Alfred must resort t~ 
circumlocution. usually involving physical perception (andgil) when the ter:ms and co~epl5 crop ~ . 
'King Alfred's Version', p. 26. Andgil, as I argued in Chapter Six. is not speclficall~ phYSIcal pcrceptlOO. 

but can be more widely applied due to its broader sense of . intake'. either as process or fKult). . 
)1 As Gatch points out, Alfred's introduction of this analogy is ~ likely ~ u~n ~ confUSIon of the 
science of geometry with the better known science of astrology. 'Kmg Alfred s VersIon. pp. 29-30. 
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Da cwza ic: mid zgOrum ic hyt geleornode: zrest 
mid &un eagum and syaan myd »am inge}>ance. 
Da eagan me gebrohton on »am angytte. Ac 
sibl>an ic hyt J>a ongyten hzfde, J>a forlzt ic tJa 
sceawunga mid »am eagum and I>ohte; forOi me 
INhte ~zt ic his mzahte micle mare geJ>encan, 
&mile ic his meahte geseo~ siMan tJa eagan hyt 
afzstnodon minum inge~ance. Swa swa scyp 
brincO man ofer sz: syMan he I>onne to lande 
cymO, Jx>nne forlzt he ~zt scyp stan~ forpam 
him ~inOO syMan ~zt he mzge zO butan faran 
Jxmne mid. Eabre me ~incO J>eah myd scipe on 
drigum lande to farande I>onne me ~ynce mid »am 
eagum butan ~ara gesceadwisnesse cenige creft to 
geleomianne, peah 1>a eagam )Jzr to hwilum 
fultmian scylen. (Solil. I (61) 13-22) 

Then I said: with both I learned it: first "ith the 
eyes and then with [my] inner-thougbt 
The eyes brought me to understanding: but when I 
had 'perceived' it, I stopped looking "ith the e\ es 
and thought; therefore it seemed to me that I ~Jd 
think about it much more than I could see it. once 
the eyes had fixed it in my ·inner-tbought'. 
Just as a ship brings man across the sea. when he 
comes to land he leaves the ship standing because it 
seems to him that he can travel better without it than 
with it 
However, it seems to me easier to travel with a ship 
on dry land than to learn any skill I virtue without 
reaso~ although the eyes shall. for a while, help on 
the way there. 

Alfred already appears to be predicting the ultimately moral nature of the inquiry (cenige 

creft to geleornianne) rather than merely delineating perception from thought. Indeed 

rather than following Augustine's inquiry into whether different objects require 

different modes of knowing (his particular focus is on the sciences). Alfred develops a 

metaphor which emphasises his fundamentally moral as well as intellectual interests. 

In this first significant excursus from Augustine's argument, Alfred's metaphor 

of the ship establishes a picture of the inner sight of the mod as a vision which involves 

not only intellectual sight, but steadfast looking: 

Da cwceO heo: for Oam ~ingum is 6earf ~zt ~u rihte Then she said: because of these things it is 
hawie mid modes zagum to gode swa rihte swa necessary that you look rightfully to God with the 
swa scipes ancer streng byO apenced on gerihte eyes of the mind just as a ship's anchor rope is held 
fram ~am scype to ~am ancree; and gefastna ~a straight from the ship to the anchor, and fasten the 
eagan ~ines modes on gode swa se ancer byO eyes of your mod on God. just as the anchor is 
gefastnod on &ere eorOan. !>eah ~cet scyp si ute on fixed in the earth. Though that ship be out on the 
Oare sz on ~am yOum, hyt byO gesund and sea on the waves, it is sound and undamaged. if the 
untoslegen. gyf se streng al>olaO; forpam hys byO rope holds firmly; because one end of it is firmly in 
se <Xkr ende fast on ~zre eorOan and se OOer on the earth and the other on the ship. 
6am scype. (Solil. 1(61) 23-(62) 3) 

Whereas the boat initially symbolised the role of the human senses as vehicles to inner 

understanding (Solil. I (61) 13-22), the ship now represents the mod itself: God holds 

the mod as an anchor stabilises a ship amongst the tumultuous waves of earthly life. 

Alfred uses this familiar Christian image not only to establish the importance of the 

inner senses in seeing God, but to amplify the moral dimension of inner sight. By 

illustrating how the internal eyes, the eyes of the mod. gaze in a straight line directly 

upon God, Alfred transfers the image of intellectual ~seeing·. which has so far bt.-en the 

subject of Augustine' s inquiry. to the essentially moral domain. The imager) of the 
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modes eagan here calls to mind the descriptions from the Consolat;on~ where the mod 

and also the sawul fix their sight upon God in a way that transcends intellectual sight 

Indeed Alfred's further examination of this 'inner gaze' of the mod in the following 

lines confirms his essentially practical and moral, rather than abstract and intellectual 

concerns. 

As Alfred resumes the analytical tone which preceded his metaphorical account 

of the mod as ship and defines the 'eyes of the mod' in an account of the inner senses 

which has no precedent in Augustine's text, the moral dimension of this sight becomes 

apparent: 

f)a cwzO ic: hwzt is »zt Ozt »u hest modes 
eagan? 
Da cwzO heo: gesceadwisnesse, to-zcan oorum 
creftum. 
DB cwzO ic: hwzt sind »a oore creftas? 
I>a cwzO heo: Wysdom, and eadmeto, and 
wzrscype, and gemetgung, rihtwisnes and 
mildheortnes, gesceadwisnes, gestad»ines and 
welwilnes, c1ennes and forheafdnes, myd 
~issum ancrum ~u scealt gefastnian oone streng 
on gode, ~zt scyp healdan sceal»ines modes. 
Da cwzO ic: Drihten god me gedo eall swa swa »u 
me Izrst! Ic wolde gyf ic mahte. Ac ic ne mzg 
ongytan hu ic »a ancras begyytan mage, oMe hu ic 
hi afastnian mage, buton »u hyt me swztolocor 
getece. (Solil. I (62) 4-13) 

Then I said: what is that which you call the eyes 
of the mcxf! 
Then she said: gesceadwisnesse. along with 
other virtues. 
Then I said: what are these other virtues? 
Then she said: Wisdom and humility and 
guardedness and moderation. righteousness and 
mildheartedness I mercy. reason. constancy. 
well-willing I kindness. purity I chastity. 
temperance / abstinence; with these anchors 
you must fix the rope on Good I God. Who will 
hold the ship of your mod. 
Then I said: Lord. make me all that you teach me! I 
would if I could. but I cannot understand how I can 
get the anchors or how I may fix them. unless you 
show me more clearly. 

The modes eagan, it appears, are not primarily intellectual sight or perception, but 

involve the whole spectrum of the human virtues and the gaze of the mod is not random 

observation or understanding, but steadfast looking characterised by benign moral 

intention and disposition. Since the image of the ship as the mod and the anchor as God 

here appears to be transfonned into a view of the anchors as the stabilizing virtues 

which define the sight of the mod, Gatch may seem justified in proposing that: 

[Alfred,] faced with [Augustine's] reference to Stoicism [and its epistemological ideas) and 
the return of the Latin text to the geometrical example •... reverts to the ship simile. seizes 
the anchor line, and holds on for dear Iife.,)2 

Although the analogies are somewhat disjointed in Alfred's overall development of the 

ship metaphor. his identification of God with all united and perfected Virtue at the end 

of Book I to an extent resolves the tension of the anchor as both God and the virtues. 

II Gatc~ 'King Alfred's Version', p. 21S. 
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Indeed the lengthy digression which follows m Alfred's argument amplifies this 

context. 

Gatch suggests that Alfred's account of how men can gain virtues represents an 

appeal to authority in that 'Alfred was unequipped to appropriate or adapt literally the 

argument of Augustine in this passage'. 33 Given that Alfred has already departed from 

the epistemological concerns of Augustine and is following his own lines of inquiry. his 

digression need not be seen as an attempt to grapple with Augustine' s argument In 

essence, Alfred's account posits that men may gain a virtue for every vice which they 

forsake (Solil. 1(62) 14-17) and goes on to explore how man ought to honour the eternal 

anchors bestowed by the eternal Lord over and above the authority and wealth of earthly 

lords (Solil. I (62) 14-17). His ultimate conclusion is that since Auguslinus loves nothing 

more than the eternal life promised by the eternal Lord (Solil. I (63) 23-4). he must 

follow His commandments (Solil. I (63) 26). Throughout this digression. Alfred 

expands his discussion from the epistemological concerns of the Latin argument so as to 

consider the fuller spectrum of inner capacities which he deems necessary for the 

knowledge of God and highlights the overarching relationship between Lord and 

follower in the acquisition of virtue. When Alfred rejoins Augustine's discussion of the 

moral impediments to human understanding (Solil. I (64) 4ft) there is accordingly no 

serious rupture in the continuity of Alfred's own argument. 34 

Alfred's emphasis on the importance of the moral dimension of the mod's sight 

in the Soliloquies is entirely in accordance with Augustine's position in the Soliloquia. 

Although Augustine has so far been concerned specifically with intellectual sight and 

with man's modes of understanding and although he applies the terms animus and mens 

primarily in intellectual contexts, he evidently conceives of the mens as more than the 

intellectual capacity which our own term 'mind' suggests.3S Whereas in Augustine's 

)) ibid, p. 216 . 
. ~ See note 40 below. , 
lS " h" the SoI:lnnu;a - we find relallveh fe" Overall Augustme uses amma as the overarc mg tenn an """"'- . 

• . fred Iated Of these OO"e\·('I' a occurrences of mens and animus in the sections of the text which AI trans ' .. , ' • 
number of instances suggest a super-intellectual functioning of the mens and animus (1.111. 14-7. I. v.11. 11-

14, I.ix.S-7.l.x.17, IJ-S.Lxi. 6-7, Lxiii.27. 6-7). 
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Soliloquia, we find no detailed analytical subdivision of the mens itself into faculties of 

memory, understanding and will (or love) as we do elsewhere in his writings (Conf. 

10.10.16, 13.11.12; De Civ. Dei 11.26; De Trin. 14.8.11), the interdependence of 

reason, love and volition is apparent throughout his argument in the Soliloquia.36 To 

begin with, it is the desire to know which initiates the Latin Augustine-character' s 

dialogue with Ratio. Just as ratio cannot seek understanding without the correct love. 

however, man cannot fully understand his true desire (or indeed his hue self) without 

the aid of ratio. This conception of an insolubly entwined relationship between human 

reason and the will ( or love) for God is illustrated most fully in Augustine's account of 

the processes of human understanding (pp. 245-6 below).37 Alfred's presentation of the 

mod as the seat of the full spectrum of inner activities, powers and capacities therefore 

not only accords with the conventional vernacular conception and presentation of the 

inner aspects as agents and loci of all inner experience and agency, but also with 

Augustine's conception of the mens.38 Alfred's introduction of the essential interrelation 

between gescead and the moral virtues from the outset of his argumen~ however, 

suggests that the necessity of the virtues for man's knowledge of God is integral to his 

conception of the inner self 

Alfred rejOIns Augustine's argument at the point when it introduces the 

importance of the moral virtues for human understanding. Alfred's emphasis on man' s 

need to look to God in a fixed and steadfast line (for oam jJingum is dear! ~t jJu rihte 

hawie SoUl. I (61) 23-4) in his metaphor of the ship and anchor already anticipated this 

16 Although it is the capacity for reason which defines the mens (as much ~ the. anima and man himself. 
Aug Sol. l.ii.7. 13-7), this identification of a specifically intellectual function Itself su~ests a broader 
conception of the mens - as indeed does Alfred's identification of gescead as one SpecifIC aspect of the 

mod's sight (below on pp. 244-5). . . . ., .<tea thai the 
17 One conception underlying this interconnection of aspects With an the mens. IS Augustine S I 
mens is itself the Trinitarian image of God: Coni 7.1.2. De Trin. 1.1.1; 2.18.54; 3.1.1; 1O.1~.15~. 
11 • • A ., . Besides references In most such contexts. Alfred prefers mod to sawul m glossmg ugustme 5 anl",a. . .. 
to the modes eagan. the mod is the dominant inner aspect associated with the full range of Inner actiVIty 
and agency in life: in relation to thought and contemplation (Pref. 2.13. 14; Ok. I ~.20, Ok. II ~S.7). to 

sadness (Bk. I 30.7, 34.13, 35.3) related to vice or false love (50.3). to moral defICteney ~ masp= 
love (38 10 394 476-10) and to virtue (23.7, 28.12. 33.13). In instances where AugusllfDe conI and • , •• • . • J ntrasl 0 lent ... 
tlllillfu.s with corpore. however. Alfred consistently uses the conventlona co 
lic(hoItuur). 
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discussion which emphasises that man must not only be able to see, but that he must 

look and want to see in order to actually see:39 

Nam mentis quasi sui sunt oculi sensus animae, 
disciplinarum autem quaeque certissima talia sunt, 
qualia ilia quae sole illustrantur, ut videri possint 
veluti terra est atque terrena omnia. Deus autem 
est ipse qui inJustrat. 
Ego autem Ratio ita sum in mentibus, ut in oculis 
est aspectus. Non enim hoc est habere oculos 
quod aspicere; aut item hoc est aspicere quod 
videre. Ergo animae tribus quibusdam rebus opus 
est: ut oculos habeat, quibus iam bene uti possit, 
ut aspiciat, ut videat. (Aug Sol. I.vi.12 (60) 3-13) 

Wite J>zt erest gewiss, J>zt ~zt mod by~ J>zre 
sawle zge; and J>zt pu seealt eac witan, pzt 00er 
by~ pzt man eagan hzbbe, 00er bi~, pzt man 
hawie, and J>zt 00er bi~ }>at man geseo pzt pzt he 
after hawode; feoroo byt pzt pzt he geseon 
wolde. for~am zlc man ~ara J>e zagan heft zrest 
haw~ pzs 00 he geseon wolde 00 rone first pe he 
hy~ gehawa~. I»onne he hyt ponne gehaw~ heaft, 
ronne gesyh~ he hit. Ac pu seealt witan ~t ic pe 
(J>e) nu wi~ sprece, ic eom gesceadwisnes, ond ic 
eom zlcum manniseum mode on pam stale pe seo 
hawung by~ pam pam eagum ... 

(Solil. II (65) 1-8) 

For the eyes of the mind are the senses of the soul 
Now the truths of science are made visible to the 
mind as the light of the sun makes visible to the 
e~es the earth and tell estriaJ objects. But it is God 
Hunself who shines. 
And I, R~ am such to the mind as is sight to 
the ey~: for to have eyes that you may look is 
one thmg, and to so look that you may see is 
another. And so it is that the task of the soul is 
three-fol~ that it possess eyes fit for usc. that it 
I~ that it see. 

Know first this for sure, that the mod is the eye of 
the sawul; and you shall also know this: it is one 
thing that man has eyes, it is another that man 
looks, and it is yet another thing that man sees 
that which he has looked for. the fourth [thing] is 
that he wants to see [it]. Therefore each of those 
who has eyes first looks for that which he wants 
to see until he initially sees it. When he has 
looked for it then he sees it. But you must know 
that J, who am speaking to you now, I am 
Gesceadwisnes and I [occupy] that role in every 
human mod which the [act of] looking is for the 
eyes ... 

For both Augustine and Alfred, the will to see is as important as the capacity to see. 

Augustine attributes the desire, the capacity and the activity to the anima and although 

Alfred appears to localise these in the mod, he explicitly defines the relationship 

between the mod and sawul, making clear that they are not conceived as synonyms in 

the Soliloquies. The mod itself is the 'eye' of the sawuJ and Alfred thus follows 

Augustine in identifying the mod (mens) as an apparently inherent faculty of the sawuJ 

39 The manuscript is significantly corrupted at this point and editors have struggled to see h~w it can. be 
integrated fully into the progression of the argument. Carnicelli notes that 'This passage [the mtroductlon 
of reason 6-8] is a senseless interruption, due apparently to Alfred's confusion of two closely similar 
passages in the Latin source. In the first Latin passage (64.18-20), the Reason i~tifies i~lf as the 
speaker, ralio quae tecum loquihlr, and states a general analogy between the two k~ ~f seemg: NQIft 
mentis quasi slIi sunt oculi sensus animae. In the second (64.22), the Reason mentIons Itself by name, 
then states the analogy more explicitly: Ego autem rQ/io ita Slim in menlibau. III in OCIIlis est Q.J~. In 
the Latin text, the analogy is developed in detail (65. 10ft) only after it has been staled. a second tunc. 
Alfred translates the first passage in 64.5-8 and 65.1. He seems, however. to have mistaken the first 
statement of the analogy for the secon~ for he next proceeds to develop the analogy in detail (6S.2-6). 
upsetting the order of the Latin text and making a translation of the second passage unnecess~rl· When he 
does come to translate the second passage (65.7-8), he compounds the ~undancy ~Y .addl~ a scc~ 
self-introduction by the Reason ... which he has already translated once 10 64.S-6. , m Klltg AIfr~J J 

J'usion O/SI. Augustine's Soliloquies, pp. 65-6 notes 6-8. Although it ~ to me that .the ~ge ~ 
provide a relatively smooth transition from the consideration of the VirtueS to the ~~ ~ mtent IS 

necessary for inner sight (and subsequently back to Augustine's discussion of the \hristlan \'ar1~). m) 
main interest here is the implication of this description for Alfred's conc:cptJOn of man s umer 

constitution. 
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(anima).40 This crucial (and unique) vernacular definition of the relation between mod 

and sawul clearly places Alfred's psychological ideas firmly in the Latin Christian 

inteUectuaI tradition (in Godden's sense). The sight of the mod, moreover. is here 

defmed as gesceadwisnes, which itself appears to denote the intellectual capacity of the 

mod much in the same way that ratio denotes the specifically intellectual faculty of the 

mens. 

This specifically intellectual sense of gescead is further strengthened in Alfred's 

version of Augustine's ensuing discussion of the interrelation between ratio and the 

theological virtues which are necessary for man's sight of God. In order for the anima 

to see God, Augustine argues, ratio itself must be supplemented or 'perfected" by the 

theological virtues which Augustine relates to the three necessary components of 

'rightful sight': the eyes (i.e. the capacity), the 'looking' (aspicere, i.e. the exercise of 

the capacity) and the 'seeing' (videre, i.e. the successful or perfected activity or function 

of the soul which is oriented towards God). 

R. Aspectus animae, ratio est; sed quia non 
sequitur ut omnis qui aspicit videat, aspectus 
rectus atque perfectus, id est, quem visio 
sequitur, virtus vocatur; est enim virtus vel 
recta vel perfecta ratio. Sed et ipse aspectus 
quamvis jam sanos oculos convertere in lucem 
non potest, nisi tria ilia permaneant: fides, qua 
credatur ita se rem habere, ad quam 
convertendus aspectus est, ut visa faciat 
beatum; spes qua cum bene aspexerit, se 
visurum esse praesumat; caritas, qua videre 
perfruique desideret. lam aspectum sequitur 
ipsa visio Dei, qui est fmis aspectus, non quod 
iam non sit, sed quod nihil amplius habeat, quo 
se intendat. Et haec est vere perfecta virtus, 
ratio perveniens ad finem suum, quam beata 
vita consequitur. Ipsa autem visio intellectus est 
iIIe, qui in anima est, qui conficitur ex 
mtellegente et eo quod intellegitur. ut in oculis 
videre quod dicitur, ex ipso sensu constat atque 
sensibili, quorum detracto quolibet, videri nihil 
potest. (Aug Sol. I.vi.(21) 10 - (22) 4) 

R. The gaze of the soul is reason; but since it does not 
follow that every one who looks. sees. that right and 
perfect looking, which is followed by seeing. is called 
virtue, for virtue is rectified and perfected reason. But 
that very act of looking, even though the eyes be sound. 
cannot turn them toward the light unless three things 
persist: Faith - by which the soul believes that that 
toward which the gaze has been directed. is such that to 
gaze upon it will cause blessedness: Hope - by which, 
the eyes being rightly fixed, the soul expects this vision 
to follow: and love - which is the soul's longing to see 
and to enjoy it. Such looking is followed by the vision 
of God Himself, who is the goal of the souJ's gaze, not 

because it could not continue to look. but because there 
is nothing beyond this on which it can fix its gaze. This 
is truly perfected reason - virtue - attaining its proper 
end, on which the happy life follows. And this 
intellectual vision is that which is in the soul a 
conjunction of the seer and the seen: as seeing with the 
eyes results from the conjunction of the sense of sight 
and the sensible object. either of which being lacking. 
nothing can be seen. 

~ Whereas Augustine refers to 'the eyes of the mind' (presumably ratio,) as the 'senses of the ~I', 
Alfred makes the mod itself the 'eye of the soul'. This equation of mod and 'eye' probably bases ~If 
upon Augustine's own analogy of the ratio of the mens with the sight of the eyes (hence gacead as SIght 
and mod as eye). The resulting picture, however. is essentially the same in ~ gacead I rm.io i~ an ~ 
of the mod I mens which is in tum an aspect of the sawull anima. The notion that A~gustl.ne I.S eq~lDg 
the 'eyes of the mind' with the 'senses of the sou)' without reference to these relationships IS unhkely 
here and it seems equally unlikely that Alfred should have misunderstood this point. I .consider ~ 
significant implications of Alfred's identification of the mod as an aspect of the sawul for hiS conception 
of the inner self and its continuity in the afterlife in 8.4 below. 
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Just as Augustine states that ratio and the theological virtues (fai~ hope. charity or 

love) are necessary for full understanding, Alfred asserts that gescead as well as the 

other virtues are necessary for full sight: 

Da cwza 000: }w"e sawle hawung is 
gesceadwisne and smeaung. Ac manige sawle 
bawia3 mid 00m and):>eab ne gese03 pzt pzt hi 
wilniaa, foraam):>e hi n~bbaa fol hale eagan. Ac 
se}>e god geseon wille, he seel habban his modes 
eagan heale: l>zt is pzt he hebbe festne geleafan 
and rihte tohopan and folIe lufe. Gyfhe ronne pa 
ealle hzm, ronne h~m he geselig lif and ~e. 

Seo gesyha ):>e we god mid geseon seylon is 
angyt.l>zt angyt bya betweona twam l>incgum, 
betweona pam ):>e p~r ongyt ond Pam ae p~r 
ongytan bya, and bya on egprum f~st swa swa 
lufu bya betweona pam lufiende and pam ae he 
per lufaa. on egprum heo bya f~st swa we ~r 
sprecon be aam ancerstJ enge, pzt ae oOer ende 
were f~st on pam scype, oOer on pan lande. 

(8olil. I (67) 1-10) 

Then she said: the looking of the soul is reason 
and contemplation. But many souls look with 
these and yet do not see that which they want. 
because they do not have entirety healthy eyes. 
But he who wants to see God, he must have the 
eyes of his mod healthy: that is. that he must have 
firm faith and right hope and full love. I f then he 
has all these, then he has the blessed and eternal 
life. 
The sight with which we shall see God is 
'understanding'. That understanding is between 
two things: between that which understands and 
that which is understood - and which is as finn in 
both as love is between the lover and the one who 
he loves. In both it is as firm as we said before 
about the anchor-rope, which on one end was firm 
in the ship [and] on the other [end firm] in the 
ground. 

Alfred's paraphrase of smeaung ('thought', contemplation') here suggests that gescead 

is the intellectual 'looking' (hawung) of the sawu/, much in the same way that ratio is 

the intellectual capacity of the anima.41 As such, gescead appears as the active means to 

perfected sight (gesyho) , namely the full vision of angyt (intellectus) which in this 

context of the loving union with God appears to denote deeper and fuller 

'understanding' (or perhaps even more literally, a more comprehensive 'embracing' or 

'taking in'). Whereas Augustine makes an explicit distinction between ratio per se and 

ratio as a true virtue when perfected by the theological virtues, Alfred is content to refer 

to his image of the anchors and thus to suggest the interrelation of the moral virtues and 

gescead in the sight of the mod.42 Alfred's presentation of gescead as a virtue akin to 

the moral virtues suggests that his view of inner workings goes beyond the parameters 

of Augustine's ratio. 

41 Alfred consistently defines gescead as the 'looking' (seo hawung) of the mod or sawuJ (~.65.7~: 67.1 
above). Although this renders the Latin aspicere and aspechls, it is not clear whether Alfred s addJtJ~n .of 
a fourth element to sight (namely 'that he wants to see' 1.65.4) divorces the will to look from the ~IVIIy 
of looking or simply amplifies the volitional dimension of 'looking' as an aspect of the function of 

~e.scead itself. ..• . . 
This renewed reference to his own previous account of the vutues replaces Augustme s ~tusaon to hiS 

complex theory of perception. Although Alfred does not find the analogy of perce~(Jve processes 
cooducive to his purposes here, his replacement of perception as union with lov~ as unaon suggests an 
awareness of Augustine's equation of the two elsewhere in his writings (e.g. De Trm. 8.4.6). 
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Alfred's indebtedness to the 'Latin intellectual' psychological ideas is DOt only 

evident in his characterisation of the mod as an inherent aspect of the spiritual sawuJ. 

but also in his definition of gescead as the defIning capacity of man. Like the Old 

English Consolation, the Soliloquies express the idea that man is defined by his capacity 

for 'reason' in that this faculty distinguishes him from animals: 

A: Animam me amare dixi, non animalia. 
R: Aut homines non suot amici tui aut eos non 
amas ; omnis enim homo est animal et animalia te 
non amare dixisti. 
A: Et homines sunt et eos amo, non eo quod 
animalia, sed eo quod homines suot; id est ex eo 
quod rationales animas habent, quas amo etiam in 
latronibus. Licet enim mihi in quovis amare 
rationem, cum ilium iure oderim, qui male utitur eo 
quod amo. Itaque tanto magis amo amicos meos, 
quanto magis bene utuntur anima rationali, vel 
certe quantum desiderant ea bene uti. 

(Aug Sol. 1.ii.7 (12) 15-24) 

Da cwz6 ic: Ic hi [mine freond] ne lufige fOrPipe 
hi sint fleshlicu nyteny, nes men. 
ea cwz6 heo: hu ne habbat pine freond eac 
Heuman swa swa nytenu? 
ea ewzO ic: ne lufige ic hi na for6i, ac fornamoo hi 
men sint, and habba6 gesceadwisne sie on here 
mode - pa ic lufige ge furpum on peawum. "a pe ic 
hatige, pa ic hatige forpipe hi pat god pare 
gescead-wisnesse wendaa on yfel. Foroam me ys 
egcJer para alyfad, ge /Ja!t good to lujianne ge jJa!t 
yfel to hatianne, fornam ic lufige zlcne minra 
freonda, sume hes, sume swyoor; and zlcne para 
Oe ic rna lufige Jx>nne 06eme, ic hine lufige swa 
myclele rna Jx>nne 60ne 06eme swa ic ongyte P2et 
he betran willan hleffl ponne se 06er, and his 
gesceadwisnesse nyttran wille to donne. 

(Solil. 1(57) 21-(58)4) 

A: I said that I love not animals. but the soul. 
R: Either, tbe~ your friends are not men or you 
love them not; for every man is an animal. and you 
say you do not love animals. 
A: They are men and I love them. not in that they 
are animals, but in that they are men: that is. from 
the fact that they possess rational souls. which I 
love even in thieves. For it is permitted me to love 
reason in anything whatever, aithOligh I may justly 
hate him who makes a bad use of it. So much the 
more, then, do I love my friends, by as much as 
they make a good use of thai ralional soul. or as 
much, indee<L as they desire to do so. 

Then I said: I do not love [my friends] because they 
are corporeal beasts. [such] men [are] not. 
Then she said: Why, do your friends not also have 
bodies just like beasts? 
Then I said: I do not love them for that, but because 
they are men and have 'reason' in their mods - this 
I love even in servants. Those who I hate. I hate 
because they turn the good of their 'reason' to evil. 
Because of this {reason] I am able 10 choose to 
love the good and hate evil - therefore I love all of 
my friends, some less. some more, and each of 
those who I love more than the others, I love him 
all the more than the others because I perceive that 
he has a better will than the other, and [that] his 
'reason' wants to do [what is] beneficial. 

Alfred here expands the description of gescead as a faculty subject to good use or 

misuse, emphasising its importance in relation to moral character (italics above). Rather 

than loving his friends according to their desire to use reason, the Old English 

Auguslinus loves those who direct their gescead towards 'good' and those who 

(apparently due to gescead) have a better will.43 Given that Augustine's inquiry into the 

self involves the same inquiry into the good which man should seek and that evil which 

he should avoid (Aug Sol. I.i.2) which we encountered in the Consolation, the 

4J The editorial emendation of nyttran willan to wille, as supported by Jost and Camicelli. appears to 
make gesceadthe grammatical subject which 'wants to do' or is that by which man wants ~ ~ the ~er. 
If we agree with Endter's acceptance of willan, however, it could appear that the ~er WlII Itself IS the 
object of the action. I retain Camicelli's emendation here since it is grammatically more ~nl. 
Cimicelli, King Alfred's Version of8l. Augustine's Soliloquies, p. 58. note 4. 
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importance of 'reason' in guiding man in the discovery of his own right will is latent 

throughout.
44 

Alfred amplifies that it is gescead which enables man's rightful love and 

will (joroam me ys egoer para alyfad, ge jJa!t good to lufianne ge jJal >fel to ha/ianne) 

and that the discernment of good and evil is the particular domain of gescead: 

Deus a quo adrnonemur ut vigilemus. Deus per 
quem a malis bona separamus. Deus per quem 
mala fugimus, et bona sequimur. 

(Aug Sol. I.i.3 (6) 9-11) 

Drihten, ~u ~ us manast ~zt we wacian, au us 
sealdest gesceadwisne I>zt we mzgon toseaan and 
tosceadan good and yfel, and fleon}>ad yfel. 

(Solil. I (52) 1-2) 

God, by Whom we are warned to watch: God 
through Whom we discriminate good things from 
evil things: God, through Whom we flee from evil 
and follow after good. 

Lo~ You Who remind us to be watchful You 
~o gave us 'discrimination' so that we may 
discern and tell apart good and evil. and flee that 
evil. 

Precisely this function of distinguishing between good and evil highlights the inherent 

sense of gescead as 'discrimination' and suggests a distinct interpretation behind 

Alfred's choice to render the Latin ratio by this term.45 

Alfred clearly retains many of the intellectual connotations of gescead which 

characterise Augustine's ratio and appears fully aware of this term's sense of 

'reasoning' and its association with logical argumentation. At one point, Gescead 

describes itself as the 'reasoning' or 'expounding' inner guide: 

Ac ic ~ meg secgan ~zt ic eom seo But I can tell you that I am the geseeadwunes of 
gesceadwisnes aines modes, ~e 00 wia spreca, and your mod which argues with you, and I am the 
ic eom seo racu 00 me onhagaa 00 to 'argumentation I reason' which drives me to 
gerihtreccenne, ~zt ~u gesyhst myd ~ines modes 'rightly explain I expound' to you so that you see 
eagan god swa sweotole swa tu nu gesyhst myd God with your mod's eyes as clearly as you now 
Ozs licuman ~agan aa sunnan. (Solil. I (64) 5-8) see the sun with your bodily eyes. 

Unlike Augustine, however, Alfred characterises gescead as an inner power (crre/t) akin 

to the moral virtues, Indeed his notion of gescead as a virtue which is specifically 

oriented towards the discrimination of good and evil recalls the monastic conception of 

44 Even without reference to the argument of the Consolalion, however. the importance of the interaction 
between gescead and the will in the Soliloquies is clear, not least because it is a fundamental tenet of 
Augustinian psychology. . . 
4$ At no point in the Soliloquia does Augustine explicitly identify the function of rallo as ~ 
discrimination between good and evil. Although he sees diiudiealio spiritJlllm (Con/. 13. I~, 23; ~ DIY. 
(!uae5I, I, 2. 8) - never discrelio spirilllUm - as a specific function of geseead (See RISt, 'Fal~ and 
Reason', pp. 124-8) this view is fully integrated into his own account of the proc~ o~ ~Jon. ~ 
detailed account of Augustine's theory of perception, though not in reference to dllud,eal'o lp",hlllm, IS 

~~ b~ Gerard O'Daly, AU~/ine 's Philosophy of Mint! (Lo~ 19~7). ,~. 80-129. .., 
Carmcelh notes that the phrasmg me in de me onhaga6 In the man~. IS red~ndanl ~ IlIog~1 , 

King Alfred's VersiOlly p. 64, note 6. The additional in de could be slgJllfi~t If we anterpret It ~ 
emphasizing the inner nature of gesceadwisnes in the mod. although the additional ",t' would remaan 
redundant 
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discretio.
47 

In the eastern monastic traditio~ a shift in the sense of discrelio as 

'discernment of good and bad authority' to that of "prudence, humility or moderation' 

appears to have resulted from the ascetic orientations of the desert fathe~ for whom 

discretio accordingly denoted not so much the conceptual ability in discerning authority 

(whether as an intellectual virtue or as a spiritual gift), but rather the practical obedience 

to such correct authority. 48 Hence, in the Rule of Benedict and in the writings of Cassian 

- so crucial in transmitting the eastern monastic ideals to the West - the virtue of 

discretio was seen to be most fully exercised in absolute obedience to the abbot and it 

was in its capacity as the virtue of hwnility, prudence or moderation in obedience to 

correct authority that discretio became not only a virtue attainable by all. but the 

'mother of all virtues'. 49 Whereas gescead itself is etymologically related to discrelio. 

there is little evidence that either Alfred or vernacular writers after him linked the term 

gescead with prudence over and above intellectual or spiritual discernment. so Of course. 

gescead is pivotal to the moderate life which is so central throughout the AJfredian 

writings in that it allows man to recognise his own will and love for God in contrast to 

material or earthly excess. The primary sense of gescead remains intellectual, but since 

Alfred retains many of the intellectualist aspects of Augustine' s . ralio' without 

47 The term gescead is itself etymologically related to the Gk diak1'iseis and Lat. discretion, the terms 
applied in the Septuagint and Vulgate to the spiritual gift (ta pneumalika) of discerning or 'telling apart' 
good and evil spirits in men. The monastic tradition of 'discernment of spirits' was developed in 
particular by the desert fathers in reference to 1 Cor.12:10-14. As Joseph Lienhard has demonstrated, 
early patristic texts presented diauiseis / discretio as a charisma granted by God to the select so that they 
may discern correct authority amongst men, in 'On Discernment of Spirits in the Early Church', p. 528. 
Significantly, the conceptions of these vices did not develop in parallel with conceptions of the Christian 
virtues, i.e. the good spirits working in men were not internalised into inner virtues. Rather, the Christian 
virtues, drawn from biblical references to spiritual gifts or philosophical references to practical and 
intellectual virtues - as well as from the combination of the cardinal and theological virtues - only 
gradually came to be diametrically opposed until reformulated most prominently by Gregory. A 
comprehensive outline of the developing conception of the relation between vices and virtues is provided 
by Richard Newhauser, The Treatise on Vices and Virtues in Latin and the Vernacular, Typologie des 
Sources du Moyen Age Occidental 68 (Tumhout, 1993) . 
.. A vast range of research has arisen from the recent critical interest in this particular aspect of ducret;o 
spiritrnun, which certainly informs the meaning of MnE 'discretion'" Particularly relevant here are the 
analyses of Regis Appel, 'Cassian's Discretio: A Timeless Virtue', American Benedictine Review 17 
(1966): 20-29; Edith Scholl, 'The Mother of Virtues: Discretio', Cistercian Slvdies Quarterly 36.3 
(2001~ 389-401; Lienhard (note 16) and Dekkers (note 21). 
49 John Cassian, Collationes II, CSEL 13. Cassian considers discretio to be thefOllJ and radix of all 
virtues, ibid. The more famous expression 'mother of all virtues' stems from the Rule of Benedict 64.17-
19. 
50 Indeed '€Ifiic, who is certainly indebted to Alfred's development of the prose vocabulary uses no( 

gescead but pnldenlia when discussing the 'mother of all virtues'. Mary Clayton sugg~ a ~umber. ~f 
Carolingian sources for this choice of terminology, 'Temperance as the Mother o~ V~ ~ t£lfiic." 
Nota and QIIeries 55: I (2008), pp. 1-2. Alfred's gescead, like humility and moderation. IS a VIrtue but It 

is listed as a virtue which is essentially distinct from eadmeJo and gemetgung (1.62.4-5). 
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diminishing its status as a divine gift of discriminating between good and eviL Alfred 

appears to be drawing on the wider sense of discrelio which balances spiritual 

discernment with its practical application in moderation and humility which defines the 

writings of Pope Gregory, the Carolingian commentators and the Venerable Bede.sl 

Gescead, like ratio, of course underpins faith, as the fonn and argument of the 

Soliloquies and the Soliloquia make clear. Augustine's ratio, however. does so as an 

innate 'rationalistic' faculty which emerges as a fundamentally limited capacity 

reflecting human limitation, particularly man's moral deficiency. Augustine's lengthy 

detours of reason illustrate how logical deduction and induction can be dangerous if one 

reasons from false premises - they can lead the thinker utterly astray.S2 In avoiding the 

most excessive excursuses of Augustine's argument, Alfred not only remains closer to 

the announced subject of his inquiry, but also depicts Gescead as a most reliable and 

even infallible guide. Hence, when Gescead throws its weight of authority against 

Auguslinus' hubristic desire to know as well as believe, the conclusion is final: 

nefre nan man of 6isse carceme i>isne andweardan no man in the prison of this present life can know 
lifes swa gewislice witan ne myhte swa swa pu as certainly as you want [to know] ... before the 
wilnast . .. cer6amJ>e seo sawl byd wy6 pam soul is parted from the body. 
Iychaman gedeled. (Solil. II (86) 26 - (87) 5) 

Alfred consistently casts gescead as the inner authority which leads to and underpins 

divine authority (Solil. II (91) 12-19). Although Alfred's Gescead presents examples 

from scripture as the primary 'proofs' of its argument, it does not entirely neglect the 

logical supporting arguments which underpin its own infallible authority. Moreover, her 

discrimination of good and evil, does not pertain solely to the correct authority of God 

and the prophets (II (79) 17-23), but also to the discernment of man's own chief good 

(and the evil which he must avoid I (54) 5-7). As the discerner and inner representative 

51 Eligius Dekkers, 'Discretio chez Saint Benoit et S. Gregoire', Collectanea Cisterciensia 46:2 (1984) 
79.88. 
'2 John Rist illustrates succinctly how this conceived limitation of "reasoning' alone is a prominent thmle 
across Augustine's writings, "Faith and Reason', The Cambridge Companion to AUglLftine, cd. Leonore 
Stump and Norman Kretzman (Cambridge, 2001), pp. 26-39. Recently, a c~ti~1 trend ~. developed 
which re-evaluates the thesis of the 'Two Augustines' and argues that Augustme s early wntangs ~ ~ 
represent a primarily 'rationalist' or "intellectualist' stance. Most notable ~ are Carol .Hamson 5 

Rethinking Allgustine's Early Theology and Catherine Conybeare's The I"at'~ ~~gJLfllne • . In her 
fascinating anaIysi$y Conybeare goes so far as to argue that the persona of " A~~lne l~ the Sobloqul~ 
represents man's 'non-rational nature' which challenges the supremacy and rehablhty of human ~ason . 
She concludes that the dialogue ironically reveals how Augustine considers innate love, rather than reason 
itself to be the most direct route to the vision of God, ibid. pp. 139-162. 
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of the ultimate authority, Alfred's gescead certainly appears as a divine gift (I (51) 12-

14) rather than as the limited human capacity suggested by Augustine"s ratio. 

In the context of Alfred's overarching metaphysical view of all crO!/tas as the 

eternal gifts of God which are to be treasured and which cannot be forsake~ Alfred's 

view of man's inner life becomes particularly striking. On the one han~ it appears that 

Alfred's presentation of the inner faculties and powers, the 17UJ!gen and crO!/tas, suggests 

that we cannot expect to find a tripartite division of sawul or mod or indeed any 

'constitutional' conception of mutually balancing or hierarchical forces within the inner 

self as a framework for explaining human experience. Although gescead is clearly 

elevated in its capacity to discriminate between good and evil and to guide the human 

will, Alfred's description of perfect and interrelated Virtue in God accommodates his 

account of the essential interdependence of all crO!/tas in the sight of the mod - that 

rightful longing and fixation on God. On the other han~ Alfred's presentation of the 

crO!/tas as man's most valuable gifts raises particularly interesting implications for his 

conception of human and personal identity. Indeed in Book II, Alfred is not only 

concerned with the immortal nature of the sawul, but also with the eternal nature of the 

mod and gescead, as well as the various virtues which men have gathered in life. The 

remaining two parts of my discussion accordingly take a brief look at the way in which 

Alfred defines the continuum of human identity in Book II and subsequently consider 

Alfred's conception of the self in the afterlife. 

8.3 Continuity of Identity: The Eternal Sawul, Mod and Gewit 

As I argued in 8.1, Alfred's identification of all true and perfect Virtue with God 

at the end of Book I prepares for his investigation into the etenal nature of the sawuJ and 

mod which he announced at the very outset of the inquiry (I.i.l). His main argument for 

the eternal nature of the sawul in Book II is infonned by his metaphysical view of God 

as the Giver of all goods and possessions (1.i.2; 11.6). To begin with, this picture 

accommodates Alfred's conception of crO!/tas as inner powers both in tenns of the idea 
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that God gives these powers as innate capacities or potentials which men must activate 

and exercise, and in terms of the idea that the exercise of potential and virtue is itself 

dependent upon God's aid. 53 Alfred therefore not only 'conflates' faculties and \Utues 

in the permeating presence of Grace, but even describes the basic innate components of 

man, his soul and body as gifts. His notion of the sawu/, mod, gescead and even the 

crfEjtas as eternal gifts which men cannot lose was initially mentioned in Alfred~s first 

significant departure from Augustine's argument in I (62) 14- (63) 27. Here he 

described the virtues as eternal 'wealth' (we/an (62) 26) gained from friendship with the 

eternal Lord and as gifts to be treasured above earthly goods. This picture recalls the 

hierarchy of possessions encountered in the Consolation (Chapter Seven above) - a 

hierarchy in which man's truest goods are those which are eternal. In his conclusion to 

Book I of the Soliloquies, Alfred not only gathers his various insights about the human 

constitution, but also prepares for his own arguments in Books II and III. The best of 

possessions, as we have seen, are the eternal ones and whether it is the sawu/~ the mod 

or its powers and contents, these are all eternal aspects which appear to constitute the 

essence of the self as it is on earth and as it will continue to be after corporeal death. In 

asking 'what is eternal in myself, Alfred appears to be asking 'what is truly me'. At the 

very outset of the Soliloquies, Alfred's 'Augustine' asked: hwtel he sy/fwtere: hwtejJer 

hys mod and hys sawel deadlic were and gewitendlice, jJe heo were a libbendu and ecu? 

Now, in Books II and III we come to the heart of his answer. 

Book II begins with a brief prayer which facilitates a return to the original 

subject matter of self-knowledge (jJa!t ;c mage ... ongitan ... me selfne Solil. II (84) 4-5». 

Like the Ratio in the Latin tex~ Gescead (by now heo) initially tackles the question of 

self-knowledge by asking how A ugust;nus knows that he exists (II .i. I ). Augustine' s 

almost fleeting use of a complex epistemological argument (' I know that I am because I 

SJ In a sense, it is not surprising that Alfred does not go into the details of Grace here. On the.one hand. it 
is not his subject of inquiry. On the other ~ the move ~m. potency to ~ ~ the ~Iat~ ~«n 
capacity and its realisation in terms of Grace must be seen m laght of Alfred.s anterest an active ~~. 
which necessitates the capacity in itself. As Clemoes notes: 'CrtZft denoted an .. nnate talent ... an ab~11ty to 
control action from potential to performance, and so combined the generahty of the fonner With the 
latter's particularity. t. Clemoes. Interactions ofThoughl and Language. p. 78. 
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think' Aug Sol. II.i.2) identifies the 'I' with the thinking subject and aligns thought with 

human existence. 54 Rather than going into the complex implications which this 

argument raises, however, Augustine proceeds from the centrality of "thought' and 

'knowledge' in human self-definition to argue that since knowledge itself is eternal 

(Aug Sol. Il.ix) and since knowledge is innately present in the anima (Aug Sol. II.xii). 

the soul itself must be eternal (Aug Sol. II.xii). Whereas Augustine's argument depends 

on a lengthy analysis of the nature of knowledge and Truth, Alfred requires no such 

analysis to gain his own conclusions. At the outset of Book II, however. Alfred adapts 

the opening argument of Augustine, which can again be most succinctly expressed as a 

syllogism: 

A. 'I know that I exist in that I think, but how 
do I know that I will be (exist) forever or 
think forever' 

B. I know that I want to exist in order to 
know (a life without knowledge would be 
worthless) 

C. I want to live so that I may think and I 
want to live forever so that I may always 
know 

D. Knowledge is happiness 
E. Knowledge is the ultimate end for which 

man wants to exist and live 

A. I know for certain that I live and think 

B. I know that 1 want to live forever 

C. Will I know more than 1 do now when 
dead? 

D. 1 want to be in order to live in order to 
know 

E. I live for the sake of Wisdom which is 
Good and God 

Alfred's version of the argument omits the epistemological implications of A. but 

nevertheless maintains the distinction between existence and life (beon, libban) and 

amplifies the suggestion of the Latin argument that human life (rather than existence) is 

characterised by knowing: 'What would human life be without knowing' (Soli/. II.i.l2) 

In light of Alfred's emphasis on Wisdom as Good (E), Alfred again amplifies the moral 

dimension of man's desire for God (B, C). He thus prepares for his own subsequent 

argument that the sawul is immortal because it strives towards the eternal (l1.i.12), 

rather than because it has innately eternal knowledge within itself (Aug Sol. lI.xii). 

When Augustine raises the question whether all three things (being, living and 

S4 Elsewhere in his writings, Augustine develops the cogito ergo sum (I think therefore I am). ~ 
argument which was designed to counter scepticism as well as to establish what can be ~~ ~or certaan 
about the self. For Augustine, this theme is an important one, taking many fonns a~ss has wntangs. ~ 
famously, the form of the cogito. The intellectual context of this monumental questlon.was for Augustme. 
as for Descartes, the refutation of epistemological scepticism as much as the explorahon. ~f .what w~ ~ 
know about the 'I'. It is not viable to go into the almost insurmountable volu.me of ~lclsm whICh as 
~ with the existential implications of this argument here, s~ce AI~ hlmself~brely e~ ~ 
cogao m his adaptation. The essential point is that although Augumne c~rtaJnly ~tabh~ the definitive 
nature of thought within man, he stops short of identifying the 'thinkmg I' w~th tt..e mlDd or ~I as 
opposed to the material body (a stance which becomes definitive in Descartes' articulation of the coguo). 
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knowing) as we know them in the present life, will continue in the afterlife in order to 

consider the etemaI nature of knowledge itself (Aug Sol. ll.ii-ix), AIfre<L therefore, 

returns to his identification of God as Wisdom and stresses the purpose of loving Good 

as much as Wisdo~ which are united perfectly in God. By restating the interrelated 

moral and intellectual purpose of human life, Alfred articulates the question of whether 

being, living and knowing are eternal in a way that includes love: 

ymbe hw~t tw~ost pu nu? Hu nu ne were au ~ What are you in doubt about now? Did you not 
geaafa p~ god were cece and ~lmihtih, and h~fde already agree that God is eternal and almighty 
twa gesceadwissa and !eca gesceaftea gesceapena and created two rational and eternal creatures, as 
swa swa we ~r s~don, p~t sint engelas and manna we said before: these are angels and men"s souls. 
saula, aam he h~m forgifen eeca gyfa? Da gyfa hi to whom He has given eternal gifts? They need 
ne aurfon neefre aleetan. Gyf au nu pis gemynst and never lose these gifts. If you now remember and 
pises gelifest, aonne wast au buton tweon pee! pu believe this, then you know without doubt that 
!eart and simle bist and simle lufast and simle you are and always will be and will always love 
hW!ethwugu wast, peah au eeall nyte peet au witan and will always know something, although you 
woldest. (Solil. II (85) 16-22) do not know all that you want to. 

Alfred's own proof for the immortality of the sawul thus draws on a sophisticated 

metaphysical framework which accommodates his own view of man's nature and 

purpose in transcending the earthly and focuses on the will which is oriented towards 

moral improvement as much as intellectual enlightenment. This picture certainly 

accords with the argument of the Consolation (Chapter Seven above) in that man's true 

will for what is eternal and good emerges as that by which man comes to know himself. 

It is particularly significant for the present inquiry that the hierarchy of 

possessions which make up the individual is taken all the way through to its logical 

conclusion in the Soliloquies. On the one hand, Alfred's inquiry into Truth and Wisdom 

has emerged as a fundamentally moral quest in light of his identification of Truth, 

Wisdom and Good with God, the Origin and End of all things. The rewards and the 

knowledge bestowed in heaven thus depend essentially on the continuity of that same 

self, which earned them in life. Given that the entire subject matter of Book I has been 

concerned with man's ability to know God and that its conclusion is that man, in his 

corporeal state cannot know for certain, Alfred's argument in Book II integrates the 

question of whether man will continue to live and continue to know, or indeed whether 

he will gain the full knowledge which he seeks in life as well as the rewards of heavenly 

joy for a life lived well in the quest for God. This leads to the most telling statement 
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about which of the eternal components, faculties or contents truly make up the self 

which transcends man's corporeal state. 

Nu ic gehyre .,zt min sawel is ax;u and a lifeta, and 
eall .,zt min mod and min gescadwisnesse goodra 
crefta gegadrad, ~ mot ~ simle habban. And ic 
gehere ~ac "~t min gewit is ~ce. Ac me Iyste gyt 
witan be ~am gewitte ~ ic ~r acsode: bWOOer hyt 
~fter "~s licbaman gedale and .,are sawle weoxe ~ 
wanede; ~ hyt swa on s~le stode, ~ byt swa dyde 
swa hyt ~ ~~ on .,isse weorulde, OOre bwile 
weoxe, OOre hwile wanode. (8oIil. II (91) 21-7) 

Now I bear that my soul is eternal and will 
always live, and all that my mod and my 'reason' 
gathered in good 4 virtues ' - this they shall always 
keep. And I also hear that my 4knowledge' is 
eternal. But I would like to know yet about the 
'knowledge' about which I asked before, 
[namely] whether it waxes or wanes after the 
parting of body and soul; whether it will stay still 
in the same in that place as it did before death in 
this world or will at times grow and at other times 
fade. 

Alfred's late introduction of the gewitte as an overarching term for things known, 

experienced and loved is a particularly important one as it locates consciousness, 

whether self-knowledge or knowledge of others in the sawul and mod, the fundamental 

human agencies. His argument seems to be moving very strongly towards the question 

of consciousness rather than abstract knowledge in that gewit now appears as the totality 

of crrejtas which the mod and sawul have gathered during life. As a human power, the 

gewit is established as eternal, all things having been given by God. The true question of 

continuity of identity, therefore, lies in the question of whether the gewit changes in the 

afterlife and this is the principal subject of Alfred's third book. 

8.4 The Self in the Afterlife: Sawul and Mod in the Presence of God 

As Malcolm Godden aptly states, 'Book III of the Soliloquies is a mess'.ss Even 

in reference to Augustine's De Videndo Dei, upon which Book III of the Soliloquies has 

been thought to rely, it is difficult to reconstruct the original sequence of Alfred's 

argument. S6 As Karl Jost has illustrated, the confusion in the text itself appears to arise 

from the dislocation of leaves in a previous copy and Godden's recent reconstruction is 

"Godden, "Text and Eschatology', p. 177. 
~ Godden presents convincing arguments against WOlker's thesis of reliance on the Videndo Dei and 
points out that "nowhere does the text claim to be drawing on Augustine's De Videndo De"", ibid. pp. 187-
88. For contrasting positions see R. P. WOlker. "Cher die Angelsachsische Bearbeitung der Soliloquien 
Augustins'. Beitrlige ZUT GeschichJe deT angelsdchsischen LileralJU 4 (1877): 101-3; Camicelli. King 
Alfred's Version 0/51. AUglLfline',s Soliloquies, p. 105. 
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by far the most convincing. 57 Since I shall take a thematic approach to this shortest of 

books in the Soliloquies, the details of textual reconstruction need not be of central 

concern here. Despite significant corruption, those parts of Book III which have 

survived provide a vivid insight into a vision of the afterlife which goes beyond the 

conventional apocalyptic visions of the anonymous vernacular homiletic and poetic 

accounts in general. The various elements of Alfred's account allow us to examine the 

way in which his depiction of the extent of human knowledge in the afterlife adds the 

final touches to his conception of the human self (ie, me sylfe) as the totality of the 

immortal sawul and mod as well as its possessions - be these experience or knowledge 

gained during life, the memory of self and friends, or consciousness itself. 

As I shall argue here, it appears that a conception of the continuity of personal 

identity is a fundamental aspect of Alfred's vision of the post-corporeal life. This 

continuity is not only directly relevant to matters of eternal punishment or reward, but 

also establishes a rather more practical continuity between personal past and present 

alongside a sense of community between those on earth and those in heaven - a 

conception of community which appears central to Alfred's view of individual identity. 

A brief overview of Alfred's concluding book confinns that his account of an individual 

self which is necessarily immortal shifts his view of human and personal identity 

towards the spiritual aspect of man. It also confirms that Alfred fully embraces the 

implications of locating the very contents and possessions of the mod which make up 

the self in this spiritual domain. The result is one of the most innovative accounts of 

personal identity in Old English literature. 

Alfred's rather late introduction of the immortal gewit and his interest in the 

growth or decline of human gewit, facilitate a discussion of the continuity of human 

knowledge in the afterlife, both in terms of man's memory of his earthly self and his 

experiences, and in terms of his memory of his relationship with others. Alfred's 

exploration of the continuity and the decline or growth of the gewil in the afterlife is the 

central subject of Book III and pertains as much to the knowledge and experience 

"Karl Jost. 'Zur Textkritik', p. 260; Godde~ 'Text and Eschatology'. pp. 177-88, translated pp. 204-9. 
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gained in life as to the cumulative importance of such knowledge and memory for 

individual personality. Continuity of personal identity appears to be central for Alfred 

and is an integral aspect of his arguments in the Soliloquies as a whole. In many way~ 

the didactic undertones which Alfred developed over the course of his inquiry into 

moral and intellectual growth in the preceding books culminate in his accounts of man's 

punishment and rewards in the concluding book. Reward, as we shall see, is the 

increased knowledge which follows human striving for Tru~ as well as the joy of 

God's presence. Together these complete human striving at every level. As regards 

knowledge, confirmation of the soul's immortality in the afterlife and self-knowledge 

through God's Judgment is only available in the afterlife, as has been a consistent tenet 

throughout Alfred's argument. A brief survey of the various dimensions of experience 

in the afterlife highlights the central importance of personal identity in Alfred's account. 

For Alfred, personal memory of one's own experiences in life is necessary for 

the full force of etenal rewards or punishments to become apparent. For Alfred, the 

knowledge of past and present intensifies the experience of justice and joy in the 

afterlife. 

Dzs hzbba6 }:>a yfelan J:>e mare wite on }:>zre 
toweardan weorulde J:>e hy witan J:>a are and }:>one 
wearscype }:>ara goodene, and eac }:>zs J:>e mare J:>e 
hy gemunan zalle }:>a are J:>e hy on }:>isse weorulde 
hzfden, and eac }:>a are witon J:>e }:>a habba6 J:>e 
J:>onne bzftam hym beoo on }:>isse weorulde .... 
And zft }:>a rihtwisan, sy66an hy of }:>isse weorulde 
beoo, hy gemunan swi6e oft zg6er ge 6as godes ge 
}:>zs yfeles, J:>e hy on 6isse weorulde hzfdon, and 
fagenia6 swi6e swi6lice }:>zt hy ne forletan beora 
drihnes willan, naw6er ne on e6num }:>ingum ne on 
renum, }:>a hwile J:>e hi on }:>isse weorulde weron. 

(Solil. III (96) 11-23) 

The wicked have all the more punishment in the 
world to come because they know the glory and 
honour of the good, and all the more so because 
they remember all the good fortune they had in this 
world, and also know the good fortune that those 
who came after them in this world have .... 
And likewise the righteous, after they are out of 
this world, shall very often remember both the 
good and evil that they have had in this world and 
will rejoice greatly that they did not forsake their 
Lord's will, neither in good fortune nor in bad. 
while they were in this world. 

The continuity of personal memory, it would appear here, is a crucial element of 

punishment and reward in that full joy depends on man's consciousness of his just fate. 

In other words, man's memory of past mistakes and desires, combined with the 

knowledge of the joy of the righteous or misery of the wicked depends on the 

continuum of personal identity and the fulfilment of personal hope in heavenly joy. 

Rewards are, after all, dependent on the thoughts and acts of the individual during Ii fee 
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Rather than presenting varying degrees of knowledge as rewards for individual striving~ 

however, all men, both wicked and g~ appear to receive full knowledge. 

In contrast with limited corporeal knowledge (II. 92), man comes to see God and 

gains the full knowledge which was unavailable to him in his human limitation: 

... and efter domes dzge us ys gehaten ~zt we 
moten god geseon openlice, ealne geseo swylce 
swylce he ys, and hyne a syMan cunnan swa 
geome swa he nu us can. Ne bya us me:fre syMan 
nanes wisdoms wana. Nele he us nanwiht hel~ se 
~ us lret hyne selfne cunnan... Ea1le ~a godan 
hyne geseoo, heom to frofran, and to gefean, and to 
are, and (to) eCiOOesse, and to wuld.re; and ~a yfelan 
hyne geseoo swa ylce swa ~a g~ heom ~ to 
wite. (Solil. III (93) 18-26) 

... and after Judgment Day we are promised that we 
may see God openly, entirely as he is, and to know 
him for ever afterwards as clearly as He knows us. 
There will never be any lack of Wisdom for us 
then. He will not hide anyth ing from us, he who 
lets us know Himself ... We will all see God ... AlI 
the good will see Him, for their comfort and joy 
and honour and blessedness and glory; and the 
wicked will see Him just the same as the good, but 
to their torment. 

As Godden has discussed at length, Alfred's concern with the extent of human 

knowledge in the afterlife in many ways departs from 'patristic orthodoxy' in that it 

attributes full knowledge to all men in that afterlife, not merely to saints. 58 Since full 

understanding is ultimately the punishment for wicked men, Alfred's didactic emphasis 

lies on the degree of joy or misery, which is imparted by full knowledge rather than on 

the degree of knowledge attained. Furthermore, it is also moral deserving which 

determines the degree of power which individual men have in the afterlife. The good 

can intercede for the good (111.86-9), whereas the wicked remain powerless (11.89-90). 

Their passive observations are part of their punishment. At this level the continuity of 

personal memory of others on earth unites past and present at personal and communal 

levels. In Book III as a whole, the inquiry into gewit is not so much about whether 

knowledge will increase in the afterlife as whether man continues to develop and 

experience in the afterlife. 

The very vision of God and of the self in the afterlife can of course not be 

'certain knowledge' and Alfred consistently backs up the accounts of Gescead with 

scriptural authority. Gescead herself again ultimately leads to faith: 

Nu ~u hzfst gehyred t>zt we na~r (ne myd ~am Now you have heard that we cannot from this 
Iichamlican eagum) ne myd t>zs modes eagan world see anything entirely as it is. neither with the 
nanwiht ne magon of ~isse weorulde geseon bodily eyes nor with the mod's eyes. But from the 
ealnunga swa swa hyt is. Ac of &un dzle J>e we part of it which we see we must believe in the pan 
hys ges~. we sceolun gelifan t>ane del J>e we hys that we do not see. But it is promised to us, without 

sa Godden. 'Text and Eschatology', pp. 45-52. 
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ne gese<>a. Ac us ys gehaten buton zlcum tw~ any ~ that as soon as we pass from this world 
swa swa we of}>isse weorulde weorOO3 and seo and the sawul goes from the prison of the body and 
sawle of }>zre carceme gam }>zs lichaman (and) is release<L that we will know everything that we 
aletan byd, }>zt we witon zlces }>inges 1>e we nu now want to know, and much more than ancient 
wi1nia3 to witanne, and micle mare }>onne 1>a men, the wisest of all in this world. could know. 
ealdan men, }>a ealra wissestan on }>isse weorulde, 
witan magen. (8oIil. III (93) 11-8) 

The literal sight of God, so specifically related after Judgment Day. seems to be going 

beyond even faith and orthodox patristic positions, as Godden has shown, and the vision 

itself is distinctly that of the author. At its centre stands the idea of a continuous and 

enduring self which is pivotal for the idea that 'I' receive and experience my just 

rewards and that I remain myself, with the same loyalty and love of the good friends 

which I have left behind. By the memory of each other, men on earth and men in heaven 

may aid each other through intercession and prayer - despite being separated by the 

otherwise insunnountable chasm of corporeal death itself. The slow build up of Alfred"s 

definition of this self over the course of the Soliloquies, thus finds its logical conclusion 

in the continuity and fulfilment of man's truest self in the afterlife. 

As we already saw in the Consolation, the possession of virtues and desires and 

knowledge ranges from the corporeal and transient body to eternal and thus higher and 

lasting possessions of the sawul. In the Soliloquies, Alfred takes the construction a step 

further by identifying the self and the possessions which are eternally and most truly the 

self in the sawul, not in the transient corporeal domain. Alfred's didactic emphasis on 

the continuity of this core self depends on the location of all aspects of personality 

which are associated with the mod in the sawul itself. Alfred firmly locates the essence 

of the self in the eternal and godlike aspect of man which facilitates the realisation of his 

highest potential in life and thereafter. 
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In this chapter I have considered Alfred's presentation of the human inner self 

during life and in the afterlife. Throughout his argumen~ Alfred adapts Augustine's 

points to highlight the essentially moral nature of understanding and coming to see God. 

In doing so, he establishes a conception of the inner self which incorporates elements 

from the intellectual Latin Christian tradition, the monastic tradition as conveyed 

primarily by Gregory, and from the native vernacular tradition of viewing the mod as 

the container and treasure trove of all those aspects, powers and faculties which define 

generic human identity as much as individual personality. In shifting the mod and its 

contents explicitly into the spiritual domain (as the Latin Christian anthropology and 

metaphysics of his argument requires), Alfred does not simply adopt a 'foreign' 

ideological system of beliefs. He innovatively constructs the inner self as the central 

core of man's identity, shaping it in line with the requirements of his larger systematic 

thought. The mod is explicitly revealed as an inherent aspect of the sawul. Although 

gescead is listed as merely one of the crf2/tas of the mod, it does not lose its pivotal and 

defining role in man's inner life. It is elevated as the best or highest of the virtues, both 

as the discretio concerned with obedience to correct authority and as the intellectual aid 

which guides man towards God. As an infallible inner authority, the gift of God, 

gescead nevertheless underpins faith. The mod as a whole is the site of the interaction 

between gescead and the will and it is that place within which virtues as much as 

understanding are gathered during life. In essence, the mod cultivates the moral desires, 

dispositions and thoughts which lead to its fuller (indeed remarkably extensive) 

knowledge of all things in the afterlife. The mod's insights are only fully confirmed and 

known (in the most literal sense) in the actual sight of God and Alfred's argument 

requires the continuity and increase of knowledge in the afterlife. Given his own 

didactic concerns and his consistent emphasis on moral as well as intellectual 

improvemen~ Alfred's inquiry into the continuity of all of the mod's truests possessions 

highlights his interest in the fundamental continuity of personal identity. This picture of 

a continuing and enduring self is indeed the natural conclusion to Alfred's own view of 
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the true human self which resides in man's highest and most godlike aspects~ his 

spiritual mod and sawul. 
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Conclusion 

This study has examined the remarkably innovative approaches to psychological 

and anthropological questions which we find in a number of Cynewulfian and Alfredian 

texts. Any reference to innovation of course depends on the departure from established 

tradition and this issue becomes particularly elusive when considering the rich 

interaction of diverse literary and ideological heritages in the Anglo-Saxon period. In 

early medieval studies, close scrutiny of source material and textual culture is the 

precondition for appreciating subtle ideological developments in the transmission and 

adaptation of ideas without 'imposing the modem obsession with originality'. 1 As this 

thesis has illustrated, attention to the internal coherence of ideas and of frameworks of 

beliefs in individual texts (and in literary canons) is itself an essential and valuable 

aspect of studying processes of adaptation. Whether we attribute the innovative nature 

of the Cynewulfian and Alfredian writings to the given author's conscious or 

inadvertent alteration, to the informed revision or misinterpretation of the ideas of his 

sources, or to the authorities upon which he is drawing, the articulation of coherent 

conceptual frameworks as a basis for exploring ideas about man and his workings is a 

striking feature of these two canons. My focus throughout this thesis has accordingly 

rested on the way in which the authors of the selected texts explore the role of the inner 

self within identity finnly in the context of their ideas about human nature and human 

purpose. 

Part One of this thesis considered the diverse critical approaches to the abstract 

and essentially culture-specific terms relevant to anthropological and psychological 

inquiry in order to validate my own philosophical approach to the relevant patterns of 

thought and expression in Old English literature. Rather than approaching the inner self 

as an entity which essentially reflects personal and subjective experience or which 

suggests the abstraction of the individual from his social context (or, epistemologically 

speaking, from the external world) and relocates his essence in an autonomous and 

private self, my concern has been to illustrate the central importance of the inner self 

I Lockett, 'Corporeality in the Psychology oftbe Anglo-Saxons', p. 293. 
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both as a psychological entity and as the core of human identity in Anglo-Saxon 

literature. 

Chapter One considered the way in which the elusive domain of the "inner' and 

its schematic differentiation from 'outer' spheres of human experience and action 

provide a useful hermeneutic tool in considering anthropological and psychological 

questions. In reference to divergent approaches to identity and selfh~ my discussion 

highlighted the great variability of approaches to the inner realm in the cross-cultural 

and cross-disciplinary discourse and argued for a broader definition of the inner self as 

the locus of experience and as the centre of agency. This broader approach to the inner 

self allowed me to gather diverse articulations and conceptions of soul, mind, and 

consciousness in the Western intellectual tradition of thinking about "ourselves' and to 

introduce the historically varied application of the relevant tenninology. This survey, in 

tum, allowed me to highlight a number of fundamental preoccupations and concerns 

which accompany divergent approaches to selthood and identity. The elusive category 

of interiority accommodates variously conceived human faculties, capacities and entities 

such as soul, mind and consciousness in a way that facilitates an examination of the 

underlying functions which such concepts carry in our ways of thinking about human 

and personal identity. Thus, a number of distinctive concerns with agency, unity and 

continuity of identity can be traced across divergent anthropological structures, whether 

in (Neo )Platonic and Christian dualism or monist and dualist materialism. This 

exploration of the utility of an inner-outer hermeneutic schema when engaging with 

divergent strands in Western intellectual thought of Antiquity and the early Middle 

Ages established the wider context for my investigation of the relevant conceptual 

trends in Anglo-Saxon literature itself. 

Chapter Two introduced the relevant Old English terminology in reference to 

divergent critical approaches to Anglo-Saxon thought about anthropological and 

psychological matters. The great variety of Old English vocabulary relating to inner 

faculties and processes, and the diversity of recurring fonnulas, expressions and 

metaphors depicting the inner life in the vernacular literature bears witness to a deeply 
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rooted interest in the inner realm of human experience. In order to account for the 

notable diversity in conception, diction and expression of the inner life across the extant 

corpus, most research has focused on the distinction between a traditional native or 

'common sense' psychology embedded in poetic narrative and a more theologically 

(and philosophically) informed approach which characterises the later prose writings. In 

light of this delineation of traditions, the dominant scholarly consensus has identified a 

native focus on the 'mind' (most prominently mod, hyge and their poetic variants sefa 

and ferd) which initially stood in ambiguous relation to the immaterial and immortal 

'soul' (gast, sawul), but which gradually became identified with this spiritual aspect of 

man under the strong influence of Latin Christian intellectual anthropology. This 

fundamental division between ideological and literary traditions in Old English prose 

and poetry respectively allows us to localise distinct intellectual and artistic trends, but 

does not account entirely for the great variety of Anglo-Saxon perspectives on the 

relation between body and soul, or for the diverse nature of Anglo-Saxon thought about 

the relation between the inner self on the one hand and the material and spiritual 

domains of human beings on the other. The elusiveness of the vernacular 'non

transcendent soul' or 'mind' words presents a number of difficulties when we attempt to 

categorise them strictly in terms of the Latin Christian anthropological schema of a 

soul-body or spirit-matter dualism and my attention to an inner-outer dichotomy 

allowed me to trace the way in which the Old English 'inner aspects' appear to 

transcend or at least renegotiate the conceptual boundaries between the 'spiritual', 

'mental' and 'emotional' - and apparently at times even the 'corporeal' - which so 

thoroughly inform our own categorisation of human domains of experience. 

As I illustrated in Chapter Three, the anthropological schema of a transient body 

and an eternal soul (which goes on to receive its just rewards or punishments in the 

afterlife) largely sits beside a dominant native focus on the inner self as the defining 

element of man and as that aspect which reflects individual character. The inner self~ I 

argued, acts as an explanatory principle of experience and behaviour as much as it 

defines human and personal identity. Only relatively few analytical prose works from 

the later Anglo-Saxon period appear concerned with actual categories of substances. 
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such as matter and spirit. The difficulty of accounting for continuity of identity in 

reference to a spiritual core which is ultimately divorced from the material do~ and 

the difficulty of attempting to account for the totality and unity of the self in reference to 

an exclusively material or spiritual core of agency do not appear as pressing concerns in 

the wider vernacular corpus. As most literature, both prose and verse~ is more 

immediately concerned with the moral dimensions of experience and agency during life 

and with the promise of eternal rewards as a didactic impetus, the nature of those poetic 

and prose accounts which embrace the implications of a dualistic anthropology for their 

psychological ideas are all the more striking. In a number of these texts
9 

the concern is 

again not explicitly with the precise substance of soul, body and inner self~ but rather 

with the implications of unity and continuity of agency and experience. Thus the inner

outer dichotomy emerged as a central aid in my exploration of the given anthropological 

and psychological ideas. 

Moving from the analysis of patterns and trends across the corpus to specific 

case studies, Parts Two and Three considered the construction and status of the 'inner 

self in the poetry of Cynewulf and in the 'philosophical" prose works of Alfred 

respectively. Both sets of texts present a wide base for establishing distinctive 

approaches to the role of the inner self in human nature and for evaluating the workings 

of the inner self as principles of action and determinants of behaviour. Both sets of texts 

shift the inner self towards man's spiritual domain and in doing so embrace profound 

questions about human nature and human purpose with a sophisticated awareness of the 

doctrinal and ideological implications of their stance. My emphasis throughout Parts 

Two and Three was accordingly less on isolated psychological "models' of interiority 

than on the way in which certain vernacular constructions of interiority provide concrete 

instructions in self-understanding which underpin the didactic concerns of the authors. 

As I argu~ the constructions of interiority which we find in the selected Cynewulfian 

and Alfredian writings fully engage with the implications of the matter-spirit 

metaphysics and anthropology of Latin Christian intellectual thought Furthermore. they 

do so in conceptually adventurous and confident ways which are not entirely 

detennined by either native vernacular or Latin Christian literary conventions. By 
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considering the conceptual frameworks within which both authors contextualise their 

ideas about man and his workings in each poem as well as in each cano~ my focus has 

accordingly been on the internal consistency of anthropological and psychological 

ideas. 

In its three chapters, Part Two of this thesis considered three poems of the 

Cynewulf canon which share a conceptual framework of human nature and human 

purpose and which explore the role and workings of the inner self in reference to this 

framework. Although Christ II, Juliana and Elene differ in focus and subject matter. 

they are essentially didactic poems, each of which presents a different angle on the 

centrality of the inner life in human experience and action, both practical and spiritual. 

Though deeply rooted in native poetic convention, Cynewulf presents the inner self and 

its various activities and processes in innovative ways. His distinctive use of fonnulas 

and compounds occasionally expands conventional semantic boundaries, for example in 

attributing faith and thought (if not agency) to the spiritual aspect of man (gresl). The 

influence of Latin rhetorical techniques is evident in Cynewulf's figural modes of 

composition and characterisation, just as the influence of Latin Christian theologians is 

evident in his sophisticated exposition of the theological principles which infonn his 

didactic interests in the spiritual, intellectual and practical improvement of men on 

earth. In this didactic context, matters of agency and selfhood become crucial concerns. 

Cynewulf's descriptions and expressions of inner processes point towards a conception 

of an inner self which is the principle of action, the centre of experience and the core of 

man's identity as is familiar across the poetic corpus. His exploration of the inner life, 

however, also draws heavily on Latin Christian literary techniques and his allegorical 

representations of the inner life in particular raise questions about his conception of the 

inner sphere within the framework of a dual human nature of body and spirit as 

expressed in conventional Christian dualities of letter and spirit. A comparison of the 

shared themes and expressions across his poems allowed me to trace the conceptual and 

ideological framework which informs Cynewulf s view of human nature and in 

particular his construction of man's inner self. 
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In chapter Four I considered Cynewulf's overarching view of human nature in 

its soteriological context as expressed in Christ II. This poem narrates Christ ~ s Advent.. 

Incarnatio~ Ascension and His return on Judgment Day in parallel to the fall and 

redemption of man and considers the importance of these Christian events for 

humankind in general (in terms of human Hei/sgeschich/e) and for each individual who 

must choose the renewed life in Christ. Cynewulf uses this larger theological framework 

to underpin his own practical and spiritual instructions for his audience. He provides 

concrete instruction relating to prayer and to the correct though~ words and deeds 

which comprise the virtue and goodness that appear to be necessary prerequisites for 

spiritual salvation by God's Grace. The wide scope of CynewulP s overarching 

ideological framework addresses the human condition, human nature and the inner self 

in the most generic terms. We find accounts of the capacities of human choice and free 

will as gifts bestowed upon all men by the Lord, as well as accounts of particular 

capacities and gifts bestowed on individuals so that they may become virtuous in the 

practical and the spiritual life. These overarching ideas, along with particular modes of 

expressing the various capacities and workings of the inner self, reappear across the 

Cynewulf canon. 

Whereas Christ II builds up a picture of the inner self in the context of a generic 

human nature which is shaped by CynewulP s overarching theological and 

eschatological concerns, Juliana and Elene narrate the temptations, struggles and 

successes of particular characters. As is illustrated in these narratives, the dispositio~ 

choices and actions of CynewulP s various characters highlight men's responsibility to 

think, want and act well during earthly life if they are to expect their just rewards in the 

afterlife. In Juliana and Elene, we thus saw more detailed explorations of individual 

inner workings. 

In Chapter Five~ I explored Juliana, an unambiguously hagiographical poem 

which presents a distinctive approach to the inner self by employing extensive figural 

characterisations. Juliana reformulates the theological context of Christ /I in terms of a 

cosmic opposition between Christ and the devil. Rather than presenting human souls 
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merely as passive possessions or booty in cosmic warfare, however, Juliana emphasises 

the need of its human characters to choose between respective lords anc:l 

metaphorically, to choose between goodness and virtue on the one hand and evil .. vice 

and sin on the other. Cynewulf reflects the cosmic conflict in the microcosm of the 

inner self - indeed the inner realm emerges as the central stage of all significant action. 

and physical reality becomes merely the consequence and reflection of inner states and 

battles. Although devil and Holy Spirit wrangle for access to the saint's "inner fortress' .. 

Cynewulf highlights the accountability of the individual in accepting or rejecting 

devilish suggestion. Cynewulf s interest in the details of such inner workings is 

particularly evident in his integration of Pope Gregory's theology of the processes of 

vice and sin into this allegorical picture of psychomachia. The inner self consistently 

appears as the executive agency which detennines conscious and volitional action, but 

human agency is not exclusively associated with a spiritual soul in this poem. Although 

Cynewulf certainly stretches poetic convention in associating moral insight with the 

human spirit (gast) - and therefore leans towards the same delineation of 'mind' and 

'soul' which is so prominent in the writings of Augustine, Alcuin and IElfric - his entire 

metaphor is built on the involvement of spiritual forces in the inner self. The inner self 

is affected by physical and spiritual needs, but remains the executive agency which 

detennines volitional thought and subsequent action as the core of the self - the inner 

cause and principle of outer behaviour. 

Whereas we find a dualistic and typological structure in the mode of 

characterisation in Juliana overall, those passages which deal with the inner self in 

detail fully embrace the complexities of human experience and enforce the importance 

of the choice and responsibility which lies within. This same interest in inner processes 

is also a notable feature in Elene, Cynewulfs poetic account of St. Helena's finding of 

the True Cross. In Chapter Six. I considered this longest and most critically acclaimed 

of Cynewulf s signed poems, which again makes use of a figural framework. Jews and 

Christians stand opposed in their concealment or revelation of the actual Cross on 

Calvary .. just as they stand opposed in their denial or embrace of Christ. Much attention 

has been paid to the figural opposition between the Jewish literal understanding of the 
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Old Law on the one hand and Christian allegorical and spiritual understanding on the 

other. The mutual dependence of all characters and the central themes of conversion and 

enlightenment which unite the poem as a whole, however, provide a particular insight 

into Cynewulf s conception of the role, function and status of the inner self in human 

nature and of individual inner workings. Chapter Six of this thesis accordingly 

considered the central importance of the inner self in individual human enlightenment as 

depicted in Elene. In this poem, Cynewulfs view of enlightenment essentially involves 

a 'whole-hearted' striving for truth and for God - a striving which embraces all aspects 

of human experience. True wisdom is not merely "intellectual' knowledge or 

understanding, but involves 'volitional' and 'emotional' elements which are at play in 

the active quest, in the discovery and in the embrace of the Cross - both literally and 

allegorically. Cynewulfs flexible use of the inner aspect words renegotiates our familiar 

categories of 'emotion', 'volition' and 'cognition', and his presentation of love as a 

driving volitional force in many ways resembles an Augustinian analysis of human 

motivation. Be this as it may, Cynewulf s overall presentation of inner processes and 

capacities appears to be based on an underlying conception of the inner self which 

differs from that of the broader Latin-Christian tradition. The inner self is depicted in 

striking detail in the experiences of Cynewulf s various characters. In essence, it is the 

agentive and experiencing core (however differently constituted) which encompasses 

man's highest potential on earth without being an exclusively "spiritual' entity. Rather, 

as I have suggested, it appears as man's means to self-realisation and man' s capacity for 

interacting with the divine - whether as the human locus of individual experience or as 

the human capacity for virtuous living in composite life. 

My consideration of the Alfredian prose texts in Part Three again focused on the 

importance of anthropological and metaphysical considerations for psychological 

workings, with a particular emphasis on the role of the inner self in conceptions of 

human and personal identity. In Chapter Seven., I considered the hierarchical view of 

human nature and its components which the author develops in the Old English prose 

Consola/ion. In reference to larger metaphysical spheres of reality Alfred evaluates the 

various aspects of the human being in tenns of their value as human possessions. In 
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reference to the futility and transience of earthly wealth and the true and enduring 

prosperity of true knowledge and spiritual virtue in the larger scheme of thin~ Alfred 

identifies the soul (sawul) as man's highest, best and - significantly - his truest 

possession. Alfred to an extent vindicates the value of the material world and of man' s 

corporeal nature by presenting these as means to higher spiritual ends. Whilst the 

hierarchy within human nature and the localisation of man's truest and most lasting 

essence in the eternal spiritual domain are clearly defined in the argument as a whole. 

Alfred's dominant concern appears to lie with the inner self (primarily reflected by the 

mod) as that substratum of identity which allows him to account for the wider spectrum 

of experiences and so with that entity which defines man's composite state in terms of 

its fallibility as well as its potential. Although we find a rather isolated account of a 

tripartite soul (sawul) which is associated with agency and volition in terms of a quasi

Platonic division of reason, anger and desire, it is the mod which explores~ thinks. feels 

and desires throughout the dialogue as a whole. Since Alfred is less concerned with 

questions of material or spiritual substances and since he makes no explicit reference to 

the relationship between the mod and sawul in this tex~ the assimilation of the inner self 

and the spiritual soul is far from complete. Precisely where the inner aspects fit into 

Alfred's hierarchical picture of human nature emerges more clearly in the Soliloquies. 

In Chapter Eight, I considered Alfred's significant interest in questions of 

identity and selfhood in the Soliloquies. In the Old English wo~ as in its Latin source. 

the personified Augustinus seeks to understand the nature of God and the nature of the 

soul (sawul) by means of his faculty of discrimination (gescead). Significantly, Alfred 

introduces his own line of inquiry by asking 'what am I?' in conjunction with the 

question of whether the sawul. the mod, and the various inner possessions associated 

with the mod (including the knowledge and experience it gains in life) are eternal. He 

clearly views these elements as central to self-definition and over the course of his 

inquiry provides a detailed exploration of the nature and workings of the core aspects of 

man. In his exploration of the processes of knowledge acquisition and cognition in 

terms of the continuum between outer sense-perception and inner cognition. Alfred 

fully utilises Augustine's metaphor of the rational mind as the "inner sight' of the soul. 
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Significantly, he develops Augustine's psychological metaphors into a picture of the 

mod as that inner aspect of man which contains in itself the multiplicity of capacities. 

powers and drives by which men identify themselves, both as individuals and as human 

beings. His association of these inner aspects with the soul (sawu/) is the only instance 

in Old English literature which identifies a direct constitutional relationship between 

man's inner agency and his spiritual soul. This relationship is explored further in 

Alfred's discussion of the eternal nature of not only the sawuJ. but also the mod and the 

gewit (accumulated insight). As in the Consolation, Alfred again asserts the eternal 

nature of these entities in reference to their status as man's most lasting, immutable. 

invincible, and therefore most valuable, and 'truest' possessions. His account of the 

mod as that aspect of the human being which encompasses individual identity and as the 

essence of self that remains in the afterlife essentially suggests that all those aspects of 

man which are central to human identity (whether components, capacities, processes or 

memories) must necessarily be eternal if continuity of identity is to be maintained in the 

afterlife. I accordingly argued that it is in light of this concern with selfhood that Alfred 

felt the need to associate the inner self with the spiritual domain of man, and that his 

sophisticated exploration of the relations between body and soul, as well as his 

discussions of the nature and status of the inner self within this dualistic schema, fully 

explore the implications of moving the essence of the self into the spiritual domain of 

man. 

By examining the ways in which frameworks of beliefs infonned and were 

developed in selected verse and prose works, this thesis has highlighted a notable 

capacity for innovative thought about human and personal identity in Anglo-Saxon 

intellectual culture. The close study of a number of texts from the Cynewulfian and 

Alfredian canons has demonstrated a coherence of anthropological and psychological 

ideas which has, I believe, hitherto received less critical recognition than is merited. 

This internal coherence of the relevant ideas allows a philosophical treatment of the 

works which highlights their systematic approaches to human nature within the context 

of overarching beliefs about man and his place and purpose in the larger scheme of 

things. In my discussion of the Cynewulf cano~ analyses of Christ II. Juliana and 
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Elene allowed me to trace three complementary perspectives on the role and status of 

the inner self in human nature, in static types of m~ and in developing individuals. In 

my treatment of the Alfredian prose works, examinations of the ConsolQ/ion and 

Soliloquies highlighted how two complementary vernacular accounts explore the 

implications of a clearly defmed metaphysics and anthropology in their constructions of 

human and personal identity. In both canons, the inner domain provides a forum within 

which the authors are able explore the complexities of human experience as a composite 

being. The depth and scope of their inquiries, as I have argued, bear witness to 

particularly innovative trends of thought in Anglo-Saxon intellectual culture and thus 

deserve recognition as valuable accounts within a longstanding tradition of exploring 

'ourselves' . 
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